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PREFACE 

The unique role of Special Forces has long required that 
a handbook devoted to foreign small-arms weapons be assembled. 
Such a handbook would serve at one time as both a learning and 
a teaching aid. 

This handbook has been compiled to furnish the Special 
Forces soldier with vital information on a number of foreign 
small arms he may encounter on a worldwide basis.    Explana- 
tions in simple terms of assembly, disassembly, operation 
and firing have been assembled in a concise,  uncomplicated 
format. 

This publication, in filling a long-standing need, will play 
a vital part in maintaining the reputation of the Special Forces 
soldier as being one whose training and ability to teach others 
places him in the front rank of the finest soldiers in the world. 

VI 
X 

A.' E. MILLO 
Brigadier Generg 
Commanding 
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INTRODUCTION 

A   requirement   has   long  existed   for  a  weapons   handbook  directed 
to   the   needs  of   the   Special   Forces   soldier.      Numerous   inquiries   on 
the   subject   resulted   in   the   requirement   being  given   to   the  Office 
of   ehe   Assistant   Chief   of   Stall',   G2,   US  Army  John  F.   Kennedy  Center 
for   Special   Warfare   (Airborne),   in  June   1964. 

The   publication   desired   was   a   very  unique  one   because   the   pur- 
pose   it   was   to   serve   was   unique.     The   task   began  by   investigating 
all   publication   sources   existing   that  might   fill   the  bill of  a  com- 
pact,   concise  and   yet   informative   publication.     Among   the   sources 
investigated  were   Army   Technical   Manuals,   Army  Field   Manuals, 
Department  of   the  Army   Pamphlets,   Ordnance  Manuals,   other  military 
publications,   and   a   number  oi   commercial   publications.     None  of 
these   in   itself  could   provide   tl.e   answer.     The   requirement  became 
a  matter  of  compiling  certain   data   from many  sources   into   this  one 
handbook. 

After   thorough   scrutinizing,   70 out  of  approximately  200 weap- 
ons   were   selected   for  coverage.     Serious   effort  was  made   to  avoid 
duplication  of   systems   with   Che   exception  of  certain   submachine 
guns   that   differ   in   disassembly   procedure.     Some  weapons  which  are 
considered  obsolete   by   present-day   standards  were   included  because 

) i'   the   unusual,   system  of  operation   they  eirployed,   giving   the   reader 
a   better   understanding  of   the   multitude   of   designs   that   exist. 
Others  were   included   because   of   their  extreme   simplicity  and   the 
f/iet   that   they  could   be   produced   by  a  number  of   "poor"   countries. 
Mechanical  difficulties   such  as   stoppages  and   jams   are   omitted   to 
keep   the   text   simple. 

It   is  emphasized   that   consideration  was   given   to   existing  pub- 
'      ations  on   the   subject   of   small  arms.     Illustrations   of   the 
chosen  '»capons  were   not  available   in   the   disassembly   format  desired, 
so   that   each  weapon   covered   had   to  be   physically   procured   (from 
v.i, ions   sources)   and   photographed.     in accordance  with   this,   it   is 
a<mitted   that   this   publication will  appear  as   a   radical   departure 
;.. ovn  the   standard   small  arms   textbook.     Reminder   is   again  inter- 
posed   that   this   is   a  unique   publication  and   with   this   in  mind,   tech- 
nieal   data  was  obtained   by   set   formula   in   the   following manner: 

Wei Jit;     All   weapons   were  weighed  with  slings   (when  avail- 
able),   eirpty  magazines,   other  necessary  acroutermen ts   that   normally 
a ■. i. ovn pan1    the  weapon  and   bayonets   if   permanently  attached.     The 
weighing   seel.es   v.vre   calibrated   every   30  days,. 
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Overall  Length;     This   dimension was   determined   by   laying 
the  weapon on a one-inch   grid   background   dimension   sheet.     A mov- 
able   grid   plate  graduated   in   tenths  of an  inch  was  used   to  measure 
between major  dimension   lines   at   the  muzzle   and  butt  of   the   piece. 

Practical   Rate  of  Fire:     This   figure  was   derived   by   the 
use   of  a   formula which   considered   the  cyclic   rate   of   fire   and   tac- 
tical   use   as   variable   factors,   weight  of weapon,   type   of  mount 
normally  used,   and   type   and   capacity of   feed   as   fixed   factors.     In 
all   cases,   the   rate  of   fire   is   stated  as   somewhat  higher   than   the 
figures   determined   by   formula  based  on   two  assumptions   --   that  a 
25   percent  hit   figure  was   a   fair  combat  criteria  and   that   the 
weapon was   being operated   by  an  expert.     The   writer's   personal   ex- 
perience   tipped   the   balance   in   favor  of   the   shooter  when  an  ex- 
perience   factor  could  be   weighed. 

Effective   Range:     No   other  data  on   a   characteristic   data 
chart   is   more  controversial   than   the   range   figure.     In   this   respect. 
Effective   Range  as   stated   in   this  book means   accurate   range. 
(That   range  at  which  25   percent  of   the   shots  will   hit   the   normal 
tactical   target   for   the   weapon  under  question.)     This   figure  was 
derived  by  a   formula  which   considered   the   practical   rate   of   fire, 
weight,   type  of mount  used,   and   tactical   application  considered  as 
fixed   factors;   the   experience   of   the  average   operator  with  con- 
sideration  given   to   the   complexity of   the   specific   weapon was 
treated   as   a  variable   factor. 

Assembly,   Disassembly,   and  Functioning:     Assembly  and  dis- 
assembly   instructions   were   researched   in   the   following manner. 
All   possible  assembly  and   disassembly   step-by-step  procedures  were 
applied  by   practical   process   with   respect   to  each  weapon.     The  most 
logical  and   easiest  was   selected.     The  description  of  weapon   func- 
tioning omitted   lengthy   discussion  of obvious   phases   such  as   feed- 
ing,   extraction  and  ejection,   while  elaborating on  other  phases 
which  were   deemed  more,   important. 

With  emphasis   of  safety   in mind,   the   loading and   firing  in- 
structions   gertfrally   include   the   procedure   for  placing   the  weapon 
on  "SAFE"  before   loading  and   where  applicable,   setting   the  Fire. 
Select   Lever   to   type   of   lire   desired  before   pulling   the   trigger. 
Mention  of   these   simple   steps,   in each weapon   coverage  may   seem 
unnecessary,   but  handling  a   strange  weapon  is   dangerous   enough 
without  adding carelessness. 

There   is  no  question   this   publication  could   be   larger,  more 
detailed,   include  more   weapons,   teach more   technical   facts,   and 
present  more   trouble   shouting   1 u Lormation.     The   purpose,  was   to 
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produce  a  simple,   concise   publication  for   the  use   of   the   Special 
Forces   soldier.     It   is   felt   this  has  been  accomplished,   but  only 
you  the user can verify   this   fact.     In conclusion,   you are  as- 
sured   that  all   factors   were   examined  and   exhausted   to   produce   this 
special handbook  for a  soldier with a  special mission. 

COMMENTS  OR  SUGGESTIONS  CONCERNING  THIS  HANDBOOK 
OR REQUESTS  FOR ADDITIONAL COPIES  SHOULD  BE AD- 
DRESSED TO THE  OFFICE  OF THE ASSISTANT  CHIEF  OF 
STAFF,   G2,   U.S.   ARMY JOHN F.'   KENNEDY CENTER FOR 
SPECIAL WARFARE   (ABN),   FORT  BRAGG,   N.C.   28307. 

USAJFKCENSPWAR(ABN) 
Fort  Bragg,  North Carolina 
1  January  1967 

Research  and  writing were  completed   in 
August   1966 

By  SGM Frank A.  Moyer 

IV 
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PISTOLS 

SECTION I 

A pistol is defined as a short firearm intended to be held 
normally with one hand.  Its chamber is formed by reaming and enlarg- 
ing the breech end of the barrel so it will receive the cartridge.  In 
this respect a pistol is differentiated from a revolver inasmuch as 
the cartridge, at the time of ignition, is fully seated and contained 
in the breech end of tne barrel in a pistol, while in a revolver the 
cartridge is contained within a separate component (the cylinder) at 
the time of ignition.  The term "pistol" originally referred to single 
shot weapons but under present day application refers to any hand gun 
in which the cartridge is placed in the chamber of the barrel, either 
manually or by mechanical means, before the primer is struck by the 
firing pin.  The term "automatic pistol" is a misnomer when used in 
reference to mechanically fed hand guns.  These weapons are properly 
classed as "auto-loaders" or "self-loading" arms, there is an ex- 
tremely limited number of true "automatic pistols" in use today.  The 
automatic pistol by proper definition is one in which the weapon mech- 
anically feeds fresh ammunition into the chamber and fires it as long 
as the trigger is held to the rear.  Hand guns of this type have seen 
little success - control of such a weapon during firing being almost 
impossible for any degree of accuracy. 

The pistols discussed in this handbook represent only a 
fraction of the auto-loading designs which may be encountered by 
Special Forces personnel.  The weapons covered do represent a general 
cross-section of the most successful arms of this type - different 
locking systems are explained in detail to include of course the un- 
locked breech weapon, the stry.ijht blowback system.  Many more 
hand guns should have been included, but the general purpose of the 
discussion of pistols was to present to the reader an idea of the 
various designs in use today. Understanding the function of a few 
will make it easier to understand the function of many more. 
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PISTOL AUSTRIA 
9-iim M12   (Steyr) 

The 9-min MI2 Steyr-Hahn pistol is a recoil opcruLcd, locked 
breech pistol which is chambered for a special 9-nmi round.  This 9-nim 
round is slightly longer than the standard 9-mm round used in the Luger 
pistol.  Some of these weapons were rebarreled for the Luger cartridge 
during WWII and are marked "08" on the slide.  This is an exceptionally 
well made pistol though the shape of the grip and the heavy recoil make 
it an uncomfortable piece to fire.  This weapon incorporates two unusual 
features; the breech is locked by a slight rotation of the barrel and 
remains in this locked position during the travel of the bullet down the 
barrel by the force the bullet exerts in following the rifling; the 
magazine is a permanent component of the pistol grip and is loaded 
through the top of the receiver from a strip clip.  Because of this 
unique loading feature, the fact that there is no magazine to remove if 
it becomes necessary to unload the pistol, the cartridges in the maga- 
zine are removed by opening the slide and locking it open by the safety 
catch and pressing on the latch on the left side of the receiver above the 
stock.  This allows the magazine spring and follower to force the cart- 
ridges up out through the top of the receiver. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a locked breech pistol which is locked by the rotation 
of the barrel in which cam surfaces on the barrel engage locking slots 
in the slide.  An automatic disconnector is incorporated in the design 
which prevents the pistol from being fired until the slide is fully for- 
ward and ehe trigger has been released.  Eight rounds are stripped into 
the magazine contained in the pistol grip from a strip clip.  The safety is 
pushed down, the slide is released.  As the slide strikes the rear of the 
barrel it forces it forward. A camming rib on  the barrel riding in a ma- 
ting slot in the receiver forces the barrel to turn clockwise so that 
the locking lugs on the barrel engage locking slots in the slide.  A 
round has been chambered, the hammer has been forced back and engaged by 
the sear and the disconnector has moved up to connect the sear and the 
trigger.  When the trigger is pulled and the cartridge is fired the 
barrel and slide start to move rearward.  The barrel is rifled with a 
right hand twist.  The bullet in the barrel following the rifling tends 
to twist the barrel to the right.  The barrel must turn to the left to 
disengage from the slide and as long as the bullet is in the barrel 
exerting this right-hand torque, the barrel cannot turn to unlock, thus 
the barrel and slide remain locked together until the bullet leaves the 
muzzle.  When the barrel unlocks from the slide, the slide continues to 
the rear, compressing the recoil spring and then moves forward under the 
force of the compressed recoil spring and chambers a new round.  Ex- 
traction and ejection of the empty case is accomplished as in other 
pistols. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  9-mm Steyr 
Operation   Recoil 
Type of Feed  Fixed box - 
Weight, empty  34 oz 
Overall length  8.5 in 
Effective range   75 meters 
Muzzle velocity  ....,,., 1,200 fps 

8 rd  cap 

STEP 

FIELD  STRIP  PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

3. 
4. 
5. 

Press the locking points of the Slide Retaining Pin together. 
(The points may be protruding from either side of the Receiver) 
Remove Slide Retaining Pin, 
(Recoil Spring and Guide may be removed at this point). 
Pull Slide back slightly and raise up. 
Continue to pull Slide to the rear and lift it off the Receiver. 
Lift Barrel out of the Slide. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Assemble Barrel to Slide.  Engage 
Slide with Receiver, slide forward and down into locked position.  If the 
Recoil Spring and Guide were removed, assemble into Receiver from the front. 
Put Slide Retaining Pin in place. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Pull the Slide to the rear and push the Safety Lever up 
Lu luck Lht; Slide open.  Place an S-round Strip Clip into the feed guides 
in the top of the Receiver.  Push the cartridges down into the pistol grip. 
Remove the empty Strip Clip.  Push down on the Safety Lever and the Slide 
will move forward and chamber the first round. 

To fire:  Press the trigger the weapon will fire.  The trigger 
must be pulled for each round fired.  When the last shot has been fired the 
slide will remain to the rear. 
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PISTOL BELGIUM 

9-mm M3S BROWING (HI POWER) 

This pistol, manufactured by fabrique Nationale d'Annes 
de Guerre, Herstal-Liege, Belgium, was first placed on the market 
in two models in 1935,  One model (illustrated), has fixed front 
and rear sights.  The other model has an adjustable rear sight, 
provision for attachment of a shoulder stock and a special com- 
bination holster and shoulder stock.  Under German occupation and 
supervision during WW II, an automatic variant is reported to have 
been produced,  A light weight type, with light metal alloy frames 
have been manufactured «s a post WW II production.  This weapon was 
manufactured in Canada as the No. 1, Mk. 1, No. 2, Mk. 1, No. 2 
Mk 1*, S.L. No. 2 Mk 1 and S.L. No. 2 Mk 1*. With variant markings 
the pistol was supplied to the Chinese Nationalist Army.  It was 
manufactured by German occupation forces during WW II,  Commercial 
and military contract sales to:  Belgian, French, Rumanian and 
Latvian armies. 

FUNCTIONING 

Designed by John Browning in 1926, this piece is similar 
in design and function to the U.S. M1911A1 pistol.  Recoil operated, 
with a locked slide, the barrel is locked to the slide by a camming 
wedge on the underside of the barrel.  The disconnector and sear 
differ from the standard Browning practice in that ' \\e  sear is mounted 
in the slide.  The pivoting trigger pivots the r.*-•.: ,     Forward motion 
of the slide cams the trigger lever out of engagement with the sear 
until it is released and repulled. 

NOTES TO REMEMBER 

1. Hold the slide firmly when removing it from the re- 
ceiver.  The recoil spring is fully compressed at this point in 
disassembly.  If the slide slips from the person's hand, it will be 
forced violently from the receiver.  It may injure the disassembler 
or cause, damage to the slide or receiver. 

2. Post WW 11 production pieces have a magazine safety In- 
corporated into the design.  When the magazine is removed, the trigger 
cannot be pulled.  In order to pull the trigger and drop the hammer, a 
magazine must be inserted in the handle.  An empty magazine should be 
used. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  9-nmi 
Operation      .... Recoil 
Type of   Iteed     .   ,  Box-13 rd  cap 
Weight w/empty magazine  22   iz 
Overall   length  7.8  in 
Effective  range   ,     70  meters 

FIELD  STRIP  PROCEDirRE 

STEP ACTION 

1, Pull  Slide to  the rear. 
2. Push Thumb Safety up  into  2nd Notch in Slide, 
3. Pressing  in on Magazine  Catch,   remove Magazine, 
4, Push out Slide Stop by pressing on Slide Stop Pin on right side 

of Receiver, Hold Slide firmly, release T^umb Safety and allow 
Slide  to move  forward.     Lift  off of Receiver. 

5, Holding  the Slide Assembly upside down,  move  the Recoil  Spring 
Guide  toward  the muzzle slightly, 

6. Disengage the Recoil  Spring Guide head  from  the Barrel  Nose, 
Remove Recoil  Spring and  Guide and Barrel   from  the  Slide, 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in reverse order.    Hold Slide upside down,  put Barrel 
into place.    Assemble Recoil  Spring and Guide and assemble  to Slide,  make 
sure Recoil  Spring Guide head  is   firmly in place against  Barrel Nose. 
Assemble  Slide Assembly  to Receiver,   push Slide all   the way  to the rear 
and  engage Thumb Safety  in 2nd Notch  in Slide.     Put  Slide  Stop Pin in the 
hole in the Receiver and press  in firmly, 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:     Pull   the  Slide  to the rear,   lock  open with  the Slide 
Stop,   insert a loaded Magazine  into the Handle,     Push down on the Slide Stop 
and  allow  the Slide to go forward  and chamber a round.     Push  the Thumb Safety 
up into the rear  (Ist"!  Notch  in the Slide, 

To  fire:     Push  Thumb.Safety  down.     Pull   the  Trigger,   the weapon 
will   fire  one  shot   for  each  pull   of  the Trigger, 

NOTE:     Some models have a   Magazine  Safety which locks  the  Sear when 
the  Magazine is  removed.     If   the  Hammer will  not  fall when the  Trigger  is 
pulled  slide a Magazine in place,   pull   Trigger.     This  pistol  can be carried 
with a round in the chamber  and  the Hammer down;  hold  the  Hammer with  the 
thumb of one hand  and pull   the  Trigger,   let   the Hammer  down gently   on   the 
Firing  Pin  Stop.     Pull   Hammer  back   Co  fire, 
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PISTOL GPÜAT BRITAIN 
.455 SELF LOADING PISTOL MARK 1 

The British .455 Mark 1 Pistol is a recoil operated, locked 
breech weapon chaipbered for a round which is very similar to the U.S. 
.45 caliber round used in the M1911A1 Pistol.  The round is semi-rimmed 
instead of rimless and the bullet is blunter than the .45 caliber round. 
The .'455 round will not chamber in the U.S. Pistol.  The .455 Mark 1 
Pistol manufactured by Webley and Scott was adopted by the Royal British 
Navy in 1913.  An earlier model producer) in 1904 and a .38 caliber model 
produced in 1910 were never successful but are not to be confused vith 
the Mark 1.  Straight blowback model pistols made by Webley and Scott 
were chambered for .25, .32, .380 and 9-mm ammunition and resemble the 
.455 caliber recoil operated pistol.  Harrington and Richardson of 
the United States manufactured a modification of the Webley pistol in 
.32 AGP caliber.  The Mark 1 Pistol was a difficult pistol to hold and 
fire because of the shape and angle of the grip.  One design item of 
note is the two-position magazine system.  The magazine could be inserted 
until the first engagement notch of the magazine engaged the magazine 
catch and the piece would not load f"om the magazine but could be loaded 
single shot manually.  The loaded magazine was thus la ■! in reserve. 
Pushing the magazine up to engage the second notch of Li,'.: magazine 
brought the magazine into use. 

FUNCTIONING 

With a loaded magazine fully inserted the slide is drawn 
to the rear and released.  The slide moves forward strips a round from 
the magazine and chambers it.  The hammer remains held to the rear by 
the sear.  The locking system involves the movement of the barrel up 
and down along inclined grooves in the receiver.  Angled grooves on 
either side of the receiver are engaged by lugs on each side of the 
barrel.  When the forward moving slide strikes the rear of the barrel, 
the barrel is forced forward and up so that a shoulder on the top of 
the barrel is abutted against a mating recess in the lop of the slide. 
When the round is fired the barrel and slide move to the rear.  The 
lugs on the barrel riding in the grooves in the receiver direct the 
rear of the barrel downward pulling the locking shoulder on the top 
of the barrel out of the recess in the top of the slide.  The rearward 
movement of the barrel stops at this point and the slide continues 
to the rear to extract and eject the empty case.  The slide then moves 
forward under impulse of the compressed recoil spring which is a 
"V" shaped leaf spring contained under the right stock.  The hammer 
remains to the rear.  Pulling the trigger will repeat the firing cycle. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  455 Webley SL 
Operation   Recoil 
Type of Feed  Box - 7 rd cap 
Weight, empty  38 ozs 
Overall length  8.5 in 
Effective range   70 meters 

STEP 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

1. Draw the Slide slightly to the rear and press in on the Recoil Lever 
Stop.  This locks the Recoil Spring out of action. 

2. Push the Slide forward. 
3. Pull the Slide Stop out as far as it will go. 
4. Pull the Slide to the rear as far as it will go. 
5. Lift the Barrel out of the Receiver. 
6. Push the Slide forward off the Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide the Slide on to the front of 
the Receiver and push all the way to the rear.  Assemble the Barrel to the 
Receiver.  Push the Slide forward slightly, pushing in on the Slide Stop 
at the same time.  Move the Slide slightly to the rear until the Reccil 
Lever Stop disengages from the Recoil Spring and the Recoil Spring again 
becomes operational. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Insert a leaded magazine fully into the grip.  There is 
no Safety Lever on this weapon.  The only Safety is a Grip Safety and this 
Grip Safety located in the rear of the Grip must be pushed in fully to fire 
the pistol.  Draw the Slide to the rear and release it.  The Slide will move 
forward and chamber a round.  The Hammer will be held to the rear by the 
Sear. 

To fire;  Grip the Pistol Grip firmly so the Grip Safety is pushed 
in.  Pull, the Trij-,.r.  The weapon will fire for each pull of the Trigger 
until the Magazine'is empty.  The slide will remain to the rear after the 
Magazine is empty.  When the Magazine is removed the Slide Stop will hold 
the Slide open. 
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PISTOL FRANCE 
7.65-mm M1935A  (MAS) 

The French M1935A MAS Pistol is chambered for a special 7.65-mm 
cartridge which has a longer case than either the Luger 7.65-mm or the 
Colt 7.65-nim rounds.  The French MAS-38 submachinegun is also chambered 
for this round and though the round is considered weak for a submachine- 
gun round, it is more than adequate for a pistol.  The M1935A pistol is 
patterned after the U.S. Model 1911A1 pistol and resembles it in many 
respects with the exception of being slightly smaller than the U.S. 
piece.  The French pistol does not however have a grip safety, the only 
safety being a lever mounted on the top left rear of the slide.  The 
exposed hammer does not have a "spur" but is instead a "burr" type and 
is almost completely protected by the slide when in the forward position. 
The finish of the piece is generally poor, being a black enamel.  The 
M1935A has been replaced by the 9-mm M1950 Pistol in the French Army. 
The M1935A may still be encountered in the hands of police units. 

FUNCTIONING 

The M1935A Pistol is a locked breech pistol in which the 
locking of the barrel to the slide is accomplished by a link one end 
of which is attached to the breech end of the barrel the other end firm- 
ly affixed to the receiver.  With a loaded magazine in place, the slide 
is drawn to the rear and released.  As the si:'de moves forward under im- 
pulse of the compressed recoil spring a round is stripped from the maga- 
zine and chambered.  When the breechblock strikes the rear of the barrel 
it forces the barrel forward and the rear of the barrel pivots about the 
fixed link moving up so the locking lugs on the top of the barrel engage 
mating locking grooves in the top of the slide.  Upon firing the slide 
and barrel move to the rear a short distance locked together.  The 
link being firmly attached to the receiver then pulls the barrel down 
out of engagement with the slide and the slide continues to the rear. 
Extraction and ejection of the empty case is accomplished at this time. 
The slide moves forward and chambers the next round and the hammer is held 
to the rear by the sear.  Pulling the trigger repeats the cycle. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  7.65-mni Long 
Operation  , . . . Recoil 
Type of Feed  Box - 8 rd cap 
Weight, empty  25.3 ozs 
Overall length  7.8 in 
Effective range   65 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Press the Slide Stop Pin out of the Receiver from the right side, 
la.   Remove the Slide Stop. 
2. Slide the Slide with Barrel, Recoil Spring and Guide off the front 

of the Receiver. 
3. Lift the assembled Recoil Spring and Guide from the Slide. 
4. Remove the Barrel fnm the Slide. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide the Barrel into the Slide. 
Assemble the Recoil Spring and Guide into the Slide making sure that the 
rear of the Recoil Spring Guide engages the Barrel Link.  Assemble the 
Slide to the Receiver.  Line up the Barrel Link with the hole in the Recei- 
ver and push the Slide Stop Pin through the Receiver. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load;  Insert a loaded Magazine.  Push the Safety Lever up to 
"SAFE".  Draw the Slide to the rear and release it.  The Slide will move 
forward strip a round from the Magazine and chamber it. 

To fire:  Push the Safety Lever down.  Pull the Trigger.  The 
weapon will fire for each pull of the Trigger until the Magazine is empty. 
The Slide will remain to the rear after the Magazine is empty.  When the 
Magazine is removed the Slide Stop will hold the Slide open.  NOTE:  This 
weapon has a Magazine Safety.  When the Magazine is removed the weapon 
cannot be fired. 
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PISTOL GERMANY 
7.63-mm 1896 MILITARY MODEL 

The 7.63-mm Mauser pistol is a recoil operated, fixed magazine- 
fed pistol.  This pistol, designed by Paul Mauser of Oberndorf, Germany 
in 1896 was the first of the true military pistols.  It is one of the 
few pistols in the world today which does not utilize a detachable- 
magazine, the ammunition being loaded from a strip clip into the fixed- 
magazine built into the frame forward of the trigger guard.  The design 
of this weapon has changed very little since the original system was 
produced in 1896.  The lock-frame and hammer mechanism is extremely com- 
plicated for a pistol, but because of the large magazine capacity (10 
rounds), shoulder stock attachment, relatively long barrel and adjust- 
able, accurate sights,it is well liked by both military and civilian 
shooters.  The black-jack shaped grip, and forward heavy balance of the 
piece makes it an awkward weapon to shoot until one has mastered the 
feel and balance.  The pistol has been chambered for 9-mm and can 
usually be identified in this caliber by a large number "9" carved in 
the stock. Models made in China have been recovered chambered for the 
,45 ACP round.  Models exist with a change lever incorporated into the 
design which permits full-automatic fire and in this pi•lol the detach- 
able shoulder stock must be used.  Other models exist '.     which  a 
detachable 20-round magazine is used in conjunction with a long carbine- 
type barrel, removable shoulder stock and incorporating a change lever. 
As such it becomes a true machine-pistol. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a locked breech pistol and because of the special 
ballistics of the round it fires, it is somewhat more accurate than a 
conventional pistol.  With the bolt locked to the rear, the bolt re- 
mains open if the magazine is empty, a strip-clip holding 10 rounds is 
placed in the feed guide at the top of the magazine housing.  The ammu- 
nition is pushed down into the magazine compressing the magazine spring. 
Removing the empty clip releases the bolt and the boll; will move for- 
ward to chamber the first round.  The hammer remains to the roar in the 
cocked position held by the sear.  The bolt lock is forced up into the 

recesses in the bot torn of the bolt, firmly locking the bolt against the 
breech.  Pulling the (rigger pivots the soar out of engagement with the 
hammer allowing the hammer to swing forward against the striker.  The 
barrel, barrel extension, lock and lock frame move to tho rear a short 
distance locked together (approximately 3/16").  The rear bottom toe of 
the lock drops into a recess in the lock frame, disengaging from the bolt 
and the bolt moves to the rear extracting and ejecting the fired case. 
The bolt then moves forward and chambers a new round.  The hammer is 
held back by the sear and the pistol is ready to fire again. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber   7.63-mm 
Operation   Recoil 
Type of Feed Fixed Box - 
Weight, Empty 45 oz 
Overall Length 12.2 in w/o 
Barrel Length   5.25 in 
Effective range .   80 meters 
Muzzle velocity   1,426 fps 

10 rd 

stock 

:ap 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Press in on the Locking Stud located at the rear of the Magazine 
Floor Plate.  Slide Floor Plate forward and off.  Remove Magazine 
Spring and Follower. 

2. Draw the Hammer back.  Press up on the Receiver Lock located 
beneath the bise of the Hammer. 

3. Slide the Barrel and Barrel Extension with the attached Lock 
Frame to the rear of the Receiver. 

4. Pivot the Lock Frame Assembly down and remove from engagement with 
the Barrel Extension.  Lift the Bolt Lock off of the Lock Frame Assembly. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Assemblt the Bolt Lock to the underside 
of the Barrel Extension, engaging the locking recesses in the Bolt.  Attach 
the Lock Frame Assembly onto the Bolt Lock by inserting the rear toe of the 
Lock into its recess in the top of the Lock Frame Assembly.  Holding thf 
two firmly together, slide into the guides in the Receiver and push for- 
ward until the Receiver Lock is engaged.  Assemble Magazine Spring and 
Follower into the Magazine Housing and slide Floor Plate into place. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Draw Slide to the rear.  Insert loaded strip clip into 
feed guides and press ammunition down into Magazine.  Remove strip clip 
and Bolt will ride forward and chamber the first round.  If the Safety, 
located on the left side of the Hammer is up, the weapon is on Safe.  Push 
the Safety down and the pistol is ready to fire. 

To fire:  Pull the Trigger and the weapon will fire.  This is a semi- 
automatic pistol and the Trigger must be pulled for each round fired. 
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PISTOL GERMANY 

9-mm PISTOLE 38  (P-38) 

The 9-mm Walther Military Model (Heeres Pistole), P-38, 
originally manufactured at Walther, Zella Mehlis, was intended to 
replace the German pistole 08 (P-08)  as the standard handgun of 
the German Army.  War requirements, however, kept the P-08 in pro- 
duction.  The Swedish version of this pistol is listed as the Pistol 
m/39, the Norwegian service (post WWII) arm as the 9-mm Pistol m/38. 
It was also used extensively by the Czech polic, ; (post WWII). 
Commercial versions of this arm were in produci-ion prior to 1939 and 
were sold in the United States through arms import houses.  It can be 
found in .22 caliber rimfire, .38 ACP and .45 ACP.  Many experimental 
veriations exist as well as many standardized design models.  Differ- 
ences in barrel lengths, material, and firing pin safeties exist in 
the standardized models.  The weapon is very unusual in that it in- 
corporates a double-action hammer, seldom successful or considered, 
in the design of an auto-loading pistol.  (The Austrian Roth-Steyr, 
M1907 utilized a striker, cocked and released by the trigger).  In 
the case of the P-38, the double-action feature has considerable merit 
(as a military side-arm) over conventional pistols.  With the weapon 
loaded, the hammer can be dropped by applying the safety.  To fire it 
is only necessary to pull the trigger, the hammer functions in the 
manner of a double-action revolver.  In the event of a misfire the 
trigger can be repeatedly pulled until the cartridge discharges.  A 
loaded chamber indicator, a floating pin which protrudes from the rear 
of the slide above the hammer, indicates by sight, or feel, whether a 
round is in the chamber.  This weapon has all the good-holding points 
of the P-08, a positive swinging-block locking system similar to the 
Mauser pistol, the sturdiness of the U.S. M1911A1 and an extremely 
simple takedown procedure. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a recoil operated pistol with a positively locked 
slide.  If the double-action feature is used to fire the first round, 
the hammer will be cocked by the rearward movement of the slide after 
the round is fired, and the cocking action thereafter is similar to 
standard auto-loading pistol principles.  The barrel is locked to the 
slide for a short recoiling distance by lugs on a pivoting lock attach- 
ed to the barrel assembly.  At the end of 5/16" rearward travel of the 
locked parts, the lock is cammed down by a locking plunger which butts 
against the receiver at this point in travel.  The slide continues to 
the rear compressing two small recoil springs.  Moving forward after 
completing its rearward movement, the slide strips a round from the 
magazine and chambers it.  The lock is forced up into engagement with 
the slide by a caiiming surface on the bottom of the lock.  Extraction 
and ejection is the same as for similar auto-loaders. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  9-min 
Operation   Recoil 
Weight with empty magazine  ... 34 oz 
Overall length  8.6 in 
Barrel length    4.9 in 
J1 Mgazine capacity  8 rds 
Eiiective range ....   70 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. With Magazine removed and Chamber enpty, push thumb Safety Lever 
down to "SAFE," 

2. Draw the slide to the rear and lock open with the Slide Stop. 
3. Turn the lever-type Locking Pin down and around as far as it will 

go.  Holding the Slide firmly, push down on the Slide Stop and 
allow the Slide and Barrel Assembly to slide forward.  The Trigger 
must be pulled to release the Slide and Barrel Assembly. 

4. Hold the Barrel and Slide upside down and press in on the Lock 
Plunger.  This will cam the Locking Lugs on the Lock out of en- 
gagement with the Slide. 

3.  Slide the Barrel and LOCK, forward out of the Slide.  The Lock may 
be lifted from the Barrel Assembly.  No further disassembly is 
necessary for general cleaning. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Replace the lock in the Barrel 
Assembly by pressing down firmly.  With the Receiver held upside down, 
slide the Barrel Assembly and Lock into the Receiver.  Holding the Lock 
in the "locked" position (pushed in against the Barrel), slide the Slide 
and Barrel Assembly onto the Receiver.  Push all the way to the rear and 
raise the Slide Stop to hold the Slide open.  Pivot the Locking Pin back 
and up.  Release the Slide Stop and allow the Slide to move forward. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To Load;  Draw the S,lide to the rear and lock open with the Slide 
Stop.  Insert a loaded Magazine.  Push down on the Slide Stop.  The Slide 
will move forward and chamber a round.  If the Safety was on "FIRE", the 
Hammer will remain cocked tack and the weapon is ready to fire.  If the 
Safety was on "SAFE", the Hammer will follow the Slide forward, resting 
against the blocked Firing Pin.  To Fire:  With the Safety in the "SAFE" 
position, push the Safety up.  The Hammer can now be thumb-cocked for the 
first round or a pull of the Trigger will draw the Hammer back and re- 
lease it. 
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PISTOL GERMANY 
9-nim ^ISTOLE 08 (LUGER) 

The 9-mm Pistole 08 (P-08), commonly known as the Luger 
Pistol, is probably one of the most popular, best known handguns in 
the world,  ft has been produced in 7.65-mm and 9-mm caliber and 
units to convert to .22 caliber are available.  A few were made in 
caliber .45 ACP for tests by the United States in the early 1900*3. 
Very few changes have been made in the Lugcr design since 1900.  These 
have included changes in the movement of the safety lever and the in- 
clusion, in very limited quantities, of a magazine safety.  The Luger 
may be encountered with various barrel lengths, addition of a grip 
safety, different rear sight locations and types, and may be found 
with or without the stock attachment lug on the grip.  It is probably 
one ot the best "pointing " pistols in existence and its main mechanical 
fault is the total exposure to the elements of the major moving parts, 
the breechblock, toggle and toggle joint assembly.  This, plus the 
excessive breakage of the recoil spring (later improved) and the failure 
of the magazine catch to hold the magazine in proper feeding position 
were some of the reasons for the failure of acceptance of the pistol as 
the standard military sidearm for U.S. armed forces. A ■'.oden shoulder 
stock, forearm, and 32-round drum magazine are availabl   ir this weapon. 
Some models are reported to have been modified for full-automatic fire 
also. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a recoil operated, locked-breech action pistol.  With 
a loaded magazine inserted in the grip, the large knobs on either side 
of the toggle joint are pulled up and to the rear to draw open the 
breechblock.  Releasing the knobs allows the assembled toggle joint 
assembly and breechblock to move down and forward into an in-line 
position under the impulse of the recoil spring contained in the rear 
of the grip.  Pulling the trigger causes the trigger bar ("L" shaped) 
to press against the sear which is holding the firing pin to the rear. 
The firing pin is released and moves forward under the impulse of the 
compressed firing pin spring and strikes the primer. The breechblock is 
locked against the face of the chamber by the "straight-line" structure 
of the fore and rear toggle pieces and toggle joint assembly^  After a 
short rearward travel of the locked barrel and receiver assembly, the 
toggle joint knobs are forced up and in so doing, the "straight-line" is 
broken . ~d the breechblock moves away from the face of the chamber, ex- 
tracting tnd ejecting the empty cartridge case.  At the completion of this 
rearward movement of the breechblock, the recoil spring forces the opened 
toggle system to move forward again, forcing the breechblock against the 
face of the chamber during which time it has stripped the top round from 
the magazine and chambered it.  Another pull of the trigger will repeat 
this cycle. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  9-ram 
Operation   Recoil 
Type of Feed  Box - 8 rd cap 
Weight, empty  30 02 
Overall length  8.7 in 
Effective range   70 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. With the Chamber empty and the Magazine removed, push back slightly 
on the Barrel and pivot the Side Plate Retaining Pin down and re- 
move. 

2. Lift off the Side Plate. 
3. Slide the Barrel and Receiver Assembly with Breechblock and Toggle 

Assembly forward off the frame. 
4. Buckle the Toggle up slightly by pressing on the underside of the 

Toggle Joint and push the Toggle Assembly Retaining Pin out.  Slide 
the Breechblock and Toggle Assembly out of the Receiver Assembly 
guides. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order. Slide the Toggle and Breechblock 
Assembly into the Receiver Assembly guides. Buckle the Toggle up slightly 
and press the Toggle Retaining Pin into place. Mate the Receiver Assembly 
with the Frame and slide into place.  NOTE 1: Make sure the HOOK attached 
to the rear of the Toggle Assanbly drops into place in front of the Recoil 
Spring Claw, visible just forward of and below the inclined ramp at the rear 
of the Frame.  Push the Barrel to the rear slightly and assemble the Side 
Plate Retaining Pin. Place the Side Plate into position. NOTE 2:  The 
TONGUE at the rear of the Side Plate must slip beneath the recess in the Frame 
and the j -ojecting arm of the Trigger Bar must fall into the proper slot above 
the Trigger.  Pivot the Side Plate Retaining Pin up to lock the Barrel Assembly 
and Frame together. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Push the Safety Lever up to "SAFE."  Insert a loaded 
Magazine into the pistol grip.  Grasp the serrated Toggle Knobs and pull up 
and back to pull the Breechblock to the rear.  Release the Knobs and the Breech- 
block will move forward and chamber a round. 

To fire:  Push the Safety to "Off." Pull the Trigger.  The weapon 
will fire one shot for each pull of the Trigger until empty.  When the last 
round has been fired the Breechblock will remain to the rear with the Toggle 

Joint in the "up" position. 
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PISTOL ITALY 
9-mm M1910 GLISENTI 

The Italian 9-mm Glisenti Pistol is a recoil operated, 
locked breech weapon which incorporates a number of unusual design 
features in its construction.  It was patented in 1906 and presented 
for tests in the United States in 1907.  Officially adopted as the 
Italian service pistol in 1910, it saw service in both WWI and WWII. 
It has been replaced by the Italian 9-mm ßeretta M1951.  As a military 
arm it was overly complicated and bulky.  A relatively weak prop-up lock 
is capable of handling the ammunition designed for this weapon, but the 
standard German 9-mm ammunition should not be fired in it,  A double 
sear system, one sear holding the firing pin in the cocked position and 
the other sear mounted on the trigger and a separate barrel return spring 
are two of the unusual design components. 

FUNCTIONING 

With a loaded magazine inserted the slide is drawn to the 
rear and released. As the slide moves forward under impulse of the 
compressed recoil spring it strips a round from the maga-ine and chambers 
it.  The prop-up lock located in the upper rear portion of the receiver 
is swung upward under the impulse of a leaf spring located in the 
grip.  The nose of this lock which passes through an opening in the 
bottom of the barrel extension now engages a locking notch cut in the bot- 
tom of the bolt.  The barrel has also been pushed forward under impulse 
of the barrel return spring.  The firing pin sear has engaged the fi- 
ring pin and holds it in the cocked position and the trigger sear con- 
tacts the firing pin sear.  A grip safety is located on the front of 
the grip and must be pressed in before the trigger can be pulled.  When 
the trigger is pulled, the trigger sear lifts the tail of the firing 
pin sear and releases the firing pin.  The barrel and barrel extension, 
with the bolt locked against the barrel b^ the prop-up lock starts to 
the rear when the round is fired.  After five-sixteenths of an inch 
of travel the barrel extension jutes against a shoulder in the rear 
of the receiver. At this point the prop-up lock has pivoted rearward 
and downward to the point where the nose no longer engages the bolt 
and the bolt continues to the rear.  The recoil spring which is housed 
around the firing pin in the bolt is compressed at this time.  As 
the bolt starts forward it strips a round from the magazine, the prop- 
up lock swings up into position, the round is chambered, and the barrel 
return spring forces the barrel with attached extension and locked 
bolt forward the last \  inch.  In this respect the round is actually 
chambered before the action is fully forward.  Pressing in on the grip 
safety and pulling the trigger will repeat the firing cycle. 
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CHARACTERISTIC  DATA 

Caliber  9--mni Gliscnti 
Operation     Recoil 
Type  of   Feed  Box   -   7   rd  cap 
Weight:   empty  3A   ozs 
Overall   length  8.3   in 
Effective   range     60  meters 

STEP 

'IELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

1. Push in on Dismounting Plunger Retaining Pin. 
2. Holding this pin in pull out on the Dismounting Plunger and turn 

it to lock open. 
3. Lift the Si 'c Plate off. 
4. Press in on the Stock Release Plunger and remove left Stock. 
5. Pull the Bolt to the rear. 

No further disassembly is necessary for normal cleaning. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Pull the Bolt back slightly and 
allow it to move forward.  Replace the left Stock.  Replace the Left Side 
Plate.  Turn the Dismounting Plunger to unlock and allow it to snap into 
posi tion. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Place a loaded magazine in the magazine well.  Draw the 
Bolt to the rear and release it, the Bolt will move forward and chamber 
a round.  A Safety Lover located on the rear face of the Bolt can now be 
turned to "SAFE".  This Safety Lever can only be tunned when the weapon is 
cocked. 

To fire:  Turn the Safety Lever off.  Press the grip firmly to 
function the Grip Safety.  Pull the trigger.  Tne weapon will fire each time 
the Trigger is pulled until the Magazine is empty.  The Bolt will stay to 
the rear when the Magazine is empty. 
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PISTOL ITALY 
9-mm Ml 951 (BERETTA) 

The Model 1951 Beretta pistol is a recoil operated pistol 
with the typical Beretta open-top slide.  Chambered for the 9-nim Luger 
cartridge, it is a well balanced, compact weapon which utilizes the 
Wülther locking wedge system to lock the barrel to the slide during 
firing.  Adopted by the Italian Army and Navy in 1951, it is also the 
official side arm for Israeli and Egyptian irmed forces.  It is very 
similar in appearance to the Model 1934, 9-mm Corto Beretta pistol 
though slightly larger.  Although the locking system iu similar to 
the Walther P-38 pistol, it is not a double action firing pistol.  With 
a cartridge in the chamber and the hammer down the hammer must be man- 
ually cocked to prepare the weapon for firing.  A disconnector makes 
the weapon inoperative until the slide is fully forward.  The safety 
is a push-through button located in the upper rear portion of the 
pistol grips.  This weapon is also known as the M951. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a recoil operated, locked breech pistol in which the 
barrel is locked to the slide by a wedge being cammed up into grooves 
in the slide when the action is closed.  With a loaded magazine in- 
serted, the slide is drawn to the rear and released.  When the slide 
reaches its forward position a locking wedge attached to the underside 
of the barrel is cammed upward to engage grooves in the inside of the 
slide.  When the trigger is pulled the sear releases the hammer, the 
hammer strikes the rebounding type firing pin and the primer is struck. 
The slide and barrel move to the rear locked together for a short dis- 
tance (7/16 in), an unlocking plunger which abuts the rear of the lock- 
ing wedge, strikes a ledge in the receiver and forces the locking wedge 
down out of engagement with the slide.  The slide continues to the rear 
compressing the recoil spring which is located beneath the barrel. 
Extraction and ejection take place at this time.  As the slide moves 
forward it strips a round from the magazine and chambers it.  The ham- 
mer is held back by the sear and the weapon is ready to fire again. 
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V. 

STEP 

CHARACTERISTIC  DATA 

Caliber  9-mni 
Operation       Recoil 
Type  of Feed  Box   -   8  rd   cap 
Weight,   empty  25.2   ozs 
Overall   length  8  in 
Effective  range       70  meters 

FIELD  STRIP   PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

1. Draw  Slide   to   the   rear  and   swing  Dismounting Lever,   located   on 
right   side   of  Keceiver,   forward   and  up   to  engage  dismounting 
notch   in  Slide. 

2. Pull  Slide Assembly  and Barrel   forward  off of Receiver. 
3. Remove   Recoil  Spring  and  Guide   from  Slide.     (Barrel   may  also  be 

removed   from Slide.) 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble   in   the  reverse  order.     Assemble  Recoil   Spring   and  Guide 
to Slide.     Slide  Slide Assembly  and Barrel  onto Receiver.     Push   to   the 
rear  until   Dismounting Lever  alines  with   dismounting notch   and   swing Dis- 
mounting Lever down   to  the  rear. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To   load:     Insert  a  loaded Magazine  into  the  Pistol  Grip.     Push 
Safety  Button   from  right   to   left   to  "SAFE."     Draw   the  Slide   to   the   rear 
and  release.     The  Slide will  move   forward   and  chamber  a  round   and   the 
Hammer  will   be  held   back  by   the  Sear. 

To   fire:     Push   the  Safety Button   from  left   to   right   to  "FIRE." 
Pull   the  Trigger.     The weapon will   fire.     The  Trigger must   be   pulled   for 
each   shot   fired.     When   the Magazine   is   empty   the  Slide  Stop  will   hold 
the  Slide   open. 
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PIfTOL JAPAN 
8-mm TYPE 14 (M1925) 

The Japanese Type 14 Pistol is a recoil operated, locked breech 
weapon which is chambered for a relatively weak, bottle-neck cartridge. 
It is a modification of the 1914 Model Nambu pistol and though called the 
Type 14, which signifies manufacture in 1925, it is not to be confused 
with the original Nambu which was a much better arm.  The modifications 
involved were those required for mass production demands.  The Type 14 
differs from the 191A model in that it has no grip safety, a pivoting 
safety levei is mounted on the left of the receiver above the trigger 
guard, and two recoil springs are used, mounted on either side of the 
bolt, instead of the single spring mounted in a tunnel as in the 1914 
model.  The Type 14 has certain desirable features as a military arm, 
the angle of the grip and the long barrel being two of them.  The under- 
powered, bottle-necked cartridge more than offsets any advantage gained 
by the long barrel and good holding characteristics of the weapon. 

FUNCTIONING 

With a loaded magazine inserted in the grip, the bolt is 
drawn to the rear and released.  The bolt rides forward under impulse of 
the compressed recoil springs and chambers a round.  The striker is 
held to the rear by the sear.  The bolt lock is a "T" shaped piece, 
lying down.  .r.ts long stem is pivoted from a lug attached to the 
barrel Pxtension.  When locked, one end of the crccc of the "T" is 
riding on a flat surface in the receiver which forces the other end 
of the cross up through a hole in the barrel extension into a notch in 
the bottom of the bolt.  In this position the bolt and barrel extension 
are locked firmly together.  Pulling the trigger draws the trigger bar 
forward and pulls the scar out of engagement with   the firing pin.  The 
barrel a.id attached barrel extension with the bolt locked to the ex- 
tension move to the rear in recoil.  After a fractic.ial movement of 
recoil, the cross of the "T" which is riding on the flat surface in the 
receiver reaches an opening at the rear of the flat surface and drops 
into this opening.  This motion pulls the other end of the cros.c of 
engagement with the bolt, the barrel extension stops its rearward 
travel and the bolt continues to the rear to extract and eject the 
empty case.  The bolt upon reaching its rearmost movement starts for- 
ward again chambering a round, the firing pin is held back by the 
sear and the cycle is ready to be repeated when the trigger is pulled. 
During this forward movement the bolt lock has been cammed up out of 
the cut in the receiver to rest on the flat surface with the opposite 
cross of the "T" engaging the bolt. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  8-mm Nambu 
Operation   Recoil 
Type of Feed  Box - 8 rd cap 
Weight, empty  29.2 ozs 
Overall length  9.2 in 
Effective range   60 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Press in on the Firing Pin Extension and unscrew the Bolt Nut. 
la.   As the Nut is removed the Firing Pin Spring will force the Firing Pin 

Extension out of the Bolt. 
2. Remove Magazine, press muzzle against an object and push the Barrel 

to the rear. 
2a.   With the Barrel pushed to the rear, press in on the Magazine Release 

Button. 
3. Grasp the Trigger Guard and pull it straight down the front strap of 

the Pistol Grip.  It may be necessary to remove the Left Stock, 
4. Slide Batrel, Barrel Extension and assembled Bolt forward off the 

Receiver. 
5. Remove the Bolt Lock from its pivot attachment on the bottom of the 

Barrel Extension. 
6. Remove the Bolt and the two Recoi! Springs from the Barrel Extension. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse older.  Assemble the two Recoil Springs 
to the Bolt and slide the Bolt into the Barrel Extension.  Assemble the Bolt 
Lock to the pivot block on the bottom of the Barrel Extension.  CAUTION 
NOTE:  Tills weapon can be assembled without this Bolt Lock.  If lired 
without the Bolt Lock in place it will function as a straight blowback 
weapon and the weapon or firer may be injured.  Slide the Barrel, Barrel 
Extension and assembled Bolt onto the Receiver.  Push the Barrel to the 
rear and holding it in this position, slide the trigger guard into position. 
The Magazine Release Button must be depressed during this assembly.  Assemble 
the Firing Pin Extension to the Bolt and screw the Bolt Nut onto the Bolt. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load: Place a loaded Magazine in the Magazine well and push 
up firmly. Rraw the Bolt to the rear and release. Push the Safety Lever 
up to "SAFE." 

To fire:  Push the Safety Lever down.  Pull the Trigger.  The 
weapon will fire for each pull of the Trigger until the. Magazine is empty, 
When the Magazine is removed the Slide Assembly will move forward.  There 
is no hold-open device in this weapon. 
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PJSTOi JAl'AN 
«-nun  TYPE    'M   (IM 1-V) 

jlii: Jupane.sL!  'J'vpi1   ''A  Pist-üJ   it;  a  recoil   operaU'd   locKJ 
hrtecli   weapon  wriich   is   ciiambered   lor   Lhe   b<'t LK'-nt'cl<u d   Jupanusf   o-iinp 
car t r i d i-1:        ii   i:;  a  pouriv   desi ened ,   awkwni .    iiandlin}'   jvisto!   wild    :i 
numb ■]    i ■'.    inlieranlly   dan.L'eroi:;'.   teamreb.      it   wi.-   m;uiut act urtu!   in'inar.. 
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purtLon   > '    llu    iiliicl    ridirs   in   a   liorse-.sliut   shapi'd    luy   on   tin    hu'.Lom  ol 
;lit    barn i,     A   limml    ;;ai ctv   i:     iocal>.;  un   t lu    h.'it   sieb    oi    tin    ri'ceivci 
well    1.1■   tin    rea:,   and   Ls   ilitlicult    to  operatt:.     The   sear,   connecting 
t In ■   L r ! i'.eor   am!   '. ie    i i r i ii)1   pin,    is   kicat e<l  on   the   1 e 1 t   si dt   oi   the 
receiver,   recessed   in   a   shallow   cut-out.,     Wlien   the   pieci    is   cocked, 
(tin-   i irmr   pin   In id   to   tile   rear)   the   rear   end  ol    tlu:   sear   protrudes 
Iron;   the   shallow   ncess   slight \ y.      Pressin;'   Lhe   stiar  with   the   thumb 
will   reieasi    tin    i irini.'   pin.      During  'Mil   many   people   bt: Moved   Ibi: 
weapon  was   designed   this  way   on   purpose.     A  Japanese   Oliicer   surrendering, 
could   present   his   pistol   butt   first   -   press   the   exposed     oar  when  doing 
so   -   and   commit   suicicb.     Hence   tlu   name   "Suicide  dun"      iven   to   this   piece 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  8-mm Nambu 
Operation   Recoil 
Type of Feed  Box - 6 rd cap 
Weight, empty  27  ozs 
Overall length  7.1 in 
Effective range   50 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURK 

STEP ACTION 

1. Draw the Slide Assembly all the way to the rear, grasp the Slide 
Assembly and Receiver at the forward end and hold firmly.  Push in 
on the Firing Pin (through the opening under the Cocking Knobs). 

2. Push the Breechblock Retainer through the Slide Assembly from right 
to left. 

3. Release the Slide Assembly slightly and allow it to move forward 
under impulse of the compressed Recoil Spring. 

4. Grasp the Cocking Knobs and pull the Breechblock from the rear of 
the Slide.  Allow the Slide, Barrel and Recoil Spring to come off the 
Receiver forward. 

5. Lift the Barrel out of the Receiver.   Lift out the Lock. 
6. Remove the Recoil Spring from around the Parrel. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide the Recoil Spring around the 
Barrel, Assemble the Lock and Barrel to the Receiver.  Assemble the Slide 
to the Receiver and push all the way to the rear.  Hold the Slide and Receiver 
firmly in this position.  Slide the Breechblock into the rear of the Slide. 
Start the Breechblock Retainer into the hole in the Slide.  Push in slightly 
on the Firing Pin and push the Breechblock Retainer fully through the Slide 
Assembly.  Release the Sxide Assembly and let it move forward. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Insert a loaded Magazine in the Butt.  Grasp the Cocking 
Knobs and draw the Slide Assembly to the rear and release.  Push the Safety 
Lever up to "SAFE". 

To fire:  Push the Safety Lever down.  Pull the Trigger.  The 
weapon will fire for each pull of the Trigger until the Magazine is empty. 
The Slide Assembly will remain to ehe   rear when the Magazine is empty.  When 
the Magazine is removed the Slide Assembly will move forward.  There is 
no hold-open device in this weapon. 
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PISTOL U.S.S.R. 
7.62-mm TOK/.REV  (TT-3 3) 

The TT-'J3 pistol is a locked breech pistol designed from the 
Colt-Browning system.  While the general design and the locking system 
were copied directly from the U.S. M1911A1 pistol, it has been simpli- 
fied in both the manvifacture and operation so that it represents a com- 
pletely modernized version of this world-accepted sidearm.  The pistol 
was designed by F. V. Tokarcv at the Tula arsenal in 1933, hence the 
designation, TT-33.  It has been furnished by the Soviets to all the 
satellite and bloc countries since the end of WWII, having been replaced 
in the Soviet Army by the Makarov and Stechkin pistols.  It is manufac- 
tured by Poland, Hungary (as the Model 48) and Communist China (Type 
51),  Two notable improvements in the design of this weapon over the 
U.S. M1911A1, arc the stronger barrel bushing and the hammer mechanism 
sub-assembly.  The barrel locking system has been improved though it 
functions in the same manner as other weapons utilizing the Browning 
system.  The locking ribs on the Tokarev barrel run entirely around 
the barrel circumference, which, while not improving the locking fa- 
cility, do contribute to barrel strength as well as ease of manufacture. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a locked breech pistol in which the barrel is forced 
by a linkage system up into engagement with locking ribs in the top of 
the slide when the slide is forward.  A round is loaded into the barrel 
in the conventional manner and the hammer stays in the cocked position 
held by the sear.  When the trigger is pulled, the hammer pivots forward 
to impinge on the firing pin, which is a rebounding type striker, and the 
primer is struck.  The barrel and slide are locked together during the 
time of bullet travel down the barrel by locking ribs on the top of the 
barrel being held in engagement wi tb corresponding ribs in the top in- 
side surface of the slide.  After a short locked movement, a link attach- 
ed to the rear bottom of the barrel pulls the barrel down out of engage- 
ment with the slide and the slide continues to the rear alone.  This 
movement of the slide cocks the hammer back to be engaged by the sear. 
A disconnector prevents the sear from engagement with the trigger until 
the slide has returned to its forward locked position.  Pulling the 
trigger will again fire th0 pistol. 
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CHARACTERISTIC  DATA 

Caliber  7.62-mm Type "p 
Operation   Recoil 
Type of Feed  Box - 8 rds 
Weight, empty  32 ozs 
Overall length  7.7 in 
Effective range   50 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP 

2. 

3. 

ACTION 

Press in on the Recoil Spring Plug. 
a. Swing the Barrel Bushing to the right until the locking lugs 

in the bushing disengage from the slide and remove. The Re- 
coil Spring will now protrude from the front of the slide. 

Push the Slide Stop Clip which holds the Slide Stop in place, to 
the rear.  Withdraw the Slide Stop from the Receiver. 
Push the Slide and Barrel assembly forward off the Receiver.  Raise 
up on the Recoil Spring Guide and remove the Recoil Spring and Guide 
from the Slide.  Remove the Barrel from the Slide. 
Lift the Receiver sub-assembly (which contains the Hammer, Sear and 
Disconnector) from the top rear of the Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide the Receiver sub-assembly 
into the rear of the Receiver.  Slide the Barrel into the Slide.  Assemble 
the Recoil Spring Guide to the Recoil Spring and assemble the Spring to the 
Slide.  Slide the assembled Slide and Barrel onto the Receiver.  Place the 
Slide Stop in its hole in the Receiver making sure the Slide Stop Pin has 
engaged the Barrel Link.  Assemble the Barrel Bushing to the Slide, push in 
on the Recoil Spring Plug and swing the Bushing down so that the Bushing lu§ 
engages the mating groove in the Slide.Push the Slide Stop Clip forward. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Place a loaded Magazine in the Grip.  This pistol has 
no manual Safety Lever, half cock of the Hammer is the only safety feature, 
Draw the Slide to the rear and release it.  The Slide moving forward will 
strip a round from the Magazine and chamber it.  The liarimer will remain 
cocked to the rear. 

To fire:  Pull the Trigger the weapon will fire.  This is a semi- 
automatic weapon and will fire one shot for each pull of the trigger. 
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(D. 

Slide Stop Clip 

.1 

Recoil   Spring Plug 

7.62-mm TT-33 
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PISTOL U . S . S . R . 

9-mm PM (MAKAROV) 

The Soviet 9-mm PM (Pistolet Makarov) Pistol is chambered 
for a special 9-mm round developed by the U.S.S.R, which is also 
fired in the new Soviet Stechkin (APS) Pistol.  This round is less 
powerful than the 7.62-mrn round fired in the Soviet TT33 Pistol which 
the PM (and the APS) is replacing.  The cartridge is slightly longer 
than the 9-mm Corto (.380 ACP) round and slightly shorter than the 
9-mrn Luger round.  The PM Pistol is a Soviet scaled-up version of the 
German Walther PP (Polizei Pistole) developed by the Walther firm in 
1929.  It is a blowback operated pistol with the recoil spring sur- 
rounding a fixed barrel.  It is a well made, compact weapon, though 
its barrel length of only 3-7/8 inches makes it a relatively inaccurate 
pistol. 

FUNCTIONING 

The 9-mm PM Pistol is a straight blowback pif;tol copied from 
the German M1929 Walther PP pistol.  A thumb safety Ip-.vr is located 
on the left rear side of the slide which blocks the f:< . g pin and 
locks the sear when hammer is down.  With a loaded magazine inserted 
in the pistol grip, the slide is drawn to the rear and released.  The 
slide moves forward under impulse of the compressed recoil spring which 
surrounds the barrel, strips a round from the magazine and chambers it. 
The hammer is held to the rear by the sear.  If the gaiety lever is 
pushed to "SAFE" a steel bar will rise to interfere with the hammer 
striking the firing pin and the hammer will be released to fall onto 
the bar.  If the safety lever is pushed to "SAFE" with the hammer in 
the forward position, the steel bar will block the hammer from the 
firing pin and also lock the sear so the trigger wi11 not draw the 
hammer back to fire.  When the safety lever is turned to "FIRE," with 
the hammer held back, the trigger is pulled, the hammer is released 
and the weapon will fire.  If the safety lever is pushed to "FIRE" 
when the hammer is forward, the trigger is pulled, the hammer is 
drawn to the rear in a double-action movement and released and the 
weapon will fire. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber   9-nim Soviet 
Operation    Blowback 
Type of Feed Box - 8 rd 
Weight, empty 25 ozs 
Overall length 6.3 in 
Effeetive range    50 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1 . 
2. 

3. 

Pull down on the Trigger Guard. 
Draw the Slide to the rear, raise the rear up and then slide for- 
ward . 
Remove Slide from Reeeiver. 
Recoil Spring may be removed. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  If the Recoil Spring has been 
removed replace it around the Barrel.  Slide the Slide over the Barrel, 
draw fully to the rear, drop down and push forward.  Swing the Trigger 
Guard up and lock. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Insert a loaded Magazine In the Pistol Grip.  Push 
the Thumb Safety Lever to "SAFE."  Draw the Slide to the rear and release. 
The Slide will move forward and chamber a round.  The Hammer will drop 
onto the Firing Pin Safety Bar.  If the Safety Lever is pushed to "SAFE" 
after a round has been chambered, the Hammer will drop. 

To fire:  Push the Thumb Safety Lever to "FIRE."  Pull the 
Trigger.  The Hammer will be drawn back in a doubLe-action movement and 
then released.  The weapon will fire.  The Slide will remain open after 
the last round lias been fired. 
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PISTOL SWEDEN 
9-nim M1940   (Lahti) 

The Swedish M1940, 9-nim Pistol is a locked breech pistol which 
has excellent holding characteristics, an extremely strong action and 
incorporates in its rather unusual desigd an accelerator similar in 
function to that found in the U.S. Browning machineguns.  This same 
weapon is used in Finland where it is known as the Model L-35 (Lahti). 
It resembles the Luger Pistol in grip shape and exposed barrel but has 
a more square shaped receiver with a reciprocating bolt.  The accele- 
rator which is contained in the forward portion of the receiver functions 
against the bolt during recoil.  The barrel strikes the accelerator 
at the time the barrel stops its rearward movement and the breech lock 
has disengaged, imparting a strong blow to the unlocked bolt assisting 
it in its rearward travel.  Of questionable value for an arm of this size 
the accelerator does have certain advantages in extremely cold climate. 
It is understandable considering the climate of the two countries using 
this weapon why such a feature was incorporated into the piece. 

FUNCTIONING 

The lock in this weapon is a "U" shaped block, positioned 
upsidedown in a bulge located near the rear of the barrel extension. 
With a magazine inserted, the knurled wings at the rear of the bolt 
are grasped and the bolt is drawn to the rear and released.  The bolt 
moves forward under impulse of the compressed recoil spring which is 
contained in the bolt (the rear of the recoil spring guide protrudes 
from the rear of the bolt).  A round is stripped from the magazine and 
chambered.  The bolt lock which rides up and down to engage or disengage 
the locking recess in the bolt is now cammed down so that the lock cross 
piece lies in the recess in the top of the bolt.  The side arms of the 
lock are mated with the vertical cuts in the barrel extension.  When 
the trigger is pulled the trigger bar disengages the sear from the ham- 
mer and the hammer pivots  forward to strike the firing pin.  The bar- 
rel and barrel extension with the bolt locked to the barrel extension 
moves to the rear under the forces of recoil.  After a short initial 
movement, cam surfaces on each side of the lock, cam the lock up out of 
engagement with the locking recess in the top of the bolt and the bolt 
continues to the rear extracting and ejecting the empty case.  At the 
moment the barrel and barrel extension come to a stop, the accelerator 
located behind the barrel with the accelerator claws abutting the bolt, 
transmits the barrel movement energy to the bolt assisting it in its 
rearward movement.  The bolt reaches its rearmost point of travel and 
starts forward, strips a round from the magazine and chambers it.  The 
hammer is held in the cocked position by the sear.  Pulling the trigger 
again will repeat the firing cycle. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  9-mm 
Operation   Recoil 
Type of Feed  Box - 8 rd cap 
Weight, empty  37.5 oz 
Overall length  10.7 in 
Effective range   70 meters 

STEP 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

1. Insert an empty Magazine.  Pull the Bolt to the rear.  Remove the 
Magazine.  Push the Barrel to the rear slightly and pivot the 
Receiver Lock down. 

2. Pull the Bolt to the rear slightly, to free it from the hold open 
device, and then ease the barrel and Extension with Bolt, forward off the 
Receiver. 

3. Push the Breech Lock up out of engagement with the Bolt and remove 
the Bolt from the Barrel Extension. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide Bolt into the Barrel Exten- 
sion.  Slide Barrel and Extension with assembled Bolt onto the Receiver. 
Pull the Bolt to the rear.  Push Barrel to the rear slightly and pivot 
Receiver Lock up to locking position.  Pull back on Bolt slightly and re- 
lease it. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Swing the Safety Lever located to the rear of the Left 
Stock back to "SAFE".  Insert a loaded Magazine.  Grasp the knurled wings 
on the Bolt and pull to the rear.  Release the Bolt.  The Bolt will run 
forward and chamber a round. 

To fire:  Push the Safety Lever forward.  Pull the Trigger.  The 
weapon will fire for each pull of the Trigger until the Magazine is empty. 
The Bolt will remain to the rear when the Magazine is empty.  To close the 
piece, remove the Magazine and pull the Bolt to the rear slightly and re- 
lease it. 
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Receiver    Lock 

Breech  Lock 
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RIFLES AND CARBINES 

SECTION IT 

A rifle, by general definition, is a shoulder fired, air- 
cooled firearm, which fires a srnn stabilized proje^til?.  RotaciMn is 
imparted to the projectile by lands and grooves, commonly referred 
to as "rifling," engraved in the inner walls of the barrel.  In the 
field of military rifles, the cartridge is fed from a container, 
the magazine, into the chamber by either manual or mechanical means. 
The ammunition generally consists of a metal, center primed, car- 
tridge case, a metal jacketed bullet and a propelling charge.  There- 
is no hard and fast rule as to what constitutes a "rifle caliber 
cartridge," a generic term, except the fact that a rifle because of 
its tactical role fires a cartridge larger than that chambered by 
the hand held pistol or revolver.  Rifle ammunition recently intro- 
duced into various army inventories has maintained the "rifle cali- 
ber" (bullet dimension) but due to improvements in propellent com- 
position, utilize a shorter case.  At this writing they are referred 
to as "intermediate size cartridges."  Such cartridges lack the 
velocity, range and penetration capabilities of full size cartridges 
and thus should not be compared with the 7.62-mm NATO round, which, 
while "intermediate" in size still retains velocity, range and pene- 
tration capability comparable to a full size military cartridge. 

Considerable confusion exist: when the question of defy- 
ing a carbine arises.  By original definition a carbine was a short 
barreled rifle, generally somewhat lighter and easier to handle than 
a full-length rifle, but chambered for a conventional rifle size 
round.  In the early 1940's, with the introduction of the U.S. .30 
caliber Carbine, the definition also included a differentiation in 
cartridge size.  Thus while the Soviet SKS Carbine meets the criteria 
in definition, in regard to barrel length and weight, it is chambered 
for the standard Soviet short round which is also utilized by Soviet 
machineguns and rifles.  This places the SKS in the position of being 
a short barreled military rifle and not a true carbine. 

Problems in definition also arise when one tries to draw 
the line between an Automatic Rifle (AR), a Light Machinegun (LMG) 
and an Assault Rifle (ASR).  The AR is designed to be fired from the 
shoulder or hip, is usually fed from a box magazine, may utilize a 
bipod on occasion and seldom weighs more than '/(,   pounds.  The LMG is 
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ubually fired from a bipod or tripod, is box magazine or belt fed, may 
on occasion be fired from the shoulder and seldom weighs more than 25 
pounds.  The ASR is usually fired from the shoulder though some models 
have bipods attached, is normally fed from a box magazine, is capable 
of selective fire and seldom weighs more than 11 pounds.  Different 
armies have different definitions so it depends on which side you're 
on as Co what weapon you may be handling. 

11. 

brt 

:oday, 
systems   are   discussed   in  detail   to   include   the  unlocked 

ii  weapons   -   the  retarded   blowback   system. 
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RIFLE BELGIUM 
7.62-mm (NATO) FN RIFLE (FAL) 

The FN Light Automatic Rifle is a gas-operated, magazine-fed 
rifle which is produced in a number of variations and is used by more 
than twenty countries.  This weapon, the Model 1962 (FAL) evolved from 
the Belgian Semi-automatic rifle introduced in 1940.  This later model 
is a selective fire weapon, the earlier model was   capable of semi-auto- 
matic fire only.  The design of the weapon embodies many favorable fea- 
tures of the Russian Tokarev gas system and the Mauser bolt locking 
system.  The hammer mechanism is an adaptation of the Browning hammer 
hook system used in the U.S. Ml Rifle and Carbine. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a gas-operated weapon in which a gas piston mounted 
above the barrel, operating on a tappet principle similar to the U.S. 
Carbine and Russian Tokarev systems, strikes the front surface of a 
bolt carrier to initiate unlocking action.  The weapon fires from a 
closed bolt.  With a loaded magazine in place, the operating handle is 
drawn to the rear and released.  The carrier and bolt under impulse of 
the compressed recoil spring located in the stock, move forward, strip 
a round from the magazine and chambers it.  As the bolt comes to a stop 
against the breech, the carrier continues to move a slight additional 
distance during which time cams in the carrier and a ramp in the rec- 
eiver force the rear of the boll; down over a locking shoulder in the 
bottom of the receiver.  When the trigger is pulled, the hammer pivots 
forward, impinges against the striker and fires the round.  Gas is 
tapped from the barrel into the gas cylinder and strikes the gas pis- 
ton.  The piston is driven to the rear striking the forward face of the 
carrier.  The carrier moves to the rear slightly before cams in the 
carrier engage mating lugs on the upper rear section of the bolt.  As 
the carrier continues to move to the rear, the engaged camming surfaces 
lift the rear of the bolt into an unlocked position and carries it to 
the rear.  The gas piston, under impulse of the gas piston spring, 
moves forward, the bolt and carrier continue to the rear compressing 
the recoil spring contained in the stock.  The bolt and carrier then 
move forward and chamber a round and the hammer, if the select lever 
is set for serai-automatic, remains held in the cocked position by the 
sear.  Pulling the trigger will release the hammer, which will pivot 
forward to strike the firing pin.  The hammer will automatically be 
released if the select lever is set for full-automatic and the weapon 
will continue to fire as long as the trigger is held to the rear.  This 
weapon has a bolt hold-open device which functions when the magazine is 
empty or when there ib no magazine in the magazine well. 
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CHARACTERISTIC  DATA 

Caliber    7.62-mm NATO 
Operation      .... Gas 
Type of Fire  Full & Semi-auto 
Rate of Fire  650 rpm (Prac tical-150) 
Type of Feed  Box - 20 rd cap 
Weight, empty  8.4 lbs 
Overall length  39.1 in 
Effective range     5A0 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. With the Bolt forward, press down on Stock Release Lever and 
pivot Stock down, 

2. Slide Receiver Cover off to the rear. 
3. Grasp the Recoil Spring Guide Rod attached to the rear of the 

Carrier and pull Carrier and attached Bolt out of the Receiver. 
4. Disengage the Bolt from the Carrier. 
5. Unscrew the Gas Plug and remove the Gas Plug and Gas Piston with 

attached Spring from the Gas Cylinder. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide the Gas Piston and Spring 
into the Gas Cylinder and screw the Gas Plug into place.  Attach the Bolt 
to the Carrier and slide into the Receiver guides.  Slide the Receiver 
Cover onto the Receiver.  Pivot the Stock up and push the Stock Release 
Lever up to engage. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Draw the Operating Handle to the rear.  The Bolt will 
stay open held by the Bolt hold-open device.  Place a loaded Magazine 
into the Magazine Well and latch. Draw the Operating Handle back slightly 
and release.  Bolt and Carrier will move forward and chamber a round. 
Place the Select Lever on type of fire desired. 

To fire: Pull the Trigger - the weapon will fire full or semi- 
automatic depending on the position of the Select Lever.  When the Mag- 
azine is empty the Bolt will remain to the rear. 
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RIFLE 
7.f) 2-nun  TYPE   D   (BROWKINU) 

The Belgian Type D Automatic Rifle is an Til ■: 
improved VLirsion of the U.S. Browning Automatic Rifle. 
sign features of the U.S. Browning wer-- retained a nur.b 
ments were built into this weapon which include a quic/ 
simplified disassembly procedure-, improved gas regulati 
rate-oi-fire device which allow.s a s 1 ov.' automatic rate 
employed which can be regulated by trigger manipulation 
fire  when   desired.      This   weapon   is   manufactured   in   a   nu 
and ) e t a c t i c a employed as an automatic rifle o 

machincgun.  Dust covers arc: provided to protect both to 
opening and the magazine port opening. 
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This is a gas-operated v.'eapon which fires fr :  -o ' ]i> :. :, 
ful 1-an toma Lie only.  A rate-oC-f 5 re devic« is ; :.corp'rated in i:.-.. ix'.      er 
group mechanism, which, functioning through a double sear system allows 

the piece to bi. fired at a cyclic rate of fire of 600 rpm (fast) or 350 
rpm (slow).  At the slow rate of fire, proper trigger manipulation (tap- 
ping of the trigger) will produce semi-automatic or single slv t fire. 
An exhaust type gas regulator permits adjustments for the amount of ^as 

utilized for proper functioning of the mechanism.  With a loaded magazine 

in place, the bolt handle, located on the left side of the receiver, is 

drawn to the rear and then pushed forward.  The ejection port cover opens 
automatically when the action is cocked, or if the cover has been closed 

after the action has been cocked, it will open automatically when the 
bolt moves forward to fire.  The sear bent in the bottom of the slide is 

now engaged by the right sear.  When the trigger is pulled the sear will 

release the slide.  The bolt carried in grooves in the receiver is attach- 

ed to the rear upper portion of the slide by a link.  As the slide and 

attached bolt move forward under impulse of the compressed recoil spring 
the bolt strips a round from the magazine and chambers it.  As the bolt 

comes to a halt against the rear face of the barrel, the slide continues 

to move forward and in so doing, the link connecting the slide and bolt 
forces the locking arm at the rear of the: bolt up into a recess in the 
top of the receiver.  At this point the hammer carried in the rear of the 

slide strikes the firing pin carried in the bolt driving it against the 

primer.  Gas is tapped from the barrel into the gas cylinder to impinge 

against the gas piston which is a forward extension of tin- slide.  The 
slide moves a short distance to the rear and through the linkage between 
the bolt and the slide the locking arm is pulled dowr out of the locking 

recess in the top of the receiver and the bolt moves to the rear extract- 

ing and ejecting the empty case.  If set for fast fire this cycle wil" 

be repeated until the trigger is released.  If set for slow fire, Che 
left sear will engage the slide momentarily after the right sear has re- 

leased it thus causing a hesitation in the forward movement of the slide 

and attached bolt which results in the slower rate of fire. 
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CMRACTERISTIC   DATA 

Caliber  7.92-mni 
Operation  Gas 
Type of Fire  Full-auto only 
Rate of Fire  600 rpm (fast) 

350 rmp (slow)(Practical 250) 
Type of Feed  Box - 20 rd cap 
Weight, empty  21.2 lbs 
Overall length  45.2 in 
Effective range    1,480 meters 

STEP 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

1. Withdraw Trigger Guard Pin and remove Trigger Guard Assembly. 
2. Pull Retaining Pin out to the left and pivot Stock down. 
3. Grasp Recoil Spring Guide and pull Slide with attached Hammer, Bolt 

and Bolt Link out of the rear of the Receiver. 
4. Push out the Link Pin which holds the Hammer and Link to the Slide 

and remove the Bolt with Link and the Hammer from the Slide. 
5. Grasp the Carrying Handle and swing it down to the right, engage the 

dismounting stud with the dismounting notch in the Barrel Locking 
Nut, press in on the Dismounting Lever, swing the Carrying Handle 
upward and pull forward to remove Barrel from Receiver, 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order except that the Barrel may be as- 
ser.bltd last.  Assemble the Hammer to the Slide, insert Link into position 
in the Slide and push Link Pin through Slide.  Slide assembled Slide, Bolt, 
Hammer and Link into Receiver making sure that the Bolt engages the grooves 
in the Receiver.  Pivot Stock up into position and push Retaining Pin 
through.  Place Trigger Guard Assembly into position and replace Trigger 
Guard P in . 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load;  Place Safety Lever on "SAFE."  Insert Magazine into Re- 
ceiver.  Draw Bolt Handle: to the rear and then push forward.  Close Ejection 
Port Cover. 

To fire:  Set Select Lever to type fire desired.  Pull Trigger. 
■.■.'•'- ;:),r -..ill fire.  If Select Lever is set at ">I," fast automatic fire, the 
■.'. -::.-'n ■will fire at a cyclic rate of 600 rpm until the Trigger is released 

r the Magazine is empty.  If Select Lever is set at "R," slow automatic 
fir« , L: ■■ weapon •.■.'ill fire at a cyclic rate of 350 rpm until the Trigger 
.' . re!' a.,''! -r the Magazine is empty.  Semi-automatic fire may be obtained 
'■<:   •-•■•.:. :A .v th« Vri.-'er when Select Lever is set at "R." 
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RIFLE CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
7.62-mm MODEL  52 

The Czcchoslovakian Model 52 Semi-automatic Rifle is cham- 
bered for a special short round similar to the Soviet Ml 943 round.  A 
later version of this weapon, the Model 52/57 has been produced, cham- 
bered for the Soviet M1943 round.  This later model is gradually being 
replaced by an assault rifle designated the Model 58 which is also 
chambered for the Soviet M1943 cartridge.  The trigger mechanism of 
the Model 52 is similar to the U.S. Ml rifle system, employing a double 
sear; bolt locking is achieved by the rear of the bolt tipping down 
into recesses in the receiver; unlocking is accomplished by a sleeve 
above the barrel forcing the bolt carrier rearward under impulse of 
gas from the barrel.  A permanently attached bayonet pivots flat against 
the right side of the forearm when not in use. 

FUNCTIONING 

The 7.62-mm Model 52 Semi-automatic Rifle is a gas-operated 
rifle which utilizes a tilting-bolt locking system.  The gas operation 
system is unusual in that it does not employ a gas piston of conven- 
tional design but rather a sleeve shaped component which is forced 
rearward by gas being trapped in a sliding coller which surrounds the 
barrel at the gas tap-off point.  With a loaded magazine in place, the 
bolt handle is drawn to the rear, drawing with it the bolt carrier and 
bolt and compressing the recoil spring.  When the bolt handle is releas- 
ed the bolt carrier and bolt are forced forward by the recoil spring, a 
round is stripped from the magazine by the face of the bolt and chamber- 
ed.  When the bolt stops against the rear face of the barrel the carrier 
continues forward for 0.3 of an inch more at which time the front of the 
bolt is tilted (or cammed) down so that locking lugs on the bolt engage 
locking recesses in the receiver.  The h-iinmer is now held to the rear 
by the sear.  When the trigger is pulled the sear releases the hammer 
which pivots forward to strike the firing pin and the cartridge is fired. 
Gas is tapped from the barrel into a sliding-coller type gas chamber 
around the barrel.  This coller moves rearward sharply, forcing the 
operating sleeve which partially surrounds the upper portion of the 
barrel to move rearward.  The rear of this operating sleeve is abuting 
the front face of the bolt carrier and this rearward movement imparts 
a thrust to the bolt carrier which moves it to the rear.  In this move- 
ment, the bolt carrier lifts the rear of the bolt up to disengage the 
bolt locking lugs from the locking recesses in the receiver.  The bolt 
carrier and bolt continue to the rear, extracting and ejecting the empty 
case, compressing the recoil spring and then moves forward again to 
chamber a round and the firing cycle is ready to be repeated when the 
trigger is pulled. 
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CHARACTERISTIC   DATA 

Caliber 7.62-mni Short: 
Operation Gas 
Type  of  Fire Scmi-autu only 
Rate  of Fire    30  rpm 
I'ype   of  Feed Box   -   10   rd  cap 
Weight,   empty 8.7   lbs 
Overall    length 39.4   in 
Efiective   range         470  meters 

FIELT)  STRIP  PROCEDfURE 

ACTION 

Push forward on the Receiver Cover until it disengages from the 
Receiver and carefully slide rearward and remove.  (The Recoil 
Surinv, is compressed during the movemenl of the Receiver Cover.) 
Rush forward on the Recoil Spring and remve the Recoil Spring 
and Recoil Spring Guide from the Receiver. 
Slide the Bolt Carrier and Bolt to the rear until the Bolt 
Carrier reaches the dismounting notches in the Receiver, lift the 
Colt Carrier and Bolt up out of the Receiver.  Remove the Bolt 
from the Bolt Carrier. 
Press in on the Upper Hand Guard Retaining Clips at the rear oi 
the Upper Hand Guard and remove- the Upper Hand Guard from the 
Barrel. 
Remove the Operating Sleeve from the top of the Barrel. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Place the Operating Sleeve into 
position on top of the Barrel.  Assemble the Upper Hand Guard to the Cop 
of the Barrel and engage the Retaining Clips.  Assemble the Bolt to the 
Bolt. Carrier and 'ilide onto the Receiver until the dismounting notches in 
the Receiver line up with the Bolt Carrier, then slide down and forward 
to engage.  Assemble, the Recoil Spring and Recoil Spring Guide into the 
Receiver, slide Receiver Cover onto Receiver from rear to front until it 
engages. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Draw the Bolt Handle, to the rear.  The Bolt will remain 
held to the rear by the. Bolt hold-open device.  Insert a five-round clip 
into the charger guide grooves in front of the Receiver Cover.  Push the 
cartridges down into the Magazine.  Repeat until ten rounds have been loaded 
into the Magazine.  Pull the Safety Lever, located at the right oi the 
Trigger Guard, to the rear to the "SAFE" position.  Draw the Bolt Handle 
slM/lwh to the rear tc disengage the Bolt from the hold-open device and 
release.  The Bolt will move forward and chamber a round. 

To fire:  Push the Safety Lever forward.  Pull the Trigger.  The 
weapon will fire.  This weaoon fires semi-automatic, only and the Trigger 
mus' be pulled for each shot. 
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RIFLE CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
7.62-mm MODEL 58 

'Hie 7.62-mm Model 58 Assault Rifle is the current standard 
individual weapon of the Czechoslovakian Armed Forces having replaced 
the Model 52/57,  The Model 52/57 is a slightly modified version cf 
the Czech Model 58 Rifle.  Both the Model 58 Assault Rifle and the 
Model 52/57 Rifle are chambered for the Czech ;opy of the Soviet M43 
short round, designated the Model 57 cartridge.  The Model 58 Assault 
Rifle is similar in appearance and tactical employment to the Soviet 
AK Assault Rifle though the internal functions differ considerably. 
This weapon is available in both wooden stock and folding metal stock 
versions, the folding stock model being issued to parachutist and 
armor troops. 

FUNCTIONING 

The Model 58 Assault Rifle is a gas-operated, magazine fed, 
selective fire rifle.  With a loaded magazine inserted in the magazine 
well, the bolt handle is drawn to the rear and released.  The gas 
piston and slide, carrying the bolt, having been drawn rearward by 
the bolt handle, are forced forward by the compressed recoil spring. 
The face of the bolt strips a round from the magazine and chambers 
it, and the hammer is held to the rear by the sear.  This is not a 
pivoting hammer but a straight-line, linear-travel hammer.  The bolt 
comes to a stop against the rear face of the barrel and the slide 
and piston continue their forward travel.  In the last 3/16 inch of 
movement of the slide the locking lugs on the bolt are cammed down 
into locking recesses in the receiver.  When the trigger is pulled 
the sear releases the hammer which travels forward to strike the 
firing pin which in turn strikes the primer.  Gas tapped from the 
barrel impinges against the face of the piston forcing the piston 
and slide rearward.  After 3/16 inch travel of the slide the locking 
lugs are cammed up out of the locking recesses in the receiver and 
the bolt is carried rearward by the slide.  If the safety/select 
lever has been set on semi-automatic the sear will hold the hammer 
to the rear and the trigger must be pulled for each shot.  If the 
safety/select lever has been set for full-automatic the weapon will 
continue to fire until the trigger is released or the magazine is 
emp ty. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  . . 
Operation 
Type of Fire 
Rate of Fire 
Typo of Feed 
Weight, empty 
Overall length 
Effective range 
Muzzle velocity 

7.62-nmi (M5 7 ctdge) 
Gas 
Full and semi-auto 
800 rpm (Practical 223) 
Box - 30 rd cap 
7.9 lbs 
33.2 in 
540 meters 
2,310 fps 

STEP 

FIELD STRIr PROCtULWl- 

ACTION 

1. Pull Cover Retaining Fin out to the right. 
2. Remove the Cover. 
3. Slide Bolt Carrier with assembled Bolt and Hammer to the rear, 

lift up and remove from Receiver. 
4. Rotate Hamrm. r to left and remove from Bolt Carrier and remoV' 

Bolt and Locking Lugs. 
5. Pull Upper Handguard Retaining Pin out to the right and remove 

Upper Handguard. 
6. Slide the Gas Piston to the rear, raise the front end up and 

slide forward to remove from Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide Gas Piston into Receiver 
from the front.  Replace Upper Handguard and Upper Handguard Retaining 
Pin.  Assemble Locking Lugs and Bolt Carrier and attach Hammer.  Slide 
Bolt Carrier with Bolt and Hammer into Receiver.  Replace Cover and 
push Cover Retaining Pin through to the left. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Push Safety/Select Lever to "SAFE."  Insert a loaded 
Magazine into Magazine Well.  Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear and release. 
The Bolt will chamber a round and the Hammer will be held to the rear by 
the Sear. 

To fire:  Push Safety/Select Lever to the type fire desired. 
Pull the Trigger.  If Safety/Select Lever is forward the weapon will 
fire semi-automatic and the Trigger must be pulled for each shot.  If 
the lever is set to the rear the weapon will fire full-automatic and will 
continue to fire until the XriGgt-r is released or the Magazine is n-infy. 
When the last round has been fire'; !

'!K Bolt will remain held open 
Bolt hold-open device. 
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RIFLE DENMARK 
7.62-mm MADSEN ASSAULT RIFLE 

The 7.62-mm Madson Assault Rifle is a gas-operated, magazine 
fed, selective fire rifle, manufactured by Dansk Industri Syndicat, 
which makes extensive use of aluminum components in its design.  The 
barrel is attached to a steel barrel extension into which the bolt locks 
during firinj.;, allowing for the use of an aluminum receiver.  The re- 
ceiver cover, trigger housing, rear sight, magazine and follower, carry- 
ing handle, magazine latch, bipod parts, and bayonet sheath are also 
fabricated fron, aluminum.  The bore and chamber of the barrel are chrome 
plated.  A grenade launcher is an integral machined portion of the muz- 
zle end of the barrel.  The gas system is of the long stroke type and 
the bolt locks in a manner similar to the Soviet AK Assault Rifle ^ro- 
tating head).  This is an extremely well made piece, the design is rela- 
tively simple, with only five major subasaemblies and can be easily 
field-stripped without the use of tools.  One fault appears to be ir 
the design and attachmene of the scraight-line scock, which is expected 
to be improved.  The weapon examined and illustrated is a proproduction 
model and minor changes arc expected to be introduced in the final 
production model. 

FUNCTIONING 

The Madsen Assault Rifle is a gas-operated rifle which vtilizes 
a bolt carrier, rotating bolt and trigger assembly which are similar in 
design and oneration to comparable components in the Soviet AK Assault 
Rifle.  The recoil spring is positioned around the gas piston and in this 
respect pulls the action closed in counterrecoil action rather than push- 
ing the carrier and bolt forward as in conventional design.  With a load- 
ed magazine inserted in the magazine well the bolt handle is drawn to the 
rear and released.  The safety/select lever must be set for type fire 
desired, it cannot be set on "SAFE" until the hammer is cocked.  The bolt 
carrier and bolt are pulled forward by the driving spring and the hammer 
is held in the cocked position by the sear.  The bolt strips a round 
from the magazine and chambers it and comes to a stop against the rear 
face of the barrel.  The bolt carrier continues forward for a short dis- 
tance, while camming surfaces inside the carrier rotate the bolt so that 
locking lugs on the bolt engage locking recesses in the barrel extension. 
When the trigger is pulled the sear releases the hammer, the hammer 
pivots forward to strike the firing pin which in turn strikes the primer. 
Gas is tapped from the barrel where it enters the gas cylinder to impinge 
against the face of the gas piston.  The rear end of the gas piston is 
ball shaped and is engaged in a cup shaped opening in the top forward 
portion of the bolt carrier.  The gas piston moves approximately 1/8 inch 
before the ball shaped end of the piston makes contact with the bolt car- 
rier to move the carrier rearward.  As the carrier moves rearward it ro- 
tates the bolt into the unlocked position and carries it rearward, over- 
riding the hammer and striking a buffer in the rear of the receiver cover. 
The driving spring around the piston then pulls the parts forward to 
chamber the next round.  If the safety/seicct lever is set for semi-auto- 
matic the sear will engage tiie hammer and the trigger must be released 
and pulled for the next shot.  If the safety/select lever was set for full- 
automatic the hammer will be released when the action closes and the weapon 
will continue to fire until the trigger is released or the magazine is empt} 
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l''Ii'r n STRIP ruoi ciipiii 

ACTION 

:v.ir.-.   liarr. I   Handle   dt>wii   In   thv   lull,   push   lurv.-ard   .m   llu1   Dis- 
■■'iai M'-I;;   Lcvi-r,   (aLtaclu'tl   Lu   ihv   Driving   Sj)riii;'   i;a;a-)   ri-taii 

II   mlA    hall   i,a\    !<'   VLTI teal    (which   rntaLcs   Drivin,.    Spritij;   i'.aar'i 
['■] I :,   .. i i '    J i SclUM'.',!     Liu    Ri-cc i Vt r   t\ivcr. 

1 i ; t     ! i !   Ki c L-1 vcr  C,DVCT . 
jii SCIMHU'C 1   Ca.'i   i'.'sLon   i'r.iiM  Holt   (Trrriii". 
Slid«.'   !;• ll   Carrier    nul   asscmhl cd   I5'ilt   rcarwai;!1   ami   I ill   up   KUI 

'1    Receiver, 
Teilte   Handle    le    the    Verlicai    pesiLieu   antil    I) i MiUHin L i lie,    l.i Vt -r    i: 
up,   which   d i ^aai'.-.aces   llu    Drivin;.',  Spring   Rase.      Draw   lln    liaiulle 
i'e a rwa ial  vv'hich   will   rtnuove   the  Driving  Spring   Base,  ('.an   Rillen    md 
Drivin;',   Spring   from   tin    (las   Piston   Tube. 
R i I t.   the  Gas   Risten   Tube   and   Upper  IRmdgua rd  A.ssev.b 1 y   I'rom   I he 
RarreI. 
Remove the tv.'o Trigger Group Assembly Retaining Pins and disengage 

Trigger Guard Assembly from Receiver, 

ASSEMBLY RROCi'DURK 

Ass'anble in the reverse order.  Assemble Gas Piston Tube and Upper 

llamiguard to Barrel.  Place Trigger Group Assembly into Receiver and replace 
two Retaining, Pins.  \ssemble IRmdle to Driving Spring, Base, place Driving', 

Spring into Base, insert. Gas Piston into Driving Spring, slide assembly into 

Gas Piston Tube and rotate handle to left to lock.  Assemble Bolt to Carrier, 

slide into grooves in Receiver push partway forward and engage nail shaped 

end ci Gas Piston into notch in Bolt Carrier.  Slide Receiver Cover inco 
place, push forward and rotate Handle down to lock Receiver.  Push forward on 

Dismounting Lever to free Handle and rotate Handle to vertical position. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Draw Bolt Handle to the rear and release.  Push Safety/ 
Select Lever to "S" ("SAFE").  Insert loaded Magazine into Maga/inc Well. 

To Eire:  Move Safety/Select Lever to type fire desired, "L" for 
semi-automatic fire and "A" for automaric fire.  Pull the Trigger.  The weapon 

will fire.  If Safety/Select Lever is on "R" the Trigger must be pulled for 
each shot.  If set on "A" the weapon will continue to fire until Trigger is 
released or the Magazine is empty. 
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CARBINE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
.30 cal CRISTOBAL CARBINE (M-2) 

The .30 caliber CRISTOBAL Carbine, Model 2, is a delayed-blowback, 
magazine-fed, automatic carbine.  Designed by a European associated with 
the Dominican Army technical service after WWII, the weapon is similar 
in function and appearance to the Beretta Model 38-series submachineguns. 
The CRISTOBAL is chambered for the U.S. .31 caliber carbine round.  Tills 
weapon functions on the retarded-blowback or delayed-blowback system 
rather than the straight blowback of the Beretta weapon.  In this retarded- 
blowback action the bolt is in two pieces.  These two pieces, the light- 
weight bolthead and the heavier rear portion, or striker, are connected 
by an inertia, or delay, lever.  The rotational movement of this lever 
during the initial rearward movement of the recoiling parts, creates for 
a short time, a mechanical disadvantage which must be overcome before 
the bolt continues its rearward movement.  There is some slight rearward 
movement of the cartridge case during this initial movement of the bolt- 
head.  This movement of the cartridge case during the period of high 
chamber pressure is facilitated by a fluted chamber.  This is a selective 
fire weapon, but the selection for type of fire desired is accomplished 
by the use of two triggers.  If the forward trigger is pulled the weapon 
fires full-automatic.  The safety is located on the left side of the re- 
ceiver, and its action blocks the sear and triggers. 

FUNCTIONING 

The retarded-blowback action utilized by this weapon is an un- 
usual though simple design.  The weapon fires from an open bolt.  With a 
magazine in place, and either of the triggers pulled, the bolt assembly 
moves forward under impulse of the compressed recoil spring, strips a 
round from the magazine and chambers it.  The delay lever, connecting the 
heavy rear portion of the bolt to the lighter forward, or bolthead, sec- 
tion must rotate in its traverse hole through the bolt assembly, this 
movement delaying the completion of forward travel of the rear portion 
until the bolthead is fully forward and the round completely chambered. 
Upon firing, the cartridge case is thrust back against the bolthead, the 
delay lever, the lower arm which is bearing against a slot in the bottom 
of the receiver, is forced to rotate rearward.  This movement of the lever, 
the upper portion of which is bearing against the front of the rear bolt 
section tends to force this heavy section rearward.  In overcoming the re- 
sistance of this heavy rear portion of the bolt assembly, the lever mounted 
in a traverse hole in the forward bolt section, pushes this lighter section 
forward against the rear of the barrel, effectively delaying the rearward 
or opening movement of this piece.  After the heavy rear portion of the 
bolt has completed its maximum free movement it draws the bolthead section 
back with it.  The bolt assembly moving rearward compresses the recoil 
spring and at its rear most point, depending on which trigger is pulled, 
the sear will be up to engage the bolt or will be deprep'-ed and the bolt 
will move forward and the firing cycle will be repeaced. 
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ClLMiACTERiSTiC  DATA 

Caliber c 30 cal    (r,   .   Carla nu) 
Operation l-U'Lnrdi-d -hlowhack 
Typu  ol    Fir«     .   .   .   ,   , Pul i   *ml   stuni-autu 
Mate   ol    I'irf S )i)-).-;ii  rpm   '1'ract it.i 

Type   Oi    '   t'fi! I'IOK    .'  '   '<    '"   V''   l''P 
Weight,   tunpty 1 ,'6   I ba 
OviT-ill    iiingtli M ,1   in 
Et'Lt'Cti vi.'   raii^u '        niKtyrs 
Muz;'. U'   vulocitv ! , 8 /'>    Lps 

PI    i 

TKi' ACT/ON 

I'rcss   in  on   Lhr   l-U'cr i vr r   Can   Lock   and   reniovt-   tlu:   t.^ap. 
Ki'.inovr   Lbc   Re-coi I   Sprin;;   .'iiid   Bol L  Assembly   I rmn   Lhc   rc.'ir  ol   lb«' 
Rec e iv i • r. 
Kumuvc   tin'   crosH   piect     locnted   in   Lhe   inrw.ivd   suction   ol    Lin1   Bolt 
Assembly  and   remove   Che   be I a y   Lever   and.   separate   the   bolt. 

ASSEMBLY   PR( iCKlJUKb 

Assemble   in   the   reverse   order.      Place'   the   two  parts   ol    the   Bolt 
together,   assemble   the  Delay  ! ever  and   place   the  cross   pin   into  position. 
Slide   the   Bolt   Assembly   into   the   rear   of   the   Receiver   and   slide   the   Re- 
coil    Spring   in   behind   it.     Assemble   the   Receiver   Cap   onto   the   Receiver   and 
engage   the  Receiver  Cap   Lock, 

LOADING  ANT)   FIRING 

To   load:     Draw   the   Bolt   Handle,   located   on   the   right   side   of   the 
Receiver,   to   the  rear   to  engage   the  ''ol t  with   tin:  '';ear.     Push   the   Bolt   Handle 
forward.      Push   the   Safety  Lever,    located   on   the   left   side   of   the   Receiver   to 
the   rear.     The  weapon   is   now  on   SAFE.     Place  a   1 oa.ded   Magazine   into   the   Maga- 
zine Well   and   engage.     Push   Safety   forward. 

To   fire:     Pull   the  Trigger   the weapon will    fire   full   or   semi- 
automatic   depending   on   the  position  of   the  Select   Lever.     When   the  Magazine 
is   enpty   the  Bolt  will   remain   to   the  rear. 
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RIFLE FRANCE 
7.5-mm MODEL  1949   (MAS-49) 

The French MAS-49 Rifle is a gas-operated, magazine fed rifle 
which utilizes a direct gas thrust against the bolt carrier to operate 
the mechanism.  This weapon is another example of the French design 
technique in which the good points of numerous weapons have been in- 
corporated into one system.  The bolt is cammed down in front of a shelf 
in the bottom of the receiver by camming surfaces in the bolt carrier 
similar to the Soviet Tokarev and Belgian FN actions; the gas piston and 
cylinder components usually found in gas operated rifles are eliminated, 
the gas being directed through a gas tube directly against the face of 
the bolt carrier similar to the F^edish Ljungman system; a  grenade 
launcher is attached to the muzzle of the piece which can be adjusted 
for range by a worm gear located on the left side of the forward stock 
band.  This weapon is simple to operate and easy to disassemble.  The 
magazine catch is a component part of the magazine rather than being a 
part of the weapon and the magazine can be loaded through the top of 
the receiver by strip-clips. 

FUNCTIONING 

This rifle utilizes a direct gas thrust system of operation. 
With a loaded magazine inserted in the magazine well, or an empty maga- 
zine inserted and then loaded through the top of the receiver, the bolt 
handle is drawn to the rear, drawing the bolt carrier and bolt rearward 
to override and cock the hammer.  The hammer is held to the rear by the 
sear when the bolt handle is released, the bolt and carrier move for- 
ward under impulse of the compressed recoil spring and the bolt strips 
a round from the magazine and chambers it.  The bolt comes to a stop 
against the rear face of the barrel and the bolt carrier continues its 
forward movement for 9/16 inch during which time camming surfaces in- 
side the carrier force the rear of the bolt down in front of a shelf in 
the bottom of the receiver.  When the trigger is pulled the sear re- 
1 eases the hammer which pivots forward to strike the firing pin driving 
it into the primer.  Gas is tapped from the barrel into a gas tube 
mounted above the barrel.  The upper forward face of the bolt carrier 
is drilled to a depth of 7/8 inches to surround the rear of the gas tube 
when the action is closed.  The gas traveling through the gas tube im- 
pinges directly against the bolt carrier in the hole in the face of the 
carrier, driving the carrier rearward.  The carrier moves independent 
of the bolt for 9/16 inches before the bolt is cammed up to unlock by 
the camming surfaces inside the carrier.  The gas tube is still inside 
of the carrier for an additional 5/16 inches rearward travel as a pre- 
caution against gas venting from the rear of the tube.  The rearward 
movement of the bolt and carrier cocks the hammer and the piece is 
ready to fire again.  This weapon fires semi-automatic and the trigger 
must be pulled for each shot. 
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CHARACTERISTIC   DATA 

Caliber         7.5-mm   (M29  cLdje) 
Operation Gas 
Type   of  Fire Semi-auto  only 
Rate   of Fire 40  rpm 
Type   of Feed Box   -   10   rd  cap 
Weight,   empty 10.4   lbs 
Overall   length 43.2   in 
Effective range         540 meters 

FIELD  STRIP  PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

I . Push   down   on  Cover  Latch. 
2. Push  forward   on Cover. 
3. Lift  Cover  up   and   remove  rearward   off   the  Receiver,   the  Recoil 

Spring  exerts   pressure on  the Cover during  this  operation 
4. Remove Recoil   Spring. 
5. Grasp Bolt Handle and pull Bolt Carrier with assembled Bolt 

rearward and upward. When the dismounting notches line up the 
Carrier can be lifted up out of the Receiver.  Lift Bolt out 
of Bolt Carrier and remove Firing Pin. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEPURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide Firing Pin into Bolt and 
assemble Bolt to Bolt Carrier, engage Firing Pin base into notch in Carrier, 
Slide Bolt Carrier and assembled Bolt into Receiver.  Place Recoil Spring 
into hole in rear of Bolt Carrier.  Slide Buffer Guide and Tube, carried 
inside of Cover into rear of Recoil Spring and slide Cover into grooves in 
Receiver, push forward slightly, down and then pull to the rear so that 
Cover Latch engages. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Grasp Bolt Handle and draw Bolt to the rear and release. 
Push Safety Button located on right front of Trigger Guard to "SAFE."  The 
Safety Button cannot be put on "SAFE" unless the Hammer is cocked.  Insert 
loaded Magazine into Magazine Well, and draw the Bolt Handle to the rear 
and release.  Bolt will strip a round from the Magazine and chamber it.  If 
the Magazine is not loaded when inserted into weapon, draw the Bolt Handle 
to the rear, the Bolt hold-open device will keep the Bolt open.  Load the 
Magazine from the top of the Receiver from five-round strip-clips.  When ten 
rounds have beci loaded into the Magazine draw the Bolt Handle to the rear 
slightly and release.  The Bolt will strip a round from the Magazine and 
chamber it. 

To fire:  Push Safety Button to "FIRE." Pull the Trigger.  The 

weapon will fire.  This weapon fires semi-automatic only snd the Trigger 
must be pulled for each shot. 
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RIFLE GERMANY 
7.92-mm GEWEHR A3 (GEW A3) 

The 7.92-mni Gewehr (GEW A3) was the last German designed 
semi-automatic rifle to see action, though limited, in WWII.  It 
is a well-designed weapon though some portions are crudely machined 
and was apparently so produced with the idea of rapid production, 
low cost and ready expendability.  Various models incorporating minor 
modifications may be found.  The bolt cover is cast and roughly ma- 
chined and in most models the trigger guard assembly is composed of 
stamped components.  The design readily lends itself to further mili- 
tary development.  It combines most of the conventional gas operated 
rifle principles.  The gas is tapped from the top of the barrel and 
the gas piston is therefore located above the barrel similar to the 
Soviet Tokarev rifie.  The Tokarev weakness, not enough protection 
for the gas piston, is eliminated in the GEW A3 by a sturdy wooden 
upper handguard.  Unlike most gas systems, the system utilized in 
this weapon makes use of two compatible actions.  Gas tapped from 
the barrel enters a gas cylinder, where normally it would then ex- 
pand against a piston, pushing the piston and action to the rear. 
In this case the gas expands against a short tappet-like piston which 
imparts this thrust to a separate operating rod.  In this respect the 
system is somewhat like that of the U.S. .30 caliber Carbine which 
makes use of a short stroke piston, 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a gas-operated semi-automatic rifle.  With a loaded 
magazine in place, the bolt is drawn to the rear and released.  The 
bolt moves forward, strips a round from the magazine and chambers it. 
When the trigger is pulled the sear releases the hammer and the hammer 
pivots to strike the firing pin extension in the rear of the bolt 
which in turn drives the firing pin into the primer.  Gas is tapped 
off the barrel into a chamber located on top of the barrel.  The gas 
passes from the chamber into a cylinder where it impinges against a 
short, "free" tappet-like piston.  This tappet imparts the sharp blow 
received from the expanding gas to the operating rod, which in turn 
transmits this motion to the bolt slide.  The firing pin is withdrawn 
from the face of the bolt at the initial movement of the bolt slide. 
After a short rearward travel of the bolt slide, the firing pin cams 
the locking lugs in the bolt out of engagement with the locking seats 
in the receiver, the bolt engaged by the bolt slide moves to the rear 
with the bolt slide.  The operating rod moves forward to its original 
position under impulse of the operating rod spring, and the bolt and 
bolt slide having reached the rearmost point of recoil are then forced 
forward by the compressed recoil spring.  A round is stripped from 
Llie magazine and chambered.  The hammer which has been cammed back by 
the rearward motion of the recoiling parts is engaged by the sear. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber 7.92-mm (Ger Svc) 
Operation Gas 
Type of Fire Semi-auto only 
Rate of Fire 30-35 rpm 
Type of Feed Box-10 rd cap 
Weight, empty 9.7 lbs 
Overall length    44.25 in 
Effective range   680 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. With the chamber empty and the Magazine removed, draw the Bolt Handle 
to the rear.  Holding the Bolt to the rear., push in on the Bolt Slide 
Lock located at the right rear of the Bolt Slide to lock the Bolt in 
the open position. 

2. Turn the Safety Lever to the right as i;'ar as it will go. 
3. The Recoil Spring Guide is now projecting from the rear of the Bolt 

Slide.  Push in on the Recoil Spring Guide and raise the rear of 
the Bolt Slide Assembly up and out of the Receiver.  Remove the 
Bolt Cover from the Bolt Slide Assembly.  The Bolt can now be re- 
moved from the Bolt Slide by moving the Bolt Slide Lock out of en- 
gagement . 

4. Remove the Cleaning Rod from beneath the Barrel. Press in on the 
Forearm Band Locking Spring on the right side of the fore-end and 
slide the Forearm Cap forward. 

L.   Remove the Upper Handguard. 
6. Pull the Operating Rod to the rear slightly. 
7, Remove the Gas Piston and Tappet Piston.  Remove the Operating Rod. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Place the Operating Rod in its 
tunnel in the top of the Receiver.  Push the Operating Rod to the rear and 
assemble the Tappet Piston and the Gas Piston, allow the assembly to move 
forward.  Replace Cleaning Rod,  Replace the Upper Handguard and slide the 
Forearm Cap back into place.  Assemble the Bolt to the Bolt Slide and at- 
tach the Bolt Cover, lock the Bolt in its rearmost position in the Bolt 
Slide by pushing in on the Bolt Slide Lock.  Assemble the Recoil Spring 
and Guide to the Bolt Slide Assembly.  Place the assembly into the guide 
groove in the Receiver, slide forward slightly and push down into position. 
Holding the Bolt Handle, release the Bolt Slide Lock and allow the Bolt 
to move forward. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Place the Safety Lever on "SAFE,"  Insert a loaded Maga- 
zine from the bottom.  Pull the Bolt Handle to the rear and release it.  The 
Bolt will move forward, strip a round from the Magazine and chamber it.  Turn 
Safety Lever to the left. 

To fire:  Pull the Trigger and the weapon will fire. 
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RIFLE W. GERMANY 
7.62-min ASSAULT RIFLE (G-3) 

The West German G-3 Assault Rifle is a blowback operated, 
magazine fed weapon which is basically an improved version of the 
Spanish CETME (Centre de Estudios Technicos de Materials Especiales) 
Model 58 Assault Rifle.  One of the main differences between the G-3 
and the Model 58 is in the construction of the bolthead.  The G-3 
bolthead is designed to function with the full power NATO cartridge 
while the Model 58 is designed to function with the reduced power car- 
tridge, used by Spanish rifles.   The weapon functions on Che re- 
tarded-blowback or clelayed-blowback system.  The G-3 incorporates 
many features which make it easily adaptable to mass production. 
With the exception of the bolt and barrel, most of the parts are 
stamped and drawn from sheet steel.  The weapon has a combination 
flash hider and grenade launcher fastened to the muzzle.  Models 
are available with bipods and with folding metal stocks. 

FUNCTIONING 

One unusual design feature of this weapon is the location 
of the operating handle.  This handle is located in the forward end of 
a tube nuuini ed above: the barrel.  The handle is spring loaded and 
fold;; down out of the way when not in use.  With a loaded magazine in 
place, this handle is flipped up and grasped, pulled sharply to the 
rear and released.  The bolt will move forward and chamber a round. 
When the trigger is pulled the hammer is released striking the firing 
pin.  The bolt is composed of two pieces, a forward bolthead section 
containing locking rollers on both sides, and the heavier rear section 
which has the operating rod extension attached to its forward upper end. 
The. round is chambered and the bolt head comes flush against the breech 
ei d of the barrel.  The locking is effected by the rollers carried in 
the bolthead, the rollers engaging in recesses in a fixed breech ring. 
The rollers are cammed into their locked position by a protrusion on 
the front of the rear bolt section.  Upon firing the rearward thrust 
on the bolt head tends to cam the rollers out of engagement, but the 
cam angle is so steep that unlocking is accomplished at a great mechan- 
ical disadvantage.  The delay in the movement of the bolthead is 
sufficient to allow the projectile to leave the muzzle before the bolt 
opens.  The bolt moves to the rear, extracting and ejecting the empty 
case and cocking the hammer.  The bolt then moves forward to chamber 
the next round.  If the select lever is on single fire, the trigger 
must be. pulled for each round fired, if the lever is on autofirc the 
sear will release the hammer and the weapon will continue to fire. 
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CHARACTERISTIC  DATA 

Caliber     7.62-mm   (NATO) 
Operation  Retarckfl-h I ov.'hncl; 
Type  of  Fire  Full,   and   ft'iiri-.iuto 
Rate of Fire  550-600     rpm   (Practicnl    150) 
Type  of   Feed  Box   -   20  rd   cap 
Weight,   empty  9.5   lbs 
Overall    length       40.35   in 
Effective  range     SAO meters 

FIKLD  STRIP   PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

Remove   the   two  Stock  Retaining  Pins  and   remove   the   Stock, 
Pivot   the  Trigger  Group  down. 

3. Slide   the   Bolt   Assembly  out   of   the rear   of   the  Receiver. 

') 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide the Bolt Assembly into the 
Receiver.  Swing the Trigger Group up into place and slide the Stock onto 
the rear of the Receiver.  Place the two Stock Retaining Pins through the 
Receiver and Stock. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Insert a loaded Magazine. Grasp the Operating Handle, 
located in the tube above the Barrel, pull it to the rear and release. 
The. Bolt will move forward and chamber the first round when the Operating 
Handle is released. 

To fire:  Pull the Trigger, the Hammer will be released and the 
weapon will fire.  If the Select Lever is set for Single fire, the Trigger 
must be pulled for each shot.  If the Lever is set for Automatic, the 
weapon will fire until the Trigger is released or the Magazine is empty. 
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RITLE GERMANY 
7.92-mm FG-42 (FALSCIHRMJAECER GEWEHR 42) 

The Gorman FG-A2 Rifle is a gas-operated, magazine Jed, se- 
lective fire rifle which fires full-automatic from an open bolt and 
semi-automatic from a closed bolt.  This is an exceptionally well de- 
signed piece being composed of stamped, machined and plastic components. 
The bipod which fold; up to enclose the lower portion of the barrel; a 
straight-line stock which contains a buffer unit; an extremely effective 
muzzle braKe/compensator; and a variable gas regulator are some of the 
advance design components of this piece.  The bolt locking system is 
similar Co the Lewis gun system in that the bolt rides on a stud mounted 
on top of the rear of the gas piston and is rotated into locking position 
by the final forward movement of the piston.  Manufactured at the Krieg- 
hoff Works at Suhl, Germany, it was designed primarily for airborne 
troops and made its first appearance in the German raid on Crete.  Two 
models, one with a wooden stock and curved pistol grip and the other 
with a plastic stock and sharply slanted pistol, grip, were produced. 

FUNCTIONING 

This weapon employs a rotating bolt locking system and fires 
from both an open and closed bolt.  The bolt handle is located on the 
right side of the receiver, the safety and fire select lever is posi- 
tioned on the Left side of the trigger housing.  The safety is applied 
only when the bolt is open.  With a loaded magazine inserted into the 
magazine port on the left side of the receiver the bolt handle is drawn 
to the rear bringing the gas piston and attached bolt to the rear.  A 
sear bent on the bottom of the piston is engaged by the sear, holding 
the piston and bolt to the rear if the select lever is set for ful1- 
automatic fire.  When the trigger is pulled the sear releases the pis- 
ton which moves forward under impulse of the compressed recoil spring. 
The bolt strips a round from the magazine and chambers it.  The bolt 
rides on top of t.  rear of the piston, a stud on the piston riding in 
a helical groove machined in the bolt.  When the bolt stops against the 
rear face of the barrel, the piston, which has 2\   inches more to travel 
before being fully forward, continues to travel, the stud on the piston 
riding in the groove in the bolt causes the bolt to turn so that lock- 
ing lugs on the forward end of the bolt engage locking recesses in the 
receiver to lock the action closed.  If the select lever has been set 
for semi-automatic fire, the action is not held to the rear by the sear 
but moves forward to the position where the bolt has chambered a round 
but has not rotated to lock and then is engaged by the sear.  When the 
trigger is pulled the sear releases the piston which moves forward 2% 
inches to rotate and lock the bolt.  In both cases, when the piston 
reaches its forwardmost position and the bolt is locked, the firing pin 
is driven into the. primer.  Gas is tapped from the barrel forcing the 
piston rearward, the piston moving, rotates the bolt out of locked posi- 
tion and carries it rearward also.  Depending on the type fire selected, 
the piston may be engaged in its rearmost position or in the forward 
position with the bolt not rotated to lock, 
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CHARACTERISTIC   DATA 

Caliber  7.92-iTini 
Operation  Gas 
Type of Fire  Full and semi-auto 
Rate of Fire  550 rpm (Practical 225) 
Type of Feed  Box - 20 and 30 rd cap 
Weight, empty  10.7 lbs 
Overall length  39.5 in 
Effective range  . . -  540 meters 

STEP 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

1. Press in on Stock Lock and remove Stock. 
2. Press in on Buffer Latch, turn Buffer Group V turn to left and 

remove. 
3. Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear. 
4. Remove Bolt Handle. 
5. Remove Gas Piston, Bolt and Recoil Spring with Guide from Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Assemble Recoil Spring and Guide 
into rear of Gas Piston, and slide assembled Piston, Bolt, Spring and 
Guide into Receiver.  Assemble Bolt Handle into operating slot in Receiver. 
Lock Buffer Group to rear of Receiver.  Slide Stock onto Receiver until 
Stock Lock engages. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Insert a loaded Magazine into the Magazine Port on left 
side of Receiver.  Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear.  The Sear will engage 
the Sear Bent in the rear of the Gas Piston and hold the Bolt to the rear. 
Swing the Safety/Select Lever down to center position to "SAFE" (on plastic 
stock model).  On wooden Stock model push the Safety Lever located near the 
rear of the Trigger Group Housing to the up position to "SAFE." 

To fire:  Push the Safety Lever on the wooden Stock model down. 
Rotate Select Lever to the rear to "D" for full-automatic fire or forward 
to "E" for semi-automatic fire.  On the plastic Stock model swing the Safety/ 
Select Lever forward for semi-automatic fire or rearward for full-automatic 
fire.  Pull the Trigger.  The weapon will fire.  If set for semi-automatic 
fire the Trigger must be pulled for each shot.  If set for full-automatic 
fire the weapon will continue to fire until the Magazine is empty or the 
Trigger is released. 
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RIFLE U.S.S.R. 
7. j2-inni MODEL 1940 (SVT) (TOKAREV) 

The Tokarev Model 1940 (SVT) Semi-autnmatic Rifle is a gas- 
operated, magazine fed weapon which was the list of a series of gas 
operated automatic and seml-auLomatic rifles produced by the Soviets 
prior to WWII.  The SVT model of the Tokarev wis capable of semi- 
automatic fire only while the AVT model incorporated a fire selector 
switch which enabled it to be fired ful1-automatic as well as semi- 
automatic.  The Tokarev series of rifles, to include the M1938 SVT, 
and the Seminov M1936 AVS were distinguished by their flimsyness and 
difficulty of maintenance.  None of these weapons are standard in the 
Soviet Army, being replaced by the SKS Carbine and the AK Assault 
Rifle, though they may be found in many countries friendly to the 
Soviet Bloc.  The action is locked by the bolt carrier forcing the 
rear of the bolt down into locking recesses in the receiver.  Tne gas 
piston operates on the tappet principle; mounted above the barrel, 
it delivers a sharp blow to the face of the bolt carrier to unlock the 
action.  This tappet piston system was a major weak point in the design 
of the weapon since any manhandling of the piece which caused it to 
damage the upper handguard also damaged this piston causing the piece 
to malfunction. 

FUNCTIONING 

The trigger and sear mechanism of the M1940 SVT rifle is 
relatively simple while the gas piston and related components are 
quite complex, for this type weapon.  With a loaded magazine in place, 
the bolt handle is drawn to the rear, drawing with it the bol^ carrier 
which contains the bolt and striker mechanism.  When the bolt handle 
Is  released the carrier and bolt move forward under impulse of the 
compressed recoil spring, a round is stripped from the magazine and 
chambered.  The bolt stops against the rear face of the barrel while 
the carrier continues forward for another k  inch camming the rear of 
the bolt down so that locking lugs on the bolt are positioned behind a 
shoulder in the receiver.  The hammer is held in the cocked position 
hy the sear.  When the trigger is pulled the sear releases the hammer 
which pivots forward to strike the firing pin causing it to strike the 
primer.  Gas is tapped from the barrel into a gas cylinder, where it 
strikes the face of a short gas piston driving it to the rear.  The gas 
piston, connected to a tappet piston, transmits this rearward movement 
to the tappet piston which in turn forces an operating rod rearward. 
The operating rod moving in a tunnel beneath the rear sight base trans- 
mit;;  his movement as a sharp blow to the forward end of the bolt car- 
irr, starting the carrier to the rear.  After % inch of travel the bolt 
cat i-i or cams the rear of the bolt out of the locking shoulder in the 
receiver and the bolt and carrier continue to the rear to compress the 
recoil spring and forcing the hammer back to be held to the rear by 
the sear.  A buffer spring absorbs some of this final rearward move- 
ment' of the bolt and carrier.  The operating rod moves to its forward 
position under impulse of the operating rod spring.  Pulling the trig- 
ger will fire the weapon again.  The trigger must be pulled for each 

shot since this is a semi-automatic weapon. 
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CHARACTERISTIC  DATA 

Caliber  7.62-nini   (M1.908  ctdge) 
Operation  Gas 
Type   of   Fire  Semi-auto   only 
Rate   of   Fire  30  rpm 
Typo   of  Feed  Box   -   10  rd  cap 
Weight,   empty  8.2   lbs 
Overall   length  48.1   in 
Effective   range        540  meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

L.    Turn the lliumj Latch at the rear of the Receiver to the left, push 
in on the Trigger Group Lock, this will allow the Trigger Group 
to be removed if necessary. 

2. Push the Receiver Cover forward until the Buffer Spring Guide can 
be pushed down and disengaged from the Receiver Cover. 

3. Remove the Buffer Spring and Guide  from the rear of the Receiver. 
4. Remove the Receiver Cover and the Recoil Spring and Guide. 
5. Slide the Bolt Carrier and Bolt to the rear, lift up on the Bolt 

Handle and continue to draw the assembly to the rear until the 
Carrier and Bolt can be lifted out of the Receiver. 

6. Push in on the Front Band Lock and remove the Front Band. 
7. Lift off the metal and wooden Handguards. 
8. Draw the Tappet Piston to the rear until the front end clears the 

Gas Piston and then remove the Tappet Piston, forward away from 
the Operating Rod. 

9. Remove the Gas Piston. 
10.    Remove the Operating Rod and Operating Rod Spring from the tunnel 

beneath the Rear Sight. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Assemble the Operating Rod and 
Spring into the tunnel beneath the Rear Sight, slide the Gas Piston over 
the Gas Cylinder, place the Tappet Piston into position, slide back and 
mate with the Gas Piston.  Assemble the two Handguards and the Front Band. 
Assemble the Bolt to the Carrier and slide onto the Receiver until the guide 
grooves line up and the assembly can be attached to the Receiver.  Slide the 
Recoil Spring and Guide into the rear of the Carrier.  Assemble the Buffer 
Spring and Guide to the Recoil Spring Guide and lock into the rear of the 
Receiver.  Assemble the Receiver Cover to the Receiver. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Insert a loaded Magazine.  Push the Safety Lever located 
in the Trigger Guard forward.  Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear and release 
it.  The Bolt will move forward and chamber a round. 

To fire: Pull the Safety Lever to rear. Pull the Trigger. The 
weapon will fire. Tills is a semi-automatic weapon and the Trigger must be 
pulled for each shot fired. 
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CARBINE U.S.C.k. 
7.62-MM CARBINE (SKS) 

Tlie Soviet 7,62-nmi Carbine Model SKS is a limited standard 
infantry v/eapon which lias been replaced in the Soviet Army by the 
AK-47 Assault Rifle,  it is a gas-operated weapon chambered for the 
Model 43 intermediate cartridge.  Although classified as a carbine by 
the Soviets, it qualifies as a rifle by U.S. standards.  The present 
production model is fitted with a permanent]v attached folding knife- 
type bayonet.  The SKS is a relatively simple, we 11-cons true ted weapon, 
having two unusual features.  First, the magazine is not detachable. 
When the magazine latch is moved to the rear, the magazine pivots down 
toward the front through an angle of approximately 30 degrees so that 
the cartridges can be removed without working tbem througli the chamber. 
Second, the folding bayonet is permanently attached to the rifle by a 
large rivet.  The rear sight is graduated from 100 to 1,000 meters in 
100 meter incremants, there is a battle sight elevation setting for 
350 meters, indicated by the letter ':n " on the sight leaf.  This weapon 
is manufactured by the CHICOM as the Type 56. 

FirxCTTDNTNC 

This is a gas-operated, semi-automatic weapon.  With the 
magazine loaded, a round ij chambered by drawing the bolt bändle to 
the rear anil releasing it.  When the trigger is pulled, the trigger 
arm is pulled forward and pulls the sear forward out of engagement 
with the hammer.  The hammer rotates under the impulse of the hammer 
spring and strikes the firing pin.  As the hammer rotates, the hammer 
heel lowers the forward end of the disconnector and the forward end ot 
the trigger arm.  The trigger arm is disengaged frem the sear and the 
sear returns to the rear position,.  The firing pin strikes the primer. 
After the bullet passes the gas port in the barrel, the gasses, entering 
the gas cylinder, exert pressure on the pistv,'1 and the bolt carrier is 
move.1 to the rear by the piston rod.  The, boll carrier moving to tin- 
rear raises the rear of the bolt which disengages the bolt locking sur- 
face from the receiver lug, and brings the bolt to the rear.  Extraction 
and ejection of the case takes place at this time.  The rea^./ard movement 
oi the bolt cocks the hammer, and the sear under the action of the sear 
.spring is positioned under the hammer cock notch,,  The bolt having 
reached its rearmost position compresses the recoil spring and the piston 
and piston rod return to the forward position under the action of the 
piston rod spring.  The bolt moves forward, the boll carrier lowers the 
rear of the bolt as it approaches the breech, and the bolt locking sur- 
face is positioned in front of the receiver locking lug.  The bolt, in 
lowering, has depressed the protruding front end of the disconnector. 
The hammer is thus disengaged from the disconnector and is held in the 
cocked position by the sear.  The bolt, in completing its forward move- 
nient, strips a round from the magazine, and chambers it.  The trigger must 
be released before it can be pulled to tire the next round. 
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aiARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  7.62-mm (M43 ctdg) 
Operation  Gas 
Type of Fire  Semi-auto only 
Rate of Fire  30 rpra 
Type of Peed  Fixed box -10 rd cap 
Weight, empty  8.2 lbs 
Overall length    40.16 in 
Effective range   470 meters 
Muzzle velocity   2,411 fps 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1.  With the weapon empty and the Magazine unloaded, swing the Safety 
down to "Off." 
Rotate the Cover Retaining Pin upward as far as it will go. 

3. Push in slightly on the Receiver Cover and pull the Cover Retaining 
Pin to the right as far as it will go.  Remove the Cover from the 
Receiver. 

4. Remove the Recoil Spring Assembly from the Bolt Carrier. 
5. Pull back on the Bolt Handle, sliding the Bolt Carrier and Bolt to 

the rear. 
6. Lift the assembled Bolt Carrier and Bolt from the Receiver ^ind re- 

move the Bolt from the Bolt Carrier. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE, 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Assemble Bolt to Bolt Carrier, 
place in Receiver, engaging with Bolt Handle and slide forward.  Assemble 
Recoil Spring Assembly into rear of Bolt Carrier.  Place Receiver Cover 
onto Receiver, push forward slightly and push Cover Retaining Pin through 
the Receiver to the left.  Turn the Receiver Cover Pin down. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Push the Safety Lever up.  Pull back on Bolt Handle; 
Bolt and Bolt Carrier will be held to the rear by the bolt-hold-open device. 
Place one end of the ten-round charger into the charger guide which is 
machined into the top forward edge of the Bolt Carrier.  Push down on 
the cartridges until all the cartridges are loaded into the Magazine.  Re- 
move the empty charger.       Pull back slightly on the Bolt Handle and 
release it.  Bolt and Boj-t Carrier will now move forward and chamber a round. 

To fire:  Push Safety to "Off."  Pull the Trigger, weapon will fire 
for each pull of the Trigger until the Magazine is empty. 
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R CFLE I1, S . S . R, 

7.62-nmi AK (KALASHNIKOV) 

Tlit' Soviec 7.62-min AK Assault Rifle is a gas-opcratrd, 

selective fire weapon wliicli is chambered for the Soviet M1943 car- 

tridge.  Classed as an assault rifle rather than a submachine.gun it 
fires a rifle-type Intermediate round.  It is much more accurate Mian 
true submachineguns such as the Sten, Uzi, U.S. M3A1, MAT-49 etc, which 

fire [liste! ammunition.  This is au extremely well made weapon, being 

constructed almost completely ol machined components rather than stamp- 
ings and is produced in two versions, one with a wooden stock, the other 

with a folding metal stock.  A modification of this weapon, which in- 
corporates a longer barrel, bipod, and drum typo magazine into its de- 

sign is replacing the RPI) light machinegun.  The barrel on all the AK 

models and modifications is chrome lined and locking is accomplished by 
a rotating bolt.  The Chinese Communist production model of this weapon 
is designated the Type 5b. 

Fir.vTTO?;T::r 

The AK Assault Rifle is a magazine fed weapon, which fires 
from a closed bolt position utilizing a rotating bolt locking system. 

The safety/select lever is located on the right side of the receiver 
above the trigger guard.  With this lever in i's uppermost position the 

weapon is on "SAFE;" with the lever halfway down the weapon is Set for 

fu11-automatic fire; with the lever fully down the weapon is set for 
semi-automatic fire.  With a loaded magazine in place, the bolt handle 

is drawn to the rear drawing, the boll carrier and piston with the at- 
tached bolt to the rear, overriding and cocking the hammer and com 

pressing the recoil spring,.  When the bolt ban 11 e is released the bolt 
carrier and bolt move forward, the face of tiu bolt strips a round from 

the magazine and chambers it.  The face of the bolt strikes the rear 
face ol the barrel and its forward movement is stopped, the bolt 

carrier continues forward and cam surfaces in the bolt carrier acting 
on lugs on the bolt, rotate the bolt to the right, locking lugs on the 

head of the bolt engage locking recessi ■ in the receiver and the ham- 
mer is ready to be released.  If the select lever is set for semi- 

automatic fire when the trigger is pulled, the semi-automatic sear and 

disconnector pivot, the hammer is released striking the firing pin 
which in turn strike's the primer.  Gas is tapped from the barrel into 

the gas cylinder to impinge against the piston.  The piston and boll 
carrier move to the rear, the cams in the carrier rotate the bolt to 

unlocked position and the carrier and bolt continue to the rear pivot- 
ing the hammer rearward where it is engaged by the disconnector and 

held to the rear.  The trigger must be pel led for each shot.  If set 

for fu I 1-au ttiiia t ic , a ful 1-automatic disconnector on the bolt carrier 
strikes the ful1-automatic sear, rotating it to release the hammer and 

the hammer pivots forward to strike the firing pin.  The firing cycle 
continues until the trigger is released or the magazine is empty.  There 

is no bolt hold-open device on this w.'apon, when the magazine is empty 

the bolt will be in the closed position. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber    7.62-mm (M43 ctdge) 
Operation  Gas 
Type of Fire  Full and semi-auLo 
Rate of Fire  600 rpm (Practical 225) 
Type of Feed  Box - 30 rd cap 
Weight, empty  10.6 lbs 
Overall length  34.2 in 
Effective range    A70 meters 
Muzzle velocity    2,342 fps 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Push in on the Recoil Spring Guide which protrudes from the rear 
of the Receiver. 

la.   At the same time the Recoil Spring Guide is pushed in raise up on 
the Receiver Cover and remove it from the Receiver. 

2. Push the Recoil Spring Guide in as far as it will go and lift it 
up and out of the Receiver with the Recoil Spring. 

3. Slide the Bolt Carrier, Bolt and Piston rearward until they can be 
lifted up and out of the Receiver. 

A.   Turn the Bolt head until the lugs on the Bolt aline with the cam 
grooves in the Carrier, slide the Bolt rearward until it disengages 
and then slide it fc-rwarci and out of the Bolt Carrier. 

5. Pivot the Handguard Lock up. 
6. Disengage the Handguard from the Receiver and lift it up and off 

of the Barrel. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide Handguard into position and 
pivot the Handguard Lock down to engage.  Assemble the Bolt to the Bolt 
Carrier and slide the assembled Bolt and Carrier into the Receiver.  Slide 
the Recoil Spring and Recoil Spring Guide into the rear of the Bolt Carrier, 
push forward until the rear of the Guide clears the rear of the Receiver, 
and push down to engage the rear of the Receiver.  Slide the Receiver Cover 
into place, push in on the Recoil Spring Guide and push the Receiver Cover 
down to lock. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load;  Insert a loaded Magazine.  Push Safety Lever on right 
side of Receiver up to "SAFE."  Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear and release 
it.  The Bolt will move forward and chamber a round. 

To fire:  Push Safety Lever to type of fire desired.  Pull the Trig- 
ger.  The weapon will fire.  If the Select Lever is set all the way down the 
weapon will fire semi-automatic and the Trigger must be pulled for each shot. 
If the Select Lever is set in the mid-position the weapon will fire full- 
automatic fire and will continue to fire until the Trigger is released or the 
Magazine is empty. 
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RTFLE SWEDEN 
6.5-mni AG42B (LJUNGMAN) 

The 6.5-iiini Ljungman Rifle is a gas-operated, magazine Ted 
rifle wliich utilizes a direct thrust gas system similar to the French 
MAS-49 Rifle.  This rille, designed by the Swedish engineer Ljungman, 
is also produced by the Madsen plant in Denmark as well as an Egyptian 
arms production firm where it is known as the "Hakim."  These weapons 
differ in only minor points; the Swedish version has the top of the barrel 
sloiLed aL the muzzle Lo act as a compensator; Lite Egyptian version (il- 
lustrated) has a compensator/flash suppressor attached to the muzzle; 
the Madsen model utilized a ventilated upper handguard.  The Madsen 
model also modified the gas system by winding the gas tube around the 
barrel in order to (theoretically) produce a delay in opening the bolt. 
The Egyptian version uses a straight gas tube similar to the AGA2B 
model since the Madsen design was not too successful .  Madsen produced 
the weapon in a number of calibers, the Egyptian "Hakim" model was 
chambered for the 7.92-mm round. 

FUNCTIONING 

With a loaded magazine inserted in the magazine well, the 
receiver cover is grasped by the diagonal grooves on both sides of 
the cover, the cover is pushed forward to engage the bolt carrier, 
then drawn to the rear and released.  The cover must be brought fully 
to t.ne rear so that the bolt carrier latch is released by striking 
the back plate to unlock the carrier from the cover, allowing the 
carrier and bolt to move forward.  The bolt strips a round from the 
magazine and chambers it.  The carrier continues forward for a short 
distance, camming surfaces inside the carrier forcing the rear of the 
bolt down in front of a shelf in the receiver.  The hammer which has 
been forced to pivot rearward when the bolt ü"errides it, is engaged 
by the sear and held in the cocked position.  ;'hc face of the carrier 
has a short tubular extension on it which encT. ses the rear face of 
the gas tube when the carrier is fully forward.  When the trigger is 
pulled the sear releases the hammer and the primer is struck by the 
firing pin.  Gas is tapped from the barrel into a gas cylinder and 
then directly into the gas tube.  The gas in this tube impinges di- 
rectly against the face of the carrier, starting the carrier rearward. 
After a short rearward movement (7/16 inch), the cams in the carrier 
raise the rear of the bolt and the bolt is carried to the rear by the 
carrier, compressing the recoil spring and then moving forward to 
chamber the next round.  This is a semi-automatic weapon and the trig- 
ger must be pulled for each shot.  The safety lever is located on the 
back plate and when pushed on "SAFE" the bolt is not released during 
the manual loading action, the carrier remaining to the rear with the 
cover.  When the safety is turned to "FIRE," the cover must be drawn 
to the rear slightly to unlock the carrier, allowing it to move for- 
ward with the bolt to chamber a round. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber    „ 6.5-mm 
Operation  Gas 
Type o£ Fire  Semi-auto only 
Rate of Fire  30 rpm 
Typo o£ Feed  Box - 10 rd cap 
Weight, empty  10.3 lbs 
Overall length  48.2 in 
Effective range    580 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1.   Move Safety Lever between "SAFE" and "FIRE" position (vertical). 
■> Slide Back Plate up and remove. 
3. Move Cover rearward off of Receiver.  Remove Recoil Spring and Guide 
4. Slide Carrier and Bolt to the rear, tilt to the left and lift 

Carrier and Bolt from Receiver. 
5. Unscrew Upper Band screw and slide Upper Band forward, slide Sling 

Swivel Band forward.  Remove Upper Ha^dguard, 
G.    Remove Trigger Housing screws and lift Receiver and Barrel Assembly 

from the Stock Assembly,  Remove Trigger Housing from Stock Assembly 

NOTE:  Steps 5 and 6 do not need to be performed for normal cleaning. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Assemble Trigger Housing and 
Barrel and Receiver to Stock Assembly and replace Trigger Housing screws. 
Assemble Upper Handguard and slide Sling Swivel Band and Upper Band back 
into place.  Assemble Bolt to Carrier and slide into Receiver.  Place Re- 
coil Spring and Guide into rear of Carrier and engage rear of Spring with 
Back Plate stud.  Slide Cover onto Receiver from the rear, slide forward 
slightly, and assemble Back Plate to rear of Receiver.  Move Safety Lever 
to "SAFE." 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load;  This weapon may be loaded by inserting a loaded Maga- 
zine into the Magazine Well or by loading an empty Magazine from the top 
of the Receiver by 5-round strip-clips.  With a loaded Magazine in place, 
turn the Safety Lever to "SAFE," draw the Cover forward to engage the 
Carrier and then draw to the rear and release.  The action will stay open. 

To fire:  Turn the Safety Lever to "FIRE," draw the Cover to the 
rear slightly, the Carrier will unlock from the ("over and move forward, the 
Bolt will strip a round from the Magazine and chamber it.  Pull the Trigger. 
The weapon will fire.  This weapon fires semi-automatic only and the Trig,*»"!" 
must be pulled for each shot, 
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SUBMACHINEGUNS 

SECTION III 

There is no small arm in the world today which rose to such 
immediate fame during WWII, and is slated to be even more famous in 
the future, than the weapon designated -- submachinegun.  In broad 
general terms a submachinegun may be described as a shoulder fired 
arm, air cooled, magazine-fed, chambered for pistol ammunition and 
capable of full-automatic fire.  Because of the size of the ammuni- 
tion used, most submachineguns are light, compact, easy to handle 
and simple to maintain. Almost all recently designed submachineguns 
(post 1950) weigh less than eight pounds, are capable of selective 
fire (full and semi-automatic) , fire at a rate of 450 to 550 rounds 
per minute and are designed in such a manner that certain components 
may be folded or telescoped to decrease the overall length of th?. 
piece when required. 

A submachinegun, because of the fact that it fires a pis- 
tol round, should not be confused with full-automatic firing pistols 
which are termed machine pistols.  Such pistols, and there are many, 
were normally designed as conventional semi-automatic pistols.  The 
change lever for converting to full-automatic fire and the detach- 
able shoulder stock were usually added as modifications in the hopes 
of increasing tactical capability,  (Usually a waste of time.)  In 
Europe, weapons which fire pistol ammunition, have been, and in some 
countries still are, referred to as "machine pistols".  In the United 
Kingdom, submachineguns were habitually referred to as "machine car- 
bines".  Both are misnomers by factual definition.  The U.K. has 
accepted this fact in regard to their "machine carbine" and European 
arms manufacturers who have introduced new models of this type arm 
into the field since 1950 have dropped the term "machine pistol". 

All modern submachineguns are distinguished by compactness, 
simplicity, ease of manufacture and minimal maintenance.  Being cham- 
bered for relatively low powered ammunition there is no need for a 
complex bolt locking system.  The round is small enough so that maga- 
zines containing as many as fifty rounds may be used.  Recoil is 
light, eliminating a space wasting buffer system.  Stress and strain 
on moving components is negligable, allowing for the use of metal and 
plastic stampings in construction. Manufacture can be accomplished 
with non-specialized tooling and maintenance can be carried out with 
a minimum of skill and equipment.  Perhaps the most important point, 
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one being viewed by every country in the world, is that the submachine- 
gun is ideally suited to in-fighting, jungle warfare, street combat or 
any other shooting engagement which calls for tnovemenr, firepower and 
suprise. 

The submachineguns covered in this handbook represent a very 
small fraction of hundreds of submachineguns which have been produced 
in usable quantities. Most of the successful systems are discussed in- 
cluding weapons which were manufactured by the millions as well as 
some pieces that could well reach the million mark in the near future. 
The Special Forces Soldier may well encounter all the weapons in this 
handbook or copies or design derivations thereof in carrying out his 
mission -- an understanding of the arms discussed in this section 
should lay the ground work for an understanding of all such pieces rhat 
may be encountered. 

' 
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SUBMACIIINEGUN AUSTRALIA 
9-inin SUBMACH1NEGUN, OWEN 

The 9-mm Australian Owen submachinegun is a straight 
blowback, magazine fed submachinegun which closaly resembles the 
British Sten gun series of weapons.  This machinegun incorporates 
a compensator at the muzzle, cooling fins near the breech and of 
the barrel, top magazine feed, and front and rear pistol grips.  It 
has a quick-change barrel which is held in place by a simple spring- 
loaded plunger through the top of the receiver forward of the maga- 
zine well.  Due to the top feed system the front and rear sights are 
offset to the right.  This is a cheap, reliable weapon which is being 
replaced by the. Australian version of the British L2A3 (Sterling), 
The Owen may be found with a wooden butt stock or as the two versions 
illustrated; closed trigger group housing and skeleton stock; open 
trigger group housing and solid metal stock. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is an efficient, durable, simple-to-operate submachinegun. 
The bolt is rather heavy, the firing pin is a machined protrusion on 
the face of the bolt, the recoil spring is relatively light and the 
fire selection is activated by a simple lever which regulates the 
trigger position. With a loaded magazine in place, the bolt is drawn 
to the rear and held in place by the sear.  When the trigger is pulled, 
the sear releases the bolt which moves forward under impulse of the 
compressed recoil spring, strips a round from the magazine, chambers it 
and fires it.  The bolt moves to the rear under impulse of the gasses 
generated in the chamber by the discharging cartridge and is engaged 
by the sear if the select lever has been sot for single shot fire.  If 
the select lever is set for full-automatic, the sear is held down out 
of engagement position with the bolt and the holt will move forward and 
the firing cycle will be repeated. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  9-inm 
Operation   Blowback 
Type of Fire  Full and semi-auto 
Rate of Fire  600 rpm (Practical-125) 
Type of Feed  Box - 32 rd cap 
Weight, empty  9.7 lbs 
Overall length  32 .1 in 
Effective range   270 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Press down on Stock Catch and remove Stock, 
2. Pull up on Barrel Lock and remove Barrel to the front. 
3. Pull out on Bolt Handle Dismounting Plunger and disengage Handle 

from Bolt. 
4. Tilt Receiver forward and remove Bolt and Recoil Spring from 

Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide Bolt and Recoil Spring into 
Receiver.  Engage Bolt Handle to Bolt.  Pull up on Barrel Lock, slide Barrel 
into front of Receiver and release Lock. Attach Stock. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Turn Select Lever located on left side of Trigger 
Housing Group to "SAFE."  Insert loaded Magazine in Magazine Well.  Pull 
Bolt Handle to the rear until Sear engages Bolt. 

To fire:  Turn Select Lever to type of fire desired.  Pull the 
Trigger,  If Select Lever is on "Single Shot" the Trigger must be pulled 
for each shot fired.  If Select Lever is on "Rapid" or automatic fire, the 
weapon will continue to fire until the Trigger is released or the magazine 
is empty. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN GREA1'' BRITAIN 
9-mm MARK V (STEN) 

The 9-mni Mark V STEN Submachine gun represents the   final major 
modification to the STEN series of submachineguns.  Introduced in 1944 
It was first issued to British airborne units but was later issued to 
all units of the British Armed Forces.  Various models of the famous STEN 
gun were produced starting with the Mark I in June 1941.  Tills weapon is 
noted for 1'ts simplicity of design, manufacture and maintenance.  Hundreds 
of thousands of these STEN gun.s were manufactured not only by the allied 
nations of WWII but by Germany and Nationalist China.  Of the different 
Marks (Models) produced almost all had interchangable parts so that in 
many instances a model will be recovered that poses an identification 
problmi.  Stocks of one model may be found assembled to receivers of quite 
a different model, while barrels of the various models are quite often 
switched between models.  The piece illustrated for instance, while basic- 
ally the Mark V STEN, has a barrel from the Mark II model.  Early models 
of the Mark V had wooden foregrips and some models had a trapdoor In the 
butt plate.  Regardless of which model of the STEN gun is encountered it 
is in all respects an efficient, reliable and rugged weapon which does 
the job for which it was designed quite capably.  The most popular model 
of the STEN series submachineguns was the Mark II model.  In this model 
the magazine housing was designed so that it could be unlocked from its 
s^de - feeding position and rotated around to the bottom of the ^oceiver so 
that the magazine housing sleeve effectively covered the ejection port to 
keep out dust and dirt.  Over two million Mark II STEN guns were manufact- 
ured between 1942 and 1944. 

FUNCTIONING 

The STEN gun is a straight blowback weapon firing from an open 
bolt.  The fire select button is a "push-through" button located cuovt- 
and forward of the trigger guard in the trigger group housing.  The safety 
is a simple notch cut in the rear portion of the bolt handle retracting 
slot into which the bolt handle is engaged when the bolt is drawn to the 
rear.  With a loaded magazine inserted, the bolt is drawn to the rear 
where it is engaged by the sear and held to the rear.  Pulling the trigger 
releases the bolt and the bolt moves forward under impulse of the compres- 
sed recoil spring, strips a round from the magazine, chambers it and fires 
it.  The bolt moves to the rear and if the fire select button is pushed to 
the right the sear will engage the bolt and the trigger must be pulled for 
each shot.  If the fire select button is pushed to the left the weapon will 
fire full-automatic and will continue to fire until the trigger is released 
or the magazine is empty. 

NOTE:  Tine Mark VI STEN gun is the Mark V STEN with a silencer attached. 
It is recommended that the Mark VI be fired semi-automatic only. 
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CHARACTERISTIC  DATA 

Caliber  9-mm 
Operation   Blowback 
Type of Fire  Full and semi-auto 
Rate of Fire  600 rpm (Practical 125) 
Type of Feed  Box - 32 rd cap 
Weight, empty  8.7 lbs 
Overall length  30.2 in 
Effective range   150 neters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Press in on the Recoil Spring Cap which protrudes from the Receiver 
Cap and slide the Stock Assembly down off the Receiver. 

2. Press in on the Recoil Spring Cap and rotate the Cap until it disen- 
gages from the Receiver and remove the Receiver Cap, Recoil Spring 
Cap and Recoil Spring. 

3. Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear to the Safety Notch in the Bolt 
Handle slot, turn the Handle to disengage it from the Bolt and slide 
the Bolt out the rear of the Receiver. 

4. Unscrew the Barrel RetaininR Sleeve and remove it and the Barrel from 
the Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide the Barrel into the front 
of the Receiver and assemble the Barrel Retaining Sleeve over the Barrel and 
screw onto the Receiver.  Slide the Bolt into the rear of the Receiver, 
attach the Bolt Handle to the Bolt and slide the Bolt forward.  Assemble the 
Recoil Spring, Recoil Spring Cap and Receiver Cap into the rear of the 
Receiver and turn the Recoil Spring Cap to engage the Receiver.  Slide the 
Stock Assembly partially onto the Receiver, push in on the Recoil Spring 
Cap and slide the Stock Assembly up the rest of the way. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Insert a loaded Magazine into the Magazine Housing and 
push in until it locks into place.  Push the Fire Select Button to the type 
of fire desired.  Draw ihe Bolt to the rear and raise the Bolt Handle into 
the Safety Notch. 

To fire:  Disengage the Bolt Handle from the Safety Notch.  Pull 
the Trigger, the weapon will fire.  If the Select Button is set for semi- 
automatic fire, "R" for Repetition, the Sear will engage the Bolt and the 
Trigger will have to b».: pulled for each shot.  If the Select Button is set 
for full-automatic, "A'' for Automatic, the weapon will continue to fire 
until the Trigger is released or the Magazine is empty. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
7.62-ram MODEL 24 

The  Czcchos1ovakian  Model   24  Submachinegun   supefseded   the 
Czech  Mode]   23   submachinGgun   being  adopted   in   1952  when   the  manu- 
facture   oi    the   Model   23  ceased.     This   is   an   extremely   compact,   effici- 
ent   weapon  whuh  utilizes   the   system of   the   holt   surrounding   the  bar- 
rel   and   the  magazine   being   inserted   into   the   pistol   (/.rip.     The   belt 
surrounds   the   barrel   when   in   the   forward   position   for   a   distance  of 
6.2   inches.     This   enables   the  weapon   to utilize   a  relatively   long 
barrel    (11.2   inches)   and   also   places   the  chamber  sufficientlj   far   to 
the   rear   of   the   receiver   to  allow   the  magazine   to  be   inserted   into 
the   pistol   grip   rather   than   forward   of   the   trigger   guard   as   is   gener- 
ally   the  case   in   submachineguns.     This   original   design  was   produced 
in   a   wooden   steck   version   as   the  Model   23  and   a   metal    folding   slock 
version   as   the  Model   2 5.     both   of   these   early   models   were   chambered 
for   the   ''-mm  Parabellum  round.     Designed   in   1948   by   Holek,   more   than 
100,000   were  manufactured   by   mid-1950.     Projection   of   these   models 
ceased    in   1952  when   production   of   the   models-24   and   2()   began.     These 
later  models  were   identical    to   the   earlier  models   with   the   exception 
ol    the   caliber  which  was   changed   to   the   Soviet   7.62-tnni   pistol   round, 
though   loaded   to  velocities   207„  greater   than   that   of   the   Soviet   round 
(approximating   that   of   the  U.S.    ,30  caliber  carbine   round).     Other 
minor   changes  were  made;   the   rear   sight   was   redesigned;   an   addi'. .onal 
sling   loop  was  attached   to   the   stock   bracket;   and   the   pistol   grip   re- 
designed   to  accomodate   the   7.62-iitm magazine.     The  Model   24   is   the 
wooden   stocked   version  while   the  Model   26   is   the  metal    folding  stock 
version.     The  Israeli   Uzi   submachinegun   is   very   similar   in   design; 
utilizing   the   bolt   which   surrounds   the   barrel   when   forward   and   locating 
the  magazine well   in   the   pistol   grip. 

FUNCTIONINC 

The  Czech  Model   24   Submachinegun   is   a   straight   blowback 
weapon  which   fires   from  an   open   bolt.     The  safety   is   located   behind 
the   trigger  and   locks   the  bolt   in   either   the   open   or   close   position. 
The   bolt   handle  can   also   be   pushed   into  a  notch   in   the   forward   end 
of   the   bolt   handle   retracting   slot   to   lock   the   bolt   in   the   forward 
position.     flic   type   of   fire,   full   or  semi-automatic   is   controlled  by 
pressure  applied   to   the   trigger.     A half-pull   of   the   trigger will   de- 
liver   semi-automatic   fire;   a   full   pull   on   the   trigger  will   result   in 
ful1-automatic   fire.     With   a   loaded  magazine   inserted   in   the   pistol 
grip,   the  bolt  handle   is  drawn   to   the  rear where   the  bolt   is  engaged 
by   the   sear.     Pulling   the   trigger   releases   the  bolt  which  moves   for- 
ward,   strips   a  round   from   the  magazine,   chambers   it   and   fires   it. 
The   bolt   moves   to   the   rear  compressing   the  double  recoil   springs  and 
if   the   trigger has   been   pulled   only  half-way,   the   sear  will   engage 
the   bolt   and  hold   it   open.     If   the   trigger has   been   pulled   fully   to 
the   rear   the  sear   remains   out   of  engagement with   the   bolt   and   the 
firing  cycle will   be   repeated   until   the   trigger   is   released   or   the 
magazine   is   empty. 
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CHARACTERISTIC   DATA 

Caliber         7.62-mm 
Operation         Blowback 
Type   of  Fire Full   and   semi-auto 
Rate  of Fire 600  rpm   (Practical   175) 
Type   of  Feed Box   -   32   rd  cap 
Weight,   empty 7.2   lbs 
Overall   length 26.9   in 
Effective   range         225  meters 
Muzzle   velocity           1,850   fps 

FIELD STRIP  PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Push   In   on   the   button   in   the  center   of   the   Receiver   Cap,   turn   the 
Cap. 

la.       Remove   the   Receiver  Cap. 
2. Draw   the  Bolt   Handle   to   the   rear  and   remove   the  Bolt  with   the 

attached   Kecoil   Spring,   Recoil   Spring  Guide,   and  Bolt  Guide. 
3. Using   the   face   of   the Bolt  as   a   disassembly   tool,   unscrew   the 

Barrel   Locking  Collar   from   the   front   of   the   Receiver, 
4. Slide   the  Barrel    forward   out   of   the   Receiver, 

ASSEMBLY  PROCEDURE 

Assemble   in   the   reverse  order.     Slide   the  Barrel   into   the   front 
of   the   Receiver.     Slide   the  Barrel   Locking  Collar   over   the  Barrel   and   screw 
onto   the   front   of   the   Receiver  using   the   face   of   the  Bolt   to   tighten   it 
into  place.      Slide-   the  Bolt   Assembly   into   the   rear   of   the  Receiver.      Screw 
the   Receiver  Cap   ont-;   the   rear  of   the   Receiver. 

LOADING  AND  FIRING 

To   load:      Draw   the  Holt   to   the   rear.      Push   the  Safety   Lever   lo- 
cated   behind   the  Trigger   to   the   right   to   lock   the   Bolt   to   the   rear.      Place 
a   loaded  Magazine   into   the   Pistol   Grip. 

To   fire:      Push   the   Safety   Lever   to   the   left.     Pull    the   Trigger. 
The weapon  will    fire.      If   the Trigger   is   pulled   about   half-way   to   the   reai 
the  weapon  will    fire   semi-automatic   and   the   Trigger  must   be   nulled   for   f.irh 
idiot.     If   the  Trigger   is   pulled   fully   to   the   rear   the  weapon  will    tire   lull- 
automatic   and  will   continue   to   fire   until   the   Trigger   is   released   or   tie 
Magazine   is   empty. 
NO'i'E:     A Magazine   loading  device   is   built   into   the   right   side   oi    thv   Ion 
stock.     A   strip  clip   of   eight   rounds   is   placed   in   the   track   of   the   loadin,; 
device.     The  Magazine   lips   are  aligned   with   the   track   and   the  Hagaziiv   i- 
pushed   forward.     The   ammunition   is   stripped   from   the   strip  clip   into   the 
Magazine.     The   strip  clip   is   removed   from   the   feeding   track   and   a   new   one 
put   into  place  and   the   process   is   repeated   until    the  Magazine   is   loaded, 
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SUBMACHINEGUN DENMARK 
9-nim MADSEN SUBMACHINEGUN (M-50) 

The 9-nim M-50 Submachinegun is an extremely simple, well- 
made weapon.  It incorporates low cost production features, sturdiness 
and simplicity of disassembly, seldom found in weapons of this type. 
The receiver is a complete two-piece stamping, hinged together at the 
rear for ease of take-down.  The stock is one of the most rigid types 
available and the weapon can be fired as easily with the stock folded 
as it can with the stock unfolded.  A rather unusual feature is the 
addition of a "grip safety" positioned just behind the magazine ^.us- 
ing. As in most submachineguns, the magazine housing is utiliz-'u n. 
firing as a fore-grip.  In gripping the housing in firing, this ver- 
tically  positioned lever must be pressed forward.  Should the t.rtr  s 
grip on the magazine housing be released during firing, the lever 
automatically blocks the path of the bolt. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a simple blowback weapon firing from an open bolt. 
With the bolt in the forward position and a loaded magazine inserted, 
the bolt handle on the top of the receiver is pulled to the rear.  The 
bolt is held in this position until the trigger is pulled. When the 
trigger is pulled, the sear (trigger rod) is pulled down out of n- 
gagement with the bolt and the bolt moves forward under the impulse of 
the compressed recoil spring.  The bolt stripy a round from the magazine, 
chambers and fires it.  If the safety lever behind the magazine housing 
is not pressed forward, the upper lip of the lever wi]l engage a notch 
on the lower forward portion of the bolt and prevent it (the bolt) from 
moving forward to fire. 
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TI'.LI)  STRIP   PRO( KDPRE 

ACTION 

Unscrew   the   iiarrel  Nut and   remove. 
i'olci   the  Stock   to   its   closed   position,      „ay  the weapon  on   LCS   rignt 
■■idc.     Grasp   die  Sling Swivel   and  pulj   up.     Hie   'eft  side  or;   ^he 
-.^-eei.ver  will   PLVOI;  open  on  Llie  lunge  at   Uu-i   real   o1:   'ti^.  'Atir.itxwr. 
.Hi:  out   the  Barrci, 
ush   the  i/perating  Liprin^  Guide   forward   siii/htly,   liCt  Uj 
'•".  Operating  Spring  and   the Guide   [rora   the  Receiver, 
.Ltt   the  Bolt  out ot   rh(^  Receiver. 

■ '.ilUjVt; 

ASSi'WBLY PRÜGKDURt 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Position the LJolt in the Receiver, 
AssembLe the Operating Spring Guide to the Operating Spring and assemble to 
the liolt.  Place the Barrel in position.  Close the left side of the Re- 
ceiver onto the right side.  Slide the Barrel Nut onto the Barrel and screw 
into place. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Draw the 
located on the left side of 
This locks the Trigger Rod. 
Stock may be unfolded or lef 

To fire: Push the 
Grasp the Magazine Well with 
located .just behind the Maga 

Bolt to the rear.  Push the Safety Button, 
the Receiver above the Trigger, to the rear. 
Insert a loaded Magazine into the well.  The 

t folded. 
Safety Button forward to "Fire" position. 
the left hand,  NOTE: A "Grip Safety" lever is 

zine Wsll.  It must be pressed with the hand grip- 
ping the Magazine Well in order for the weapon to fire.  Pull the Trigger.  The 
weapon will eix2.     This  weapon fires automatic only, there is no selection sys- 
tem for semi-aatomatic fire.  It fires from an OPEN BOLT,  Do not allow the 
Bolt to move forward with a loaded Magazine in the weapon unless it is intended 
to fire the weapon. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN FINLAND 
9-mm M1931 (SOUMI) 

The 9-mm SOLTMI Submachinegun is a well made, though relatively 
heavy, submachinegun used by most of the Scandinavian countries.  De- 
signed by the Finnish arms designer, Lahti, who also designed the Model 
L-35 pistol which bears his name, (The Finnish L-35 Pistol is known as 
the Model 40 Pistol in Sweden.) it was adopted by the Finnish Armed 
Forces in 1931.  It was produced at the Finnish arms factory of Oy 
Tikkakoski Ab and is sold commercially under SOUMI license by Husqvarna 
in Sweden; Hispano Suiza in Switzerland; and Madsen in Denmark.  The 
Swedish model is designated the m/37-39 and has a slightly shorter bar- 
rel than the Model 1931; the Swiss model is known as the MP 43/44 and 
incorporates a bayonet lug to accept the standard Swiss bayonet; Madsen 
produced the weapon in Denmark with a series designation of P.2 or P.5, 
Design work and prototypes of the SOUMI date to as early as 1922 evol- 
ving to the 1926 model chambered for the 7.65-mm cartridge.  Tills Model 
1926 was extensively modified and has reached production as the present 
Model 1931.  The weapon is completely machined, utilizes a reduced di- 
ameter bolt, and incorporates a bolt handle which remains stationary 
while the bolt is moving during firing.  Various types of magazines were 
designed and used with the SOUMI submachinegun; 20-and 50-round box 
magazines and 40- and 71-round drum magazines.  Since the mid-1950's 
this weapon has been modified to accept the Swedish 36-round magazine 
used with the Swedish M/45B (Carl Gustaf) Submachinegi'n. 

FUNCTIONING 

The SOUMI Submachinegun is a straight blowback weapon.  With 
a loaded magazine Inserted in the magazine well, the bolt handle located 
beneath the receiver cap is pulled to the rear and released.  The bolt 
is held to the rear by the sear.  The fire select button located just 
ahead of the trigger guard may be pushed forward for full-automatic fire 
or positioned to the rear for semi-automatic fire.  The safety lever is 
a sliding bar located in front of the trigger guard.  With the safety 
set on "FIRE" (forward) and the fire select button set for the type fire 
desired, the trigger is pulled, the sear releases the bolt, the bolt 
moves forward under impulse of the compressed recoil spring, strips a 
round from the magazine, chambers it and fires it.  The bolt moves to 
the rear and if the select button is set for semi-automatic the sear 
will engage the bolt holding it to the rear and the trigger must be pul- 
led for each shot.  If the select button is pushed forward for full- 
automatic fire the sear will remain out of engagement and the weapon 
will continue to fire as long as the trigger is held back or until the 
magazine is empty. 
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CaiibcT  y-min 
Operation    Blowback 
Type of Fire  Full and semi-auto 
Rate of Fire  900 rpm (Practical 250) 
Type of Feed  Box-20, 36, 50 rd cap 

Drum - 40, 71 rd cap 
Weight, empty  11.5 lbs 
Overall length  34.2 in 
Effective range    300 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Draw the Bolt Handle slightly to the rear and unscrew the Receiver 
Cap. 

la.   Remove the Receiver Cap and Recoil Spring. 
2. Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear and remove the Bolt.  Allow the 

Bolt Handle to move forward. 
3. Pivot the Barrel Jacket Lock down, twist Barrel Jacket to the left 

and remove from the Receiver. 
3a.   Slide the Barrel forward out of the Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Assemble the Barrel to the Receiver. 
Slide the Barrel Jacket over the Barrel and twist onto the Receiver.  Push 
the Barrel Jacket Lock down.  Slide the Bolt into the rear of the Receiver. 
Assemble the Receiver Cap and Recoil Spring into the Receiver and screw the 
Receiver Cap on.  For the last few turns of the Receiver Cap, pull back on 
the Bolt Handle so that the Receiver Cap may be screwed down firmly, 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Push the Safety Lever to the rear to put the weapon on 
"SAFE."  Insert a loaded Magazine into the Magazine Well.  Pull the Bolt 
Handle to the rear and release.  The Bolt will be held to the rear by the 
Sear.  Set the Fire Select Button to the type fire desired.  Forv/ard for 
full-automatic and centered for semi-automatic fire. 

To fire:  Push the Safety Lever forward to "FIRE."  Pull the 
Trigger.  The weapon will fire.  If set for semi-automatic fire the Trigger 
must be pulled for each shot.  If set for full-automatic fire the weapon 
will continue to fire until the Trigger is released or the Magazine is 
empty. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN FRANCE 
7.65-mm M-38   (MAS-38) 

The 7.65-mm MAS-38 submachincgun was the official standard 
submachinogun of the French Army at the start of WWII.  Other models 
of this weapon exist with minor modifications, notably separate firing 
pin design and one version with a tubular stock.  The piece fires the 
French Model 1935 pistol round, a relatively underpowered round which 
is not to be confused with the 7.65-mm round which is identical with 
the .32 Colt Automatic Pistol cartridge.  This is a straight blowback 
submachinegun with no unusual design features.  Worthy of note is a 
safety system incorporated in the weapon.  The trigger folds forward 
and up and when in this position, cannot be pressed to fire the weapon. 
If the bolt is cocked to '.he rear ready to fire, it cannot be released 
until the trigger is deliberately unfolded to firing position.  If the 
bolt is forward and the trigger ia pivoted up, a lever mounted to bear 
against the upper forward edge of the trigger, is forced up into a 
notch in the bolt, effectively preventing the bolt from being drawn 
to the rear to the cocked position until the trigger is deliberately 
unfolded. 

FUNCTIONING 

The 7.65-mm MAS-38 is a straight blowback submachinegun. 
With a loaded magazine placed in the magazine well and the bolt drawn 
to the rear, the bolt is engaged by the sear and held to the rear 
until the trigger is pulled.  The recoil spring in this weapon is 
contained in a tube in the stock, thus accounting for the rather 
short receiver length of the piece.  The bolt does not travel in 
a straight line, longtitudinal to the axis of the bore, but travels 
at a slightly downward angle.  This slight downward angle of the bolt 
travel theoretically imparts a hesitation to the rearward bolt movement 
When the trigger is pressed, the sear releases the bolt which travels 
forward, stripping a round from the magazine, chambering it and firing 
it.  Movement of the bolt to the rear extracts and ejects the round in 
a normal manner and, if the trigger is pressed the action of loading 
and firing is repeated until the trigger is released. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber   7.65-mm 
Operation   Recoil 
Type of Fire Full-auto only 
Rate of Fire 580 rpm (Practical 125) 
Type of feed Box-32 rd cap 
Weight, empty 7.1 lbs 
Overall length 24.9 in 
Effective range   , 125 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. With the Magazine removed, pull the Trigger and allow the Bolt to 
go forward.  Press in on Butt-Catch located beneath the forward 
end of the Butt and twist the Butt to the right, remove to the rear. 

2. Press the Trigger and slide the Triggerguard Assembly to the rear. 
3. Remove the Bolt and Recoil Spring from the Receiver to the rear. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Slide the Bolt and Recoil Spring 
into the Receiver.  With the Trigger pressed to the rear, slide the Trigger- 
guard Assembly onto the Receiver.  Slide the Butt over the Recoil Spring, 
push forward and twist to lock onto the Receiver. 

LOADING PROCEDURE 

To load:  Draw the Bolt to the rear.  Pivot the Trigger forward 
and up.  Place a loaded Magazine into the magazine well, making sure it 
is locked in place.  Unfold the Trigger down into the firing position. 

To fire:  Press the Trigger, the Bolt will be released, move for- 
ward, chamber and fire a round.  This action will continue until the Magazine 
is empty or the Trigger is released. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN FRANCE 

9-mm SUBMACHINEGUN M1949 (MAT 49) 

The 9-mm ML949 Subraachinegun is manufactured by the Manufacture 
Des Armes, Tulle (MAT) and is gradually replacing the earlier 7.65-nim 
MAS 38 Subraachinegun.  Tills submachinegun has seen extensive service 
in Indo-China and Algeria.  The weapon design makes extensive use of 
stampings and is, in general, very well made.  Two rather unusual 
(for a submachinegun) features are incorporated into the design of 
the piece.  One is a folding magazine housing, which swings lorward 
and up, to engage a bracket on the bottom of the barrel jacket; this 
makes the weapon handy for airborne and armored troops.  The other 
feature is a grip safety, which precludes the accidental discharge of 
the piece if dropped.  The ejection port has a cover, which automatically 
opens when the bolt is moved in either direction. 

FUNCTIONING 

Tills is a straight blow-back operated submachinegun, firing 
from an open bolt.  With the magazine housing pivoted down and locked, 
a magazine is inserted.  The bolt handle is drawn to the rear and the 
bolt engages the sear.  The ejection port cover is now open.  Squeezing 
the grip safety and pulling the trigger fires the weapon. 

NOTES TO REMEMBER 

This weapon can be carried with a loaded magazine in the magazim 
housing and the housing swung up and locked into place against the 
barrel jacket.  When bringing the magazine housing down inlo ■, ;■- 
tical position, make sure that the magazine housing lock, located 
on the underside of the trigger housing, engages the magazine 
housing firmly. 

The weapon will not fire unless the grip safety is completely 
depressed. 

With the magazine housing up and locked, and the wire stock fully 
telescoped, this is an extremely compact arm.  It can be effectively 
concealed beneath a person's clothing, being only 15-2 inches long 
and less than half of that dimension wide. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber . .  9-mm 
Operation . ,   Blowback 
Type of Fire  Full-auto only 
Rate of Fire  . ,  600 rpm (Prac tical -125) 
Type of Feed  . . . u  ßox-32 rd cap 
Weight, empty  8.5 lbs 
Overall length (stock extended) . 28.2 in 

(retracted) . 18,3 in 
Effective ranga   225 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. After removing the Magazine, push forward on the Magazine Housing 
Lock ani'. rotate Magazine Housing forward and up slightly. 

2. Push in on Trigger Housing Lock. 
3. Swing the Barrel and Receiver up awa- from the Trigger Housing. 
4. Remove the Bolt, Recoil Spring and Guide from the Receiver. 
5. Press the Stock Release Catch in, 
6. Remove the Stock by pulling to the rear. 

Step two and three should be performed simultaneously. 
Step five and six should be performed simultaneously. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order except that the Stock may be assembled 
to the Trigger Housing after the weapon has been assembled.  Place the Re- 
coil Spring and Guide into the Bolt and assemble to the Barrel and Receiver 
Assembly.  Place the rear of the Barrel and Receiver Assembly into the guide 
at the rear of the Trigger Housing.  Swing down into position firmly until 
Trigger Housing Lock engages.  Adjust Magazine Housing up or down. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  With the Bolt forward and the Ejection Port Cover down, 
insert a loaded Magazine into the Magazine Housing.  If the housing is in 
the horizontal position, swing it down to the vertical.  Make sure the Maga- 
zine Housing Lock engages.  Make sure the Magazine Catch is engaged. 

To fire;  Pull the Bolt Handle (located on the left side of the 
Receiver) to the rear.  The Bolt will remain to the rear, since this weapon 
fires from an open bolt.  The Ejection Port Cover will now be open.  Push 
the Bolt Handle to its forward position.  Grasp the grip firmly and ir.sure 
the Grip Safety is squeezed in.  Pull the Trigger.  The weapon will fire 
until the Trigger is released or the Magazine is empty. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN FRANCE 
9-mm "UNIVERSAL" (HOTCHKISS) 

The French 9-nim "Universal" Submachinegun is a blowback 
operated, magazine fed weapon which utilizes a hammer and complex 
firing pin cocking system. Many features incorporated in the design 
of this weapon are unusual and e  remely complicated.  Produced by 
the Hotchkiss firm located in Paris, France, in 1949 it was origin- 
ally intended for police work and was capable of semi-automatic fire 
only.  Later modifications included a full-automatic fire capability. 
The weapon is designed for compactness - stock and magazine housing 
fold up from the bottom and the barrel can be telescoped into the 
receiver when not in use.  The advantages of such compactness are 
more than offset by the disadvantages of complex stamping and machin- 
ing operations involved in manufacture.  The unusual bo]t design 
utilizes a striker cocking and locking system, the striker being 
locked until the bolt is fully forward, and then being struck by the 
hammer when the trigger is pulled.  Totally unnecessary in a simple 
blowback weapon.  This weapon was used to a limited degree by the 
French in Indochina and a small quantity were purchased by Venezuela 
in 1950. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a straight blowback weapon which fires full and semi- 
automatic from a closed bolt.  With a loaded magazine in place, the 
bolt handle is drawn to the rear and released.  The bolt moves forward 
under impulse of the compressed recoil spring, strips a round from 
the magazine and chambers it.  The firing pin is cocked during the 
rearward movement of the bolt and a firing pin safety lock engages the 
firing pin and blocks any movement of the firing pin until the bolt 
is fully forward.  This firing pin safety lock is cammed out of engage- 
ment with the firing pin as the round is chambered. Pulling the trig- 
ger releases the hammer, the hammer pivots forward and strikes the fir- 
ing pin release lever, the firing pin moves forward to strike the 
primer and the bolt moves rearward.  The bolt overrides the hammer and 
the firing pin is cocked and the firing pin safety lever engages the 
firing pin.  If the select lever is set for semi-automatic fire the 
trigger must be pulled for each shot.  If set for full-automatic fire, 
the weapon will continue to fire until the trigger is released or the 
magazine is empty. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  9-mm 
Operation    Blowback 
Type of Fire  Full and semi-auto 
Rate of Fire  650 rpm (Practical 175) 
Type of Feed  Box - 32 rd cap 
Weight, empty  7.7 lbs 
Overall length, stock extended . , 30.6 in 

stock & bbl retracted , . 17.2 in 
Effective range    175 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Pivot Stock down slightly, turn Receiver Cap and remove Cap. 
2, Pull Pistol Crip down and to the rear and remove Trigger Crcup 

Housing and Stock Assembly. 
.3.   Remove Recoil Spring. 
•-'i.    Remove Bolt Assembly from rear of Receiver in the following manner: 

NOTE 1 - Press in on Firing Pin Release Lever. 
NOTE 2 - Press Bolt LOCK inward. 
NOTE 3 - Slide Bolt out rear of Receiver until Bolt Lock clears 

Receiver, press Cocking Lever to Cock Firing Pin and 
slide Bolt out of Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  With Firing Pin Cocked, slide 
Bolt into Receiver.  Assemble Recoil Spring onto Bolt.  Attach Trigger 
Group Housing and pivot up.  Place Receiver Cap onto Receiver and turn to 
lock. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Push Safety/Select Lever to "SAFE." Draw Bolt Handle 
to the rear.  Insert loaded Magazine into Magazine Well, 

To fire:  Place Safety/Select Lever to type fire desired.  Push 
Bolt Handle forward. Pull the Trigger.  The weapon will fire.  If the fire 
Select Lever is set for semi-automatic fire the Trigger must be pulled for 
each shot.  If the fire Select Lever is set for full-automatic fire the 
weapon will continue to fire until the Trigger is released or the Magazine 
is empty. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN FRANCE 
9-mm M1948 TYPE C4 (MAS) 

The Pranch MAS M1948 Type C4 Submachincgun is the fourth of 
a series of submachincguns designed and produced by the French MAS 
arsenal during 1947 and 1948.  The weapon incorporates a number of un- 
usual features which stress the French design aims of compactness and 
ease of manufacture, though the bolt system, a so-called retarded blow- 
back system, is unnecessarily complex in view of the low powered pistol 
round for which the piece is chambered.  The wooden stock folds to lie 
against the left side of the receiver and the magazine housing pivots 
forward so that the magazine is positioned below the barrel when  not in 
use.  The bolt handle is located on the left side of the bolt extension 
housing, above the barrel, to the rear of the, front sight.  The bolt is 
composed of two pieces; a heavy cylindrical bolt extension which houses 
the recoil spring and guide in its rear portion and which connects with 
the bolt handle at its forward end; and the bolt proper which is attached 
beneath the rear end of the extension.  The firing pin is afixed to the 
rear of the extension enclosed by the bolt.  A vertically positioned 
lever is carried in the bolt; its upper end in contact with the extension 
and its lower end in contact with a shelf in the receiver when the action 
is fully closed.  When the weapon is fired, the so-called retardation or 
hesitation of the movement of the bolt is caused by this lever being 
forced to pivot due to the rearward thrust of the bolt.  The upper por- 
tion of this lever engaging the heavy extension, must overcome not only 
the weight of this extension but the resistance of the recoil spring 
contained in the extension.  By the time the lever pivots, the lower 
portion which is in contact with the receiver being thrust forward and 
the upper portion which is in contact with the extension being rotated 
rearward, the bullet has left the muzzle and the action can open safely. 
The inertia of the extension as well as the resistance of the recoil 
spring have now been overcome and the action opens. 

FUNCTIONING 

With a loaded magazine inserted in the magazine well, the bolt 
handle is drawn to the rear and then pushed forward, the bolt is engaged 
by the sear and held to the rear.  A grip safety is located at the rear 
of the pistol grip and must be pressed before the bolt can be released. 
Pull the trigger, the bolt will move forward, strip a round from the 
magazine and chamber it.  The face of the bolt stops against the breech 
end of the barrel and the bolt extension continues to move forward, the 
firing pin carried in the extension strikes the primer.  As the bolt 
starts to move rearward, the lever carried in the bolt acting against 
the shelf in the receiver and the heavy extension causes a slight delay 
in opening of the action.  If the trigger has been pulled slightly to 
the rear the weapon will fire semi-automatic; if the trigger has been 
pulled fully to the rear the weapon will fire full-automatic. 
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CHARACTERISTIC  DATA 

Caliber  9-inm 
Operation       Retarded blowback 
Type   of  Fire  Full  and  semi-auto 
Rate  of Fire  550  rpm  (Practical   175) 
Type  of Feed  Box  -  32  rd  cap 
Weight,   empty  6,5   lbs 
Overall   length  25.4  in 
Effective  range       225 meters 

FIELD  STRIP  PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1.   Unlatch Stock and fold to the left. 
2 .    Remove Receiver Pin. 
3.   Remove Trigger Guard Group by pulling down. 
A.   Tilt rear of Receiver down and remove Bolt, Bolt Extension and 

attached Recoil Spring and Recoil Spring Guide. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide Bolt Extension with attached 
Recoil Spring, Recoil Spring Guide and Bolt into the Receiver.  Place 
Trigger Guard Group into position and replace Receiver Pin. Unfold Stock, 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  The Grip Safety if it is not pushed in will lock the 
Bolt in either the closed or open position.  Insert a loaded Magazine into 
the Magazine Well,  Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear and push forward. 
The Bolt will remain held to the rear by the Sear,  Grip the Pistol Grip, 
squeezing in on the Grip Safety, 

To fire:  With the Grip Safety firmly squeezed, pull the Trigger, 
If the Trigger is pulled only partially to the rear the weapon will fire 
semi-automatic only and the Trigger must be pulled for each shot.  If the 
Trigger is pulled fully to the rear the weapon will fire full-automatic 
and will continue to fire until the Trigger is released or the Magazine is 
empty. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN GERMANY 
9-mm MASCHINENPISTOLE 40 (MP 40) 

The German 9-mm MP 40 is a true submachinegun (firing a 
pistol caliber round) as compared to other weapons designated 
Maschinenpistole -- as in the case of the MP 43 which was actually 
classed by the Germans as a Machine Carbine, though tactically em- 
ployed as a submachinegun and assault rifle.  The MP 40 WUJ a 
modification of the earlier MP 38, often called the Schmeif.^er Para- 
chute Model, and eventually supplanted all ot:ier types of submachine- 
guns in the German Army,  A later modification if the MP 40 was the 
wooden-stocked MP 41 which saw limited production and use.  TV MP 40 
is the original "burp-gun", gaining this claim by its extremely high 
rate of fire which when heard, sounded like the ripping of a pi ice of 
heavy canvas.  The MP 40 was developed by the Haenel factory at Sithl, 
Germany and is distinguished by the fact that steel and plastic is 
utilized throughout its construction, 

FUNCTIOMNG 

Tliis is a straight blowback weapon which fires from an 
open bolt.  The bolt should not be allowed to move forward with a 
loaded magazine in place unless it is intended to fire the piece. 
With a loaded magazine in place and the bolt held open by the sear, 
the trigger is pulled to release the bolt.  The sear, through a linkage 
with the trigger, pivots down out of engagement with the sear-bent in 
the bolt.  The bolt, under the impulse of the recoil spring and the 
compressed buffer spring, which are housed in a three-piece, tele- 
scoping, recoil spring and buffer spring tube assembly, moves for- 
ward, strips a round from the magazine and chambers i "r.     The firing 
pin, a separate unit projecting from the lor, .rrci end of the first 
(large) recoil spring tube and under tension :; om the recoil spring, 
functions essentially the same as a fixed firi ■. pin, protruding from 
the face of the bolt as the round is chambered and tiring Che round at 
the same time the extractor snaps over the rim of the chambered car- 
tridge.  The firing pin is spring loaded by the recoil .-pring to allow 
some flexibility of movement of the tip of the firing pin ■.■'hen the 
bolt enters the ejection phase.  As the bolt moves to the . <. ir after 
firing, the large diameter buffer spring housed in the ombined recoil 
spring and buffer spring housing assembly, cushions the final recoil 
movement of the bolt at its rearmost position.  Due to this buffer 
system, this weapon has a very "soft" recoil and is relatively easy 
to hold for short burst firing.  The bolt is held to the rear by the 
sear if the trigger has been released.  If the trigger is still held 
back, the bolt will move forward after completing its recoil motion 
and the firing cycle is repeated until the magazine is empty. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  9-mm 
Operation   Blowback 
Type of Fire  Full-auto only 
Rate of Fire  530 rpm (Prac tical-150) 
Type of Feed  Box -32 rd cap 
Weight, empty  8.2 lbs 
Overall  length stock folded  . . 24.9 in 

stock extended. . 35,1 in 
Effective range   270 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1.   Remove the Magazine and allow the Bolt to slide forward by pulling 
the Trigger.  Pull the Receiver Lock down and turn to lock in open 
position.  The Stock may be folded or unfolded for disassembly, 

2& 3 Grasp the Magazine Housing with one hand; grasp the Pistol Grip 
with the other hand, pull the Trigger and twist the Pistol Grip 
to the right and pull to the rear.  The Frame Group will slide 
out of engagement with the Receiver. 

4.   Draw back slightly on the Bolt Handle and remove the Recoil Spring 
Housing and Firing Pin Assembly from the rear of the Receiver. 

5 .   Pull the Bolt Handle to the rear and out of the Receiver, this re- 
moves the Bolt Assembly which is attached to the Handle. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Slide the Bolt into the Re- 
ceiver and push forward.  Slide the Recoil Spring Housing and Firing Pin 
Assembly into the rear of the Receiver so that it enters the Bolt,  Slide 
the Frame Group onto the Receiver and twist down and to the left.  Pull out 
slightly on the Receiver Lock, turn and release, 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load: With the Bolt to the rear and the Bolt Handle locked 
in the Safety Notch at the rear of the Bolt Handle slot, insert a loaded 
Magazine into the Magazine Well. 

To fire:  Pull the Bolt Handle down out of engagement with the 
Safety Notch.  NOTE:  This weapon fires from an open bolt.  The Bolt should 
not be allowed to move forward with a loaded Magazine inserted unless it is 
intended to fire the weapon.  Pull the Trigger.  The weapon will fire, full- 
automatic only, until the Magazine is Gnipty or the Trigger released. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN GERMANY 
9-mm MPK (WALTHER) 

The Walther 9-inin MPK Submachinegun was introduced on the 
commercial market in 1963.  There are two basic models of this series 
of Walther submachineguns, the MPL (Lang) and the MPK (Kurz) which 
are identical in all respects except for their length.  The MPK is a 
siinplt-, reliable, effective submachinegun which utilizes a stamped 
receiver and a heavy, forward-balanced bolt system.  The bolt is 
composed of a heavy, cylindrical upper body and a light breech-block 
lower body.  The upper body is drilled to accomodate the recoil 
spring and recoil spring guide, the guide is supported at both ends 
in the receiver and supports the movement of the bolt as well as guid- 
ing the recoil spring.  Hie cylindrical upper body is machined in such 
a manner that only a small portion of the body, at the front and rear, 
contacts the inside of the receiver during movement.  The lower breech- 
block body of the bolt is the portion of the bolt that strips the round 
from the magazine and chambers and fires it.  Some models of the MPK 
have a two-position safety lever, one position for "SAFE" and the other 
for "FIRE," full-automatic fire only.  Other models have a three-position 
safety/select lever, in which the weapon can be put on "SAFE" at "S," 
semi-automatic fire at "E" and full-automatic fire at "D,"  The folding 
stock can be folded to either side of the weapon. 

FUNCTIONING 

With a loaded magazine inserted into the magazine well, the 
bolt handle is drawn to the rear and then pushed forward.  The bolt 
moves independent of the bolt handle though the bolt handle can be 
locked to the bolt if it becomes necessary to manually clear the piece 
clue to a jam.  The bolt will remain to the rear held by the sear.  If the 
safety has been put on "SAFE" the scar cannot release the bolt.  With 
the safety set to "FIRE," the trigger is pulled, the bolt moves forward 
under impulse of the comprcsed recoil spring, strips a round from Lin 
magazine, chambers it and fires it.  If the select lover is set for full 
automatic, the weapon will continue to fire until the trigger is released 
or the magazine is empty.  If the select lever has been set for semi- 
automatic, the sear will engage the bolt and the trigger must be pulled 
for each shot,  A special safety device is built into this weapon:  If 
the bolt handle is released during cocking, before the sear engages the 
bolt, a special lever will stop the bolt before it can strip a round 
from the nagazine and chamber it; this same lever locks the trigger so 
that the bolt handle must be pulled to the rear to disengage the bolt 
from this safety device. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  9-mm 
OperaLion    Blowback 
Type of Fire  Full and semi-auto 
Rate of Fire  550 rpm (Practical 150) 
Type of Feed  Box - 32 rd cap 
Weight, empty  6.2 lbs 
Overall length, stock folded . . . 14,8 in 
Effective range    175 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Push Receiver Pin out as far as it will go from right to left, 
2. Remove Receiver from Trigger Group Assembly. 
3. Tilt the rear of Receiver down and slide the Bolt, Recoil Spring 

and Recoil Spring Guide out the rear of the Receiver, 
4. Push the Barrel Lock up and unscrew the Barrel Locking Nut. 
4a.   Remove the Barrel Locking Nut. 
5. Remove Barrel from the front of the Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide Barrel into front of Receiver. 
Slide Barrel Locking Nut over Barrel and screw onto Receiver.  Assemble the 
Bolt, Recoil Spring and Recoil Spring Guide into the rear of the Receiver. 
Assemble the Trigger Group Assembly to the Receiver and push the Receiver 
Pin through the Receiver from left to right. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Pivot Safety/Select Lever to the rear to "SAFE." 
Insert a loaded Magazine into the Magazine Well.  Draw the Bolt Handle to 
the rear and push forward, the Bolt will be engaged by a Sear and remain 
to the rear.  Push the Safety/Select Lever to "SAFE." 

To fire:  Push the Safety/Select Lever to the type fire desired. 
Pull the Trigger.  The weapon will fire.  If the Safety/Select Lever is 
set for "E" (semi-automatic) the Trigger must be pulled for each shot 
fired.  If the Lever is set for "D" (full-automatic) the weapon will con- 
tinue to fire until the Trigger is released or the Magazine is empty. 
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SimiACIIlNECUN GK11MANY 
y.^^-imii MASCHINENPISTOLE 43 (MP 43) 

Tin' ?.92-mtii MP 43 is ont- of a serifs ol Machiiu Caihint's 
di'Vf.'1 opt'd hy Clt'nnany during W\\ril and is the production model ni^sL 
o! It'll uncouiitered.  Based strongly on tht; Walther Machine '"arhinc 42 

(MKb 42), two vursions wert' produced, tin1 MP 43 ami the Ml' 43/!.  Later 
Uie noineiu: ' ai ure was changed to MP 44 and in December 1944 il was again 

rede.Mj'.naLed as the Sturmgewehr 44 (StG 44).  By January rj't4, 14,()()() 
MP 43s were in the hands of the German Army.  Production reacii'-d 5,000 

a month by February 1944.  The weapon was the outgrowth of Gi i'nan de- 

sire to produce ;vn effective Machine Carbine firing a special : ter- 
inediate si/e cartridge.  This weapon will not chamber the standard 
German /.l)2-min rifle round but is designed to fire the 7.9-mm Pistolen- 

munition-43, later changed to "Kurz Patrone-43."  Starting in tin 

summer ol 1942 extensive field tests between the tlaenel and Walther 
machine; carbine designs were carried out.  Tin. se tests continued through 
the fall and winter of 1942.  In the spring of 1943 the Walther de- 

sign was rejected in favor of the Haenel.  With the Haenel selected 
for service issue, it was modified and simplified for mass production. 

The original Haenel striker system was replaced with the internal hammer 

system previously found on the Walther MKb 42.  The gas cylinder was 
simplified, the bayonet lug was eliminated and a new stacking pin was 
introduced.  The Schmeisser hook-in-recciver-safety was eliminated in 
preference to the mechanical safety found in the Walther system. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a gas-operated, semi - and I uI 1-automatic weapon, 
When the round is fired, gas is tapped from :li 

c.vl Inder where it impinges against the fact 
to the rear of the gas piston is the bolt can 

piston moves to the rear (approximately ?/l6") 
ol the bolt carrier engages a mating claw on th 
the bolt.  Continuation of this movement lifts 

barrel into the gas 
Iue gas piston.  Attached 

r assembly.  As the gas 
1 he claw on   the underside 
e uppei. rear surface of 

the ;• ar of the bolt 3/32" 
to disengage it from its locked position and carries it to the rear.  Upon 

completion of its rearward travel, the gas piston and boll carrier, under 

the impulse of the compressed -ecoil spring, (with the holt  till en- 
gaged) moves forward.  When the bolt face strikes the cu.uaber, the piston 

and carrier continue forward for a small distance and cam the rear of the 
bolt down into a locked position.  Pulling the trigger now releases the 

hammer which strikes the cylindrical striker assembled in the undcrhang 

extension of the bolt which in turn drives the "free I I iating" firing pin 
into the; cartridge primer.  In automatic firing the selector serves to cam 

an auxiliary operating bar into contact with an auxiliary sear.  In semi- 

automatic firing the selector bar disconnects the auxiliary operating bar 

from the auxiliary sear. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber   7.92-mm Short 
Operation Gas 
Type of Fire Full and senu-auto 
Rate ol Fire 800 rpm (Prac t icaI-250) 

Type oi Feed Box -30 rd cap 

Weight, empty 8.2 lbs 
Overal I length  36.7 in 

Effective range   480 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STn:p ACTION 

1, With the Cli' nber empty and the Magazine removed, push the Locking 

P i n throuK1 the Receiver from the right side.  Hold the Stock 
f i mi 1 v, 

2, Pull the Stock off to the rear, and remove the Recoil Spring. 
3, Pull the Trigger and swing the Trigger Group Assembly down. 
4, Pull back on the Bolt Handle to bring the Piston and Bolt Carrier 

Assembly and Bolt to the rear. 
5, Slide tiie Piston and Bolt Carrier Assembly with the attached Bol t 

out the rear of the Receiver.  Disengage the Bolt from the Bolt 
Carri er. 

In step 2, the Stock must be held firmly since it is under slight 
tension of the Recoil Spring, 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Mate the claws on the top of the 
Bolt with the claws on the underside of the Bolt Carrier and slide the 
assembly into the Receiver.  Assemble the Recoil Spring into the 
Receiver,  Swing the Trigger Group Assembly up into place, aline the 
Stock with the Recoil Spring and the rear of the Receiver and pusli the 
Stock forward into assembled position.  Push the Locking Pin through 
the Receiver. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  This weapon fires from a closed Bolt.  Push the Safety 
Lever up to "SAFE."  Insert a loaded Magazine into the Magazine Well. 
Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear and release.  The Bolt will travel 
forward, strip a round from the Magazine and chamber it.  Push the fire 
selector button to the type fire desired -- push to the right for ful]- 
automatic; to the left for semi-automatic -- push Safety Lever down. 

To fire:  Pull the Trigger,  The Sear will release the Hammer, 

the Hammer will rotate forward to impinge against the Firing Pin and 
the weapon will fire   If the select button is on semi-auto the Trigger 
must be pulled for e.ch shot.  If the select button is on automatic, the 
weapon will fire until the Trigger is released or the Magazine is empty. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN GERMANY 
9-inni MP  34   (o)   (STEYR-SOLOTin.JKN) 

The   9-iiiin  Stcyr-SoLothurn  Subraachlnegun  was   originally  pro- 
duced   by   Lhe   SLeyr-DaimLar-Puch   firm   in   Steyr,   Austria.     The   first 
models  produced  were   designated   the   Model   1930 and  were  adopted   by 
the  Austrian  Police.     The  Austrian  Army  adopted   the  weapon   in   1934 
and   this  model  was   designated   the  MP   34   ('6).     This  model  was   chamber- 
ed   for   the   9-mm  Mauser  and   9-mm   Steyr   cartridge   and  after   1.939   pro- 
duction  models   of   tills  weapon  were   chambered   for   the   9-mm   Parabel lum 
round.     The   9-mm  Parabellurn  model  was   used   by  German  units   during 
WWII  and  was  also  purchased   by  Portugal    in   this   caliber  and   given   the 
Portugese   designation   of  m/42.     The  weapon  chambered   for   the   9-mni 
Mauser  cartridge  was   used  primarily   by Austrian   troops   during   the  war. 
The   piece   chambered   for   the   9-nini  Parabel Urn.   round  has   a  smaller  maga- 
zine   housing   than   do   those   chambered   for   the   9-mm Mauser  and   Steyr 
round,   thus  magazines   for   the   different   calibers   are   not   interchangable, 
This   same  weapon,   designated   the   Sl-100   is   sold  commercially   through 
offices   in   Zurich,   Switzerland.     This   Is   a   straight   blowback  weaion, 
extremely  rugged   and  well   made,   being   completely machined  and   is   one 
of   the   finest  examples   of   the   state-of-the-art   in   submachInegun   design 
encountered   today.     One   noteworthy  point   is   the  magazine   loading   device 
built   into   the  magazine   housing.     This   enables   the   firer   to   load  maga- 
zines   from  a   strip   clip   by  simply  repositioning   the   empty  magazine   into 
the   bottom   of   the  magazine   housing  and   strlppin;.1   the   cartridges   Into   it 
through  a   loading  device   built   in   the   top   of   the  magazine  housing. 
Models   of   the   weapon  marked  MP  34   (o)   arc   chambered   for   the   9-mm  Steyr 
cartridge;   models   marked  MP(o)   are   designed   to   fire   the   9-mm  Mauser 
round;   models   chambered   for   the   9-mm  Parabellurn  cartridge   are   designated 
the   P.M.   STEYR in/42   or  are  marked  with   German  Army  acceptance-proof 
marks. 

FUNCTIONING 

weapon 
Lhe to 
button 
guard . 
bolt i 

open . 
moves 
in I he 
I i red . 
rear e 
the bo 
seLect 
au toma 
or   the 

The   Steyr-Solothurn   Submachlncgun   Is  a   straight   blowback 
which   fires   from  an  open   bolt.     The   safety  slide   Is   located   on 

)   of   the   receiver   in   front   of   the   rear  sight  and   the   fire   select 
LS si tli .i on th left side of the stock between the trigger 

and the magazine housing.  With a loaded magazine in place the 
s drawn to the rear.  The sear will engage the bolt and hold it 

When the trigger is pulled the sear releases the bolt, the bolt 
forward under impulse of the compressed recoil spring contained 

stock, a round is stripped from the magazine, chambered and 
The bolt moves to the rear and If the fire select is set to the 

xposing the letter "E" (for semi-automatic) the sear will engage 
It and the trigger must be pulled for the next shot.  If the 
button is pushed forward exposing the letter "D" (for full- 

tic) the weapon will continue to fire until the trigger Is released 
magaz i ne i s emp ty. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  9-mni   Steyr,   Parabellum, 
Mauser  and   7.63-niiii  Mauser 

Operation  Slov.back 
Type   of  Fire  Full  and  Soml-auto 
Rate   of  Fire  500  rpm   (Practical   175) 
Type   of  Feed  Bex   -   30  rd  cap 
Weight,   empty  9.5   lbs 
Overall  length  33.2   in 
Effective   range     300 meters 

STEP 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

3. 

Push  down   on   the   Receiver   Lock  Button   located   forward 
Lock,   push   In  on   the   Receiver  Lock  and  raise   the   Cover, 

the   Receiver 
Tills  Cover 

comprises the whole top of the Receiver with the exception of the 
feedway. 
Grasp the Bolt Handle and pull the Bolt to the rear until the reduced 
diameter portion of the Bolt clears the feedway, lift front of the 
Bolt up and pull the Bolt forward from the Receiver with the attached 
Recoil Spring Strut. 
Open the trapdoor located in the Butt, turn the Recoil Spring Plug 
i; turn to the right and remove the Recoil Spring Plug, Recoil Spring 
and Recoil Spring Guide from the Stock. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Place the Recoil Spring with Guide 
and Plug into the Stock and lock into place.  Slide the Bolt into the Re- 
ceiver, making sure the Recoil Spring Strut engages the Recoil Spring Guide 
Head, and push the Bolt rearward until the reduced diameter portion clears 
the leedway, then drop into place and allow it to move forward.  Close the 
Cover and latch securely. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Push the Safety Slide forward to "SAFE."  Insert a Loaded 
Magazine in the Magazine Housing.  Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear to open 
the Bolt.  The Sear will engage the Buit and hold it open. 

To fire:  Push the Safety Slide rearward to "FIRE."  Set the Select 
Button to type of fire desired.  Pull the Trigger, the weapon will. fire.  If 
set for semi-automatic, the Trigger must be pulled for each shot fired.  If 
set for full-automatic, the weapon will fire until the Trigger is released 
or the Magazine is empty. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN 1SKAEL 

9-nm; UZI SUBMACHINEGUN (Mk2 ModA) 

Tlie 9-min UZI  Submachinej,un is an extremely compact weapon, 
utilizing metal stamped parts and plastics in its construction.  De- 
signed by Major b'ziel Gal, it is the standard submaclunegun of the 
Israeli Army,  The weapon embodies a number of unconventional features 
with more than normal emphasis being placed on safety of handling 
and balance.  The receiver is rectangular in shape, composed of 
stampings with plastics being utilized in the construction of the 
forearm and pistol grip,  liiere are no external moving parts wnen 
the weapon is fired.  The cocking handle located on top of the re- 
ceiver, remains in the forward position after the bolt is cocked 
to the rear and the knob is either manually pushed forward or moves 
forward with the first action of the bolt in firing.  Two major design 
advantages of this weapon are the bolt system; hollowed out to surround 
the barrel for the major length of the bolt; and the location of the 
magazine well which is in the pistol grip.  Both of these features 
tend to balance the piece very well and shortens the overall receiver 
length considerably.  While a straight blowback system, the bolt due to 
its length is heavy enough to function properly with the 9-nini cartridge 
and in being hollowed out to telescope the barrel the actual travel of 
the bolt is quite short.  The magazine being placed in the pistol grip 
eliminates a major fault encountered in using the magazine as a forward 
hand grip, as is the case in many submachineguns, an eventual mal- 
function of tiie magazine catch or deformation of the magazine itself. 
The weapon has a conventional safety, a sliding button type, which 
blocks the trigger when pushed to the rear, but also utilizes a grip- 
safety in the grip which blocks the sear if not pressed in when firing. 
Two more features worthy of note are the quickly removable barrel (un- 
screwing the barrel nut lock makes the barrel easily removable), and 
the telescoping metal stock which when pushed forward gives the weapon 
an overall length of slightly over 17 inches, 

FUNCTIONING 

'Die 9-mm UZI submachinegun is a straight blowback weapon.  With 
a loaded magazine in place., the bolt is drawn to the rear by operating 
the cocking handle located on the top of the receiver.  The bolt is held 
to the rear by the sear and the cocking handle can then be pushed to its 
forward position.  Pushing the select lever to either full-auto or 
semi-auto position the piece is ready to fire.  The grip safety must be 
pusiied in when gripping the pistol grip.  Pulling the trigger releases 
the sear and the bolt moves forward, chambers a round and fires it.  The 
bolt moves to the rear, overriding the sear.  Tf the selector is set for 
full-auto, the sear will not engage and the bolt will move forward for a 
firing cycle.  If the selector is set for semi-auto the bolt will remain 
held to the rear by the sear until the trigger is pulled again. 
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CtlARACTERISTlG DATA 

Caliber  9-nmi 
()peraCLon  Blewback 
Type  of Fire  Full   and   semi-auto 
l'...U'  ol   Fire  550-000  rpm   (Pract ica 1 - 1 25) 
'!'  re   oi"   Feed  I50X-25 , 32, 40  rd  eap 
l.'eight,   empty  0.2   lbs 
Overall   length     .   stock   extended, 26.2   in 

stock   lolded   . 17,3   in 
Etfective range     225 meters 
Muzzle  velocity  1,325   l.ps 

FTKUJ STRIP PROCFDURE 

ACTION 

Press the C'over Latch to the rear. 
Raise the Cover and remove it from the Receiver. 
Raise the Bolt, from the front, and remove it with the Recoil 
Spring, forward out of the Receiver. 
Press in on the Barrel Nut Lock, 
i'nscrew the Ikirrel Retaining Nut and remove the I'.urrel. 
Remove the Trigger Croup Retaining Pin and disassemble the 
Trigger Croup trom the Receiver, 

ASSFMT.LY PR0CEDURH 

Assemble in the reverse order,  Asse 
the Receiver and put the Trigger Croup Retain;,! 
Recoil Spring and Guide to the I'olt and slid' 
and barrel Retaining Nut may be assembled to ., 
after the bolt is placed in the Receiver,  '. . 
top of the Receiver, 

■.  r i gger Croup to 
i'.:: : .]   place.  Assemble the 

iln Receiver,  The barrel 
i:eceiver either before or 

>: Cover into place on the 

LOADINC i K I NG 

To  load:     Draw  the  Cocking   handle,   located   on   the   top  of   the 
Receiver,   to   the rear  until   the   bolt     s   engaged   by   the   Scar  and   then  push 
forward   again.     Push   the  Safety   Button   to  the  r^ar  to   "SAFE,"     Insert   a  Maga- 
zine   in   the well   in  the  Pistol  Grip    mil  push  up   to  engage. 

To  fire:     Push   the  Safety Button  forward   to  fire,   either   lull   or 
semi-autovnatic.     Crip   the Pistol   {.rip  firmly   to depress   the Crip Safety,   pull 
the  Trigger.     The weapon will   fire.     If   the Select button   is   on  semi-auto,   the 
Trigger must   be  pulled   for  each   .shot.      If  the Select  Button   is   on auto,   the 
weapon will   fire until   the Trigger  is released  or  the fjagazine is  empty, 
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SU.nACIlINEOUN ITALY 
9-mm MODEL 38/42 (BERETTA) 

The 9-mni Beretta Mcidel 38/42 Submaclii ncgun was designed by 
Marcngoni in 1942 and was manufactured by the fii-m of Ptetro Beretta, 
Gardanc Valtrompia, Brescia, Italy.  The Model 38/42 is a .simplified 

version of the Beretta Model 1938A and Beretta Model I Subniacli i nej^uns 

and although designed in 194 2 it did not go into full puoduction until 

mid-1943.  The earlier weapon, the Model 1938A utilized a barrel jacket 
for cooling and appeared with a number of various compensator designs. 
"'.!■ Model I was designed without a barrel jacket, has a simple two-slot 
compensat ir and a folding metal stock.  The Modi! 38/42 retained the 
good points of both of these earlier weapons which include a fluted bar- 
rel for cooling (later production models have a smooth barrel), a simple 

compensator, the wood'-n rifle stock of the 1938A model, a modified, fixed 
firing pin bolt and the double trigger systen; for lire selection.  The 

38/42 was used by German and Italian units during I he latter part of 
WWII and Rumania purchased some from the Beretta factorv in i944.  A 

later, more simplified model, (Model 38/49) produced at the Beretta 
lactory has been purchased by a number of countries.  All 'the various 

models ol the Beretta submachinegun are efficient, capable weapons, 

easy to maintain and somewhat more accurate, due to stock design and 
ha lance, than the average submachinegun. 
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FUNCTIONING 

The 9-mm Beretta Model 38/42 Si bmachinegun is a straight blow- 
weapon which fires from an open boll.  Fire selection is determined 

double trigger system.  A pivoting safety lever is located on the 
side of the receiver above the trigger guard.  With a loaded maga- 

inserted in the magazine well, the bolt handle is drawn to the rear, 
ts rearmost position the bolt is engaged by the sear and held to the 

and the bolt handle with its attached dust cover may be pushed for- 
The bolt handle does not move with the bolt during firing.  When 

er the front or rear trigger is pull d, the bolt is released by the 
and moves forward under impulse of the compressed recoil spring, 
pping a round from the magazine, chambering it and firing it.  The 

moves to the rear and if the front trigger (semi-automatic lire) 
been pulled the sear will engage the boll and the trigger must be 

ed for each shot.  If the rear trigger was pulled (ful1-automatic 

) the sear will not engage the bolt and the weapon will continue to 
until the trigger is released or the magazine is empty. 
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CHARACTERISTIC: DATA 

Ca I i her  ')-min 
Operation  Blowb;ick 
Type of Fire  Ful 1 and sum i-an L n 
Ralu of Fire  551) rpm (Practical 2iU)) 
Type if Feed  ISox - 20 & AO rd cap 
Wc i 'J,li t , iMiipt \-  l) . V 1 b.s 
Ovcrn 1 I 1 eil;',tli  31.6 in 
Fl feet i vc i'ai",;j,c  250 meters 

FTFU) STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1.    Push in DII the Recoil Spring Guide which prn!r..de.s from (.he center 
ol the R^c e i vor Cap and turn the Cap !; turn to tile left. 

la.   Remove the Receiver Cap, Recoil Spring Guide and Recoil Spring. 
Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear and remov" the B'-.p and Internal 
Ree oil Spr i ng Gui de. 

Assnmi V PROCEDURE 

AKse.nMe in [he reverse order.  Slide the Boll into the rear ol 
the Receiver.  Place the Ii.cerna! Recoil Spring Guide into tin freut end 
0 I lie Recoil Spring and assemble the Recoil Spring and both Recoil Spring 
Guides  nt.i the Receiver.  Slide the Receiver Cap over the end el the 
Receiver, push in on the Recoil Spring Guide and turn the Receiver Cap te 
1 ock into place. 

LOADING   AND   FIRING 

To   load:      Push   tile   Safety   Level    to   "SAFE."     Draw   th.    Holt    Hamlli 
te   the   rear   until    the   Boll    is   engaged   by   the   Sear   and   then   push   lie    Boh 
llaiuih     forward   again.      "Insert    a    leaded   Maga/iue   inle   (he   Mavemm    l-.'i  II, 

To   lire:      Push   the   Safety   Lever   to   "FIRE."     Pull    1 in    Trigger. 
The  weapon   will    fire.      Tl    the   front   Trigger  has   been   pulled   tin    weapon 
w ill    lir.'   sein i -au I enia t i i    and   the   Tr i gger   mus I    bi    pu I I ed    Pa"   eat h    -b-' t . 
II    the   rear  Trigger   was   pulled   the  weapon   will    fire   InM-i-      "-'alii  .      It 

'.-: ill    i  ■ Ml t  i nee    1 e    I i re   mil i 1     t he   Tr i gger    is    re 1 eased    ei     lb, a  ' i iii      is 
i 'nip I \ . 
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SUBMACUINKGUN ITALY 
9-iTini LF-57   (FRANCIII) 

The 9-nmi LF-57 Subrauchint'gun is manufac Luiud by Liu.' TL.ili.m 
lirni, Luigi l'r.inclii, lücatud in Bruscia, Italy.  A prototyptt ol ihis 

|iiocc was produced by the Franchi L'irni in 1950 as Clio Ll'-56 and afl.er 

minor mudiJ ifaLiuns appeared as Lhe Id'-57.  This weapon is cumpused 

ol a completely stamped receiver, the receiver being made in two halves 
which are held together at a seam extending the length of Lhe receiver. 
The bolt, barrel, recoil spring, and guide as well as some smaller com- 

ponents are the unlv parts machined.  The weapon utilizes a bolt design 

which is becoming, i in: reas i ngd v popular in the snbmach i negun design 

field; a heavy bolt extension is carried above and forward of the bolt 

proper which provides the weight needed to keep the action closed and 
yet does not require a long receiver.  The forward end ol Lhis bolt 
extension is contacLed by Lhe bolt handle to open the bolt.  After Lhe 

bolt lias been drawn to the rear by the bolt handle, the bolt handle is 

forced forward by a bolt handle return .spring.  Thus the bolt moves 
indopendanl of the bolt handle during firing.  The stock folds to Lhe 

right side >l Lhe Weapon.  The only safety device on this piece is a 

grip safety located in the front edge of the pistol grip.  This grip 
safety must be pushed in before Che bolt can be drawn to the rear and 
it must also be squee/.ed before the trigger will release the .sear to 
t i re 1 he weapon, 

FlINCTIONINC 

The T,F-57 is a straight blowbacl; weapon which fires lull- 
automatic only.  With a loaded magazine in place, Lhe grip safety is 
squeezed and the boll handle is drawn to Lhe rear and released.  The 
bolt will be held to the rear while the bolt handle returns to its 

forward position under the impulse of a bolt handle return spring. 

To fire the weapon the grip safety must be squeezed at the same time 
that the trigger is pulled.  The bolt will move forward strip a round 

from the magazine, chamber it: and fire ft.  Since there is no semi- 
automatic fire system designed into this weapon it will continue to 

lire until t;he trigger is released or the magazine is empty. 
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C'lLAKAC'l KKISTTC:   DATA 

I'..i I i IHT  y-iinii 
OiHTiU ion  Bluwback 
'l'\pi.'   ni   J-'i rt'  Fu 1 l-.iuLi) only 
Raiv   of   FLri'  5(K)   rpm   (Practical    175) 
Typi'   ol   Tovd  Yioy.   -  10 i. 40  rd  cap 
Uv i-hL ,   fni|>t y  7 . I    1 hs 
Overall    U'ii;.;Üi,   stuck   Toklcd    .    .    , 1 r> .')    in 
r.tK'Ctivc   ram'c  200   incti-rs 

STi.i' 

FTKLI) STRIP PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

Fold open the Stock. 

Crasp Stock, pull Back Plate Fatcli located on top oL Back plate to 

the rear and slide Back' Plate up ofC of Receiver. 

Remove Recoil Spring and Recoil Spring Guide. 

Tilt rear of Receiver down and remove Bolt Assembly. 
Unscrew Barrel Lock Nut and remove Nut and Barrel, 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide Barrel into front of Receiver 

and screw Barrel Lock Nut to Receiver,  Slide Bolt Assembly into rear of 
Receiver,  Assemble Recoil Spring and Recoil Spring Guide into Bolt.  Slide 

Back Plate with attached Stock down onto Receiver making sure the Back Plate 
Latch engages. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load;  Squeeze the Grip Safety in by grasping the Pistol Grip 
firmly.  Draw the Bolt Dandle to the rear and release.  The Bolt will re- 
main held to the rear by the Sear,  Insert a loaded F-;gazinc into the 

Magazine Well,  Release the Grip Safety and the weapon is on "SAFE." 

To fire; ('rasp the Pistol Grip firmly squeezing in on the Grip 
Safety. Pull the Trigger, The weapon will fire. This weapon fires only 
ful1-automatic and will continue to fire until the Trigger is released or 
the Magazine is empcy. 
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SUBMACHINEGUN U. S . S . R 

7.62-miii PPSh-41 (SHP,\<J1N) 

Thu Sovu'L PPSh-Al Submachinegun was destgnud by George S. 
Shpagin and was official ly adopted by the St)viet Army in 19A1. It 
replaced the DegLyarov series of subniach ineguns and is presently ob- 
solete in the Soviet Union but may be found in all the Satellite and 

Communist Bloc armies. It- is an extremely simple, inexpensive1 weapo 
composed mainly of stampings, the bolt .and barrel bein;, the on I v ma j 
machined components in the weapon. As a straight blowback weapon ii 
has an extremely high rate of fire and due to a relatively ineffecLi 

compensator the muzzle climbs rapidly in ful1-automatic fire and the 
is considerable muzzle blast. It fires from an open bolt, the barre 
is chrome-plated, and a so-called buffer is positioned in the rear o 

the receiver. The original Soviet weapon is designed to acce.pt a 71 

round drum magazine as well as a 35 round box magazine. Versions pr 
duced by Communist China, the Type 50, will handle only the box mae.a 
zine; the Hungarian copy, the iiA8 and the Iranian copy, the M"2, wil 

function with both the box and the drum magazines. The North Korean 

copy, the Model 49, will accept only the 71 round capacity drum maga 

n, 
or 

Ve 

re 

FUNCTIONING 

The PPSh-AI submachinegun is a straight blowback submachine- 
gun which fires from an open bolt.  The weapon is put on safe by push- 
ing a sliding stud on the bolt handle into a notch in either the front 

or rear portion of the bolt handle retracting slot in the receiver. 
The bolt can be locked in this manner in either the open or closed 
position.  The fire select lever Is located ahead of the trigger inside 

the trigger guard.  Pushed forward, the weapon will fire fulI-auLomatic , 

drawn to the rear, the disconnector functions to release the sear allow- 
ing it to engage the bolt and semi-automatic fire is achieved.  With a 
loaded magazine Inserted the bolt is drawn to the rear.  Pull the trigger 

releasing the bolt. The bolt moves forward under impulse of the com- 
pressed recoil spring, strips a round from the magazine, chambers it 

and fires it.  The bolt moves to the rear and if the fire select lever 
is set for semi-automatic the sear will engage the bolt and hold it 
open.  The trigger must be pulled for each shot.  If the select lever 

Is set for ful1-automatic the sear will not engage the bolt and the 
weapon will continue to fire until the trigger is released or the maga- 
z ino i s empty. 
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CHARACTERISTIC   DATA 

Calibur  7.62-mm   (7.63-iniii Mauser) 
Opern Li on  Bluwback 
fype   of  Fire  Fu 1 I   and   semi-auto 
Rate   of  Fire  900   rpra   (Practical    175) 
Type   of  Feed  Box   -   35   rd   cap 

Drum   -   71   rd   cap 
Weight, empty  8.7 lbs 
Overall length  33.2 in 
Effective range    200 meters 

STEP 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

1. Push in on the Receiver Lock located at the rear of the Receiver 
and pivot the top of the Receiver up. 

2. Pull the Bolt Handle to the rear slightly and lift the Bolt and 
the attached Recoil Spring, Recoil Spring Guide and Buffer up 
and out of the Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Assemble the Bolt with assembled 
Recoil Spring, Guide and Buffer into the Receiver.  Pivot the top of the 
Receiver down until the Receiver Lock engages. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load;  Draw the Belt to the rear and push the Safety Slide in 
to engage the rear Safety Notch in the Bolt Handle retracting slot.  Insert 
a box or drum Magazine into the Magazine Well from the bottom.  Push the 
Fire Select Lever forward, for full-automatic fire or rearward for semi- 
automatic fire. 

To fire:  Pull the Safety Sli ere out of the Bolt Handle retracting 
slot.  Pul1 the Trigger The weapon will fire.  If the Fire Select Lever 
is set for semi-automatic the Trigger must be pulled for each shot.  If 
the Select Lever is set for full-automatic the weapon will continue to 
fire until the Trigger is released or the Magazine is empty. 
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sri'.MACllINHia'X 
7.fj2-mm  I'PS-/. i   (Sl'DAKI-AO 

I'lu'   Soviit   ri'S-'i'j   Siihm.U'li i ilfjuni    is   a   inocl i f i L ,U i > MI   el    ill. 
PPS--i2   Siiln i n,'h i in j'.iPi   '.vhii.-li   UM.   dr . i vjunl   h',   A . I .   Sudaruv   in    lli'/l_,.       iln- 
Lsirly   inodL'l   ui.   produci-d   in   l.rii i nv.r.id,    Lhv   Initial   ,is,Sfi:ili I \    lim-   mit- 
Ptit   In'in;.'    i Ksm-d    In   Suviil    I runps   dc I md i n;.'    Lin.1   c i I'.■   ol    1 en i n;.; rid 
a'.ainsi    tin    (U-rnian   1) i i u !■■ id. ■.     Fii-ld   Lcsiud   dix'i'ctly   from   tin    laclor., 
tilt'   I'PS-'iJ   '..'.a;   "'odifii-d    ;Miditl;.    and    ■, t anda rd i/rd    in    I l)/i i   a:,    tin    I'l'S- 
43.      iliis   v.'tanon   is   cinnnost-d   rntircK    id    s La^ip i nv.s   v.'illi   tin'   i.-:-:ci-pl i mi 
i' I    tlii'   bull.,   ha r ri 1 ,   ri A i > i 1      nr i nj;   with   ;;u idf   and   sutm.'   i;ii nm"   CIII:I|)<I|UMU :., 
I'lic   on 1 v   nmi-üK'Ial   portimi   ol    tho   piece-   arr   tho   pistol   '.'.rips   and   tin 
I i Ina"   hu I I er   p 1 at o .        h,    v.a-.ipon   f i res   f n II -aut oma t i (    ■ MI I ■.    I ro:n   an   i'prn 
holt.      An   umo-aia 1    dia. i vii    I ■ a t u rn    i  -    1 hi     lack   ol    a   f i :-;od   f j oc t or .       .in 
forward   end   of   the   recoil   spriny;   n.uidc   projects   tdn'ouyji   the   face   o| 
the   holt   whi n    the   hell    is    in    lull    rec ei 1    thus   L- jec t i nn   the   enip t v   e asi 
l.roin   the   rt.'Ci'iver.     A   combinition   mu/./.le   brake/compensator   is   attaclied 
le   the   forward   end   of   the   barrel     jacket   and   is   relatively    ineffeetivi 
due   to   the   hiidi   rate   ol    lire   and    lii'Jitness   o;    tin    piccn,   accoüipli  diinv, 
little   niori.     tinin    i ncre.is i n;.-    the   mu/./.le   blast.       ; lie   niital    stock    felds 
up   and   over   the   t ep   "f   the   receiver   makim'   thi  .   an   e:-; t rniiu T.   cotapact, 
ea s'.'- t o-harul I e   '.eipen.       It    is   ma nu l ac t u red   !>'.    the   Chinese   Communist    as 
the    Ivpe    )-i ;    a   wooden    slocked    Vel" MI I s mal in I ic t n red hv Pol a nd a s tin 

MIN'CTIONING 

The 7.b_'-i:im l'l';-4'j is a straight h 1 i)\;hack, '.•.eapon which fires 

f Li i I-au t oma t i c only.  .In satelv lever is located on the riuhl side 

ol the forward portion ol the tri'.'o.i r c.uard,  l.'ith i loided manazine 
inserted in the ina^a/ine well the ht■ 1 t is drawn to the rear '..here the 

sear engages it and holds it open.  Pushim1, forward on tin safety lever 
will lock the bolt in this position.  f'llu safety lever may also be 
set on "SAFE" with tho bolt forward.)  Pullinv, the safety lev'er to the 

rear will unlock the bolt.  Pull the trigger, the sear releases the 
bolt, the bolt moves forward, strin-- a round from tin r.i.'gaz i ne, chamber' 

it and fires it.  The bolt moves tu the rear and if the trigger is 
still pulled the firing cycle will be repeated until the mag a z i ni  i ■- 
empty or until the trigger is released. 
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CIlAl^ACTI'RISTIC   DATA 

C.i I i bv.v     .    .   . 
Operal i on      ,    . 
Typ--   of  1'i iv   , 
Rate   of  Fire   , 
Typt;   uf  Feed   . 
K'c i gli L ,   uiiipLy 
Overn I I    k!nj;Lh ,   stock   io 1 
Effective   iranyc     .... 

led 

7 . h'i -min   ( 7 . h) -mm M.iu :;< r) 
111 owhack 
Fu I I - ant c on I y 
700   rpp:   (Fract ica I    I 10) 
Ho:-;   -   3r)   rd   cap 
, .2   \ hs 
1^.2   in 

I 73   meLo rs 

FIELD  STRIP   PROCFDURI- 

STEP ACTION 

Push in on the Receiver Lock located at the rear bottom edge oi 

the Receiver and pivot the' lower part of the Receiver down. 
Pull the Bolt Handle to the rear sUghfly and lift the Bolt and 

attached Recoil Spring., Recoil Spring Guide and Buffer up and 

out of the Receiver,  The Recoil Spring, Guide and Buffer may be 
d ist'ounce ted from the Bolt, 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

A.ssemblc in the reverse order.  If the Recoil Spring, Guide and 
Buffer have been disconnected from the Bolt, assemble them to the Bolt, 
Assemble the Bolt with assembled Recoil Spring, Guide and Buffer into the 

Receiver.  Pivot the lower part of the Receiver up until the Receiver foci 
engages . 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Draw the Bolt to the rear and push the Safety Lever 
forward to "SAFE."  Insert a loaded Maga/.ine into the Magazine Well. 

To fire:  Pull the Safety Lever to the rear.  Pull the Trigger 
The weapon will fire until the Trigger is released or the Magazine is 
empty. 

Ill-18 
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;v\vA.\r.\q:;] (a-;: SWI-.DI x 
l)-;;-l   Sn^MACHTin-CrN   (Carl   f.Mstaf)   C-lA^O 

ilu'   ■')-'.r.i  M-Tili   f-ubinacli i iR:t',:in  wa:;   CIL-VC.'] upetl   in   ll)AA   and   I'K't'>   by 
!_!■!   (arl   (ai.stai'  (a vc'r;. i al:: or i ,    U'catrd   in   !'1 !■; i 1 s 1 uriu ,   Sweden.      This 
'i   ipna   ' a;,   ;;i,fti   ii.   priul if! ion   in   Sv.aVuai   sim u   DA )   and  i!ia:;v   htmdr^dy   oi 

■ Im :r.a;i,ls   Iia ve   (n't n   iiiann t ar t ••. r» d ,   'wi li   lor   ! oca 1   cunsutnpL ion   and   lor 
o:-'|)or;.       [ i    i a   l iif   'j o r rt'iil    i.tandard   ;;' '   laciiini.'   .oai   in   '.lit:   Sv.'fdisli   Army. 
;'ii_   ori 'iiial   ."■'()   fcolnuacM i ni       M!   V; O-.      idr   lo   ntili/.f   lln.'   Mj-roond   SCl'MT 
iio:-:   "laoi:: i MO .      .\lior   tin    oarl      ITiO'j   tin.'   hi'avv   '>f)-round   iiia;,'.a^ i ne  v.as 
d i aca rcUil    in   :  ivor   of   I'U    ooi.   ■io-rouiui   i    [u-,   dovoloju-d   in   ilio   Tail 
in/a);.      T'n    "-■. i   Tiodi-l    i 1 I i.st rat i-d ,    is   d i s ! i a oi j sjusl   fro;;i   tin,1   o,irl\   MAS 

Is   {■■      [i'r   ria;'a;:.MH    ttonsim-   v.-'nirh    is   nianocl    in   placo   and   itia'     Iif   ru- 
J   to   ,uo o: inoda 1 i.    I lu     l.tri'.oi:   :aH"'"|   ::ia'a'iiu     il    its-   noisl   aroso.      falH.'i" 
Is   oi    tin      'arji'.,    [»rodoct-d   al'Lur   llio   ü'i-roiaid   nia^.a:: i no   hocaino   avail- 

il'li     in    iap.'.i    qaanLil its,   has   a   purmancMit I y   atLachod   (riveted)   m i;',a;'. i no 
;in     and   thus   oannul    hi    convorlid   Lo   roooi\,o   tin.   SOI'Ml    r)i)-roiiiul   inaj'.a- 

■iih .      iin    y4'>h   modi. 1    is   sold   o i imin.a'o i a 1 h    inulor   the   Lrade   name   of   "(!ai"l 
Caistaf"   and   lias   IK'LSI   adopted   and   produced   ''■     i'.'.vpt   since   the   early   1950s. 

RIM TlONTX'n 

i.o   basic   (Usi.ni   of   (.he   M-'o   has   not   changed   since   i t:s   inlro- 
i.lm i i.'o    i  ,   'iss.      Tl    "is   an   exlrumelv   stnnh.   and   durable  weapon   and   fires 
t'isr       ■ ■    opou-bol t   pos i I ion   in   a   straichl   hlow-hack   operation.      It    is 

.u, ,    is    lost    part,   oi   boav-v   s t aivp i ii'.'.s   and   the   foldins,   stock   is   one   oC 
l's       ■ roncest    and   best   designed   of   all    the   various   (\pes   used   on   sub- 

lim    suns.      I'he   bolt   can   bo   sal'otied   in   oithor   the   forward   or   rear- 
osi   posit ion.     With   thi'   bo1;   to   t bo   roar,   ou.siscd   bv   tin:   sear,   a   loaded 

'•iii'    is   inserted.     When   the   trh.'.p.er   is   pulled,   the   bolt   moves   ior- 
.-.ird,   strippius   a   round   from   the  mau.a/.ine,   chaiiiberinsi   it, and   firing   it. 

Act ion   is   repistted   until    the   tri;p.;er   is   released   or   the uiav.az i no   is 
onpt    .      the   rate   of   tiro   has   been   purposely   hold   low  so   that   the  weapon 
cup.   lie   fired   s i np. 1 e-sho t   \v   proper   trigger   manipulation. 

h'oTbS TO Rr.MiTir.r.i; 

1. is   weapon   tires   a   special    ui-velocil'    ')-mm   Parabellnm  cartridge, 
ib s i   naled   tin    ')-::iri  '-lodel    i'M'..      It   has   ,i   much   heavier   jacket   struc- 
turo  and   therefore   serves  as   an  effective  armor-piercing  round. 
Since   the   Model    'j()H   devilups   bisjier   presisure,    it   is   forbidden   to   he 
.si d    in   other   1

)-IIIIII  caliber  wisipons. 

bo'd   i lie   jtectsiver  (bip   firm!',   when   removing,   in   disassemblv.     The 
(ipi rat ins   l^irins   puslies   ver-.   siismsj'    against    the  ('ap. 

1 - I') 

u-.u-.^ri.-.—^.^i^—..,H..,i-.^v^l^,^....>.„.,^-.  .,..ia„..■.,...—-.,-., ..-i...^..^^......,.—u,.^....,^..,..,  "- -lilVnrilUllii-iH -' ft i.^,t1^|.ilftjr^....^.a-.^^^^v-.-.J...»..-Ji;.^....i^,..;J.;.^-....„,J.^^.n..,-^...,.1.„^^.... 



CIIARACTKRISTIC   DATA 

C'a liber          9-;mii  Parabel lutn 
Ol^orn Li on   .    .    .    , Blowback 
Type  of  Fire Full-auto   on 1 > 
Rale  of  Firu 600   rpm   (Prac L i ca I-100) 
Type of  Feud Wax  M45   -   50  rds 

MA5li-   36-50   rds 
MA51;-   late  model   -   36   rds 

Weight,   empty 6.1   lbs 
Length,   st*ck   extended         31.8   in   (retracted   -   21.7   in) 
Effective   range       2 70  meters 

FIliLD  STRIP  PROCFIHFRE 

jTKP ACTION 

1. Press   the Magazine   Release   lever  and  remove   the  Magazine. 
2. Press   in  on   the  plug   in   the   center  of   the  Receiver Cap,   turn   the 

Cap  counterclockwise,   and  carefully   remove   the  Clap. 
3. The Operating  Spring  and  Bolt  may  now be withdrawn   from   the  rear 

of   the   Receiver. 
4. With   a  hard  object,   push   in   on   the barrel   Jacket Nut  Catch  and 

unscrew  the barrel   Jacket Nut  which   surrounds   the  rear  of   the 
Barrel. 

5. The  Barrel   and  Barrel   Jacket  may  now  be  removed   from   the   front   of 
the   Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PR0CEÜURF 

Proceed   in   the  reverse  order.     Place,   the   liairel   into   the   front 
end   of   the  Receiver.     Slide   the  Barrel   Jacket   down   over   the  Barrel   and 
screw   the  Barrel   Jacket  Nut   onto   the   Receiver.     Slide   the  Bolt   into   the 
rear  of   the  Receiver,   assemble   the Operating  Spring   to   the   Bolt.     Place 
the   Receiver  Cap   over   the   end   of   the  Operating  Spring,   push   until   it   en- 
velopes   the   rear   of   the   Receiver,   and   turn  i lockwisc. 

LOADINC  AK1>  FIRING 

To   load:     Pull   the   Bolt   to   the  rear by   the  Bolt  Handle   (located 
on   the  right   side  of   the  Receiver)   and   engage   the  Bolt  Handle   in   the  Safety 
Notch   by  moving   it  up.     Insert   a   loaded Magazine   into   the Magazine  Housing. 

To   fire:     Disengage   the   bolt  Handle   from   the  Safety  Notch.     Pull 
the   Trigger.      The  weapon  will   fire   until   the  Trigger   is  released   or   the 
Magazine   is   empty. 

Ill- I') 
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SUBMACÜINKCLIN SWTT/.l'RI.ANn 

'i-in:-!   "Rl'Xm"   l-.V.   MK  /. 

Tin'   SKMSS   l-'.V.   MK   -'i    suhM.uh i lU'i'.im    is   ,i   hl ov/lKU'k   iiju-rnl . i! 
in.iv,! :• i nr   i i il   wf.'iiHin   v.'li ii.Ii    lire      I rt"'!  .'i   i I i>.':c(l   hol i .      I). -.c I   MH d   : ■    t ,ir I %' 

l(Jr)()   ami   nlTic I.i I i v    i'H riHltu-cd    i'i    19')!   hv   ihr    l i r-i   "I    Krxin   S   A    •! 

CtiU'VM,    Sv/i t ;u'• I and,    il    was     <\-i    inallv   dfs i;.'iia I i.-<l   tin-   "FAVOR"   ail,!-    tin 

ih's i ".in )',   (' ' I aiu' I    |-'av i i r .       !■' i . • ■    I h m ■and   wi-apiia ^   ',.'iaa     i-anu t ai t a I    ri   at 
ihr    Span i    h   a r ;n aia I ,    I, a   (     runa    a ml' a"    Ihr   sjv. >n ^^arsh i p     M     (in     S\ • i I in   . 

Dtirinp     !')>')   and    I'.'i'i    tin     iaaap Ml   vain   dr''an-t na t i d    I r   praspck t i'.n     Middh 

I''.a - I     la I '-.n a', ■    I HI I    wa '      I i a' n, ■'    d   ■' .rn    n ■'    In- i U'      lua   r   ''  p 1  i mil nd .        In    i " i"    Spain 

1 i  :   I '  a    thi     Wrap  '11    hn I      , I '    >    in   I i n rd    I   •   hnv ,     I ai'-. T i II;'    '   i ' 'n I r;"    .aid   i. hi apr r 
Spa n i . h    dr:-; i "in d   ar"     .        I'a    I Ti/    ihr   lira i i;i    i i m   ' 'rnJ     ha "I nip t    mill    tin 

Spnni'h    ar   mal      if inn, I    tllr   MK    'i    I   "-      ,.!,•   ,r     tllr   "hn    (aama."      Thi: 

wr.tpna   wa :     pi'' 'In      d    in   \ar i ■ nn     lamlr I s ,    d i ,■ I i in at i ■ h.ci   ■      : a I \    h\    tin 

d i I : r r rn !    liana I    I rnp Ldis .      The   nmuaia I    ha I I    dr:  i ",n      I ■ h '■   n I i I i   rd   a 

.'■rpnralr   haiimi. '    and   a    trlna   >pinn    yv:-i'-v.)   al'   VVK   'il    .aid    ha I I rr   i-priip.'a- 
i npian1 rd   a. rm    . v   t Inundi    its   dr '  i ■.' n   and   asra'iiih I >    i r. a l .   ;   nnnri. r•a-ar \' 

','iai a i ar    rpr laal i ans ,       Tin '   i   I   n'rd    hr I I     I  i r i n"    a I ■    '    i 'a la '. a  rd    t hr    jir;"   i h i I  i I 

.' I    a    "i .'.'k-at I . "      A   nn"il)r r     > |    unnaaia I     I rat ill'r'     ' la.h     t !i i       an   r'-a . I I r n 1 

j)i''rr   in > t '..'i 1 h " I and i n;.'    its    IncU     'I    arcmlann     and    in.,   ludni   a   tnr'p.n.-al   T , 
a    .. ■ '"'h i nn I  i ' MI    h ' I I     handln    h a I; i n"    ;   I r r'.r   and    i   i. ^  '   i    a    part    r a\'r r ,    a    pu u 1 

dr I a. n, ih I .■   harm 1    and   a   tjii i ck    rrniaxaih I r   a I   n. I. .       r. ■ ■ . r a I    t lun I sand   , a-ap ms 

v/ria-   .-'ann far I n rrd   .'ind    tin"   "in-.    hr   . in   ailUi'ta d    in   am,'    part    a|     lln     wni'ld. 

PUNC'J'TONFNC 

Th i s i '- a ra tin r c i 'lap I i r n I < il hi ' 

I'i r i lip, I rn;:- n r I a' rd hr I t i I 11 1 i I i n : a "V 

hrtwrrii Ihr hannniT .aid tiir 1 irinn, n.in. '.'.'i 

Mr'    I  i rn- -rl ml  '    n I rl v    I r\'rr     f a    ' "'\"d    ' i   ■" 

S ,    ;     . in ra t nl   nihsnaih in. "in 

Taprd    -. rkr   wh i i ii    I inu I  i   •: 

n    a     I aadrd    rap.a a i in      i ilsrr t i 
".S.M'K"    (f.)    I a   tin     I vi»'   | in 

drs i r f al ;    "(.'"    1 nr   ■-. ■:■' i - an I r: i. 11 i r   an I   " n"    ;    r    ' n I I -au ( na.a I it     t irr.      Th. 

halt    handli      is    drawn    lr    Ihr    r.-ar    aad    I a. n    i.d.ard;     tar    haiillltrr    i'     in   id 

hv   thr   ."'car   and   Ihr   hrlt    ''!'"'rs    i   'nanni   aad   iha-shrrs   a    rnnnd.      Whrn    lln 

tria.na'r    is   pnllrd    thr   hamiirr   m-avr-     Im.aiai   midt r    iypulsr   at    tin    n-ain- 

pi'imrd   rmail/hnllrr   snri'i",   and   slrilas    Ihr   vakn   whiih    is   rarrird   nn 
Ihr    forward   md   a]     thr    Irlrsropim     s-prtiV'   p.tlidr.       Thr    vokn    'trik.-     lln 

rebound ilip,   I i r i in     pin   wh i., h    i   ■   i ar r i. .1    i as i di     t fir   ho 1 I     linn  I i an i ii",   thr 

pr i nir r .       K'hr n    Ihr   ho 1 I    novrs    I . •    lln     mm     i I    pn      m    thr    1.   I r sr ap i n-       prill 
" 11 i d r   and   harrir r   mar ward   i   .■ p r. ■■     i; i      tin    na-r i 1 /hn 1 t rr   spr i ii" ,      As   tin 

ho I t    moves    I orv.'.'l rd    to   r haiihr r    tin     nrx I     rannd,     thr   hasn ir r    is   hr 1 d    In    tin 

n nr   h v   thr   sear .      T I    the   : .  1 m I    i ." r r    is   set    1 or   ■■enii -auLoinal i t    i i rr 

Ihr    trin.'.'.rr    nmsl     he    pal leal    to    allow    Ihr   haiiini.r    to   n rr    lorwaial.        I I     Ihr 

se Lrr t    I i'ver    is   set    lor    I n I 1 - an t n ■, 11 it    tire   t he   halt    trips   l'n    "rar 

release    lever   wlini    it    rhainhrrs   a   round   vhieh    in    turn    nlrnsrs    thr   ha-in'.r 

and   a I I ows    the   hapinier   to   move    loru'n ml.      Th i s   L \ r I e    is   repeal ed   until    tin 

t r i ".'a.er     i s'    re I eased . 

1 i r-;'i) 



CIIARACTKRLSTIC   DATA 

Cilibrr  9-iiini 
Opcr.'i t i on  lilnwb.-ick 

Type   of   Firr  Full   .•mil   semi-nuin 
R;iLt'   of   FLri'  MK)  rpm   (150   pr.-ic t k.i I ) 
Typu   of   IHHHI  Box   -   'V2   rd   cap 
Woti'jit ,   .Tiptv  8.3   lbs   (8"   bbl ) 
0VCT.I1 I    k-m-.th  27.2   in   (8"   bbl ) 
I'.l i'vctivv   i-;my^  I ir)  nu'LiT.s   (8"   bbl ) 

:■/,()  ,;ll'U'i-.s   (IK"   bbl ) 

FIFU)  STi; IP   PROCl-DURF 

Arno:, 

STKP 

Pre.'-';   Si ■ H k   RJJ 1 vj}sv   :nu\   rtmi'vi'  Sfnok. 
Prt'i-s   in   on   ReifivtT   Cup   loik   and   nn.scrow  RfooiviT   Cap. 
Draw   I'MIII    ll.iinll      (-a   roar   until    it    linas   up   with   Lin'   d i.^mounL in;1,   nottli   a 
rt'inov».'   ikiit.   IfandU'   t roni   Lite   Ri'Oi1 i vtT, 
liomovi'   'iVl cscop i ui;   Spi'inv   (luidr   and   Sprinjo'   willi   Hanmu'i"   and   Yakr   aHsom!'. 
fror:   the   r. a r   of   t lu'   Rica i \'<T . 
Slide   Prall    fran   rear   of   Ri'ct'ivor,   ra;;i"\a'   Firinv,   Pin   and   Sprin;.',. 
UuKcraw  Barn  I   Lo^k   Nu 1   and   rt-'inova  Barri-l. 
I,if!    i'jaal  ion    Pari     Cavar    Sl(H-vt'    frani    tap    al     Rcaai\aa". 

ASSEMBLY  PROCi-IDURf: 

Assaiiibli'   in   Iba   rovarsi'   ordor.      Plate   Fjaclian   Port   Covor   Slfi-\a 
an    tap   al    Rcc'aivar.      Slick,'   Harral    into   front    if   Rt'oi-ivor   and   Scraw   Ban''  1 
L.u k   Nut   on.     AssainbLa   Firing   Pin  and   Spring   into   Bolt.     ,iLtaob   forward   am 
if   Ta I asaap i ng   Spring   Chtido   with   Yoke,    liaininai-   and   Rraoil    Sprin;,',   aHSainblv   la 
roar   of   Bolt,      Slida   complato   assianbls'   i n t a   Racoivor   and   ali;',n   Bait   Handle 
ll)le   in   Bait   with   Bolt   Handle   dismounting   nateh.      .Aase'-ible   Boll    Handle   tbroi    \\ 
d i smaiin t i n;,',  natal)   into   Bolt,      Screw RocoLvor   Cap   la   ia,a    n f   Receiver.      Ar'avihi 
S took    to   Raceivor. 

LOADING AND   FIRINC 

Ta   land:       Draw   Ball    Handle   t  i   the   rear   and   engag,e   Bait    Handle 
buk in:'   Sleeve   araand   Bait    Handle.      Set:   Fi re-Se I ec t/Sa fetv   Lovar    to   "C". 
Insert    landed  Magazine   intu  Magazine  Wall. 

Ta   lira;      Diseugag.e   Boll   Handle   Loeking   Sleeve   froDl   Ball    Handle   and 
allaw   Bait    1  i  riava     I  irward   and   ohaniber   a   round.      Move   Fire-Selet I    Lever   to   i/pi 

•I      lire   di'iiad.        Pull     the    Trigger.       The    weapon    will     fire.       fl     the    Select     Level 
has    been   sei     for    sen i - ai i 1 oria 1 ic     I ire,    "(,",    the   Trigger   must    he     ail led    for    each 
-hot.      II    the   Select    Lever   has   been   :ei    for   ful1-automatic   fir,,    ("R"),    Ihe 
weapon   will    continu''   la    (iio     until    the   Tr i vger    is   released   or    Ihe   Maga-iae 
i   ,   ' ■: !') 1 v . 

rn:-2ii 
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M-CIIIM-CUK.S 

si.r'i IOK 'l\r 

11 i s Ulrica I   rt-ci'nls   ; ml i c i; i    I imt   t In' IMII 1 i n".  i-im   '..M.S   t lu' 

lir.st   ;'ucci.'.ss'u 1   im'chanical   in.a-li i in';, .tin.     InvfULt'd   hv   Rirfi.irtl   .1. 

Ci.lt 1 in;   ,     iL   v.M:.    i'iH'lM U'd    In    .1    h.uu!    flMlll     U'llicll   f.'lUHi'd    t.lls     ...mi    ti1 

load,   cock,   lire,   i'xLract    •tiu!   rjt-'ct'   .itul   reloatt.      Lati-r   n.ulcl:;   ■ fia- 

iimLin"   dj-ivcn   and   atLaiiu'd   I lu-   rxcc-pt i mia 1    raLf   i»)'   Lire   i't'   ^ijl'Oii 

ruund.s   |u i"   mi nut f ,     Tudav ' s   sine i ■ ::; ; u I   I'mmt i-rp i i"l;;   a ri    tin    M'I 1 , 

2()-nHii  "Vulcan"  (.'aimcn   and   Liu'   i . b'.'-'.)nr,  "i-i i n i - vm" ,   l><iLh   iM   wiiich 

njH'raLc   on   I lio   tnu 1 L i -roLa t i uv,   bar rt 1   sviUann and   arc  ca pah 1 ■    o I    I i r- 

iii'.',   at    rat. s    in   CACOI.S   of   7,<"'li   rounds   por   ininuLf. 

Tluso  vavipoir.   ari    oi   courso   not.   Iiaic   m.ichini "ims.      Tin 
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be   around   for many  years   Lo  come.     Still   others   represent   design  and 
production   ingenuity   of   exceptional   quality   and   the   ideas  may   be 
"picked  up"   and   exploited   in   the   future  by  countries  who  do  not  want- 
to   spend   the  Research  and  Development   time  and  money   to  breed  a new 
arm.     All   in  all,   the   Special   Forces  Soldier  will   find   some  of   these 
weapons   in   almost   any   corner   of   the  world   --   the   various   systems   dis- 
cussed   here  should   prepare  him  for   suprises   --   and   if  he   is   suprised 
by   something  new,   he   should    let    the   right   people   know. 
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MACUINKCUN AUSTRIA 
H-mm MOI)i:i, 07/ 12 

Tin' AnsLri.iii Scliv.ML-/. 1 osc MutU-l .)! / \'l   Mach i lU'i'.im is a heavy 
wa t (.T-coo I cd mach i iu'}.',un which is on," o£ the lir.sL succcsslul L'cLardcd 
iilnwhack syslcm mach, i negun . Li' be prnduccd,  InvciiLcd by Andreras W. 
Schwar/. lose in 1902, it was produced by die SLeyr Firm in 1905.  BnUh 

Lhe Model 1905 and I he laLer modi lied version I he Model 1907 utilized 
an oil pump device t.o luhricate (he cases as Llley enLerud Lhe chamber, 

'i'he Model 1912 which followed was considerablv motii f i ed .aid Lhe oil 
pump sysLem was e 1 imiaiatud.  In all of these model;; the ac L i on is never 

truly locked, being held closed againsl chamber pressure by Lhe weight 
oi the recoil in;.', part.:; as well as a co:iip!ey. toggle system which created 

a mechanical disadvantage to be overcome by Lhe recoil in;', parts.  The 
barrel on this weapon is relatively short, since the Lillet had to be 

'ii! "I the bore befor'. Lin action opened and Lhe ac t i ■ n was held closet! 
only by a heavy breechblock, a toggle system and a heavy recoil spring. 

I'h i s weapon saw extensive use in WWI and was used by a number ol coun- 
: ries during WWII in various calibers. 

FL^iTIOMIK'i; 

his  weapon   nl ili:   ■:;   a   retarded   blowback   sysLem   to   hold   the 

■i ■■oh   closed   ilurin;     the   moment      I    firm;',.     '..:iti;   a   loaded   belt    inserted 

:.    Lb''    fei.'ilv  iy   and    Lhe   crank   handle   opt  rated    Lhree    Limes    to   ohamber   a 

■■.as ,   'lie   t.ri gger     s   .n i ! I ed .      "lie   t r i ,'-■;> :'   i>a r   >"o I eases   t he   n r i r.g   pin 

.ii'.   sauer   the   impul U'     a    the   heiv-,   -iiiai    |)urpo'■  ,   rwoil     ;pring   it    is 

• ■'■;   !■ r'v.ini   t.o     ; r' !■.■.    Lin    primer.     .\s   Lhe  cariridi'e  casi     in   the   bar- 

IOVO--.   iiac.k   against      iie   lace   ■'■    th'.    i'reech   block,    Lhe   bret.ch   block 

o'l.s.    t.o   :nove   rearwarti.       i'h.     i'l'i-ech    block    is   e onnec !.'"1    Lo   an   i-lbow 

■u.   a i :II   vhicii   i  ■   in   tarn   coirai. Led   Lo   another   arm   viiicb   is   pivot- 

a    '■ •'    . i"'    I i'. ■,     Ve  ' , •.■III!     : he     1C '.;   'II     is    o I OS'  d     I lies       I. WO    arms    are 

,   if I      e. :c!'       lilel   ,    :.iu     inlct'i.lin     ■'     •■ovement    aeinr,    in    i    ilearls 

■oil     ' i ane. IOO        it    i  i    ['<:'■   r reecii   htuck    is   ' bus      : ansmi ! t > d 

. i ,    >/i r   ,' e ron ■, ■..      i :-; ■   ^ ■ i su'U    ' ■'   tin    '.'ec o i ve r        i    i   short 

i mi.'   ie I o is     int-    i, '  i ■•;.   . o  move   ihr ■!; • o   tin    open i ng   arc . 

ss i La I    on       ' u ■    Lhe      ■ ■ i   ■'■ ■ 1;..      n'e<'ch    I ■ ■ .n- \     sui    ' he   ex t rente 1 \ 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber      8-mni 
Operation    Retarded blowback 
Type of Fire  Full-auto only 
Rate of Fire  400 rpm (Practical 225) 
Type of Feed  Belt - 100 rd cap 
Weight, w/mount  102 lbs 
Overall length  49.3 in 
Effective range    2,180 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1..    Push Cover Latch to the left, push Locking Lug on Cover above 
fecdway to unlock and raise Cover. 

2. Rotate Back Plate Lock to the right. 
3. Stand weapon up on the Back Plate end, place feet on Spade Grips, 

turn weapon counterclockwise to unlock Back Plate and raise weapon 
up  carefully off of the Back Plate against pressure of the very 
strong Recoil Spring. 

4. Remove Recoil Spring and Guide Plug from Receiver. 
5. Remove Breech Block with attached Elbow Joint, Striker Assembly 

and Crank Assembly from Receiver through the top.  Remove Striker 
Assembly from Breech Block. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Assemble Striker Assembly into 
Breech Block, slide Breech Block into Receiver and assemble Crank Assembly 
to Receiver and Breech Block.  Slide Recoil Spring and Guide Plug into Re- 
ceiver and carefully stand weapon on end.  Raise, weapon up far enough to 
assemble Recoil Spring and Guide Plug into Receiver, position Back Plate 
under end of Receiver, mating Recoil Spring to Back Plate.  Carefully lower 
the weapon down onto the Bark Plato against tension of the Recoil Spring. 
Hold the Spade Grips with the feet and turn the Receiver until Back Plate 
is locked to Receiver. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Insert the tag end of a loaded belt into the feed guide 
opening, on the right side of the fecdway, up over the Feed Sprocket and pull 
through as far as possible.  Operate the Crank Handle and the belt will be 
engaged by the Feed Sprocket and held by the Holding Pawl.  Operating the 
Crank Handle again will position the first round in the belt for feeding. 
Operating, the Crank Handle for the third time will draw a round from the 
belt and chamber it ready for firing. 

To fire:  A Safety Catch is located in the center of the Back Plate 
beneath the [»addle-shaped Trigger.  Push the Safety (latch to the left and 
pn.'.h in on the Trigger,  The weapon will fire fu11-automatic until the Trig- 
ger i:; released or the belt is empty. 
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MACIIINECUN GREAT BRITAIN 
.303 LEWIS MI911 

The 
gun wli i ch u t i 

a i r con 1 Lng j 

Samuel N. McC 
li i I'mLngliain Sm 

o[ LhLi U.S. d 
was succL'Ssfu 
craft in 19 1A 

Lhc Japanese 
o [ Lh i s piece 
syy ten! c DI;:; i s 

I engtli o I the 
the mu/./. I e of 

the end of th 

The radiator 
barrel and is 
very careiu1 I 
remains in th 

M191I Lewis Machinegun is a gas-opei"ated, pan fed machine- 

1 i zes a unique return spring, device (rack and pinion), an 

acket, and a rotating bolt locking system.  Invented by 

Mean, developed by Colonel I.N. Lewi:-., it was produced by 

tall Arms Company of England and Savage Arms Corporation 
uring WWI.  Developed as an infantry ground machinegun il 
My adopted to aircraft use, being mounted on British air- 

More than a tlozcn countries have used the Lewis gun, 

faithfullv copying the weapon during WWII.  The U.S. model 
is chambered for the .30-06 cartridge.  The air-cooling 

ts of a flanged aluminum radiator surrounding the full 
barrel covered by a jacket.  in theory, gases leaving 

the barrel (the mu/Ale is approximately 6 inches in from 
e jacket) suck air the length of the aluminum radiator, 
being in contact with the barrel draws heat from the 

ooled by the passing air.  This weapon must be unloaded 

v since even with the pan removed, one round of ammunition 
e feed system and must be removed manually. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a gas-operated machinegun in which the bolt rides on 
a stud (which carries the firing pin) on the upper rear portion of the 
gis piston.  The bolt is rotated Into lock and unlock position by a 

curved slot in the bolt which the stud engages.  This system is similar 
to the U.S. M60 machinegun.  With a loaded pan (pans are designed to 
carry 47- or 96-rounds) mounted on the magazine post, the bolt handle I; 

drawn to the rear, drawing the bolt and piston rearward where the sear 

bent on the bottom of the piston is engaged by the sear.  The recoil 

spring on this weapon is a heavy coil spring similar to a clock spring 

which is wound inside of a toothed gear, the complete unit being con- 
tained inside a housing located beneath the receiver ahead of the trig- 
ger group.  The bottom rear portion of the gas piston has a toothed 

rack machined into i.t.  The teeth of this rack engage the teetn ol the 

spring loaded gear.  As the bolt is drawn rearward, the rack on the 
piston engaging the gear, revolves the. gear, winding the clock-like 

spring, inside the gear.  When the trigger releases the sear, the spring 
unwinding against its wound-up tension, drives the piston forward due 
to the meshing, of the teeth in the rack and gear.  The boll strips a 

round from the magazine and chambers it, the piston continues to move 
and the stud on the piston which is engaged in the curved slot in the 
bolt causes the bolt to turn so that locking lugs on the bolL engage 
recesses in ihe receiver.  The firing, pin on the top of the stud strike: 
the primer.  Cas is lapped from the barrel to impinge againsl the face 

"I the piston driving the piston rearward, unlocking, the bolt and the 
1eed post on the bolt swings the feed arm to position the next car- 

tridge lor f eed i n'.', 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber 3)3 
Opera Lion Gas 
Type of Fire Full-auLo only 
Rate of Firu 600 rpm Practical L";0) 
Type of FeL'.ci Pan -hi   rd cap 
Weight, empty 28.3 lbs 
Overall length 50,6 in 
KLfective range; 1,870 meter.s 

KIKfil) STRIP PROCEDURl' 

■S'i'FI' ACTION 

1. Push in on Stock Latch and turn Butt to left and remove. 
2. Pull Trigger and draw Trigger Group slightly to the rear until the 

Pinion Housing drops forward. 
3. Draw Trigger Croup rearward off the Receiver. 
4. Draw Bolt Handle to the rear and remove from Receiver and grasp 

rear of Bolt and slide Bolt and Gas Piston out of rear of Receiver. 
Lift Bolt off rear of pi si on. 

'>. Draw Feed Cover to the rear slightly. 
5a.   Raise, up on Feed Cover and remove from Receiver. 
(i.    Disconnect Feed Ann Latch and lift Feed Ann off Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Engage Feed Ann onto Feed Ann 
post and engage Feed Arm Latch.  Replace Feed Cover.  Assemble Bolt to 
rear of Piston and slide Piston and Bolt into the Receiver.  Replace Boll 
Handle.  Slide Trigger Group part way onto Receiver, swing Pinion Housing 
up and push Trigger Croup completely forward.  Lngage Stock to rear of 
Received" and turn to lock. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Place a loaded 47-round pan Magazine onto the Magazine 
Post, rotate Magazine slightly to insure Magazine Catch engages the Maga- 
zine.  Rotate Magazine to right until resistance is encountered.  Draw 
Bolt Handle to the rear.  Raise Safety Lever Arm up to engage Bolt Handle. 

To fire:  1 raw Bolt Handle slightly to the rear and push down on 
Safety Lever Arm.  Pull the Trigger.  The weapon will fire.  This weapon 
fires ful1-automatic only and will continue; to fire until the Trigger is 
released or the Magazine; is empty. 
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LIGHT MACHINEGira NATIONALIST CHINA 
.30 Caliber MACHINEGUN Type 41 

The caliber .30 Type 41 Light Machinegun is a direct copy 
oC the British Mark II Bren gun of WWII fame.  The Mark II Bren gun was 
manufactured by the Canadian Inglis firm for the Chinese Nationalists 
during WWII.  The Canadian model was chambered for the 7.92-mm round 
and differs from the Type 41 only in receiver length which is 4 3/A 
inches longer than the Type 41.  The Type 41 went into production in 
Formosa in 1952.  The weapon, though chambered for .30 caliber, can 
be converted to fire 7.92-min ammunition simply by changing barrels. 
The Bren gun, one of the most famous light machinguns of WWII, used 
by many armies throughout the world even today, was developed by the 
British from the Czechoslovakian Brno ZB LMG,  The British were licensed 
by ZB to manufacture the gun and in 1937 the Enfield Government Arms 
Plant produced the first guns.  By September 1939 production figures 
reached 400 a week.  During WWII the Bren gun was manufactured in very 
large numbers in both England and Canada,  While this weapon is essen- 
tially a one-man machinegun to be used from a bipod mount or fired from 
the hip in moving assault fire, it may be quickly converted to a heavy 
machinegun by mounting on a tripod mount.  This tripod can also be con- 
verted to an AA mount and effective AA fire can be delivered against 
low-flying aircraft.  For all general purposes it is intended to be fired 
single-shot, a round fired for each pull of the trigger in the manner of 
a semi-automatic rifle.  The normal rate of automacic fire, however, is 
5 or 6 rounds a burst for five bursts or one magazine,  A well-trained 
operator can deliver as many as 150 shots, or 5 magazines in a minute. 
A spare barrel is issued with each gun and the case of barrel change is 
one of the important features of this weapon. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a gas-operated, semi- and full-automatic weapon, fed 
from a thirty round box magazine mounted on the top.  With a loaded maga- 
zine in place and the bolt drawn to the rear, the trigger is pulled and 
the bolt travels forward, chambering a round and firing it.  THIS WEAPON 
FIRES FROM AN OPEN BOLT - THE BOLT SHOULD NEVER BE ALLOWED TO MOVE FORWARD 
WITH A MAGAZINE IN PLACE UNLESS IT IS INTENDED TO FIRE THE WEAPON.  Gas is 
tapped from the barrel near the muzzle, enters the gas cylinder and impinges 
on the gas piston.  The gas piston moves rearward and the bolt which rides 
on the top-rear of the piston assembly is cammed down out of engagement with 
locking recesses in the top of the receiver.  As the piston and bolt recoil 
together the recoil spring housed in the stock is compressed.  The rearward 
movement of the piston is stopped by a buffer group also housed in the stock, 
If the fire selector is set for semi-automatic fire, the sear will rise up 
and engage the sear notch at the rear of the piston assembly, holding the 
piston and bolt in the rearmost position.  If set for full-automatic fire, 
the scar will remain in the down position as long as the trigger is held 
back. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber 30 M2 
Operation  Gas 
Type oE Fire  Full and sami-auto 
Rate cC Fire  350-600 rpm (Practical-150) 
Type of Feed  Box-30 rd cap 
Weighc, unloaded  ?.3,8 lbs 
Overall length  45.7 in 
Effective range   1,620 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. With the Magazine removed and the Bolt drawn to the rear, unlatch 
the Barrel Nut Catch and swing it up, 

2. Grasp the Carrying Uandle on the Barrel and slide the Barrel forward. 
Pull the Trigger and holding the Cocking Handle, ease the Bolt forward. 

3. Push the Locking Pin, located at the upper rear of the Receiver, 
through the Receiver from right to left. 

4. Holding the Receiver with one hand, grasp the Pistol Crip and slide 
the Butt Group to the rear and off the Receiver. 

5. Give a sharp rearward jerk to the Cocking Handle and the Piston 
Assembly and Bolt will move to the rear far enough to be grasped 
and pulled out.  Tilting the rear of the Receiver down slightly will 
assist in this operation.  Remove the Bolt from the Piston Assembly 
by sliding it to the rear and lifting it up, 

6. Disengage the Cocking Handle from the slot in the. Receiver and remove. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order except that the Barrel may be assembled 
to the Receiver as the first step.  Engage the Bolt to the rear of the Piston 
Assembly and slide into the Receiver.  Place the Cocking Handle in its slot in 
the Receiver.  Tilt the Receiver forward to allow the Piston and Bolt to slide 
forward.  Mate the grooves on the Butt Group witli the grooves on the Receiv( i 
and slide the Butt Group all the way forward.  Assemble the Locking Pin into 
the Receiver and tap through. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Latch a full Magazine into Its well in the top of the 
Receiver.  Set the Select Lever to "S" (safe).  Draw the Cocking Handle to 
the rear and push forward again.  Move the Select Lever to the type of fire 
dos ircd. 

To fire:  Pull the Trigger; depending on the position of the Select 
Lever the weapon will fire single-shot or full-automatic. 

NOTE:  The weapon illustrated is the Canadian manufactured Mark II Bren, made 
for Nationalist China during WWII. 
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M-'CHINKGUN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
7.()2-nuii  ZIOO   (BRNO) 

Tin' Czech ZB30 Light M.u.-li i ncf.un is rated as one ol ihc bcsL 
lighl machint'guns in thv  world.  IL may be tactically employed as a 
s<|iiad automatic rifle or as a company light machinegun,  llio only draw- 
back encountered in either case is the limited ammunition supply dictat- 
ed by the small 20 round capaeily magazine, though a trained gunner is 
capable of firing 7 to 3  magazines in one  minute.  The ZB Works that 
produced this weapon was established in Brno in 1922.  The original de- 
sign derived from a .study of successTul automatic weapons, the proto- 
type1 being produced in 1924 and the first production model, designated 
the ZB263 being produced in 1926.  Modifications of the ZB26 resulted 
in 193(1 with the production of the ZB30 light machinegun.  This piece 
may be encountered in any part of the world.  The reliable, though sim- 
ple bolt locking system and the quick-change barrel are two of its more 
notable points.  The famous British Brcn gun was developed from the ZB30 
light machinegun In 1935. 

FUNCTIONING 

The ZB30 is a gas-operated, magazine fed 1igl t machinegun which 
incorporates a quick-change barrel into its design.  The bolt riding on 
a beveled post at the rear of the slide is cammed up into a locked posi- 
tion as the slide reaches its formest point of travel.  With a loaded 
magazine inserted into the top of the receiver, the bolt handle, located 
on the right side of the receiver is drawn to the rear and then pushed 
forward.  The bolt handle does not move with the bolt during firing. 
The sear bent in the bottom of the slide is engaged by the sear and the 
slide and attached piston and bolt are held to the rear.  When the trig- 
ger is pulled the sear releases the slide which moves forward under im- 
pulse of the compressed recoil spring which is contained in the stock. 
The bolt strips a round from the magazine and chambers it.  As the face 
of the bolt comes to a stop against the rear face of the barrel, the 
slide continues to move forward a distance of 3/4 of an inch, the cam 
surface on the rear top of the slide forcing the rear of the bolt up 
into a locking recess in the top of the receiver, the center post of the 
slide strikes the firing pin which in turn strikes the primer.  Gas is 
tapped from the barrel into a gas cylinder where it impinges against the 
face of the gas piston driving it rearward.  The piston and slide move 
to the rear 3/4 of an inch when the rear cam surface of the center post 
on the slide pulls the rear of the bolt down out of the locking recess 
in the top of the receiver and carries it rearward.  If the safety/ 
select lever is set for full-automatic this action will continue until 
the trigger is released or the magazine is empty.  If set for semi- 
automatic fire the slide will be engaged by the sear at its rearmost 
position and the trigger must be pulled for each shot. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  7.92-mni 
Operation  Gas 
Type of Fire ,  Full and semi-auto 
Rate of Fire  600 rpm (Practical 120) 
Type of Feed  Box - 20 rd cap 
Weight, empty  22.2 lbs 
Overall length  A7.9 in 
Efrective range    1,620 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROOF DUR I 

STEP ACTION 

1. Raise up on Barrel Nut Catch and slide Barrel, forward from Receiver, 
2. Remove two Stock and Trigger Group Assembly Retaining Pins and 

slide assembly rearward from Receiver. 
3. Remove Piston, Slide and Bolt from rear of Receiver. 
4. Slide Bolt to the rear on the Slide until front end of Bolt dis- 

engages from Slide and lift up off of Slide. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide Bolt onto the Slide from 
the rear.  Slide Piston, Slide and Bolt into Receiver.  Assemble Stock and 
Trigger Group Assembly onto rear of Receiver and replace Retaining Pins, 
Slide Barrel into front of Receiver and turn Barrel Nut Catch down to 
lock. 
NOTE:  Barrel may be assembled as the first step in assembly. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load: Insert loaded Magazine into top of Receiver. Swing 
Safety/Select Lever into the vertical ("SAFE") position. Draw the Bolt 
Handle to the rear and push forward. Bolt will remain held to the rear 
by the Sear, 

To fire:  Push the Safety/Select Lever to the type fire desired, 
rearv/ard for semi-automatic fire and foward for full-automatic fire.  Pull 
the Trigger,  The weapon will fire.  If set for semi-automatic fire the 
Trigger must be pulled for each shot.  If set for ful1 - automatic fire the 
weapon will continue to fire until the Trigger is released or the Magazine 
is empty. 
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Thi   .    ia    i   aan -1 iiuaai t i'.l   uvapun    in   v.h i a Ii   Mn-   a,  it    i a   carriial 

■ •■;   a   i. anrii na.   a i i n i   lunm I atl   ■ n   t lia   r. ar   u!    t ha   s 1 i da . ; i h   a   ba 1 i;   pa:, i - 

tiannii    in   Ihn    lianl., aa. ,   i a"   a   ha.:-;   i lapa a ' n i ■   iniHinlai!    in   tin    a.n.ai ■ i nn   v.t  ii, 

tha   pisL-al    a.rii'   aasai il") 1 \     i :•;   aniiHULil   \i\    pnaliina    do'./ll   an    tin    pi.Sfnl 

arin   latah   and   diMV.'in;'    t iu    ia aiji i ,■ t ■ ■   iiia'iii       rip    ISSI.MIII"'I-.    la'arward   ini- 

Lil    tin'   Saar   . laanaa;    tin-   aaar   Inat.    in    tl,n   liatlaiii   ul    tin    :,!i.!r.      (Ii 

Lha   i'.rip   a.s.Sfiiih i ■     ia   airt-ad.    La   tin     ri.ii"   il    muat    In    pnsliaii    larv.ard   In 

ana, i;a'   Lha   .slida   and    l.!u:n   diauai   Ln'   tin    ia   i r .')      Whan   tin    tripaar    i .. 

piillni    Lha   Kt'ar    ia   laaana,    tim   slide   ami    tin     ulldi'   cairrvilli'    tin'   iiu 1 t    an 

i la,   Lippar   raar   purl ion   maves   forward   nndia"   itiipnlsi'   ul    tha   racai i    apriii;.', 

can l.a i mal    in    tha   sl.nick,    lha   bolt    Strips   a    j-iiand    f rniii   tin'   hall     (ul    liia.ai- 

.;iiii;)   and   cli.u;il)ars   iL.      rha   bail.   CIHIKIü   l.n   a.   sLup   against    Ilia   laar   laca 

al    Ilia   barrel    and    thi'   slida   Lantinun,    La   mitvia    lnrward   dnrin;.',   ..iiiah    t. i ma 

Lha  caniiii i ii",   snrlaai-   of   Liu-   stud   on  which   Lin    bolt    is   baina,  aarriiti   cams 

Lha   rear   al    Lin,    holt    into   lockint;  racesstas   in   Lha   roc.eivar   and   Ihn 

Corvi'ard   face   of   Lha   sind   shrikes   th"   firin;.;   pin   drivina,   it    into   Lha 

primer,     das   is   Lapped   from   the   haria 1    Ln   iripin;,e   against   Lha   piston 

which   is   a   lorward   o;-; tons i'>n   of   tin    slide.      The   piston  moves   rearward 

iori.'in;'    Lha   slide   to   the   rial"   dnrina,   v/lii.ch    Lime   the   slide   cams   tin. 

bolt   down   out   of   locked   position   and   carries   it   rearward.     If   Lin    upper 

portion  of   the   trigger  has   been   [lulled,   (semi-automatic   fire)   the  dis- 

connecLor   is   tripped   by   forward  nioveinent   ol    tin    slide  ami   the   sear   ia 

raised   to   engage   the   slide   and   the   trigger   musl    he   palled   for   each 

shot.     Il    the   lower   portion   of   the   tr'gger  was   pu i Ud   the  v/eapon   wi I I 

f i re   fnI I-au tomati c . 
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ClüXRACTKRISTIC   DATA 

Caliiur  7.62-iiuii   (MS'-'   cLdgi') 
OpfiMtion  (ias 
Type  oi  firv  Full   and   r,(.mi-auLü 
Kalv  of   i'ii.'  I,KM)   rpni  w/bult   (I'racLical   330) 
I'Vpc   .'1   1''. rd  lk)x   -   25   rd   cap 

Iktl I    -   100   rd   cap 
WciKlii,   nnpLy  18.3   I l>s 
Ovc ra ! !    i ca;.'. I'll  ''i I . 1    in 
L f u c t ivi'   L'ani'c  ! ,('i2l)  iiK'tcr.s 

rii-rtdj s'l'Rir PunciCDURt-: 

ITHP AC! .Id?,' 

7 _ 

4. 

5. 
'). 

7. 

8. 

I'rr a;    in   011   Rfcoil   Spriir.1,  Lap   i'-calrd   in   linll   nf"   Stock   and   Lurn 
c 1 >un ! 1 a\ I   H |:w i .■a.', 
Uii'iavc  Cap,   iifi nil   Spria;',   and   (aiitk.'   ffoin  StivK. 
II.ia    Maraainc   I'ui'l   Cover,   use   CoviT   as   a   handle,    turn   down   La 
rij'.ln    '• ti  disoni'ap.c   l\n-  Barrol   Lock. 
CUaisp   liana 1   lland'i.   and   drau   Liu    liarral    lanvnrd   on I   oj    th.    Food 
ij I ock   AsHi-mb 1 ■.•, 
'1 arn   li i pod   Aa;a"'!bl\   up  and   di'.onp,a;a     Iroii!   Kcccivcr. 
Gva.sp   tho   I'ocd   Hlock   Asswiibiv   alricli   conta.ins   llic   boll,   Slide   and 
I'b.i.on,   draw   1.0   tin'   roai'  nut i i    1 ho   l'i:;ton   is  c'leai    of   Lho  Gas 
Cyiindi i-,    1    ' i.   np  and   vf]   o!    tlio   Ruceivcr. 
Rrmovo   Bole,   Slide   and   L'isLon    iron!   Lin    rear   of   Llie   l'\ad   15luck 
Assembly   and   d i ücn^ago   l.he   Boll,   iroin   the   Slide. 
TIK'   Pisl.'l   Grip  Assemhly  may   he   .slide   forward   of!    of   Lite   Receive] 
i 1   m c ess.srv . 

ASSEMBLY PROCFDURE 

A.ssei, h 1 (. in reverse order.  If Trigger Group Assembly Iris been 

removed, slide onto Receiver and lock into place.  Place Bolt over locking 

cam sLud on Slide and assemble Slide, bolt, and Piston into Feed block 
Assembly,  Assemble Feed Block Assembly onto Receiver.  Slide Bipod Assembly 

onto forward end of Receiver and Lurn down Lo lock.  Slide Barrel into for- 
ward end ol Feed Block Assembly and turn Magazine Port Cover up to engage 
Barrel Loci-;.  Assemble Recoil Spring, Guidi and Gap into SLock Llirouvji Butt. 

I.OADTNG AND FIRING 

10   iei, The   Bolt    in   this   weapon   is   drawn   to   the   rear   by   the   Pistol 
Grip  Assembly   In 'nv   drawn   rearward,      Pusb   down   on   Pistol   Grip  Latch   located 
on   tin    upper   left   sidi    of   the   Pistol   Grip  Assembly  and   draw Grip   to   the   rear. 
If   PisLo!   Grip  Assembly   is  already   Lo   the   rear,   push   forward   Lo   engage   l.he 
Slide   and   Llun   draw   to   the   rear.      Push   Safety  Lever   to  "SAFE."     Raise   the  Bell. 
Feed   Port  Gover   raid   lay   l.he   first   round    in   I he   belt   between   tlie   Belt   Holding 
Pawls,   close   the   Cover.     The   Link   Ejection   Port  Cover  must   he   raised   or   the 
bei t   w i 1 1   hi1   b 1 Oi' ked . 

To   fire:      Push   Safety  Lever   of.".      Pull   the  Trigger.      If   the   top 
portion   of   the   Tl'igger   is   pulled   the  weapon  will    [ire   semi-anl omaL i c,   if   the 
lower   portion   is   pulled   the  weapon  will    fire   ful1-automatic. 
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MACK I: "GUN DENMARK 
7.62-iraii MACH I NECUN (.Madsen/Sae t ter) 

Tltu Danish Madsen/Sautter (iiachi ncguu is available in cililuirs 
Ivom   (),3-IIII;I io  8-iiiiii,  This is a j;as-uperatüd, l>ult fed [nachini'.gun v.'hi'.'1 

c.ui he i ircd i roni a [)ipod, tripud or from tlie hip.  Three moileJa ol the 
ground vc-TS i on have been developed as we] I as a Lank mode] .  A heavier 
model, .'in caliber, is.ists in prototype.  This is an extremely well de- 
signed and wet] made weapon, somewhat more sophisticated than the average 

weapon beiin; encountere.d toilay.  A majority ol the components are machined, 
though the machinin:', consists general ly ol simple turning operations.  A 

I ighter modi I lias been developed by Dansk Industri Syndicat which can be 
moi.nted on a modi lied, light tripod.  It is available chambered lor the' 
/.li.'-min NATO cartridge. 

MINCTTOXTNC 

'lite Madsen/Saetter is a gas-operated, belt fed, bipod or tripod 
mounted light m ichinegun.  The weapon tires Lull-automatic only.  With a 
loaded belt in place in the feedway, the operating handle, located on the 

right side oj the trigger housing group, is drawn to the rear.  This action 
draws the bolt carrier with the assembled bolt and gas piston to the rear 
compressing the recoil spring located in the stock.  The sear engages a 
stud located on the real" bottom ol the carrier.  The bolt is contained in 

the forward portion of the carrier.  Locking wedges are attached to the 

rear of the bolt and protrude through slots on either side of the carrier 
to engage recesses in the receiver when the action is locked.  Pulling the 
trigger draws the sear down out of engagement with the rear of the carrier. 
The carrier and assembled bolt and gas piston move forward under impulse of 
tiie compressed recoil spring,  A round is stripped from the belt and cham- 

bered.  The bolt stops against the rear of the barrel and the carrier, con- 

tinuing its forward movement causes the striker extension to earn the locking 
wedges out into recesses in the receiver.  Continued fc rward movement of the 

carrier causes the striker extension to force the striker through the lace 

of the bolt to impinge on the cartridge primer.  Gas is tapped from the 

barrel through the gas cylinder housing and impinges against the face of the 

gas piston.  The rear of the piston is attached to the front of the carrier 

and as the carrier starts to the rear the striker extension moves back with 
it, allowing the striker which is spring loaded, to withdraw into the face 

of the bolt.  Rearward movement of the striker extension also allows the 
locking wedges t1 be cammed out of engagement in the locking recesses in the 
receiver,  A lever located In the top rear of the receiver is engaged by the 

carrier, the rearward movement of the carrier pivots it from left to right 

swinging the belt fed pawl located in the cover also from left to right.  This 
action draws the belt into the feedway, positioning the next cartridge for 
chambering.  The rear of the carrier strikes a buffer mechanism in the butt 
stock and is held to the rear by the sear if the trigger has been released. 
If the trigger is seil I held to the rear, the weapon will continue to fire. 
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CMRACTERIST1C  DATA 

Caliber  6.5-niin   to  8-111111 
OperaLion  Cas 
Type of l'"ire  Full-auto only 
Rate of Fire  750-800 rpra (est) (Practical-450) 
Type of Feed  Bel L ~ 50 rd cap 
Weight, empty  25,? lbs 
Overall length  38.2 in w/flash hi der 
Fffectivc range   1,890 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCKDURE 

STEP ACTION 

3. 
4, 

7. 

With the Holt forward, press in on ButL Stock Latch located aL re; 
of Trigger Housing Croup, turn Butt Stock 90 degrees. 
Pull Butt Stock to the rear. 
Pivot Trigger Housing Croup down ard detach from Receiver. 
Raise Cover and grasping Belt Feed Pivot Stud at the top rear of 
the Carrier, draw the Carrier to tne rear.  Disengage the Cas 
Piston from the front end of the Carrier. 
Tilt the front" of the Receiver up and allow the Carrier with assen 
Bolt to slide out of the rear of the Receiver. 
Swing the Barrel Dismounting Handle out to the left to unlocking 
position.  Swing the Barrel Dismounting Handle up and draw he 
Barrel forward out of the Receiver, 
Remove the Cover and Fecdway Pin and remove the Covet and Foedwiy, 
Lift the Belt Feed Lever Housing from the top rear of the Receive] 
and remove the Belt Feed Fever. 
Unscrew the Gas Cylinder Retaining Nut from the forward end of tin 
Cylinder and remove the Gas Cylinder, 

ASSEMBLY PROCFDUR,: 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Place the Gas Cylinder in the Cas 
Cylinder Housing and screw the Cas Cylinder Nut in place.  Assemble the Belt 
F^eed Lever and Housing to the top of the Receiver.  Assemble the Cover and 
Fecdway and replace the Cover Pin,  Slide the Barrel into the front of the 
Receiver and turn handle do-.-n co  lock.  Fold the Barrel Dismounting Handle in, 
Slide the Carrier and assembled Bolt into the rear of the Receiver, push it 
forward until the Gas Piston can engage the front of the Carrier.  Assemble 
the Gas Piston in the Gas Piston Tube and engage the rear of the Piston with 
the Carrier.  Swing the Trigger Housing Croup up, push the Butt Stock into 
place and turn down to lock. 

TOADTNG AND FIRING 

To load:  Push the Safety to "SAFE."  Raise the Cover and lay the 
belt in the Fecdway.  Close the Cover.  Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear. 

To fire:  Push the Safety to "OFF."  Pull the Trigger.  This is a 
full-automatic weapon and it will continue to fire as long as the Trigger is 
held to the rear. 
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MACHINEGUN |)I;.NMAKK 
8-mni MAUSEN  LICHT 

Tlu'   8-imti Hadfijn  l.ii'Jit.   Macln'nc^un   is   a  ^aö-operatt-fl  WLVIIHMI   ul 
tin   " 1 ong-rsjcui 1"   Lypt1  and   is   tin"   only  machi.nogun   in  ust'   Lnd.ay  which 
dix-s   nut   u t i I i xi'  a   rcc i pruca t i n;',   boll   Kytitem.     This  macliincgun   is,   and 
has   lu'i'n,   u.st'd   hv  liuirc  connLriv.s   than   any  cimiparabli'   arm  ol    this   Lypv . 
Mori'   L'nan   3;J  countries   luivc   ulitif.ud   this  wrapon   frmn   19()M   thrnuch  WWII, 
'l'hr   System  used   in   this  model    is   the   un i \   "non-ramming"   action   used   in 
mach i neguns.      The   lirei'ch   bluet    Cholt)    does   net   move    in   a   straight    line 
bul   rather   pivots,   Croni   its   rear   to  mala   way   lor   rounds   fi'om   the  inagay.im 
tin    rounds   being   puslied   into   the   cliamber   be   a   rammer-arm,   the   breech 
block   then   swings   up   to   seal    tlu-   brooch.     An   unusual   and   efficient   arm   ■ 
iL   is   expected   to   In    seen   lor   manv   vear.s   to  come. 

FUKCTIONINC: 

This is a 1 oni'-ri'e o i 1 type we 
re 1 recoils a distance equal to tlu Ion 
unlocking, extraction of the fired ease 
phasi, and as the eoun t orrec o i i stroke t 
tiuned and led into the barrel while th 
block. With a magazine inserted i.n the 
the upper left side of the receiver, th 
rear. When tlu trigger is pulled, the 
arm. The recoil arm under impulse of t 
tained in the stuck is lorced forward f 
(breech block, barrel oxteasion and bar 
trips the sear releasing the hammer and 
ftrike the firing pin. As the recoil in 
oi the pivoting Dreech block working th 
receiver is cammed down to expose the c 
tile I i rat cartridge in the distributor 
breech biock lollowing the switch platt 
breech as the hammer strikes the firinr 
rear in recoil, the e jec tor/ex trat: t or i 
cartridge out of the barrel and duwn th 
tlu- hammer is cocked, the breech block 
next round, the Ieed arm pivots forward 
barrel and the action is repeated until 
magazine is empty if the select lever h 
automatic fire. If set for semi-automa 
are   held   to   the   rear  until   the   trigger 

apun.     In   this   system   the   bar- 
gth   of   the   cartridge   before 

takes place during, this recoil 
akos place a new round i :- pos i- 
e   breech   is   closed   by   the   brooch 
magazine  well,   positioned   o; 

i   crank   handle   is   drawn   to   the 
trigger  nose   releases   the   recoil 
lie   compressed   recoil    spring,   oon- 
orcing   the   recoiling,   parts 
roll    forward,   the   recoil   an, 

the  hammer   pivots   forward   t- 
g  parts move   forward   the   front 
roiud;   a   switch   plate   inside   the 
liambor   and   the   feed   arm   forces 
feedwav   into   the   barrel.      i'lu 
guides   now  moves   up   to  close   the 
pin.     As   the   action   moves   to   the 

s   tripped  rearward   to   Clip   the 
rough   the   bei t turn   of   the   receiver, 
pivots   down   to make  way   for   the 
to  ram   the   next   round   into   the 
the  trigger   is   released   or   the 

as   been   positioned   for   fu1 1- 
tic   fire   the   recoiling  parts 
is   pn11ed   agai n . 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber    8-mm, 6.5-mm, 7.7-mm 

and 7.92-mm 
Operation    Recoil 
Type of Fire  Full and semi-auto 
Rate of Fire  450 rpm (Practical 125) 
Type of Feed  Box - 25, 30 & 40 rd cap 
Weight, empty  24.7 lbs 
Overall length  44.7 in 

Effective range    1,270 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Remove the Retaining Pin from the upper rear side of the Receiver 
which allows the Cover to open and pivot the Stock and Trigger 
Group Ass embIy d own. 

2. Reach into the rear of the Receiver and grasp the Feed Arm Axis 
Bar and draw the recoiling parts and Barrel Assembly to the rear 
out rjf the Receiver. 

3. Remove the Breech Block Bolt, pull the Feed Arm to the rear and 
tilt the Breech Block up out through the top of the Barrel Ex- 
tension A s s embIy. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Assemble the Breech Block into 

the Barrel Extension and replace the Breech Block Bolt.  Slide assembled 
recoiling parts into the Receiver.  Sw'ng the Stock and Trigger Group 

Assembly up, close the Cover and replace the. Retaining Pin. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Place the Safety/Select I.ever on "SAFE."  Insert a 
loaded Magazine into the Magazine Well on the upper left hand side of the 
Receiver and latch into place. 

To fir1:  Move the Safety/Select Lever to the typo of fire desired. 
Draw the Crank I1 mile to the rear and release.  The action will remain open. 

Pull the Trigger, the action will move forward and the weapon will fire.  If 

the Safety/Select hover is set Cor semi-automatic fire the Trigger must be 
pulled for each shot.  If set for fu 11-au tomat i.c the weapon will continue 

to iire until the Trigger is released or the Magazine is empty. 
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MACHINEGUN FRANCE 
7,5-mni MACHINEGUN Ml924/29 

The French 7.5-nim M1924/29 Machinegun (ChattcllcraulL) is 
a gas-operated, magazine fed, lighL machinegun, which would normally 
be classed as an automatic rifle by the U.S.  This weapon was adopted 
by the French in 1924 though the prototype actually appeared in 1921. 
The standard rife type cartridge at the time of the introduction of 
this piece was the 8-mm rimmed round.  In order to avoid the feeding 
difficulties encountered when rinnned rounds are fed from a box magazine, 
tiiis weapon was chambered for a newly designed 7.5-mm rimless round. 
Special models of this rifle were made prior to WWII for adaptation to 
fixed aircraft installation.  The same basic system was adapted to a 
heavy machinegun design for use in tanks, armored cars, and fixed de- 
fense positions.  This machinegun, the M1931A was fed from either a 
horizontal box magazine or a side-mounted drum holding 150 rounds. 
While new small arms have appeared in the French service -- the M1950 
pistol, M194CV56 rifle and the M1952 machinegun -- no provision has 
been made to produce a new automatic rifle or as this weapon is re- 
ferred to by the French, a light machinegun. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a gas-operated, magazine fed, automatic rifle, in- 
corporating a locking system very similar to that used in the U.S, 
Browning Automatic Rifle (BAR).  This is a selective fire weapon, type 
of fire selected by the use of two separate triggers.  With a loaded 
magazine in place, the bolt handle is pulled to the rear to open the 
bolt.  The bolt remains to the rear with the slide and gas piston, the 
bottom of the rear of the slide being engaged by the sear.  Upon pulling 
the trigger, the sear releases the slide and the assembled slide and 
bolt move for'-ard, strip a round from the magazine and chambers it. 
When the bolt comes to a stop against the barrel, the slide continues 
to move forward.  This final movement of the slide forces the rear of 
the bolt up into a recess in the top of the receiver through a link and 
at the same time, the striker carried by the slide, impinges against the 
primer.  Gas passes from a port in the barrel into a gas cylinder and 
expands forcefully against the forward end of the gas piston.  The piston 
and slide start to the rear, the link brings the rear of the bolt down 
out of engagement in the top of the receiver, and the assembly moves 
straight to the rear.  The recoilling parts strike a buffer system housed 
in the stock.  This weapon incorporates a rate-of-fire reduction mechanism 
in the stock to slow the rate of fire. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber   7.5-mm 
Operation Gas 
Type of Fire Full and semi-auto 
Rate of Fire 550 rpm (Practical-175) 
Type of Feed Box - 25 rd cap 
Weight, empty  20.5 lbs 
Overall length 42.5 in 
Effective range   1,620 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Remove Stock Retaining Pin. 
2. Swing Stock up and disengage from Receiver, 
3. Swing Triggerguard down and forward and disengage from Receiver. 
4. Pull head of Eiector from slot in Receiver and remove. 
5. Disengage Recoil Spring Guide and remove with Recoil Spring. 
6. Slide the Piston and Slide with assembled Bolt from rear of Receiver. 
7. Turn Gas Cylinder Tube Lock to "0" and remove Gas Cylinder Tube, 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Engage Gas Cylinder Tube and lock 
into place.  Assemble Ejector into Receiver.  Assemble Bolt to Slide and 
slide assembly into Receiver.  Slide Recoil Spring and Guide into Slide and 
engage rear of Guide with Receiver.  Swing the Triggerguard up into place. 
Attach Stock and Pivot down.  Assemble Retaining Pin to Stock and Receiver. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear.  Swing the Safety 
located on right side of Trigger Guard into "SAFli." Place loaded Magazine 
into top of Receiver.  Place Safety on "FIRE." 

To fire:  Press the Trigger; the Bolt will move forward, chamber 
a round and fire it.  If the front Trigger has been pulled the weapon will 
fire one shot.  The Trigger will have to be pulled for each shot.  If the 
rear Trigger has been pulled the weapon will fire as long as the Trigger 
is held back or until the Magazine is empty. 
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MACHINEGUN FRANCE 
7.5-mm MACHINEGUN Ml93LA 

The French 7.5-mni M1931A Machinegun is a gas-operaLed, 
magazine fed machinegun which functions in a manner very similar 
to   Lhc French M1924/29 Light Machinegun.  This is basically a heavy 
version, classed by the French as a "tank and fortress model" of the 
Light "Chatellerault" (M1924/29) machinegun.  This weapon, originally 
designed for mounting in armored vehicles, was later modified for 
mounting on the U.S. caliber .3ü M2 machinegun tripod.  Near the end 
of WWII the French developed the MAS M19A5 tripod mount for the 
weapon.  Though adapted for a ground role, this weapon is usually en- 
countered in armored vehicles.   The Mi931A utilizes a very heavy 
barrel since it was designed for sustained fire employment and thus 
has no quick-change capability.  It is fed from two types of maga- 
zines.  Both magazines attach to the right side of the piece.  A 
standard box magazine holding 36 rounds is generally encountered. 
A drum type, 150-round magazine, was designed for the tactical sus- 
tained fire role.  This machinegun has no safety lever or device to 
lock the firing mechanism.  When unloading, after the magazine is 
removed, a round will remain in the feedway.  Since the weapon fires 
from an open bolt, releasing the bolt even with the. magazine re- 
moved, will chamber and fire the round remaining in the feedway. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a gas-operated machinegun which fires from an open 
bolt.  With a loaded magazine in place, pull the operating handle to 
the roar to open the bolt.  The bolt attached to the top of the slide 
by a link, will remain to the rear with the slide, the bottom of which 
has been engaged by the sear.  The recoil spring has been compressed by 
this action,.  Pulling the trigger will release the slide, the slide 
will move forward carrying the bolt, a round will be stripped from the 
magazine and chambered.  The face of the bolt comes to a stop against the 
rear of the barrel and the rear of the bolt is forced up by its link 
connection with the slide into a recess in the top of the receiver. 
Continued forward movement of the slide, which carries the firing pin, 
causes tho firing pin to impinge against the cartridge primer and fires 
the round.  Gas tapped from a port in the barrel enters the gas cyl- 
inder and strikes the gas piston attached to the forward end of the slide. 
The piston and slide with attached bolt, move to the rear, pulling the 
top rear of the bolt down out of engagement with the recess in uhe top of 
the receiver.  The recoil spring is compressed and the bottom of "he 
slide is engaged by the sear and held to the rear.  The weapon will con- . 
tinue to fire if the trigger is held to the rear and the sear is unable 
to engage the slide. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber 7.5mni rim Jess 
Operation Cas 
Type of Fire Full-auto only 

Rate of Fire 750--70 rpm (Practical-350) 
Type of Feed Box-36 rd cap 

Drum-150 rd cap 
Weight, empty 30. L lbs 

Overall length  40.6 in 
Effective range   1,850 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

L.   With the weapon empty and the Bolt forward, p-ess in on the Back- 
plate Catch, rotate it 90 degrees and remove the Recoil Spring 
and Guide. 

2. Remove the Backplate Retaining Pin. 

3. Pull the Backplate off to the rear. 
4. Remove the Trigger Group, 
5. Remove the Slide and Piston Assembly with attached Bolt out the 

rear of the Receiver. 
i).   Turn the Gas Cylinder Tube Lock and remove the Gas Piston Tube, 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble the weapon in the reverse order.  Place the Gas Piston 
Tube into position and engage. Assemble the Bolt to the Slide and 
Piston Assembly and slide into the Receiver.  Assemble the Trigger Group 
to the Receiver, press the Backplate into place and assemble the Back- 

plate Retaining Pin to the Receiver and Backplate.  Slide the Recoil 
Spring and Guide into the hole in the rear of the Backplate, push in  and 
turn 90 degrees to engage. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Pull the Operating Handle to the rear, the Slide and 
Piston Assembly with attached Bolt will remain to the rear.  Attach a 
loaded ffeigazine to the right side of the Receiver. 

To iire:  Pull the Trigger, the Slide will be released carrying 
the Bolt forward to chamber and fire a round.  If the Trigger is held to 
the rear the weapon will continue to fire until the Magazine is empty. 
NOTE:  This is a dangerous weapon to unload.  Even with the Magazine re- 
moved, a round remains in the Eeedway and must be pushed out manually be- 

fore the Bolt can be closed. 
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MACHINEGUN FRANCE 
8-mm M19U) (HOTCHKISS) 

Tbc French M1914 Hotchklss Machinegun is a gas-operated, strip- 
clip fed, heavy machinegun wiiicii saw extensive use Ln both WWI and WWII. 
Limited numbers were recovered in Korea during the Korean Coni'lict. 
Tins weapon was the first truly successful Hotchkiss designed machinegun 
though the original design appeared Ln 18c)5.  Many variations of this 
Hotchkiss system have ippeared throughout the world, most notably the 

Japanese copies of the system.  The weapon was unusually heavy for the 
caliber and LS characterized by the heavy finned barrel, designed for 

sustained fire, and the metal strip-clip feeding system. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a gas-operated weapon Ln which the feeding of Liu 
strip-clip containing the ammunition is accomplished by camming studs 
on the upper surface of the gas piston transmitting the reciprocating 
motion of the piston into a tranverse motion of the belt feed com- 

poi ,'iits.  With a loaded strip of ammunition inserted into the feedwiv 
from tlie left, the bolt handle is drawn to the rear where the sear 

engages a sear bent on the slide holding the si iile and bolt to the 

rear.  When the trigger is pullet! the sear releases slide and the slide 
carrying the bolt moves forward under impulse of tile recoil spring, the 
bolt strips a round from the cI'p and chambers it.  At the same time 
the camming stud on the upper ;ear port: ion ol the si ide which is engaged 

with a link attached to the rear of the bolt, forces this link down so 
that Li locks in front of a shoulder in the receiver.  A lorward stud 

on the slide contacts the firing, pin and forces it into tin primer. 
Gas is tapped from the barrel to impinge against the piston forcing 
the piston rearward.  The piston being a lorward extension of the slide 
forces the slide rearward causing the cam on tile slide to raise the 
ioeking pin on the link up and out of its engagement in the locking, re- 

cesses in the receiver and the unlocked bolt is carried to the rear bv 
the slide.  Feeding, cams on the upper surface of the piston rotate a 
ieed pawl to draw the strip-clip into the feedwav anil position the next 
round for feeding.  This weapon fires fuI I-automatic oniv and the re- 

coiling parts will move forward inm.edfate 1v and the firing cycle will 
be repeated until the trigger is is leased or the strip-clip is empty. 

Loaded clips can be attached to the strip being fed into the weapon 
during firing to deliver sustained fire beyond tin 30-round clip 
capac i ty. 
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CHAMCTERIS'llC DATA 

Ca 1 i ber  8-imn 
Opüration  (las 
Type of Firt1  Fill I-auto only 
Rale of Fire  550 rpm (Practical 200) 
Type of Feed  Strip - 30 rd cap 
Weight, vj/mumt  106.5 lbs 
Ovora I I length  5^1 . I i n 
Effective range    2,150 meters 

FTKT.D STRIP PROCRnURK 

ACTION 

1. Push in on   RecoiI Spring Guide protruding from Back Plate inside 
of Spade Gri p. 

2. Drive Back Piate Pin out to the left. 
3. Pull Back Plate with Recoil Spring and Guide from Receiver. 
it, Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear to bring the Bolt, Slide and Piston 

Assembly rearward and remove these components from the Receiver. 
Lift the Bolt from the rear of the. Slide. 

5. Drive the Feed Block Key, located along the lower edge of the Feed 
Block on the right side of the Receiver, to the rear and remove. 

6. Lift the Feed Block Assembly from the Receiver. 
7. Slide the Trigger Group to the rear and remove from the Receiver. 

Disengage the Trigger from the Trigger Group. 

ASSEMBLY PROrFDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Asse,able the Trigger to the Trigger 
Group and slide the assembled group onto the Receiver.  Place the Feed Block 
Assembly into position and drive the Feed Block Key into place.  Assemble 
the Bolt to the camming post on the upper rear of the Slide and slide the 
Slide, Bolt and Piston into the Receiver.  Place the Recoil Spring into the 
rear of the1 Slide and push the Back Plate with Recoil Spring and Guide ,iito 
the Receiver and replace the Back Plate Pin.  The Recoil Spring Guide pro- 
truding from the Back Plate must be pushed in in order to push the Back 
Plate Pin through the Receiver. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear and push the Safety Lever 
to "SAFE,"  Insert a 30-round strip of ammunition into the Feed Block from 
the left side, push in until first round in strip is engaged by Feed Pawl. 
Make sure cartridges are lined up in strip. 

To fire:  Push Safety Lever to "FIRE."  Pull the Trigger.  The wea- 
pon will fire.  This piece fires full-automatic only and will continue to 
fire until the1 Trigger is released or the strip is empty.  Loaded strips oi 
ammunition can be continuously hooked onto the strip being fed into the wea- 
pon so that long sustained fire may be delivered. 
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MACUINI'GUIN FRANCI 
T.b-iiim MT MLK-52 

The Frencli Mufltil 52 Li.j;liL Ma^liinugun is a retardu 
weapon which fires Cul 1-autumntic iroin an open bolL only, 
or tripod mounted and ntilixes a quick-change barrel, a ret 
shoulder stock and a belt feed system simi lar to the German 
chinegun. 'this weapon is classed as a General Purpose Mach 
is replacing the French M24/29 Light Haclunegun, A tank ve 
also inounLed in tile French A>K-13 Light Tank (Illustrated), 
pon Ls an example of the French design technique of utili/.i 
features of a number of weapons to produce a versatile, etf 
pon. The holt locking system is similar to the German G-3 
Rifle except that a retarding lever is utilized to slow the 
movement   of   the   bolt   instead   of   rol 11, r.s   as   in   the   case   oJ    I 
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FUNCTIONING 

With the boll handle drawn to the rear to open the action a 
loaded belt is positioned in the feedwav.  When the trigger is pulled 

the sear releases the bolt which moves forward under impulse ol the 
compressed recoil spring, strips a round from the hell, and chambers it. 
The bolt is constructed of two pieces, a heavy rear portion and a light 
forward head portion.  Between the head and the both' of the holt is a 

locking, lever which engages a shoulder in the receiver al one end ami 
the In-avy bodv section at the other end.  When the firing pin strikes 

the primer, pressure in the chamber forces the emptv cartridge rear- 
ward against the boll head, the bolt head 'Hearing against tin loekiii'.' 
lever must overcome the resistance presented by the locking :ever 

bearing against the shoulder in the receiver and the heavy bolt body. 
By the time this resistance has been overcome the bu1 let has left the 

muzzle and the action starts moving, rearward.  A feed stud on top ol 
the boll engages the feed lever in the (.-over to move the belt feed pawl 

from right to lelt to position the next round for feeding.  This weapon 
fires ful I-automatic only and will continue to fire until ilw   trigger 
is released or the belt is empty. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  7.5-inm (M29 ctdge) 
7, 62-mm (NA'I'O) 

Operation       Retarded  blowback 
Type   of FLre  Full-auto  only 
Rate  of Fire  650   rpm  (Practical   225) 
Type   of  Feed  Belt   -   50   rd   cap 
Weight,   w/mount  34.2   lbs 
Overall   length,   stock  retracted,    . 38.7   in 
Effective   range        2,150   meters 

KTKLI)  STRIP  PROCEWIRK 

STEP ACTION 

1. Rotate  Receiver  Fin   and   remove  Back   Plat».1. 
2. Raise   the  Cover,   pull   the   In.) 1 t  Handle   to   the   rear,   remove   Recoil 

Spring,   Guide   and   Bolt   Assembly   out   the   rear   of   the   Receiver, 
remove head  of Bolt. 

3. Remove   the  Triggerguaru   Pin   and   remove   the.  Trigger Group Assembly, 
4. Raise   the   Feed  Block  Assembly. 
5. I'u 11   Barrel   Lock   to   the   rear;   swing Carrying  H.T die  clockwise  and 

pull   Barrel    forward   from   the   Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY  PROCEDURE 

Assemble   in   the.   reverse   order.     Slide   Barrel    into   front   of   Re- 
ceiver,   turn  Barrel   clockwise  and   engage  Barrel   lock.     Assemble Trigger 
Croup   to   the   Receiver   and   replace  Triggerguard   Pin.     Assemble  Bolt  Head 
to  Bolt   Body,   slide  Recoil   Spring   and  Guide   into   Bolt   and   slide  assembly 
into   Receiver.     Slide  Back  Plate   onto  Receiver  and   replace  Receiver  Pin. 
Close  Feed  Block Assembly   and  Cover. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To   load:     Draw   the  Bolt  Handle   to   the   rear   and   push   the  Safety 
Lever   to   "SAFE."     Open   the  Cover  and   lay   the   first   round   of   the   loaded 
belt    into   the  Feed  Block  Assembly,   positioning   the   first   round  against   the 
Cartridge  Stop.     The  weapon  can   also  be   loaded  with   the  Cover  down   by   in- 
serting   the   belt   tab   into   the   fee.dway   and   pulling   through   until    the   first 
cartridge   stops  against   the  Cartridge  Stop   in   the Feed  Block Assembly. 

To   fire:      Push   the  Safety Lever   to  "FIRE"   position.     Pull   the 
Trigger.     The weapon  will   fire.     This  weapon   fires   fu11-automatic   from  an 
open  Bolt   only  and  will   continue   to   fire  until   the  Trigger   is   released   or 
the   belt   is   empty. 
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MACHINEGUN GERMANY 
7. 92-mm MASCHINENGEWEHR 42 (MG-42) 

The 7.92-mm MG-42 machinegun is a recoil operated, air 
cooled, belt fed machinegun. Recoil is assisted by a muzzle re
coil booster. It is fed from the left side, and fired from a bipod 
or tripod with an extremely high rate of fire. This weapon has a 
quick change barrel removable from the right side of the barrel 
jacket. In WWII the Model 42 replaced the Model 34 as the standard 
general purpose machinegun of the Germ&~~~. The Model 42 was 
cheaper and simpler to manufacture t~tw thR ~~el 34 and incorpor
ated a modified bolt system. The Made l 34 wos ~11-made, utilizing 
machined parts and components and a ~o~~ rdtating bolt-head 
system for locking. The Model 42 made use ~f -.ny stamping&, partic
ularly in the receiver, barrel jacket and bt~Qd conat~!ction . The 
bolt system was changed to a straight r~riprocating bolt which 
accomplished the locking function by the use of locking rollers on 
each side of the bolt which are cammed into locking recesses in the 
barrel extension. After the West German Army was officially founded 
in the early 1950s, considerable testing of various machineguns took 
place to determine the weapon the West Germans would be armed with. 
No weapon tested was deemed superior to the MG-42, and production of 
a s l ightly modified model of the MG-42 was started in West Germany in 
1957. Slight chages were made in the feed ramp to improve feeding, 
&nd a floating accelerator was added to the internal rear portion of 
the bolt to assure positive locking action during firing. It is 
chambered for the NATO cartridge. 

!"TJNCTIONING 

The MG-42 is fed from a non-disintegrating metal belt which 
may be contained in a steel drum (50- rounds only) or linked together 
in increments of 50-round belts contained in a metal ammunition box. 
This weapon fires from an open bolt. With the bolt to the rear, an 
ammunition belt positioned in the feed-way and the cover closed, the 
trigger is pressed, the sear disengages from its bent in the bolt and 
the bolt travels forward under the impulse of the compressed recoil 
spring. The face of the bolt strips a round from the belt and chambers 
it. As the face of t"he bolt comes flush with the rear of the barrel 
ext~nsion (attached to the rear of the barrel) two locking rollers, lo
cated on each side of the forward port ion of the bolt, are cammed into 
engagement with recesses in the barrel extension. The extractor slips 
over the head of the cartridge and the firing pin carried in the bolt 
strikes the primer, f iring th~ cartridge. During recoil, the barrel 
extension aile! bolt are locked firmly togeth~r by the engaged locking rol
l ers and recesses in the barrel extension for a fraction of the initial 
r ecoil movement . 1-lhen the barrel extension is _ opped in its rearward 
Lravel the rollers are cammed out of engagement and the bolt continues 
t o ~he rear alone, compressing the recoil spring and stopping its travel 
aga i. , st t he buffer group contained in the stock. A stud located at the 
top rear of the bolt engages a bel~ feed arm in the cover and impar ts a 
rec iprocat i ng action t o the belt feed pawl which pulls the belt from 
1 ef t to right t o position the next round i n the feedway . 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber   .   ,   . 
Operation   ,   , 
Type of Fire 
Rate of Fire 
Type of   Feed 
Weight,   empty 
Overall   length 
Effective range 

7.9^-mm and  7,62-mm NATO 
Recoil 
Full-auto only 
1,200 rpm (Practical-450) 
Belt-50 rd cap 
26.1 ]bs 
48.31 in 
] ,890 meters bipod 
2,300 meters tripod 

STEP 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

1. Open the Bolt by pulling the Operating Handle to the rea:-. 
2. Push the Barrel Release Lever out to the right. 
3. Remove the Barrel to the rear. 
4. Push forward on the Cover Latch and raise the Cover. 
5. Remove the Cover Hinge Pin. 
6. Remove the Cover. 
6a. Lift off the Feed Block. 
7. Pull the Trigger and allow the Bolt to go forward.  Disengage 

the Butt Stock Catch. 
8. Twist the Butt a quarter turn and remove to the rear. 

9. Remove the Bolt Assembly and Recoil Spring from the Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Slide the Bolt Assembly and 
Recoil Spring into the Receiver.  Attach the Butt Stock and latch into 
place.  Place the Feed Block into position, assemble the Cover to the 
Feed Block and put the Cover Hinge Pin in place.  Close the Cover, pull 
the Operating Handle to the rear.  Place the Barrel into position in the 
Barrel Release assembly and swing the Barrel Release Lever in against 
the Barrel Jacket. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Open the Cover, place the first cartridge in the 
belt against the Cartridge Stop in the Feed Block,  Close the Cover.  Push 
the Safety on, from right to left.  Pull the Operating Handle to the rear 
to open the Bolt.  Push the Operating Handle forward again until it locks. 

To fire:  Push the Safety off, from left to right.  Press the 
Trigger.  The Bolt will move forward, chamber and fire a round.  The weapon 
will fire as long as the Trigger is held back. 
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MACHINECUN ITALY 
6.5-mrc "MODEL   19 30   (BREDA) 

The 6,5-nm Model 1930 Breda Machinegun is a recoil-operated, 
magazine fed weapon which incorporates a quick-change barrel and a 
non-removable magazine into its design.  The forerunner of this piece 
is the Model 1924 Machinegun produced by the Breda Plant, Brescia, 
Italy.  The original Model 1924 was finally placed on the market as 
the Model 1926 and witli minor changes was Later designated the Model 
1928.  All of these models utilized the unusual magazine system where- 
by the magazine is pivoted away from the receiver, loaded from a con- 
tainer and then pivoted back into position for firing.  In 1930 the 
Breda Plant merged with the Fiat concern and the Breda-Fiat Plant was 
opened at Piacen/.a.  The first product of this new plant was the 1930 
Model Breda; chambered originally for 6.5-mm, it was later produced 
for export in 7-mm and 7.9-mm caliber. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a recoi1-opera ted , ful1-automatic fire only weapon, 
which fires from a closed bolt.  It should be noted that during firing, 
when firing ceases, the bolt should be locked open to prevent "cook- 
off s."  The magazine is loaded by unlatching the magazine housing 
catch and pivoting the magazine forward on its hinge.  A container, or 
clip, of 20-rounds is inserted into the magazine and the magazine is 
pivoted back, into firing position.  The ejection port cover should now 
be opened.  The bolt handle is drawn to the rear and released, the sear 
engages the sear bent on the firing pin holding the firing pin to the 
rear and the bolt moves forward to strip a round from the magazine and 
chambers it.  A locking lug on top of the bolt rotates the locking ring 
on the forward end of the bolt to engage the locking recesses around 
the end of the barrel.  During this chambering action, oil from a car- 
tridge lubricating device has squirted oil on the cartridge as it was 
stripped from the magazine.  This lubricating of the cartridge is neces- 
sary due to the violent removal of the empty case from the chamber.  A 
portion of the unlocking cycle is caused by the fired cartridge thrust- 
ing rearward against the face of the bolt.  When the trigger is pulled, 
the sear, projecting from the sear housing to engage the firing pin, 
releases the firing pin allowing the firing pin to move forward under 
impulse of the firing pin spring and strike the primer.  The bolt and 
barrel locked together by the locking ring moves rearward in recoil, 
the lug engaging the bolt lock disengages the bolt locking ring and the 
bolt moves to the rear independant of the barrel, compressing the re- 
coil spring, striking the buffer system and moving forward to chamber 
the next round.  The firing pin is held to the rear until the bolt is 
fully forward and locked at which time the sear releases the firing pin. 
This weapon fires ful1-automatic only and will continue to fire until 
the trigger is released or the magazine is empty. 
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STEP 

1. 
2. 

2a. 
3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

Caliber 
Operation 

CHARACTERISTIC ~TA 

Type of Fire 
Rate of Fire 
Type of Feed 
Weight, empty 
Overall length • 
Effective range 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

6.5-11111 
Recoil 
Full-auto only 
450 rpm (Practical 150) 
Box - 20 rd cap 
23.7 lbs 
48.7 in 
1,2RO meters 

Pull Barrel Lock out and down to unlock Barrel. 
Turn Barrel counterclockwise, slide Barrel £orward to disengage 
the Barrel from the Receiver. 
Move Barrel to the rear and remove from 
Rotate Stock Latch forward, grasp Stock 
counterclockwise, remove from Receiver. 
Guide and Buffer Spring. 
Draw Bolt Handle to the rear and remove 
Spring from rear of ~eceiver. 
Remove Bolt Handle from Receiver. 

Barrel Jacket. 
Assembly and twist i t 

Remove Recoil Spring , 

Bolt and Firing Pin with 

Release Cover Latch, raise Cover, remove Cover Hinge Pin and 
remove Cover from Receiver. 
Slide Magazine forward off its Hinge Plate. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order. Slide Magazine onto Magazine 
"Hinge Plate. Assemble Cover and Cover Hinge Pin to top of Receiv~r. As
semble Bolt Handle into Bolt Handle Slot in Receiver. Assemble Firing Pin 
and Spring into rear of Bolt and slide Bolt into Receiver . Engage Stock 
Assembly to rear of Receiver and twist down to lock. Make sure that Stock 
Latch engages. Slide Barrel forward into Barrel Jacket, then rearward to 
engage Barrel with Receiver. Pivot Barrel Lock up to lock Barrel. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load: Draw Bolt Handle to the rear and engage Safety Catch 
to hold Bolt to the rear. Swing Magazine forward to expose Magazine Fol
lower. Insert 20-round charger or container into Magazine and push in 
until all cartridges are engaged. Open the Ejection Port Cover. 

To fire: Draw Bolt Handle to the rear slightly to disengage 
Bolt from Safety Catch, Bolt will move forward and chamber a round and 
the Firing Pin will be held to the rear by the Sear. Pull the Trigger. 
The weapon will fire. This weapon fires full-automatic only and will 
continue to fire until the Trigger is released or the Magazine is empty. 
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MACHINEGUN JAPAN 
6.5-nun TYPE 11 (NAKBU) 

The Japanese Type Jl Light Machtnegun is a gas-operated, 
hopper-fed, light machi.negun copied from the French Hotchkiss design. 
Developed by General Kijiro Nambu in 1922 it saw extensive use during 
WWII.  The heavy, radial finned barrel, odd-shaped stock and hopper 
feed mechanism give it a rather unconventional look.  Though the lock- 
ing system, the rear of the bolt being cammed down by the slide to 
lock, was conventional enough, the complex hopper feed system was un- 
usual and left much to be desired.  This weapon, plus the later model; 
(Type 96, Type 97, Type 99 and Type 92), which all followed the Hotch- 
kiss design principle, are obsolete and are not currently in Japanese 
service. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a gas-operated light machinegun which employs an un- 
usual feeding system based on a hopper principle.  The feed hopper, a 
box-shaped device located on the left side of the receiver, is loaded 
with six, 5-round strip-clips.  These clips are conventional rifle 
loading clips.  When the hopper is loaded a spring-loaded cover is low- 
ered onto the top clip.  Pressure from this cover, as well as gravity, 
keeps the ammunition moving down in the hopper to be fed into the re- 
ceiver.  A complex switching system positions the lowermost, right- 
hand round in front of the bolt for chambering.  As each strip-clip is 
emptied, the ammunition being stripped and positioned for loading, the 
empty clip is ejected, the next loaded clip dropping into place for 
feeding.  With the hopper loaded and the cover down, the bolt handle is 
drawn to the rear bringing the piston, slide and attached bolt to the rear 
where a sear bent on the bottom of the slide is engaged by the sear. 
When the trigger is pulled the slide is released and moves forward un- 
der impulse of the compressed recoil spring.  'Hie bolt is carried on 
the upper rear portion of the slide, a beveled surface on the rear of 
the bolt being matec' to i beveled post on top of the slide.  A round 
is stripped from the hopper and chambered by the bolt, the bolt comes 
to a stop against the rear face of the barrel, and the slide continues 
to move forward for a short distance.  During this movement the beveled 
post on the top of the slide operating against the angled surfaces on 
the bolt forces the rear of the bolt downward so the locking lugs on 
both sides of the bolt drop in front of locking recesses in the recei- 
ver walls.  This final movement of the slide also forces the firing pin 
against the primer.  Gas is tapped from the barrel to impinge against 
the gas piston which is a forward extension of the slide, the slide and 
piston move to the rear a short distance.  Camming surfnoes on the slide 
now force the rear of the bolt upward to disengage the locking lugs on 
the bolt from the locking recesses in the receiver and the slide, piston 
and unlocked bolt continue to the rear to slop against ihv   buffer in the 
hackplate.  This is a full-automatic weapon and will continue to fire 
until the trigger is released or the hopper is empty. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber    6,5-mm 
Opera Lion  Gas 
Type of Fire  Full-auto only 
Rate of Fire  500 rpm (Practical 120) 
Type of Feed  Hopper - 30 rd cap 
Weight, empty  22.7 lbs 
Overall length  44.1 in 
Effective range    1,280 meters 

FIEL!) STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTIPA' 

1, Rotate Back Plate Pin down and withdraw from Receiver, 
2. Remove Back Plate with assembled Buffer and Recoil Spring and 

Guide from Receiver. 
J.    Draw Bolt Handle to the rear and remove from Receiver, 
A.    Remove Gas Piston and Slide with attached Bolt from rear of 

Receiver, lift Bolt from top of Slide. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Assemble the Bolt to the Slide 
and slide Gas Piston and Slide with attached Bolt into rear cf Receiver. 
Assemble Bolt Handle to Bolt Handle slot in Receiver,  Assemble Back Plate, 
Buffer and Recoil Spring and Guide into rear of Receiver, push Back Plate 
Pin through to left and pivot down to lock. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Push Safety Button to "SAFE."  Raise the Feed Hcpper 
Cover by lifting up on the Hopper Cover Handle,  Holding Feed Hopper Cover 
open, place six, 5-round strip clips into Hopper, bullets pointing forward, 
lower the Hopper Cover until Cover rests on top of the ammunition. 

To fire;  Draw Bolt Handle to the rear.  Slide will be engaged 
by the Sear and the action will remain open.  Pull the Trigger,  The weapon 
will fire full-automatic only and will continue to fire until the Trigger 
is released or the Feed Hopper is empty. 
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MACHINEGUN JAPAN 
7.7-mm TYPE 99 

The Japanese 7.7-mm Type 99 Light Machinegun was the last of 
a series of light machineguns designed by Nambu.  The Nambu organiza- 
tion, founded by Kijiro Nambu in 1927, had merged with that of the 
Chuo Kogyo Kaisha Company in Tokyo in 1937, and the Type 99 Light 
Machinegun was introduced in 1939 as a result of this merger.  The 
Type 99 utilized the radical bolt lock design and top feed of the ^.'i-mm 
Type 96 Light Machinegun though the barrel lock was changed to in- 
corporate a headspacing device.  This is an excellent light machinegun 
though it is no longer used by the Japanese Armed Fbrces.  This weapon 
is chambered for the 7.7-mni rimless ammunition and will not chamber 
the 7.7-mm semi-rim ammunition for which the Japanese Type 92 Heavy 
Machinegun is chambered. 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a gas-operated, magazine fed light machinegun which 
fires from an open bolt, full automatic only.  It utilizes a quick 
change barrel and the barrel is slid straight into the front of the re- 
ceiver and a cross bolt engages a notch cut in the top of the barrel 
to hold it in place.  The barrel docs not turn to lock.  Wilh a loaded 
magazine inserted into the magazine opening in the top of the receiver, 
the )olt handle, located on the left side of ehe receiver is drawn to 
the rear and then pushed forward.  The handle does not move with the 
bolt during firing.  The sear engages the slide on which the bolt is 
carried holding the action to the rear.  The bolt lock is a hollow 
square block of steel carried in the lower forward portion of the re- 
ceiver.  The slide moves back and forth through this lock during its 
rcciprc;ating movement.  When the trigger is pulled, the slide, carry- 
ing the bolt on a stud on the top rearmost portion of the slide, moves 
forward under impulse of the compressed recoil spring.  The bolt strips 
a round from the magazine and chambers it.  When the bolt comes to a 
stop against the rear face of the barrel, the slide continues to move 
forward.  As the forward, or camming portion of ehe lower surface of 
the slide passes through the lock, the lock is cammed upward so that 
the up;ier surface of the lock mates into a cut-out in the bottom of the 
bolt and the stud on the slide strikes the firing pin driving it into 
the primer.  Gas is tapped from the barrel where it impinges against 
the face of the gas piston which is a forward extension of the slide. 
The slide starts rearward and a hump on the bottom of Uhc slide cams the 
lock down oirl el its locking cr.f-uut in the bottum of the holt,  Kith Lite 
Lock down, I he hult is carried 'o the rear l>\ the t.iide,  Ttie slide strikes 
a buLfcr i.u the backpLate and then [»overs I orward again m.v1   the firing cycle 
's repeated.  This weapon I ires i'u I I-au tomal i c only and v; i I "! continue to 
Tire untlJ the trigger is released or the magazine is empty. 
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CHARACTERISTIC  DATA 

Caliber  7.7-inni   (RimlcHs) 
Operation  Gas 
Type  of Fire  Full-auto only 
Rate   of  Fire  850  rpm   (Practical   223) 
Type  of  Feed  Box   -   30  rd   cap 
Weight,   empty  22.2   lbs 
Overall   length  42.3   in 
Effective   range        1,620 meters 

FIELD  STRIP   PROCEnilRE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Unscrew   the   Barrel   Nut   (Headspace  Adjustment   Nut)   and  pull   Barrel. 
Locking   Bolt   out   to   the   left. 

La.        Slide   Barrel  out   of   Receiver. 
2. Pivot   up   and  pull   out   on   the   Buffer   Lock  Pin. 
3. Remove   Buffer Assembly with   Recoil   Spring and   Guide   from   rear  of 

Reccivc r. 
4. Remove   Slide,   Gas   Piston  and   Bolt   from  Receiver,   lift   Bolt   off  of 

Slide.      (Plate  covering   Bolt   Lock,   located  on  bottom   front   of   Re- 
ceiver,   may  be   swing  down   to  expose   Bolt   Lock   for   removal   if 
necessary.) 

ASSEMBLY  PROCEDURE 

Assemble   in   the   reverse   order.      If   Bolt   Lock  has   been   removed, 
replace   it  and   close  plate  covering   opening.     Assemble   bolt   to  Slide  and 

slide   Slide,   Gas   Piston and   Bolt   into   Receiver.     Assemble1   Buffer Assembly 
with   Recoil   Spring, and  Guide   into   roar   of   Receiver.     Push   Buffer  Lock  Pin 
through   Receiver and pivot   down   to   lock.     Slide   Barrel   into   front   of   Re- 
ceiver.     Push   Barrel  Locking  Bolt   through   Receiver  and   tighten  Barrel 
Nut.     Tliis   Barrel   is  not   turned   to   lock   into place.     NOTE:      If   tills 
weapon   i.s  assembled without   Che   Bolt   Lock   the   Sear will   not   release   the 
Slide. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To   Load:     Draw   the   Bolt   Handle   to   the  rear  and   push   forward, 
the   Slick'   and   Bolt  will   remain   to   the   rear.     Push   the   Safety   Lever   Located 
on   the   Left  side   of   the  Trigger  Guard  ahead  of   the  Trigger   to "SAFE." 
Insert   a   Loaded  Magazine   into   the   Magazine  port  on   top   of   the   Receiver. 

To   fire;     Push   the   Safety   Lever   to  "FIRE,"     Pull   the   Trigger. 
The   weapon will   fire.     This   weapon   fires   full-automatic   only,   and will 
continue   to   fire   until   the   Trigger   is   released  or   the   Magazine   is   empty, 
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MACHTNEGUN JAPAN 
7.62-mm MODEL 62 

The Japanese Model 62 Machincgun is the newest: machinegun 
produced by the Japanese defense industry and is currently being manu- 
factured for the Japanese Ground Defense Forces.  It is a gas~operatcd, 
belt fed machinegun which may be fired from either a bipod or tripod. 
Most Japanese weapons have been of a uniform inferior design though 
they have been closely patterned after such weapons as the Hotchkiss 
and Bren machineguns or have been faithfull copies of the Lewis and 
Orlikon weapons.  The Mode1 62 Machinegun appears to have a number of 
excellent design features including an independant gas piston with re- 
turn spring, quick-removable barrel and an excellent flash suppressor. 
The very heavy slide carrying the bolt and an efficient buffer system 
in the stock allow a relatively "soft" firing action which accounts 
for a better than usual accuracy in this weapon. 

FUNCTIONING 

This weapon fires full-automatic from an open bolt only and 
utilizes an independant gas piston system which is returned to its 
forward position by its own return spring.  With a belt positioned in 
the feedway and the bolt held to the rear by the sear engaging the sear 
bent in the bottom of the slide, the trigger is pulled and the sear 
releases the slide.  The slide carries the bolt on its upper surface, 
the firing pin attached to the slide being positioned in a tunnel in 
the bolt.  The bolt strips a round from the belt and chambers it.  As 
the round is chambered a camming ramp on the rear of the slide forces 
the rear of the bolt to seat in front of a shoulder in the receiver at 
the same time that the firing pin strikes the primer.  The impulse of 
the forward moving parts is in effect still felt when the cartridge is 
fired.  Gas is tapped from the barrel to impinge against the face of 
the gas piston, the gas piston moves rearward to contact the face of 
the slide.  The slide is forced rearward and in so doing the rear of 
the bilt is cammed down out of its locking recess in the receiver.  The 
bolt and slide continue rearward and the gas piston is drawn forward by 
the piston return spring.  The slide strikes a buffer system in the 
back plate and starts forward again.  The firing cycle is repeated until 
the trigger is released or the belt is empty. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber    7.62-mm (NATO) 
Operation  Cas 
Type of Fire  Full-auto only 
Rate of Fire  650 rpm (Practical 
Type of Feed  Belt - 250 rd cap 
Weight, empty  23.5 lbs 
Overall length  47.6 in 
Effective range  1 ,850 meters 

!75) 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

ST KP ACTION 

3. 

6. 

Pusli Stock Regaining Pin out of Receiver to left. 
Remove Stock Assembly with Recoil Spring, Guide and Buffer Assembly 
from rear of Receiver. 
Raise Cover.  (TliLs releases Barrel Locking Plunger.) 
Draw Bolt Handle fully to the rear and remove. 
Draw Slide Assembly with attached Firing Pin and Bolt from rear of 
Receiver. 
Align Carrying Handle dismounting stud with dismounting notch in 
Barrel Locking, Ring, push Barrel Locking Plunger rearward, turn 
Carrying Handle until dismounting guide lines are aligned then 
pull Barrel forward out of Receiver.  (Cover must be open.) 
Remove Cas Piston and Gas Piston Return Spring from Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Assemble Gas Piston Return Spring, 
to Piston and slide Piston into front of Receiver.  Slide Barrel into Barre 
Locking Ring with dismounting guide lines aligned, turn Carrying Handle up 
to lock Barrel into place.  Assemble Bolt to top of Slide and slide Bolt 
and Slide Assembly into rear of Receiver.  Assemble Bolt Handle- to Receiver 
Close Cover.  Attach Stock Assembly with Recoil Spring and Guide to rear 
of Receiver and push Stock Retaining pir. through Receiver. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Draw Bolt Handle to the rear and push forward.  Bolt and 
Slide will be held to the rear by the Scar.  Push Safety Button to "SAFE." 
Raise Cover and lay first round in belt against Cartridge Stop in feedway. 
Close and latch Cover.  Weapon may also be loaded by leaving Bolt forward 
and pulling tab end of bolt through Ccedway and then drawing Bolt to the 
rear to position first round for feeding. 

To fir-: Push Safety Button to "FIRE" position. Pull the Trigger. 
The weapon will fire. This piece Cires full-automatic only and will continue 
to fire until the Trigger is released or the belt is empty. 
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MACIIINECUN U.S.S.R. 
7.62-nm ÜEGTYAREV   (DP) 

The 7.62-mm DP Machincgun is a gas-operaCod, pan Ced 
light machinegun designed in 1926-27 by Vasiliy Alellyevich DegLyarev. 
Tlris weapon became standard in the Russian Army in 1928 and saw ex- 
tensive service in the Spanish Civil War.  "It was manufactured and 
used in large quantities in WWII by the Soviet Forces but lias been 
replaced in recent years by the Russian RPD and RPK light machineguns. 
The Degtyarev locking system, incorporating pivoting wings en eacli 
side of the bolt, is utilized in all Soviet light machineguns.  The 
weapon is fed from a 47-round capacity pan-type drum which is mounted 
on the top of the receiver,  A tank version (DT) of this machinegun, 
mounting a 60-round capacity drum appeared in 1929,  Both the ground 
machinegun and the tank machinegun were modified in 1944 by re- 
positioning the recoil spring, originally positioned around tlie gas 
piston beneath the barrel, to project from the rear of tlie receiver 
in a recoil spring tune.  These modified models are known respectively 
as the DPN (ground) and the DTM (tank) machinegun.  Although the DP 
series is now obsolete in tlie Soviet Army it will be encountered in all 
the Satellite Armies and is used by many countries outside the Soviet 
Bloc. 

FUNCTIONING 

Tlie DP light machinegun is an extremely simple gas-operated 
weapon.  There are only five moving parts which accomplish chambering, 
locking, firing and unlocking.  The 47-round pan magazine consists of 
a fixed exterior pan shaped housing and a rotating inner center piece 
which exerts spring loaded pressure against the ammunition.  With a 
loaded magazine in place, the bolt handle is drawn to tlie rear and a 
notch on the bottom rear of the bolt engages the sear.  The recoil spring 
positioned around the gas piston, or in the modified models posi.ioned 
in a recoil spring housing projecting from the rear of the receiver, is 
compressed,  Tlie bolt which is carried on tlie top of the bolt carrier at 
the rear of the gas piston, lias a pivoted wing mounted on each side of it. 
These locking wings are cammed in flush with the sides of the bolt by 
their attachment to the firing pin.  When the trigger is pulled, the sear 
disengages from the bolt and the bolt moves forward stripping a round 
from the magazine.  As the round is chambered, the firing pin which is 
firmly engaged by a slot at the upper rear of the bolt carrier is pulled 
forward, moving freely with respect to the bolt which has now stopped ;.ts 
forward travel.  This final forward movement of the firing pin forces the 
locking wings on the bolt outward into recesses in the receiver.  As the 
round is fired, gas is tapped from the barrel to impinge against a cup 
at the forward end of the gas piston.  During the initial rearward movement, 
the firing pin moves rearward due to its attachment to the bolt carrier.  In 
so doing, it allows the locking wings on the bolt to disengage from the re- 
ceiver recesses.  The assembly continues to the rear until the bolt is 
engaged by the sear.  If the trigger is held to the rear the cycle is 
repeated, 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber „ . 7.62-nm 
Operation  Gas 
Type of Fire  Full-auto only 
Rate of Fire , 550 rpm (Practical-350) 
Type of Feed  Pan -47 rd cap 
Weight, empty  19.8 lbs 
Overall length  50 in 
Effective range   1,760 meters 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1. Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear to lock the Bolt open, 
2. Press the Barrel Locking Stud, located on the left side of the 

front of the Receiver, turn the Barrel up a quarter-turn, slide 
the Barrel forward and remove. 

3. Press the Trigger and allow the Bolt to go forward.  Unscrew 
the Receiver Locking Bolt at the right rear of the Receiver. 

4. Pivot the Butt Stock Group down and remove from the Receiver. 
5. Unlock and push down the Gas Piston Lock located at the rear of 

the Gas Piston. 
6. Slide the Gas Piston and Bolt Carrier with attached Bolt out of 

the rear of the Receiver. 
7. Lift the Bolt and attached Bolt Locks from the Bolt Carriers. 
8. Disengage the Bolt Locks from the Bolt and remove the Firing Pin, 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble the weapon in reverse order.  Slide the Firing Pin 
into the Bolt, place a Bolt Lock on each side, of the Bolt and attach the 
the assembly to the Bolt Carrier.  Slide the Carrier and Gas Piston 
Assembly with attached Bolt into the Receiver.  Engage the Gas Piston 
Lock,  Engage the forward end cf the Butt Stock §roup and pivot upward. 
Screw the Receiver Locking Bolt into the Receiver.  Pull tne Bolt Handle 
to the rear to lock the Bolt open.  Slide the Barrel into the Receiver 
and turn it down to locked position. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear to lock the Bolt open. 
Place the pan onagazine on top of the Keceiver with the feed opening of the 
pan forward arid down.  Engage the tongues on the forward edge of the pan with 
the mating stud on the Barrel Jacket and push down firmly so that the Magazine 
Latch at the front of the rear sight mount engages the rear of the pan. 

To fire:  This weapon fires from the open bolt.  Theürip Safety 
at the rear of the Pistol Grip must be depressed.  Pull the Trigger and the 

weapon will fire.  It will continue to fire as long as the Trigger is held to 
the rc;ir, 
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MACHINEGUN U.S.S,R. 
7.62-mm RP-4 6   (Ml 94 6) 

The  Soviet   7.62-mm  RP-46 Machinegun   is   designated   the 
Company Light Machinegun M19A6   and   is   the   tactical   equivalent   to   the 
U.S.   M60 Machinegun.     This  weapon   is   a   further  modification   of   the 
DP   series   of   light  machineguns  which   included   the  DP   (ground),   DT 
(tank)   and   the  DPM  and  DTM   (modified   ground   and   tank).     The  major 
modification  of   the  RP-46  was   the   inclusion   of  a   belt   feed  mechanism 
which   gave   the weapon  a   belt   as  well   as   a   pan   feed  capability.     This 
makes   it  an  extremely  versatile weapon,   utilized   as   either  a   squad 
automatic  weapon,   or  offensive   light  machinegun  when  pan   fed   or  a 
offensive/defensive   light  machinegun   employed   at   Company   level   when 
belt   fed.     The   belt   feed  mechanism utilizes   a  vertically   positioned 
arm which  contacts   the   reciprocating  bolt  handle   and   transmits   this 
horizontal   movement   into   a   lateral,   side-to-side  movement   of   the   feed 
arm  components.     This  weapon   is   produced   by   the  Chinese  Communist   and 
is   designated   the  Type   58. 

FUNCTIONING 

The RP-46 is a gas-operated, belt or pan fed light machine- 
gun which fires full-automatic from an open bolt only.  The bolt is 
locked by pivoting wings carried en each side of the bolt which are 
cammed into locking recesses in the sides of the receiver by the cam- 

ming action of the firing pin.  The bolt is carried on the upper rear 
portion of the slide, a stud on the slide to which the firing pin is 
attached projects up into the bolt from the bottom.  With a round 

positioned in the feedvay, the bolt handle is drawn to the rear.  The 

trigger is pulled, the sear disengages from the sear bent on the 
bottom of the slide and the bolt, slide and piston move forward under 

impulse of the compressed recoil spring which is housed in a tube 
projecting from the rear of the receiver.  The bolt strips a round 
from the belt, chambers it and comes to a stop against the rear face 

of the barrel.  The slide and piston continue to move a short distance 

and the firing pin, caii'ied by the slide, cams the locking wings on 
each side of the. bolt out into the recesses in the. receiver and con- 

tinues forward to strike the primer.  Gas is tapped from the barrel 
to impinge against the gas piston which is a forward extension of the 
slide.  The slide is driven rearward, drawing the striker rearward 
to allow the locking wings to be cammed in flush with the sides of 

the bolt.  The bolt being unlocked is also carried to the rear by the 

slide.  This weapon fires fulI-automatic only and the firing cycle 
will be repeated until the trigger is released or the magazine is 
empty . 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber 7.62-iTm (Ml 930 ctdge) 
Operation Gns 
Type of Fire Full-auto onlv 
Rate of Fire 650 rpm (Practical 350) 
Type of Feed Belt - 250 rd cap 

Pan - 47 rd cap 
Weight,   empty 28.7  lbs 
Overall   length 49.7   in 
Effective  range          1,760  meters 

FIELD  STRIP  PROCEDURE 

iTEl ACTION 

1. Push in on Tube Lock and turn clockwise, 
2. Remove Tube Lock and Recoil Spring Housing Assembly with Recoil 

Spring from Receiver. 
3. Unscrew Receiver Lock and remove. 
4. Pivot Stock and Trigger Group Assembly down and remove from 

Rece i ver. 
5. Disengage Gas Piston Lock by pushing to the rear and down. 
6. Draw Feed Mechanism Latch to the rear, (see step 7) raise Feed 

Mechanism to disengage Feed Arm from Bolt Handle, draw Bolt 
Handle to the rear slightly, lower Feed Mechanism.  Draw Bolt 
Handle fully to the rear and remove Bolt, Slide and Piston 
Assembly from the Receiver, 

7. Draw Feed Mechanism Latch to the rear, raise Feed Mechanism up 
and draw to the rear to disengage from Receiver and remove. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  Draw Bolt Handle to the rear.  Pivot Safety Lever for- 
ward to "SAFE."  Raise Cover, lay loaded belt into feedway, close and 
latch Cover.  The weapon may also be loaded by leaving the Bolt forward, 
inserting the belt tab into the feedway with the Cover down, pulling the 
tab through until it stops.  Drawing the Bolt to the rear will now operate 
the Belt Feed Mechanism and a round will be positioned in the feedway 
ready for chambering.  The Safety Lever should be placed on "SAFE" at 
this point.  To load the 47-round pan Magazine the Feed Mechanism must be 
removed and the pan is positioned in the same manner as it is in loading 
the DP or DPM machincguns. 

To lire:  Pivot the Safety Lever to the rear.  Pull the Trigger. 
The weapon will fire.  This piece fires full-automatic only and will con- 
tinue to fire until the Trigger is released or the ammunition belt or pan 
is empty. 
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LIGHT MACHINEGUN U.S.S.R. 
7.62-nm MACHINEGUN (III5!)) 

Tlie 7.62-mm Ruchnoi Pulemet Degtyarev (RPD) was adopte'l in 
1948 as the standard squad automatic weapon of the Soviet Ar:ny,  It 
is chambered Cor the Model 43 intcnncd'ate-size cartridge as are the 
Assault Rifle (AK) and Carbine (SKS).  The RPD is not employed for 
sustained fire missions.  The barrel is chrome-plated and is not of 
the quick-change type.  It is fed from a metallic belt which is con- 
tained in a drum attached to the underside of the receiver.  The RPD 
is the lightest belt fed machinegun in use today.  The amount of gas 
taken from the barrel to function the action can be varied by a 3- 
position gas regulator located at the front end of the gas cylinder in 
a manner similar to the British Bren gun.  Since its adoption in 1948, 
the RPD has been modified twice.  The first modification (1953) in- 
cluded: (1) relocation of the rear sight windage knob from the right 
side to the left, (2) addition of a rear sight guard, and (3) changing 
the design of the piston head from female to male with respect to the 
gas block,  A second series of modifications occurring between 1955 and 
1958 included:  (I) addition of feed and ejection port covers, and 
(2) changing the bolt handle from a reciprocating, non-folding type to 
a nonreciprocating, folding type.  The RPD is being replaced by the RPK, 

FUNCTIONING 

This is a gas-operated, full-automatic light machinegun. 
It fires from an open bolt position.  With the bolt to the rear, and 
the first round in the belt positioned against the cartridge stop in 
the fcedway, the trigger is pulled.  The sear is disengaged from the 
sear notch on the underside of the slide assembly.  The gas piston, the 
slide assembly, and the attached bolt move forward under the impulse of 
the compressed recoil spring,  A stud on the top rear of the slide en- 
gages the track of the belt feed lever located in the cover which moves 
the belt feed slide to index the first round in front of the moving bolt. 
The bolt strips the round from the belt and chambers it.  Continued for- 
ward movement of the piston and slide assembly cams the locking wings 
mounted in each side of the bolt out to engage mating recesses in tlie 
receiver.  The final forward movement of the slide assembly causes the 
firing pin to strike the cartridge primer.  Gas enters the gas cylinder 
Iran the barrel, impinges against the gas piston and drives the piston 
to the rear.  After a fractional movement of the piston and slide 
assembly, the slide camming against the inner surfaces of the locking 
wings carried in the bolt, unlock the bolt and carry it to the rear. 
The recoil spring is compressed by this action and the slide is engaged 
by the sear if the trigger has been released.  If the trigger is still 
pressed the cycle is repeated. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 

Caliber  7.62-nini M-43 (short) 
Operation ,-..,. Gas 
Type of Fire  Full-auto only 
Rate of Fire  650 rpm (I'rac tical-375) 
Type of Feed  Belt -100 rd cap 
Weight, empty  15,4 lbs 
Overall length  40.8 in 
Effective range   1,210 meters 

4 

'j 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

STEP ACTION 

1, Turn the Butt Trap Cover at right angles to uhe Stock. 
2, Place a screwdriver in the top hole in the Butt.  Engage the 

cross-slot in the Recoil Spring Plug and turn one-quarter turn. 
Remove the Recoil Spring Plug, Recoil Spring and Recoil Spring 
Guide from the rear of the Stock. 

3, Push out the Butt Retaining Pin. 
Pull the Butt and Trigger Group to the rear and disengage from 
the Receiver. 
Raise the Cover Assembly by pushing forward on the Cover Latch, 

0.    Pull the Bolt Handle to the rear.  The Piston and Slide assembly 
and Bolt can now be removed from the rear of the Receiver.  The 
Bolt and assembled Bolt Locks can then be lifted from the Slide. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Assemble the Bolt and Bolt Locks 
to the Slide.  Slide the Piston and Slide Assembly with the attached Bolt 
into the Receiver.  Close the Cover,  Slide the Butt and Trigger Group onto 
the bottom of the Receiver.  Replace the Butt Retaining Pin,  Place the 
assembled Recoil Spring and Guide and Recoil Spring Plug in the hole in 
the Butt.  Engage the cross-slot in the Recoil Spring Plug with a screw- 
driver.  Push in and turn one-quarter turn to lock in place.  Turn the 
Butt Trap Cover to a vertical position. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  This weapon is fed from a 100 round link belt which is 
carried in a drum attached to the bottom of the Receiver.  When the drum is 
loaded the belt loading tab should be left protruding from the trap door 
of the drum.  Assemble the drum to the Receiver and lock into place.  Pull 
the Bolt Handle to the rear.  Push the Safety Lever, located above the 
Trigger on the right side of the Trigger Group, forward to "SAFE."  Push 
forward on the Cover Latch and raise the Cover.  Lay the Belt on the feedway 
so that the first round is against the Cartridge Stop.  Close the Cover, 

To fire:  Push the Safety Lever to the rear.  Pull the Trigger. 
The weapon will fire until the Trigger is released or the belt is empty. 
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MACHINEGUN U.S.S.R. 
7.62-mm  SG-43   (GORYUNOV) 

rIhc   Soviet   7.62-ram SG-43 Machlnegun   is  a  i>as-operaCod,   belt- 
fed machinegun  whid.i   fires   full-automatic   from  an   open   holt   only.     This 
is   an  extremely well  made  weapon  which  utilizes   a   quick-removable   bar- 
rel   and  an   unusu-ul    locking   system   in   which   the   bolt   is   cammed   to   the 
side-   to   lock.     This   weapon   saw  extensive   service   in  WWII  and   the   Korean 
Conflict.      It   is   standard   in  many  Soviet   Satellite   countries.     'Die   SC-^3 
replaced   the   Soviet   M1CJ1()  Maxim   (SPM)    in   Che   Soviet  Arm),   and   has,   since 
the  end  of  WIT. been  modified   slit'htly.     These  modifications   include  a 
Longitudinally   fluted   barrel,   provision   for  headspace   adjustment  and  a 
change   in   backplate   design.     Two  new  mounts   also   appeared  with   this 
modified  weapon.      The   modified  weapon   is   designated   the   SGM   (Heavy 
Modern i zed   Coryunov). 

FUNCTIONING 

This   is   an  air-cooled,   gas-operated  weapon with  a   quick-change 
barrel.     The   bolt   rides   on  a   ciraming  stud   on   the   upper  rear  portion   of 
the   slide.     With   a   loaded   belt   positioned   in   the   feedway,   the   first 
round   gripped   by   the   spring-loaded   claws   of   the   feed  carrier,   the   operat- 
ing  handle   is   drawn   to   the   rear   drawing   the   slide,   piston   and   bolt   to 
the   rear where   they   are   held   by   the   sear,   the   belt   feed   slide   moves   from 
right   to   Left   drawing   the   next  round   into  position.     When   the   trigger   is 
pulled   the   slide   carrying   the   bolt  moves   forward,   the   bolt   pushes   the 
first   round   out   of   the   feed  carrier   into   the   feed   tray and   into   the   cham- 
ber.     The   belt   feed   slide   riding   in   transverse   grooves   in   the   top   of   the 
slide  moves   to   the   right   to engage   the   next   round   in   the   belt.     When   the 
bolt  comes   to a   stop  against   the   rear   face   of   the   barrel,   the   slide 
continues   for   3/8   inch   during which   time   the   camming   stud   on   top   of   the. 
slide   forces   the   rear   of   the   bolt   to  swing   to   the   right  where   it  engages 
a   recess   in   the   right   receiver  wall.      The   slide   strikes   the   firing  pin 
at   this   time   forcing   it  against   the  primer.     Gas   is   tapped   from   the   bar- 
rel  where   it   impinges   against   the   face   of   the   gas   piston   forcing   it 
rearward.     The   gas   piston,   which   is   a   forward  extension   of   the   slide, 
forces   the   slide   rearward,   the   slide   cams   the   bolt   out   of   the   locking 
recess   in   the   receiver wall  and  carries   it   to   the   rear  where   the   sear 
will   engage   and  hold   the   action   open   if   the   trigger  has   been   released. 
The   belt   feed   slide,   being   operated   by   the   moving   slide,   has   moved   to 
the   left  drawing   the   next   round   into   the   feedway.       if   the   ti igger  has 
been  pushed   in   the   sear  will   not   engage   and   the   firing   cycle   will   be   re- 
peated   until    the   trigger   is   released   or   the   belt   is   empty.      The   barrel 
can   be   changed  without   removing   the   ammunition   belt   from   the   feedwav. 
The   change   can   be   accomplished   in   approximately   20   seconds   in   the   follow- 
ing  manner:   raising   both   covers;   draw   bolt   to   the   rear;   push   the   barrel 
lock   to   the   left;   pull   the   barrel   forward   by   the   barrel   handle;   slide   a 
new  barrel   into  place;   push   the   lock   to   the   right,   drop   the1   two  covers 
into place   to   latch,   release   the   bolt   to move   forward   to  engage   the 
first   round;   and   draw   the   operating   handle   to   the   rear;   pulling   the 
trigger will   fire   the  weapon. 
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CI-IARACTERISTIC  DATA 

Caliber       7.62-mm  (M1930 ctdge) 
Ojiuration  Gas 
Type   of  Fire  Full-auto  only 
Rate   of  Fire  700  rpm   (Practical   300) 
Type   of  Feed  250  rd  metal   belt   (non-dis) 
Weight,   w/mount  62.6  lbs 
Overall   length,   gun   only   .    ,   .   .   . 44.2   in 
Effective   range        2,300 meters 

STFl 

'TFM)  STRIP  PROCKhURi' 

ACTION 

h   in   on   Cover  Latch  and  raise   Cover  and  Feed  Cover, 

6. 
7. 

8. 

nvc   Feed   Carrier   from  Feed   Cover 
.1   Back 
'lit 
iw Operating  Handle   to   the   rear  sharply   to  bring  Bolt   and   Slide 

Plate   Pin   out   of   Receiver   to   the   right.     Hold   Back   Plate 
v  and   slide   out   of   rear  of   Receiver with   Recoil   Spring. 

i-'u 

Re 
Pu 
ti 
in- 
to   the  rear  of   the   Receiver. 
3r;«u   Bolt,   Slide  and  Gas   Piston   out   the   roar  of   the   Receiver. 
L: rt   Bolt   off   of  Slide. 
D-a\    3.  ' t   Feed   Slide   out   of   Receiver   to   the  right. 
Pirii   Barrel   Lock,   a  rectangular   plate   located  above   the   Belt   Feed 
SI i.de   opening,   to   the   left  as   lar   as   it  will   go,   grasp   the   Barrel 
liana le  and  pull   the  Barrel   forvird  out  of  the  Receiver. 
Remove   the   Operating  Handle   from   the   rear  of   the   Receiver. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble   in   the   reverse   order.      Barrel  may  be  assembled   last. 
Position  Operating   dandle   into   the   bottom  of   the   Receiver.     Slide   Barrel 
into   front  of   the   ueceiver.     NOTE   1     In   assembling  Barrel  make   sure   Gas 
Cylinder   on   Barrel   aligns  with   the   Gas   Tube   projecting   from   front   of   the 
Receiver.     Slide   Belt   Feed   Slide   into   Belt   Feed  Slide   opening.     Assemble 
Bolt   to  Slide   and  assemble   Slide,   Gas   Piston  and   Bolt   into  Receiver. 
Push  Operating  Handle   forward.     Assemble   Back   Ptate  and   Recoil   Spring   into 
Receiver  and  push   Back  Plate   Pin   through   the   Receiver   from   the   right. 
Assemble   Feed   Carrier   to  Feed   Jover.     Close   bath   the   Covers   firmly,   make 
sure   Cover Latch  ^ 'gages. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To  load:      D.ai.-...    ehe   Cover  and   lay   the   loaded  belt  on   the   fecdway. 
Place   the   rim  of   the   i •...si   cartridge   into   the   epring-loaded   jaws   of   the   Feed 
Carrier.     Close   the   Cover.     Draw  the   Operating  Handle   to   the  rear  and  push 
forward.     The   Bolt  and   Slide  assembly will   be  held   to   the   rear  by   the   Sear. 

To  fire:     The   Safety Lever automatically blocks   the  Trigger when 
the  weapon   is   not   being  fired.     Push   the   Safety Lever up  with   the   left   thumb 
and  push   in   on   the  Trigger with   the   r.ght   thumb.     The  weapon will   fire.     This 
weapon   fires   full-automatic   only  and will   continue   to  fire   until   the   Trigger 
is   released  or   the  ammunition    ielt   i.s  empty. 
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7.62-inm SG-43 
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MACIIINEGUN U.S.S.R. 
7.62-iran MACUINEGUN Ml910 (PM) 

The 7.62-nini Maxim Ml910 Machinegun is a recoil operated, belt 
fed water cooled machinegun, employing the toggle joint locking principle 
invented by Hiram Maxim in 1884.  The Maxim design was utilized in the 
German MG-08 and variations.  The Vickers Sons & Maxim (PM) as used by 
The Soviet army was first purchased from the Vickers & Maxim plant.  Two 
Soviet designed mounts are available for this weapon, one a heavy two- 
wheeled mount (Sokolov), and the other a somewhat lighter two-wheeled, 
dual purpose mount which can be used for ground or AA fire.  The Maxim 
principle is the first successful, mass-produced automatic loading system 
to see extensive use.  The United States did not consider the Maxim 
machinegun an effective system until 1904 and did not obtain any for the 
U.S. Army until 191.7.  From July 1917 to September 1918, 12,125 guns 
were made by Colt in .30 caliber.  More than 7,000 of these accompanied 
American troops overseas.  The Soviet version of the M1910 may be en- 
countered with or without the large cap on the top of the water jacket. 

FUNCTIONING 

Tliis is a recoil operated machinegun utilizing the toggle joint 
locking principle in which a two-piece unit joined in the middle by a 
toggle joint offers resistance to movement: of the bolt carried on the 
forward piece when the two pieces are in line.  When the joint is "broken", 
the forward piece, is able to move rearward against a continuously lessening 
res istance. 

To load:  The crank handle (operating handle) is pushed forward 
to draw the lock (bolt) to the rear.  The belt is pulled through the feed- 
way until it stops and the handle is released.  The vertical reciprocating 
cartridge carrier on the forward face of the lock will move up to engage 
the rim of the first cartridge in the belt.  Operating the handle again 
pulls the round from the belt, the cartridge carrier moves down as the 
lock moves rearward.  As the handle is released and the lock moves forward 
the carrier chambers the round and moves up to grip the next round.  The 
toggle joint which is connected to the crank handle by a pivot point is 
now down slightly below a straight line and the lock is held firmly against 
the breech.  When the trigger is pulled the sear is released by the trigger 
bar.  The lock carried on the barrel extension which is attached to the 
barrel remains flush against the breech in a locked position and the assembly 
moves to the rear under the force of recoil.  The curved rear surface of the 
external crunk handle is   forced against a caniming surface mounted on the 
outside of the right side plate nnd in so doing is forced upward.  Being 
connected to the toggle joint the movement of the crank handle breaks the 
straight line configuration of the front and rear pieces upon which the 
lock is mounted, the barrel extension reaches its rearmost point of travel 
and stops and the lock continues rearward.  The carrier extracts the fired 
case and u new round from the belt during this movement.  The recoil spring 
connected by a link to the opposite end of the crank pivot point is expanded 
and in contracting forces the parts forward into firing position.  If the 
trigger is held the weapon will continue to fire. 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Caliber   7.62-mm M1908 
Operation   Recoil 
Type of Fire  Full-auto only 
Rate of Fire  550 to 600 rpm (Practical-450) 
Type of feed  Belt - 250 rd cap 
Weight w/mount    159,7 lbs 
Overall length, gun only  . , . . 43.6 in 
Effective range   2,150 meters 

STEP 

FIELD STRIP PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

1. 
2 

3. 
A. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
7a. 

Press in on the Cover Latch and raise the Cover. 
Lift the Feed Block off of the Receiver. 
Push the Crank Handle forward and hold in this position. 
Grasp the Lock, raise it straight up, twist %  turn and disengage it 
from the stem on the connecting rod. 
Push the Recoil Spring Housing forward and remove it.  Disconnect 
the Recoil Spring from the Crank link. 
Push the Backplate Retaining Pin through the Receiver and slide 
the Backplate up off the Receiver. 
Remove the Left Sideplate. 
Remove the Right Sideplate. 
Slide the Barrel Extension and Barrel out of the Receiver.  Dis- 
assemble the Barrel from the Barrel Extension. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Proceed in the reverse order.  Attach the Barrel to the Barrel 
Extension and slide into the Receiver.  Assemble the Left and Right Side- 
plates to the Receiver.  Slide the Backplate down on the rear of the Re- 
ceiver. Hook the Recoil Spring to the Crank link and attach the Recoil 
Spring Housing to the Receiver. Lift the Lock connecting stem up and 
assemble the Lock to it.  Drop the lock back down onto the guide rails of 
the Barrel Extension and operate the Crank Handle to properly position 
the Lock.  Place the Feed Block into position insuring the Feed Lever arm 
engages the cut-out in the left Barrel Extension side plate.  Close the 
cover and operate the Crank Handle to assure the parts are assembled properly. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load:  See explanation of loading in operating instructions. 
To fire:  Push the Safety Lever located beneath the butterfly 

trigger to one side with the thumb, and push the trigger in with the other 
thumb.  The weapon will fire and continue to fire until the trigger is re- 
leased, or the belt is empty. When the trigger is released, the safety blocks 
the Trigger and must be released to fire again. 
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LIGHT MACHINEGUN U.S.S.R 

7.62-mm MACHINEGUN ^RPK) 

The Soviet 7.62-nim Ruchnoi Pulcaiiet Kalashnikov (RPK) is the 
standard Soviet Squad Light Machinegun.  It has replaced the RPD Light 

Machinegun. The RPK is identical to the AK Assault Rifle as  far as 
operation and major component parts are concerned.  It is essentially 

an AK with a longer barrel, modified stock and a bipod attached.  It 
is an extremely well made weapon.  It is fed from a curved 40 round 

capacity box magazine or a 100 round capacity drum magazine.  The barrel 

is chrome lined as are those of the standard AK series of weapons.  It 
is chambered for the Soviet M1943 intermediate cartridge as are the other 

two standard Soviet Squad weapons, the SKS Carbine and the AK Assault 
Rifle,,  Thu Soviet Infantry Squad, due to the elimination of the RPD, 
now has only one automatic weapon system to learn and maintain, the AK 

and the RPK. 

FMCTIONIKG 

The AK Assault Rifle is a magazine fed weapon, which fires 
from a closed bolt position utilizing a rotating bolt locking system. 

The safety/select lever is located on the right side of the receiver 
above the trigger guard.  With this lever in its uppermost position the 
weapon is on "SAFE;" with the lever halfway down the weapon is set Cor 

full-automatic fire; with the lever fully down the weapon is set for 
semi-automatic fire.  With a loaded magazine in place, the bolt handle 
is drawn to the rear drawing the bolt carrier and piston with the at- 
tached bolt to the rear, overriding and cocking the hammer and com- 

pressing the recoil spring.  When the bolt handle is released the bolt 
carrier and bolt move forward, the face of the bolt strips a round from 

the magazine and chambers it.  The face of the bolt strikes the rear 
face of the barrel and its forward movement is stopped, the bolt 

carrier continues forward and cam surfaces in the bolt carrier acting 
on lugs on the bolt, rotate the bolt to the right, locking lugs on the 
head of the bolt engage locking recesses in the receiver and the ham- 

mer is ready to be released.  If the select lever is set for semi- 
automatic fire when the trigger is pulled, the semi-automatic sear and 

disconnector pivot, the hammer is released striking the firing pin 
which in turn strikes the primer. Gas is tapped from the barrel into 

the gas cylinder to impinge against the piston.  The piston and bolt 

carrier move to the rear, the cams in the carrier rotate the bolt to 
unlocked position and the carrier and bolt continue to the rear pivot- 

ing the hammer rearward where it is engaged by the disconnector and 
held to the r«ar.  The trigger must be pulled for each shot.  If set 
for full-automatic, a full-automatic disconnector on the bolt carrier 

strikes the full-automatic sear, rotating it to release the hammer and 
the hammer pivots forward to strike the firing pin.  The firing cycle 

continues until the trigger is released or the magazine is empty.  There 
is no bolt hold-open device on this weapon, when the magazine is empty 

the bolt will be in the closed position. 
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CHARACTERISTIC DATA 
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Caliber 7.62-mni (M43 ctdge) 
Operation Gas 

Type of Fire Full and scrai-auto 
Rate of Fire 600 rpm (Practical 325) 

Type, of Feed Box - 40 rd cap 

Drum -  70 rd cap 

Weight,   empty ,   .   .   .   14.2   lbs 
Overall   length 40.9  in 
Effective range   ..,,,....   1210 meters 

FIELD  STRIP  PROCEDURE 

ACTION 

Push in on the Recoil Spring Guide which protrudes from the rear 
of the Receiver. 

At the same time the Recoil Spring Guide is pushed in raise up on 

the Receiver Cover and remove it from the Receiver. 
Push the Recuil Spring Guide in as far as it will go and Lift it 
up and out of the Receiver with the Recoil Spring. 
Slide the Bolt Carrier, Bolt and Piston rearward until they can be 

lifted up and out of the Receiver, 

Turn the Bolt head until the lugs on the Bolt aline with the cam 
grooves in the Carrier, slide the Bolt rearward until it disengages 

and then slide it forward and out of the Bolt Carrier. 
Pivot the Handguard Lock up. 

Disengage the Handguard from the Receiver and lift it up and off 
of the Barrel. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

Assemble in the reverse order.  Slide Handguard into position and 
pivot the Handguard Lock down to engage.  Assemble the Bolt to the Bolt 
Carrier and slide the assembled Bolt and Carrier into the Receiver.  Slide 

the Recoil Spring and Recoil Spring Guide into the rear of the Bolt Carrier, 

push forward until the rear of the Guide clears the rear of the Receiver, 
and push down to engage the rear of the Receiver.  Slide the Receiver Cover 
into place, push in on the Recoil Spring Guide and push the Receiver Cover 
down to lock. 

LOADING AND FIRING 

To load;  Insert a loaded Magazine.  Push Safety Lever on right 
side of Receiver up to "SAFE," Draw the Bolt Handle to the rear and release 
it.  The Bolt will move forward and chamber a round. 

To fire:  Push Safety Lever to type of fire desired.  Pull the Trig- 

ger.  The weapon will fire.  If the Select Lever is set all the way down the 
weapon will fire, semi-automatic and the Trigger must be pulled for each shot. 

If the Select Lever is set in the mid-position the weapon will fire full- 
automatic fire and will continue to fire until the Trigger is released or the 
Ma ga y. i ne i s emp t y . 
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GLOSSARY OF SMALL ARMS TERMS 

ACCELERATOR. 

A component which operates during the rearward movement of 
the recoiling parts to increase the speed it which certain parts 
move.  In general, the rate of movement ct the bolt or breech- 
block is increased, which increases the rate of fire of the weapon. 

ACTION. 

The assembly of moving parts in a weapon which (1) feed the 
cartridge into the chamber (in a revolver, move a loaded chamber 
into position for firing), (2) seal or lock the chamber, (3) fire 
the cartridge, (4) unseal or unlock the chamber and extract the 
fired cartridge case, and (5) eject the empty case, 

1. Single Action:  A weapon in which the hammer inuit be 
cocked before pressure in the trigger will fire the gun. 

2. Double Action:  In a revolver, a mechanism in which a 
continuous pull on the trigger will revolve the cylinder to 
place a leaded cartridge in position, draw the hammer to the 
rear and release the hammer to fire the gun.  In autoloading 
pistols, a mechanism in which a continuous pull on the trigger 
will draw the hammer to cock position and release it to fire the 
round in the chamber.  In some cases, the firing pin assembly is 
drawn to the rear and released to fire the round in the chamber. 

3. Bolt Action: A weapon (usually a rifle or shotgun) in which 
the opening and closing of the breech is accomplished by manually 
moving the bolt backward and forward in the receiver.  This re- 
ciprocating action extracts and ejects during rearward movement 
and loads and locks during the forward movement.  In most cases 
a handle for manually operating the bolt is permanently affixed 
to the bolt. 

ACTUATOR. 

A component operated either manually or mechanically which 
transmits certain action or energy to other components.  These 
components are dependent upon movement of the actuator in order 
to function. 
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ASSEMBLY. 

A  grouping  or   collection   of parts  which   form  a   single  unit. 
The  unit usually  cannot  accomplish   its  designed   function unless 
all   the  parts   are   in   the   assembly;   i.e.,   bolt   assembly,   back- 
plate  assembly,   cover   assembly,   magazine  assembly. 

UITOLOADING. 

A weapon  in which   the   first   round   is  manua1ly  loaded   into   the 
chamber  and  after   the   first   shot   is   fired,   will   extract   the  empty 
cartridge     case,   eject   it   from   the  mechanism,   load   the  next  car- 
tridge   into   the  chamber   and   leave   the hammer   or   firing  pin  cocked 
for   firing   the  next  round.     Vhe   trigger  must  be   released  after 
each   shot  is   fired  and  pressure must  be  reapplied   to   fire   the next 
round. 

AUTOMATIC. 

A weapon  in which   the   first  round  is  positioned   for   loading 
into   the  chamber,   manipulation  of  certain   components   then  chambers 
the  round.     After   the   first  round   is   fired,   the  empty  case  is 
ejected   and  a   new round   is   chambered  and   fired.     This   action 
continues  until   pressure   of   the   trigger   is  released   or   the ammuni- 
tion  supply  is   exhausted.     The  extraction,   ejection,   loading and 
firing  operations   are  performed  by utilizing   the   forces   of  gas 
pressure  or  recoil,   coupled  with  mechanical   spring  .-action. 

BLACKPLATE. 

An assembly  of  parts   which  make  up   the  rearmost  portion  of 
the  receiver  and   is   removable   from  the  receiver   as   a   complete 
assembly.     Often  contains   buffer   systems,   trigger   components  and 
safety mechanisms  when  part   of  a  machinegun.     Not   to  be  confused 
with  Receiver  Cap. 

BALLISTICS. 

The   science  which   deals   in   the   study  of   the  motion  and  impact 
of projectiles. 

1.     Interior  Ballistics:     Hie  study  of   the  motion  of a  projec- 
tile   in  a   gun barrel   or   tube.     Concerned  not   only  with   the projec- 
tile   itself but  with   cartridge  primer;   ignition   and  burning  of  the 
propellant;   internal   pressures   and   strains,   stresses   and   torques 
to  which   the  bfrrel   or   tube   is   subject  as   the  projectile moves 
toward   the muzzle. 
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2.  Exterior Ballistics:  The study of the motion of a projec- 
tile in flight from the time it leaves the muzzle until impact. 

BARREL. 

That portion of a weapon through which a projectile is propelled 
by action of the gases generated by the burning propallant charge. 

BARREL EXTENSION. 

A component to the rear of the barrel which carries or contains 
the bolt, breechblock or similar components.  In some cases an 
integral part of the barrel forging, in other cases the barrel may 
be screwed, sweated, pinned or swedged into the forward end of the 
extension. 

BARREL JACKET. 

A metal sleeve or tube surrounding the barrel.  In the case 
of weapons where the barrel is cooled by air, this jacket is per- 
forated to allow air to circulate around the barrel.  In cases where 
the barrel is cooled by water, this jacket is considerably larger 
in diameter than the exterior diameter of the barrel and is filled 
witli water to accomplish barrel cooling.  The front end of the 
barrel jacket generally supports the muzzle end of the barrel to 
give added strength and rigidity to the barrel.  In many cases the 
barrel jacket also protects the firer's hands from barrel heat. 

BENT. 

A notch or cut-out in a component which is engaged by another 
component to keep the first component from moving; i.e., the notch 
in the hammer which keeps the hammer immovable until the soar is 
withdrawn from the notch; the notch on the undersurface of a bolt- 
carrying slide which is engaged by a sear to hold the slide immovable 
until the sear is disengaged. 

BIPOD. 

A device used to support a  weapon during firing which consists 
of two  separate "legs."  Mounted near the muzzle end of the weapon 
the bipod assembly is usually designed to be folded up against the 
lower-most side of the barrel or barrel jacket when not in use. 
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BOLT. 

A major component of a firearm whose main function is to support 
the base of the cartridge and seal the chamber when the cartridge 
is fired.  The bolt contains certain subasscmblies such as firing 
pin and extractor, and may contain other small components such as 
sear, locking lugs (usually a portion of the bolt) and various 
springs, pins and small parts.  The bolt generally moves forward 
and backward in the receiver in a motion longitudinal  to the axis 
of the bore.  During the forward movement of the bolt the cartridge 
is chambered and the chamber is sealed by the face of the bolt. 
During the rearward movement of the bolt, the cartridge (or empty 
case) is withdrawn from the chamber and ejected from the receiver. 
The bolt may also be referred to as the breechblock, firing 
mechanism assembly or lock (Maxim system). 

BOLT CARRIER. 

A component of the firing mechanism which carries the bolt and 
which usually contains grooves, cams, lugs etc., which assist in 
locking the bolt on the forward position during firing.  Manual 
unlocking of the bolt is often accomplished by moving the bolt 
carrier through an attached handle. 

BOLT HANDLE. 

A handle   (projection)   attached   to   the  bolt which  can  be  grasped 
in   order   to manually open  or   close   the  action. 

BREECH. 

The outside rear face of the barrel which meets the face of 
the bolt or breechblock. 

BREECHBLOCK. 

A major component of a firearm which supports the base of the 
cartridge and seals the breech.  The use of this term is generally 
reserved for breech closures which move up and down or to the side 
rather than in a reciprocating plane.  The inside rear portion of 
the slide in a pistol is often referred to as the breechblock. 

BUFFER. 

A part intended to absorb the shock of moving parts or check 
the motion of major components during recoil and/or counter-recoil. 
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BULLET. 

A projectile fired from a gun.  Ballistically a bullet is a 
projectile only after it has left the gun muzzle. 

BUSHING. 

A detachable metal lining, commonly used around another part 
to provide a better fit than can be accomplished by direct machining. 

BUTT. 

In a shoulder arm, the rearmost face of the stock.  In a hand- 
gun, the bottom of the grip. 

BUTT PLATE. 

A protective plate attached to the butt.  Often designed with 
an opening to accommodate a cleaning material kit. 

CALIBER. 

The distance across the bore of a weapon, measured from land-to- 
land.  Also used to express comparative dimensions in ballistics; 
i.e., a bullet with a length of "three callibers" has a length 
that is three times its diameter.  In connection with weapons other 
than small arms it may also be used to denote barrel (tube) length; 
i.e., a 3" - 50 caliber gun lias a barrel that has a bore diameter 
of 3 inches and is 50 times this dimension long, or 150 inches 
long.  (Expressed as 3"50, 75-mm/150, 75-mm/50, or 75/50.) 

CANNELURE. 

An indented ring or groove around a bullet into which the 
cartridge case is roll-crimped to keep the bullet firmly attached 
to the case. 

C VRRYING HANDLE. 

A handle attached to a weapon, usually a rifle or light machine- 
gun, by which the weapon can be easily carried.  Normally attached 
to the weapon at the center of balance.  In most cases this handle 
can bo swung or folded out of the way during firing.  Often used 
to perform some function during disassembly such as unlocking 
certain comnonents. 
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CARTRIDGE. In ^mall arms terminology, a cartridge is a complete 
round of fixed ammunition whicli is composed of a cartridge case, 
primer, propellant and bullet. 

1. Ball Cartridge:  Any cartridge loaded with a single projec- 
tile. 

2. Blank Cartridge:  Any cartridge which contains no projectile 

3. Guard Cartridge:  Any cartridge loaded with buckshot or 
with a standard ball, projectile and carrying a reduced powder charge 

4. Multi-plox Cartridge:  Any cartridge containing two projec- 
tiles, one positioned behind the other. 

5. Rim-fire Cartridge:  A cartridge in which the primer mix- 
ture is loaded inside the rim of the head of the case.  The firing 
pin can strike this rim at any point in its circumference to ignite 
the propelling charge in the case. 

Center-fire Cartrids A cartridge in which a primer, con- 
tained in a cup, is positioned in the center of the head of the case. 

7. Rimmed Cartridge:  A cartridge which has a head larger in 
diameter than the body, forming a rim or flange. 

8. Semi-rimmed Cartridge:  A cartridge which has a head only 
slightly larger in diameter than the body, with a shallow groove 
machined around the circumference of the body forward of the head 
to provide an extractor gripping surface. 

9. Rimless Cartridge:  A cartridge which has a head the same 
diameter as the body, with a groove machined around the circumference 
of the body forward of the head to provide and extractor gripping 
sur face. 

10. Belted Cartridge:  A cartridge of the rimless type which 
has a thick band, or "belt" around the body just forward of the 
extractor groove to provide greater strength in that portion of 
the case. 

11. Shot Cartridge:  A cartridge loaded with small shot, 
usually used for killing small game. 

1-2.  Signal Cartridge:  A cartridge containing pyrotechnic pro- 
jectiles, either in single color or a combination of colors, used 
for signalling. 
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CARTRIDGE CLIP. 

A device designed to hold cartridges, which when properly 
positioned in a  weapon allow the cartridges to be fed into the 
chamber for firing. 

1. Bloc Clip:  A clip formed of metal in the shape of a 
square-based "U", designed to be top-loaded into the magazine 
well of a weapon.  The clip holds a number of rounds of ammunition, 
held firmly by ribbing, guides, or spring tension of the sides of 
the clip.  The cartridges are fed into the chamber from the clip 
by action of the bolt and the clip is ejected from the weapon when 
the last round is fired. 

2. Charger Clip:  A clip formed of metal so designed as to 
grip the rims of a number of cartridges (usually five).  The 
cartridges are contained in the clip, one above the other, and are 
held in place by a leaf spring exerting pressure against the heads 
of the cartridges.  A loaded clip is placed in charger guides at 
the top of the magazine well, and the cartridges arc pushed down 
into the well.  The empty clip is then removed from the charger 
guides, in some cases manually, in other cases by the forward 
movement of the bolt. 

3. Strip Clip:  A clip formed of metal or plastic, onto 
which cartridges are placed and held in position by flexible 
prongs, formed from the body of the clip, which grip the body of 
the case.  The cartridges lay side-by-side in a horizontal plane, 
the length of the clip.  The clip may be of such a length as to 
hold 30 or more cartridges.  The end of the clip (with bullets 
pointing forward) is inserted into the feedway of the weapon until 
the first round is engaged by components of the feeding mechanism. 
During firing the clip is continuously fed into the weapon by 
action of feeding components to position each succeeding round 
for chambering.  The empty clip Ls ejected from the opposite side 
of the weapon from which it entered.  Clips may be hooked together 
during firing to provide a continuous supply of ammunition. 

CASE. 

The main body of the cartridge, 
which the other components are held, 
"shell." 

That part of a cartridge in 
Often referred to as the 

1.  Bottleneck Case:  A case in which the mouth of the case 
is smaller in diameter than the body, e.g., the body of the case 
is larger in diameter than the bore of the barrel.  Shaped like 
a bottle. 
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2. StraiRlit Case:  A case which is the same diameter its entire 
length. 

3. Tapered Case:  A case which is tapered slightly from the 
baso to the mout! . 

CHAMBER. 

An unrifled portion of the bore at the rear of the barrel, 
which receives and supports the cartridge when the breech is 
closed. The. ch •mbcr'alines the bullet with the bore and the primer 
with the firing pin. 

CHANGE LEVER. 

A component on the exterior surface of the weapon which is 
connected to components within the weapon.  When activated it 
changes the type of fire from automatic fire to semi-automatic 
fire and vice versa.  Referred to as the Select Lever.  May operate 
as a pivoting lever, a   sliding button or a "push through" button 
(moving transversely from left to right and right to left). 

CHARGER GUIDES. 

Slots machined into the receiver opposite the magazine well 
to receive the cartridge clip (charger clip).  The cartridge clip 
is held firmly by the guides while the cartridges are stripped 
manually into the magazine well.  Commonly referred to as Clip Guides 

CHARGING. 

The action of operating the bolt to ready the weapon for firing. 

COCK. 

The action of positioning the hammer, or firing pin, so that 
the spring which imparts motion to these parts is compressed.  The 
hammer or firing pin is held in this position by engagement of a 
component, usually a sear, which is acted upon by the trigger. 
When the trigger is moved to release the sear the hammer or firing 
pin, under impulse of the compressed spring, moves to strike the 
primer in the cartridge. 

COCKING HANDLE. 

A component protruding from the side of the receiver or barrel 
jacket which engages certain recoiling components inside the receiver, 
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Wlion drawn to tho rear, these recoiling components are also drawn 
rearward.  This action "cocks" the weapon in preparation for 
firing.  (In most belt-fed machineguns this rearward movement of 
the cocking handle must be accomplished more than once in order 
to posicion the first cartridge for chambering.)  Most Cocking 
Handles are automatically disengaged from the recoiling components 
while the weapon is firing.  Not to be confused with Bolt Handle 
which is a handle attached directly to the bolt. 

COCKING PIECE. 

A component of the firing mechanism attached to the rear of 
the- striker or firing pin which allows this piece to be drawn to 
the rear manually to cock the firing mechanism, 

COMPENSATOR. 

A device attached to the muzzle of a weapon, which due to its 
design allows the gases following the bullet out of the muzzle to 
be deflected upward through slots in the top surface of the compen- 
sator.  The lower portion of the compensator is solid, so that while 
som'"' gas escapes through the top, gas is .also pressing against the 
bottom.  This pressure against the bottom of the compensator, 
literally pushing the compensator down, pushes the muzzle down. 
This action tends to retard the muzzle climb which is an instability 
factor in a full-automatic firing weapon. 

COOLING FLANGES. 

Rings, ribs, ridges or flanges, machined into the exterior 
surface of the barrel circumference.  This exposes more of the 
barrel metal to the air and in effect causes the barrel to cool, 
more' rapidly than if the surface were smooth. 

CRANK. 

A cLirved arm attached to an axle which is in turn attached to 
a recoiling component inside the receiver.  Actuating the crank 
manually draws the recoiling parts to the rear (cocking).  The 
opposite end of the crank serves as a lever to transmit recoiling 
energy to a recoil spring.  The compressed energy of the spring 
is then transmitted back through the crank to force the recoil- 
ing parts forward. 
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DENTENT. 

A pawl, stud, ball-check or similar movable projection under 
spring tension which holds a movable or removable part in place 
until moved.  Moving the detent allows the part, against which 
it is maintaining tension, to be moved or removed. 

DISCONNECTOR. 

A device incorporated into the action of a weapon which pre- 
vents the firing of more than one shot for one pull of the trigger 
or which prevents the weapon from being fired until the action is 
fully closed. 

EJECTOR. 

A cam or projection inside the receiver against which the 
cartridge case strikes and is thrown clear of the mechanism 
after it has been drawn from the chamber by the extractor. 

1. On liinge-franc weapons, springs working in conjunction with 
the extractor, force the extractor to the rear after the barrels 
have reached a position where the cartridge can be thrown clear 
of the mechanism.  This system combines extraction with ejection. 

2. In certain weapons the ejector is a spring loaded plunger 
located in the face of the bolt which exerts constant pressure 
against the head of the case.  When the action opens enough for 
the case or cartridge to clear the ejection port, this pressure 
against the head of the case forces the case or cartridge out of 
the mechanism. 

3. In some weapons, the nose of the firing pin protrudes 
through the firing pin hole in the face of the bolt when the bolt 
nears its most rearward point of recoil and forces the case from 
the mechanism. 

4. In certain machineguns, the ejector is a portion of the 
extractor mcclianisra, extraction of the case and ejection from 
the receiver being accomplished by the same component. 

EXTRACTOR. 

A component  engaging  chc rim or extractor groove of the 
cartridge case while the case is in the chamber, which withdraws 
the case from the chamber when the action opens.  In a revolver, 
a segment at the rear face of the cylinder which engages the rims 
of the cases. 
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FEEDING. 

Tin' mcclianical action of forcing cartridges from a magazine, 
bloc clip, strip clip or bolt, successively into the chamber. 

FEED GUIDES. 

Guides surfaces machined into the top of the magazine well^ 
or lips formed at the mouth of a magazine, which guide the cartridges 
into the chamber. 

FEED RAMP. 

A ramp machined f.n the receiver, breech end of the barrel, or 
other component in this region of the action, which guides the 
bullet so that the cartridge is properly directed into the chamber. 

FEED PAWL. 

A hinged component designed for limited movement in one direc- 
tion which is a part of the feed mechanism.  This pawl acting 
through a lever engages succeeding cartridges in the feeding system 
and draws ehe cartridge into position for chambering. 

FEED LEVER. 

A major component of the feeding mechanism which transmits the 
recoiling and counter-recoiling motion of the bolt into a trans- 
verse motion of the feed pawl. 

FIRING MECHANISM. 

The subasscmblies and components in a weapon which operate to 
function the primer in the cartridge.  Consists generally of the 
trigger, sear, hammer, firing pin or striker and the necessary pins, 
springs, screws, etc. 

FIRING PIN. 

That part of the firing mechanism which strikes or contacts 
the primer of the cartridge to cause ignition of the primer. 

1.  Rebounding Type:  A firing pin shorter than its length of 
travel, surrounded by a coil spring.  When struck by a hammer and 
driven forward the spring is compressed.  The tip of the firing 
pin functions the primer and the spring immediately withdraws the 
tip back into the bolt or breechblock. 
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2. Inertia Type;  A firing pin which moves forward when struck 
by i\   hamnier and is impelled rearward by the force of the exploding 
pr imer, 

3. Fixed Type:  A protrusion machined into the face of the 
bolt which functions the primer when the bolt has fully chambered 
the cartridge.  Found in most blowback submachinoguns. 

4. Restrained Type:  A firing pin which is engaged by a sear 
or other device which holds the firing pin to the rear as   the bolt 
moves forward.  This action compresses a   firing pin spring which 
forces the firing pin forward when the firing pin is released. 

FLASH HIDER. 

An attachment attached to the muzzle of a weapon which shields 
the muzzle flash, or a circular disk attached to the barrel just 
to the rear of the muzzle to shied the flash from the firer, 

FLASH SUPPRESSOR. 

A two, three or four prong device attached to the muzzle of 
a weapon which tends to cool the hot gases as they leave the muzzle 
behind the bullet.  Cooling the gases reduces the flash. 

FOLLOWER. 

A metal platform on which the last round in the magazine rests. 
The follower transmits the thrust of the azine spring to the 
ammunition in the magazine so that the top round is properly 
positioned for feeding into the chamber. 

GAS CYLINDER. 

In gas operated weapon^,, an expansion chamber in which the 
gas piston rides.  Gonerr.fly, gas enters the gas cylinder from the 
gas port Ln the barrel where it impinges against the face of the 
gas piston to drive the piston rearward.  After a short rearward 
movement of the piston, the gas is allowed to escape from the gas 
chamber. 

GAS PISTON. 

A piston or rod carried on the forward end of a major recoiling 
component in a gas operated weapon.  The front end of this piston 
is enclosed by the gas cylinder.  Gas entering the cylinder from 
the barrel strikes the face of the piston driving it rearward. 
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This  inovement  operates   certain  components  which  unlock   tlie   action, 
extract   the  case  and  per forms   other   functions. 

GAS  PORT. 

In gas operated weapons, a hole drilled in the barrel wall 
through which gas travels into the gas cylinder. 

GRIP. 

That  portion  of  a  weapon  which   is   gripped  by   the  hand   that 
fires   the   weapon.     On handguns,   the  handle;   improperly  called   the 
butt. 

GROOVES. 

That portion of the rifling in a barrel which in conjunction 
with the lands, impart the spinning motion to a bullet. 

GROOVE DIAMETER. 

The inside diameter of the bore of a gun barrel measured from 
the bottom of one groove to the bottom of the opposite groove.  This 
diameter is larger than the actual diameter of the bullet the weapon 
is chambered for. 

HAMMER. 

A component of the firing mechanism which imparts a sharp blow 
to the firing pin or striker causing the firing pin to initiate the 
primer in the cartridge case, 

HANGFIRE. 

Delayed ignition of the powder charge.  Unpredictable and dangerous. 
Not to be confused with Misfire. 

HEAD SPACE. 

The distance between the face of the bolt when fully closed and 
the cartridge seating shoulder of the chamber which the rim of the 
cartridge contacts.  In bottle-necked cartridges, that distance 
between the face of the bolt when fully closed and the tapered 
diameter in the seating cone of the chamber. 

HOLDING PAWL. 

A hinged component designed for limited movement in one 
direction which is part of the feed mechanism.  This pawl acting 
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under   spring  tension  engages  succeeding  cartridges   in  the  feeding 
system   to  keep   the  cartridge   Crom  sliding  back  out   of   the   feed- 
way  once   they  have  been  positioned  by   the   feed  pawl. 

HOLDOPEN  DEVICE. 

A  component   in  a   firearm which  holds   the  bolt   to   the  roar 
when   the   ammunition   supply has  been  exhausted. 

JUMP. 

The  distance   which   the  axis   of   the  bore  rises  while   the  bullet 
is   traveling  down   the  barrel. 

KICK. 

A generic term used by shooters to describe tKp rearward 
thrust a firearm exerts against a shooter.  Kick varies depending 
on such factors as ballistic recoil, shape of stock, muzzle blast 
and method of holding the arm, 

LANDS. 

Raised portion between the grooves in the bore of a gun which 
impart a spinning motion to the bullet. 

LAND DIAMETER. 

The inside diameter of the bore of a gun barrel measured from 
the top of one land to the top of the opposite land.  This diameter 
is smaller than the actual diameter of the bullet for which the 
weapon is chambered. 

LOCKING LUGS. 

Carefully machined proturberences on the bolt which engage 
suitable recesses in a non-moving component in the receiver to assist 
in securely sealing the breech during the initial moment of firing. 

MACHINEGUN. 

A weapon capable of automatically loading and firing a round 
of ammunition, extracting the fired case from the barrel and 
ejecting it from the mechanism, positioning a new cartridge for 
loading and loading and firing this r:iund.  This action is re- 
peated until action by the firer, or lack of ammunition, causes 
it to cease, 
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MAGAZINE. 

Tho operating assembly in which ammunition is stored and which 
feeds this ainmunitiou one round at a time into position so that 
closing of the action causes the top round to be fed into the 
chamber. 

1. Box Magazine:  A box shaped magazine, open at the top, 
which contains a compound flat spring with a magazine follower 
positioned at the top.  Tension of this spring against the 
follower forces the follower upward which in turn f .rces the 
ammunition carried on top of the follower into position in the 
open top of the magazine for feeding into the chamber.  Various 
box magazines are identified by their feeding systems as follows: 

a. Single-position-feed, staggered-column.  Ammunition 
is  contained   in  a   double   column  within   tho  magazine  but   tho  opening 
at   the   top   of   the  magazine   is  centered   so   that   the  rounds   are 
forced   from   the magazine   in  a   straight   line   with   the  chamber. 

b. Two-position   feed,   staggered-column.     Ammunition   is 
contained   in  a   double   column within   the  magazine  but   the   feed 
lips  at   the   top   of   the  magazine  are   so  designed   that   the  rounds 
are   fed  alternately   from  the  left  and  right   side   of   the   opening. 
In   this   case  a   feed   ramp  assists   in  guiding   the  round   into   the 
chamber, 

c. Single-position-feed,   staggered-column,   double-compart- 
ment.     This magazine   contains  a  vertically positioned  wall   down   the 
center   of   it.     Ammunition   is  contained   in  a   double  column  on both 
sides  of   this  wall.     The  opening  at   tho   top   of   the  magazine   is 
centered   so   that  rounds   are   forced   from   the  magaiine   in  a   straight 
Una with   the  chamber. 

2. Drum Magazine;     A magazine   shaped  like  a   drum,   with   a 
single   opening  at   one  point   in  its   outer   circumference.     Ammuni- 
tion  contained  within   the   drum  is   forced,   one  round  at  a   time 
(through   a   combination   of   springs   and   followers)   intu position   in 
the  opening where   it   can  be   fed   into   tho  chamber. 

3. Pan Magazine:     A   flat,   circular  magazine   shaped   like  a   pan, 
with  a   single   opening  on  one   side  which   is   located   on  a  plane  which 
bisects   the   outer   edge   and   the  center   of   the  pan.     The  ammunition, 
which   lies   flat   in   the  pan  with   the  bullet  points   facing   the  center 
of   the  pan,   is   forced,   one  round  at  a   time   (through  a   spring  and 
follower   system)   into  position   in   the   opening  where   it  can  be 
fed  into   the   chamber. 
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A.  RoUiry-box Mn^nzinc:  A magazine shaped like a small drum, 
designed to hold 6 to 10 rounds of rifle caliber ammunition.  A 
rotor system actuated by a coil spring within the magazine, 
positions succeeding rounds of ammunition in line with an open- 
ing located at a single point in the outer circumference of the 
magazine.  Movement of the action forces ammunition into the 
chamber and the rotor positions the next round for feeding. 

one 
5.  Tu b u 1 a r Ma JJ, a z i n e :  A magazine shaped like a tube open at 
end, located in such a position on the weapon that ammunition 

being forced out of this opening is positioned properly for feed- 
ing into the chamber. 

6. Hopper- feed Matyaz ini-:  A square, box-shaped magazine, into 
which ammunition in charger clips is placed.  An opening near the 
bottom edge1 of one wail allows the rounds to be stripped from the 
bottom-most charger and chambered.  Pressure exerted by a spring- 
Loaued cc er forces the succeeding charger clips of ammunition 
down into position for stripping and chambering of the rounds. 

7, Integral Magazine:  A magazine wh'.ch is not removable from 
the weapon.  This magazine contains all ehe components necessary 
to position the ammunition for feeding into the chamber.  Ammuni- 
tion is placed in the magazine manually by the fircr. 

MAGAZINE 1 [PL'S INC. 

An opening formed in the receiver into which the magazine is 
inserted.  Shaped in such a manner that the lips or feed guides, 
at the top of the magazine are protected once the magazine has 
been inserted.  The housing usually projects a short distance from 
the rece iver walL. 

MAGAZINE WELL.  An opening formed in the receiver into which the 
magazine is inserted.  Unlike the Magazine Housing, the well does 
not project beyond the receiver wall. 

MAGAZINE GATGH/RELEASE. 

A component designed to engage the magazine, after the magazine 
has been inserted into the weapon, to prevent the magazine from 
falling out of the weapon.  Usually spring-loaded, the Catch/Release 
must be pressed manually in order to disengage from the magazine 
when the magazine is being removed. 
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MAGAZINE SAFETY. 

A mechanical device built into the action which prevents the 
weapon from being fired when the magazine is removed. 

MAINSPRING. 

Tlie spring which supplies the energy for actuating the major 
components of the firing mechanism such as the hammer, striker, 
etc.  In some weapons tlu Mainspring is also the Recoil Spring 
or Operating Spring. 

MECHANICAL SAFETY. 

An arrangement of components within the action which prevents 
the weapon from being fired until the action is fully closed and 
locked. 

MISFIRE. 

Failure   of   the  primer   to   function  after   it has  been   struck  by 
the   firing pin.     Not   to be  confused  with  Hangfire. 

MOUTH. 

The open end of the cartridge case into which the bullet is 
inserted. 

MONOPOD. 

A device attached to a weapon to assist in supporting the 
weapon during firing; consisting of only one "leg" it may be located 
near the muzzle or near the butt.  In some weapons it may be folded 
out of the way when not in use. 

MUZZLE. 

The end of the barrel from which the bullet emerges. 

MUZZLE BLAST. 

A generic term denoting the atmospheric disturbance of air at 
the muzzle of the barrel which is caused by the expansion of the 
powder gases in the air after the bullet has left the barrel. 
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MUZZLE BRAKE. 

A  device  at   the  muzzle   of   the  weapon  which deflects   the  emerg- 
ing  powder   gases.     The  energy   imparted  by   this act   of  deflection 
pulls   the  weapon   forward   to   offset   some  of   the rearward  motion 
of   recoil. 

MUZZLE  FLASH. 

The   incandescent   flash   in   the  air  at   the  muzzle   of   the  weapon 
which   occurs  when   the  bullet   leaves   the barrel.     This   flash   is 
caused   by   the  expansion  of   the  emerging powder   gases,   ignition  of 
oxygen   in   the  air   and   expulsion  of  burning  powder   grains. 

MUZZLE VELOCITY. 

The  computed  velocity   in   foet-per-second   (fps),   at   which   the 
bullet   leaves   the  barrel.     This  velocity   is   computed   by  a   formula 
which   contains   factors   regarding  propellant  weight,   propcllant 
composition,   bullet  weight   and  configuration,   etc. 

NECK. 

The   forward   portion   of  a   bottleneck  cartridge   case  which   is 
smaller   in  diameter   than   the   body   of   the   case. 

OGIVE. 

The  radius  of   the  curve   of   the  nose  of a   bullet. 

Oi-TRATINC  HANDLE. 

A  handle   (projection)   attached   to   the  operating   rod,   slide  or 
holt   which  can he  grasped   to  manually open  or  close   the  action. 

OPERATING ROD. 

In   gas   operated  weapons,   the   rod  which   connects   the   gas   piston 
LO   ..itlier  components.     When   the   rod   is  moved  by   the   force  of   the 
■Ms   against   the   face   of   the   piston   it  causes   the   action   to  unlock 
and   open. 

OPERATIONS. 

Refers   to   the  way  a   weapon  works,   see   System. 
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1. Bolt Operated:  A generic teriii, refers to a weapon, 
(rifle or sliotgun) in which the bolt is opened and closed manually 
by the firer. 

2. Recoil Operated:  A locked breech weapon in which the 
barrel and breech recoil a certain distance locked together and 
the force of the recoil is utilized to unlock and open the action. 
Two types:  Long recoil and Short recoil. 

3. Blowback Operated: An unlocked breech weapon in which the 
force of gas in the chamber thrusting against the face of the bolt 
is utilized to open the action. 

4. Retarded or Hesitation Blowback: An unlocked breecli weapon 
in which a series of levers, springs, etc, are utilized to slow 
down or retard the initial opening motion of the bolt.  The bolt 
is not locked closed at any time, gas in the chamber is utilized 
to open the action. 

5„  Gas Operated:  A locked breech weapon in which gas is 
tapped from the barrel to strike a piston.  The movement of the 
piston unlocks and assists in opening the action. 

PARABELLUM. 

Meaning "For ','ar."  The European name for the Luger Pistol. 
Also applied to the 9-mm German Service cartridge to distinguish 
it from other 9-mm cartridges. 

PIECE. 

Refers   to   the  arm  under   discussion. 

PISTOL. 

A firearm designed to be held and fired with one hand only, 
having the chamber integral with or permanently aligned with the 
bore. 

PITCH. 

The angle at which the rifling is cjt in relation to the axis 
of the bore.  Expressed as the length of the bore required for one 
complete turn or spiral, e.g., one turn in 16 inches.  As pertains 
to pistol and revolver grips, the angle at which the grip slants in 
relation to the axis of the bore.  In rifle and shotgun stocks, 
the angle at which the butt plate slopes in relation to the axis of 
the bore. 
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PRESSURE. 

The thrust of the powder gases expanding in the barrel. 
Recorded in pounds per square inch (psi) in the United States. 

1. Chamber Pressure:  The pressure generated in the chamber. 

2. Residual Pressure:  The pressure remaining in the chamber 
after the bullet has left the muzzle. 

PRIMER. 

The small charge which is detonated by the firing pin which 
In turn Ignites the powder charge or propelling charge in the 
case or chamber. 

PROPELLANT. 

The powder charge contained in the case, which when ignited 
by the primer, propels the projee'rilo from the barrel. 

PROJECTILE. 

A bullet.  Ballistically a bullet does not become a projectile 
until it is in flight. 

RANGE. 

1. Firing Range:  A place where target shooting is practiced. 

2. Accurate Range:  The maximum range at which a particular 
weapon and cartridge will consistently iiit the target. 

3. Effective Range:  Tine maximum distance at which a particular 
weapon and cartridge are reasonably expected to kill a particular 
type of game. 

4. Maximum Range:  The maximum distance that a particular 
bullet will travel. 

5. Point-blank Range:  Tine distance at which a particular 
weapon will consistently hit the target with no sight adjustments 
being made. 

RATE OF FIRE, 

The number of rounds a given weapon can fire in one minute, 
normally given as rounds per minute (rpm). 
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1. Cyclic Rate of Fire:  The maximum number of rounds an 
automatic weapon can fire in one minute. 

2. Accurate Rate of Fire: The maximum number of rounds an 
automatic or semiautomatic weapon can fire and consistently hit 
the target. 

RECEIVER. 

That portion of a weapon which houses the bolt, or breech-block, 
certain recoiling components, portions of the firing mechanism, 
etc., and to which the barrel, barrel jacket, stock, trigger group, 
feed mechanism, etc., are attached.  In revolvers and hinge-frame 
shotguns it is called the "frame."  In certain pistols the terms 
"receiver" and "frame" are used synonymously. 

RECEIVER CAP. 

A  circular,   cap-shaped  component  which  closes   the  rear   of   the 
receiver,   usually   found  on   simple   submachineguns. 

RECEIVER  RING. 

That   forward  portion  of   the  receiver   into  which   the  barrel 
or  barrel  jacket   is   threaded. 

RECOIL. 

The rearward movement of a weapon caused by the expansion of 
the powder gases which act to thrust the projectile forward in the 
barrel and react to thrust the weapon rearward. 

RECOIL BOOSTER. 

A component of a machinegun, usually located at the muzzle, 
which traps some of the escaping gas in such a manner as to insure 
positive recoil action when the weapon is fired at angles less 
than horizontal.  May also be designed to increase the rate of 
fire of a weapon. 

RECOIL MECHANISM. 

Mechanism designed to absorb the energy of recoil gradually, 
to avoid violent movement of the weapon during firing, and in some 
respects protect;: rapidly moving parts from becoming damaged. 
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RECOIL SPRING. 

A spring which is compressed by the action of certain recoil- 
ing parts, and upon expansion forces these parts forward to close 
and lock the action.  Often called the "Operating Spring." 

RECOIL SPRING GUIDE. 

A rod which is surrounded by the recoil spring, anchored at 
one end (the rear end usually), which keeps   the recoil spring from 
buckling and twisting while the spring is being compressed by the 
movement of the recoiling parts.  In some cases this guide is a 
hollow tube, with the recoil spring riding inside.  In this case 
it may be called a "Recoil Spring Housing" or "Recoil Spring 
Guide Tube." 

REVOLVER. 

A firearm in which the cartridges are carried in a cyl''nder, 
mounted coaxially with the barrel.  A mechanism revolves the 
cylinder so that the cartridges are successively aligned with 
the barrel. 

RIFLE. 

A   shoulder   fired,   air-cooled   firearm,   which   fires   a   spin 
stabilized   projectile.     Rotation  is   imparted   to   the  projectile 
by  spiral   grooves   engraved   in   the   inner   walls   of  the  barrel. 

RIFLING. 

A scries of spiral grooves in the bore of a  barrel which 
imparts a spinning motion to the bullet as it travels the length 
of the barrel from breech to muzzle. 

SAFETY. 

Any mechanism incorporated into the action of a weapon which 
by mechanical or manual manipulation prevents the weapon from 
being fired.  See Mechanical Safety.  A Safety is "ON" or "applied" 
when it is  positioned to prevent the weapon from firing. 

1.  Automatic Safety:  A safety which is" automatically applied 
by the movement of certain components of the weapon and must be 
manually released or set to "FIRE."  Examples:  Grip Safety, which 
must be pressed before the weapon can fire; Ejection Port Cover, 
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which  must;  be   opened  before   the  weapon  can  be   fired;   Magazine 
Safety,   when magazine   is   removed,   safety   is   automatically applied 
and  weapon   cannot  be   fired  until  magazine   is   inserted;   Hammer 
Safety,   which   automatically  blocks   the  hammer   when   the  weapon   is 
initially  loaded   and   must  be  placed   in   the   "PIRE"  position before 
the  weapon  can  be   fired;   Bolt Lock   Safety,   which   is  automatically 
applied   if   the  bolt   is   not   fully  closed   and   locked. 

2.     Manual   Safety:     Operate   in  conjunction  with most  of   the 
Automatic   Safeties.     The Manual   Safety   takes   the   form  of a   swinging 
lever,   a   sliding  button,   a   push-through  button,   etc.     The Manual 
Safety must  be  deliberately  set  or  applied   to   "ON"   or  "SAFE"   and 
deliberately  released   to  "OFF"   or   "FIRE."     Very  often Manual   Safeties 
are  combined   with   Fire   Selection  systems,   where   the   safety must  be 
set   to   the  "FIRE"   position  before   the   type   of   fire  desired  can  be 
selected, 

SEAR. 

A  component   operated  by   the   trigger   which   fires   the weapon. 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC. 

A weapon   in  which   the   trigger  must  be   pulled   for   each   shot 
fired.     All   the   functions   of  loading,   locking,   cocking,   extraction 
and  'jjection  are   carried  out  automatically  by   the  weapon. 

SILENCER. 

A  device   attached   to   the  muzzle   of  a   weapon,   which   absorbs   the 
gases   following   the  bullet   from   the muzzle   in   such   a  manner   that 
the  usual   explosive   sound   of   the  gas   is  muffled.     Silencers   to   be 
effective   can   only   be   used  when   the  muzzle  velocity  of   the  bullet 
is  less   than   the   speed   of   sound. 

SLIDE. 

A  component   which   makes   up   part   of   the   recoiling  components   and 
functions   to  carry   the  bolt   or   the  hammer   or   the   firing  pin   or 
operates   the   feeding   system,   etc. 

STOCK. 

Tie   part   or   parts   attached   to   the  receiver   of  a  weapon  which 
makes   it  possible   for   the   fircr   to  hold   aim,   and   fire   the  arm. 
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1. Fixed Stock:  A stock which is rigidly attached to the 
receiver in such a manner that it cannot be inovod or rcpositioned 
without deliberately ramoving some other parts. 

2. Folding Stock:  A stock which is designed in such a manner 
that it can be pivoted or folded forward to lay above, below, or 
alongside of the receiver, thus shortening the overall length of 
the weapon.  In some submachineguns, the weapon may he fired with 
the stock folded. 

3. Telescoping Stock:  A stock which is designed in such a 
manner that it can be pushed forward to shorten the overall length 
of the weapon.  It does not pivot, hinge or swing.  In some sub- 
machineguns, the weapon may be fired with the stock telescoped. 

STRIKER. 

A cylindrical shaped firing pin which is carried inside the bolt 
which receives its forward impetus from its own  spiral spring when 
released by action of the crigger.  It is not struck by a hammer. 
The actual firing pin portion which strikes the primer may be an 
integral part of the striker or it may be a  separate piece attached 
to forward end of the striker.  This term is sometimes improperly 
used to indicate any firing pin. 

STRIPPING. 

1. As   pertains   to weapons,   means   to  disassemble.      (a)     Field 
Stripping   is   disassembling as   far  as  necessary  for  normal  maintenance, 
(b)     Detail   Stripping  is  disassembling  all   parts  and  pieces   that 
can  be  removed. 

2. As   pertains   to  ammunition,   means   the   failure   of   the  bullet 
jacket   to  properly grip   the rifling  so   that bits  of  the bullet 
jacket   are   stripped  from  the  bullet   and   left  in  the  bore. 

3. As   pertains   to  loading  a  magazine,   the  act  of pressing   the 
cartridges   from   the  strip  clip   into   the  magazine. 

4. As   pertains   to  loading  rounds   into   the  chamber,   the  movement 
of   the  bolt  which   forces   the   top round   in  the magazine  into   the 
chamber   in preparation for  firing. 

SUBMACHINECUN. 

A   shoulder   fired,   air-cooled,   magazine-fed  weapon,   chambered 
for  pistol   caliber  ammunition and capable  uf  full-automatic   fire, 
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THROAT. 

The   forward  port ion   of   the   chamber  which   i ■,   tapered   t:o  meet 
the   bore   diameter. 

TRAJECTORY. 

The  path   of  a   bullet   in   flight   which   describes   a   do Tiward 
curve   fr.ini   the   muzzle   to   the   impact   point, 

TRIGGER. 

A I ins.'.ei' actuated level' used tr aci ivate Llie firiü/ n't'chat'i.sn 
and so fire the weapon. 

TRIGGER BAR. 

A   connectiin:   bar   operating  between   the   trigger   an     ih.    sear. 

TRIGGER  GUARj). 

A  metal    loop   which   partial I v   protects   the   trigi,er   from   damagt 
and   from  being  presset!   ace ident iall y. 

Vl'LOGTTY. 

As   pertains   lo   projectiles,    tiie   speed   of   the   projettili . 
Instrumental   velocity   -   the   velocity   of  a   projectile   in   fiighf 
measured   by   scleiittfic   instruments   at   a   specified   point   in   it 
trajectory.     Usually  measured   in   feet   per   second   (fps).      In: L; , 
mental   velocities   always   indicate   ; lu-   range  at   which   the   reading1 

were  made. 

TRIPOD. 

A   stand   or  mount   on   which   a   machincgun   rests   durini;   ii. in.,. 
Consists   of   three   legs   which   are  adjustable   in   angle   in   selat ' •■■! 
to   the   long  axis   of   the   weapons   (and  may  be   adjustable   i:    length) 
in   order   to  raise   or   lower   the  whole   weapon.      Tile   tripod   u-i.ii.v 
contains  mechanisms   to   elevate   and   traverse   the   weapon   tin   i imiied 
degree   without  moving   the   tripod   as   a   whole. 

TRUNNION. 

A component of a machinegun which makes up the foremost portion 
of the receiver and which usually receives the barrel jacket or 
the barrel.  The trunnion is usually designed to constitute the 
foremost mounting point for the weapon. 
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WATER JACKET. 

A  cylindri-al   metal   jacket   which   surrounds   the  barrel   on 
machineguns.      I1"   L;   rigidly  attached   at   its   rear   to   the  Trunnion, 
with   a   hole   in   thv   front   end   from which   the  barrel   protrudes. 
This    jacket   is   considerably   larger   than   the   barrel   in   diameter, 
and   is   so  designed   with   sealing  rings,   intake  or   filler   holes, 
outlet  holes,   etc.,   so   that   it  will   hold  water.     The  water   keeps 
the   barrel   cool   during   sustained   firing. 
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ILLUSTRATED INDEX 

SECTION VI PART 1 

P;irt; 1 of LhLs section Ls an LlluHtratcd Lndux which cor.Lains 
pictures oi all thu .inns covered i.n this lumdbook listed by commun 
nomonclatur", country of origin .-mtl section page number.  The weapons 
are initially grouped by type and further grouped by appearance.  The 
purpose of grouping by similarity of appearance is to assist the reader 
in hasty recognition which should be tempered by knowledge of the fact 
that weapons which look "exactly alike" are not necessarily identical. 

Small, arms that become available to Special Forces personnel 
for study or training purposes are normally readily identified.  In 
using this index a determination as to which group the weapon falls into 
can be made immediately.  It is then necessary to turn to this group of 
weapons, identify the weapon by general appearance', match the weapon to 
one specific illustration and turn to the proper section and page number 
for the complete illustrated and textual coverage.  A point to note, is 
that a great many small arms designed for specific tactical use look 
very much alike.  This is understandably based upon capabilities of 
the arm which is a I actor of tactical application. 

It is obvious that all handguns will look alike as regard to 
size.  A primary recognition feature which will assist in the quick 
identification of n pistol, is the slide, or lack thereof, on top of 
the receiver.  A full slide which covers the barrel and contains the 
breechblock is the primary recognition feature of handguns which use the 
Colt/Browning system.  There are exceptions to this rule.  A second 
type of pistol is that which has an exposed barrel with the bolt or 
breechblock contained in an extension attached to the rear of the barrel. 
A variant design which combines a half slide and an exposed barrel 
constitutes a third general class. 

Auto-loading rifles may usually be identified by at least 
two obvious and quickly identified features.  These are the gas 
cylinder and piston assembly and an exposed fixed or removable magazine. 
Two exceptions to these rules are the U. S. Ml Rifle where the magazine 
is completely contained within the receiver and stock and the Czech M52 
Rifle where the gas cylinder and piston assembly is covered by the 
upper handguard.  Other recognition features such as a   flash hider/ 
suppressor, bipod, perforated handguard, hinged but plate, straight line 
stock, etc.,  will assist in identifying the weapon as an auto-loading 
rifle.  Many rifles which have such components attached may be difficult 
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to classify because of their similarity to certain light machinoguns. 
Many heavy automatic rifles (18 to 23 lbs), while tactically employed 
as squad automatic weapons may actually be classed as light machine- 
guns by certain armies.  Generally such arms, in order to remain in 
the rifle class of weapon, must be of such a weight and design as tc 
be easily fired from the shoulder without the aid of any type of 
mount.  Weapons classed as assault rifles are very similar in 
appearance and tactical use to certain types of submachincguns.  Tin 
only true delineation between these two types of weapons i  the size 
and caliber of ammunition eacli fires.  Submachincguns fire pistol size 
ammunition, assault rifles are chambered for rifle, carbine or inter- 
mediate size cartridges. 

There Is seldom any difficulty encountered in identifying 
a submachinegun type arm.  Submachincguns are characterized by compact 
size, large capacity magazines, light weight, use of stamped components, 
folding stocks, and in many cases, compensators, flash hidors, perforated 
barrel jackets and Sflcctivc fire systems.  Again, as in the ca.se of 
assault rifles, positive identification of the arm can be made from on 
examination of the ammunition.  The submachinegun should be chambered 
to fire pistol ammunition. 

Machincguns are not hard to identify; the problem involved 
in properly classifying a machinegun lies in determining what tvpe it 
is.  "Type" in this respect refers to the weight/size and tactical 
employment rather than type of function.  Machincguns arc presently 
grouped into two classes, light and heavy.  Light machincguns are bipod 
mounted, licavy machincguns are tripod mounted.  Many machinegun:: arc 
designed to be fired from both a bipod and a tripod mount, such weapons 
are classed as dual purpose type arms.  In this respect the tactical 
application will determine its type.  Bipod mounted, used in offensive 
actions or in an assault role, it may be cons:Jered a   light machinegun. 
Tripod mounted, used in. defensive positions are in an antiaircraft role, 
it may be considered a heavy machinegun.  Prior to the end of the Korean 
conflict there were throe classes of machincguns in general use.  The 
third type was the medium machinegun.  Weapons in this medium class 
were so designated due to their weight; most tripod and wheel mounted 
and all water cooled machincguns of rifle caliber were grouped in the 
medium class.  Weapons which were bipod mounted were classed as light 
machincguns; weapons chambered for ammunition of a caliber larger than 
a conventional rifle round were classed as heavy machincguns.  The 
present trend in classifying machincguns is based more on tactical use 
than on weight or caliber.  In this respect a machinegun which is 
capable of ground and AA fire mounting, designed to be mounted on a 
tripod or a bipod, used in both offensive and defensive roles, is now 
classed as a General Purpose Machinegun (U.S. M60, Japanese M62, Swiss 
MG50, German MG 1). 
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RECOGNITION  GUIDE 

SECTION  VI  PART  2 

Part   2   nf   thf.s   section   is   a   recognition  guide  which   consists 
of   illustrations   of  weapons  with   certain   components   Identified.     Major 
components  which  are   easily  recognized  are   not  pointed   out.      The   basic 
purpose   of   this   guide   is   tc   familiarize   the   reader  with   certain   attach- 
ments,   sub-assemblies   and   jpecific   components  which  may  be   found   on 
different   classes   and   types   of  weapons.      Recognizing   the   different   styles 
and   designs   of   some   of   the   standard   components  will   aid   in   identifying 
the   weapon;   familiarity with   the   location   of   certain  attachments   öml 
sub-assemblies   will    improve   the   individual's   ability   to   classify   the 
different   typos   of   arms. 

The   glossary  of   terms   contained   in   Section   V  of   this   handbook 
is   an  aid   to   understanding  what   certain  weapon   terms   mean  and  what 
certain  weapon   components   are   designed   to  accomplish.      This   guide   section 
will   further   assist   i',e   reader   in   recognizing  or   identifying   these   com- 
ponents.      Items   are   illustrated   to   show   their   location   and   their   similar- 
ity,   or  dissimilarity,   of  appearance.     The   Special   Forces   soldier when 
encountering  an  unfamiliar  weapon  must   be   able   to  classify   it   as   to   type 
and   origin  without   delay.      By  being  able   to  recognize   a   flash   hi der  as 
such  and   not   confuse   it with  a   compensator  or  recoil   booster;   by   identify' 
ing  a   folded   bipod  as   a  bipod  and   not   as   a  gas  piston;   and   by   being  able 
to  quickly  and  accurately   identify   the   type   of magazine  used   (as  well   as 
to  note   its   location)   the   viewer will   be  able   to establish  a   simple, 
efficient   and   standardized   chock   list   for   identifying  a   certain  make, 
model   and   type   of   small  arm. 

The  major problem   that  exists   in making  an   identification 
of  a   strange   arm  or   in  recognizing  a   familiar  arm   lies   in   the   inability 
in   some   cases   to  observe   the  whole  weapon,   or  in  other  cases   the  whole 
arm may  be   observed   for   only  a   fraction  of  a minute.     Occasions   will 
arise  when   the   observation may  be   under   somewhat   less   than   ideal   con- 
ditions;   dim   lighting,   great   distance   from   the   item,   and   distractions 
which   affect   concentration,   etc.,   will  make   positive,   immediate   identi- 
fication   difficult.     To assure   success   in   recognizing  an   arm   through 
on-the-spot   analysis,   or   identifying   through  evaluation   of   reportable 
data,   the  weapon must   first   be   identified  as   being  of  a   certain  class, 
i.e.,   handgun,   rifle,   submachinegun,   or machinegun.     The   type   of  arm 
within  each   class  mu^t   then  be   determined;   within   the   handgun   class, 
whether  a   revolver  or  a  pistol   --  within   the   rifle   class,   whether  a man- 
ually   operated   or  a   self-loading  arm   --  within   the  machinegun   class, 
whether  a   light  machinegun   or  a  heavy  machinegun.      Submachineguns   are   in 
a   class   which   if  difficult   to   type   unless   typing   is   based  upon   eonfig- 
u rat i on . 
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Once the class of arm and type within that class has been 
determined, the analytical process known as the "component assembly 
technique" must be applied.  This technique involves three phases 
as follows:  (1)  identify as many components or assemblies as possible, 
proceeding from the muzzle end of the arm to the butt or backplate, 
(2) mentally match these items with known and recognizable like items, 
(3) compare this "assembled" arm with all familiar, "look alike" 
weapons.  The ability to evaluate data of this type improves with 
practice, but is based primarily on the viewers ability to immediately 
catalogue or recognize a component as belonging to a specific arm. 
Even though a weapon may be available for a period of timj the same 
"component assembly technique" must be used; identifying and recognizing 
each component or assembly in an orderly manner from muzzle to butt 
or backplate. 

In identifying handguns, the fact 
revolver should be immediateLv apparent.  If 
to note is whether it carries a full slide, 
barrel attached fo a barrel extension.  If c 
is possible other pertinent points should be 
type of thumb safety, slide stop, magazine r 
Also necessary for identifying are the foil 
type of hammer (il exposed), whether "burr" 
t lie bolt is a separate piece in the barrel e 
location of the cocking knobs must be noted; 
its location must be noted.  Of great import 
visions for selective fire and/or attachment 
Finally, as reportable data for positive ide 
and symbols should be copied if possible. 

that it is a pistol or a 
a pistol, the next point 

a half slide or an exposed 
lose inspection of the arm 
noted, e.g., location and 

elease and lanyard loop(s). 
owing recognition features: 
type or "spur" type; if 
xtension, the typL1 and 
if t lie re is a grip safety, 

ance is noting the pro- 
of a shoulder stock, 
ntification, all markings 

The first determination which should be made in identifying 
a rifle is in regard to its type of operation, i.e., manually operated 
or auto-loading.  In recogrizing the components which identify the arm 
as an auto-loading piece, the most positive features are the gas cylinder, 
piston assembly and exposed magazine.  Other points which will aid in 
recognition an1 components or assemblies such as flash hider/suppresor, 
bipod, barrel jacket, and hinged butt plate.  During close examination 
of the arm  other characteristics should be noted, e.g., location and 
type of fire select and/or safety lever, magazine release, operating 
handle, etc.  Also necessary for identification arc the following, features 
shape of flash hider or if a flash suppressor, number of prongs; lo- 
cation of bayonet Lug and position of gas cylinder; location of bipod, 
hand guard, sling swivel and forearm and material from which constructed; 
location and type of magazine well or bousing, tvpe of operating handle 
and whether it disconnects from the moving parts during i irrng; tvpe 
and location of front and rear sights; shape ol stock and whether a 
pistol grip is attached.  Of great importance is noting provisions for 
selective feed systems which would give the arm a dual, capability as 
an automatic rifle as well as a light machinegun.  All markings and 
symbols, i.e., proot marks, inspector stamps, model numbers, arsenal 
marks, caliber designat ion, etc., should be copied if possible.  I'he 
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determination  as   to whether   the   piece   in question   is   an  automatic 
rifle   or   a   light   machinegun  must   often  be  based  on   tactical   application. 
If   tactical  employment   has   not   been  observed,   the  weight   of   the   arm 
(more   than   18   pounds)   plus   type   of   feed   (or  magazine   capacity)  may 
help   to  establish   the   fact   that   it   is   a   light  machinegun   rather   than 
an   automatic  rifle.      In   the   case  of  assault   rifles,   their  similarity 
to   submachineguns  may  make   identification  difficult.     Assault   rifles 
are   generally  gas   operated,   have   large   capacity  magazines,   usually 
have   compensator  or   flash   hider   assemblies   attached   and   are   chambered 
for   rifle   caliber  ammunition. 

In   the   case   of  machineguns   the   primary   problem which  arises 
is   determining whether   it   is   a   light  or   heavy  machinegun.     This  differ- 
ence   may  be   apparent  when   the   type   of mount   is   observed.      If   it   is 
capable   of  being  mounted   on   both  a bipod   and  a   tripod   it  would   be   typed 
as   a  General   Purpose   (GP)  machinegun.     It   can  be   immediately  noted  as 
to whether   it   is   air  cooled   or water   cooled   and whether   it   is   belt   fed 
of  magazine   fed.     Newer  model  weapons  which  are   both  belt  and  magazine 
fed,   bipod  and   tripod  mounted,   capable  of  ground  or  anti-aircraft   fire 
must   be   typed  b\   their   tactical   application.     From  this   point   on   identi- 
fication  must   follow   the   "component   assembly   technique".     During  close 
examination  of   the   arm certain   specific   points   must   be   observed,   e.g., 
location   and   type   of   trigger  mechanism   (pistol   grip  cr   spade  grip), 
location  and   type   of   fire   select/safety  device,   whether   feed   syötem 
is   single   side   feeu  or   alternate   feed   (belt   feed weapons),   location 
and   type   of  gas   regulator   (if   one   exists),   etc.     Each  component   from 
the   muzzle   to   the   butt   or   backplate   must   be   scrutinized   and   identified. 
Recoil   boosters,   buffer   systems   and quick  change   barrel   systems   must 
all   be   noted.      Identifying  data   to   include   the   fact   that   components 
and   sub-assemblies   are   serial   numbered   to  match   the   receiver must   be 
copied   if   possible. 

Designers  have   been more   prolific   in   the   field  of  submachine- 
gun   design   than   in   any  other   field  of   small   arms.     Hundreds  of  designs 
are   in  use   today.     There   is   no  other  class   of weapon where   positive 
identification   is   so  difficult.     Three  major   features   of   this   class   of 
arm must   be   recognized   before   identification  can   be  made.     These   features 
are,    (1)     exposed   or  enclosed   barrel,   (2)     general   shape   of   the   receiver, 
i.e.,   tubular,   rectangular,   square   or  a  combination  of   these   shapes,    (3) 
type   of   stock,   i.e.,   full wooden  stock,   folding   stock,   telescoping  stock 
and  whether   the   stock   is   removable  or   fixed.     Other   identifying   points 
which  must   be  observed  are   as   follows:     type   of  muzzle   brake/compensator, 
location  of magazine well   or   housing   (also   type   and   capacity  of   the 
magazine),location  of  cocking   handle   and whether   it   remains   stationary 
during   firing,   location   and   type   of   fire   select   and/or   safety   lever 
and   location  and   type   of   front   and   rear   sights.      During   close  examina- 
tion  all  markings  which would   further   identify   the   arm  should  be   copied. 
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ASSAULT  RIFLES 
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Tangen 

Curved Box Magazine 
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SUBMACHINEGUNS 
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LIGHT MACHTNEC;UNS 

Carrying Handle 

Flash Hider 4    Top Feed Curved Box Magazine 
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CONCLUSION 

It is absolutely essential that the Special Forces soldier 
become proficient in the skill of understanding how and why small arms 
function; he must be able to disassemble, assemble, repair and fire a 
large number of foreign weapons in order to carry out his mist ion.  Not 
only must he be familiar with all the arms covered in this handbook, 
but he must bo able to apply his acquired knowledge of the gun designers' 
art to a completely unrecognized weapon to the ultimate aim of being able 
to use such a weapon, and as the occasion arises, teach others how to fire 
and maintain such small arms. 

Because of the limited scope of this book, only a fraction of 
the hundreds of small arms in use in the world today is covered.  The 
Special Forces soldier must sharpen his curiosity concerning the how and 
why of the function of weapons.  He must acquire an analytical technique 
which will enable him to quickly and without error determine how a strange 
weapon functions; what certain components are supposed to do, how the 
weapon is prepared for firing, and what must be done to fire it and keep 
it firing.  Not only must he be able to do this, he must be able to pass 
this knowledge on to others as a   teacher and instructor in the use of 
s trange arms. 

Aside from developing an understanding of small arms, he must 
develop a technique of reporting the sighting of an unfamiliar arm.  He 
should establish a step-by-step procedure for identifying a weapon, or 
if the arm is not recognizable, a procedure whereby the arm may be iden- 
tified at a later date. 

It is hoped that the knowledge acquired by the Special Forces 
soldier in using this book will assist him in carrying out his mission. 
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